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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
 
Formal names for offices, agencies, institutions, and programs are capitalized; 
technical terms are in lower case. 

 

AD anaerobic digestion; anaerobic digestor 

BCCA Baltimore Clean Air Act 

BCPS Baltimore City Public Schools 

BFWRS Baltimore Food Waste and Recovery Strategy 

BRWWTP Back River Wastewater Treatment Plant 

BRESCO Baltimore Refuse Energy Systems Co. (now Wheelabrator) 

BSP Baltimore Sustainability Plan 

BZWP Baltimore Zero Waste Plan 

CAP Baltimore City Climate Action Plan 

CAPEX capital expenditure 

C&D construction and demolition 

DP3 Baltimore City Disaster Preparedness and Planning Project 

DPW Baltimore City Department of Public Works 

GHG greenhouse gas 

HDPE high density polyethylene; no. 2 plastic 

ICI industrial, commercial, and institutional (sectors) 

ILSR Institute for Local Self Reliance 

LWBB Less Waste, Better Baltimore (Plan) 

MBT Mechanical Biological Treatment 

MDE Maryland Department of the Environment 

MDP maximum diversion potential 

MES Maryland Environmental Service 

MFB multi-family building 

MRF materials recovery facility 

MSW municipal solid waste 

MTCO2E metric tons (tonnes) of carbon dioxide equivalent 

MWP mixed waste processing 

NMWDA Northeast Maryland Waste Disposal Authority 

NWTS Northwest Transfer Station 

OPEX operating expenditure 

O&M operation and maintenance 

PET/PETE  polyethylene terephthalate; no. 1 plastic 

PPP/3P/P3 public-private partnership 

PWWTP Patapsco Wastewater Treatment Plant 

QRL Quarantine Road Landfill 

RNG renewable natural gas 

RORO roll-on, roll-off container 

SFH single family home 

SRF solid recovered fuels 

SSR single-stream recycling; single-stream recyclables 

SSO source separated organics 

U.S. EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency 

WARM Waste Reduction Model (U.S. EPA) 

WMRA Waste Management Recycle America 

WTE waste to energy 

ZWA Zero Waste Associates  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Overview and Approach 
This Task 7 Report was prepared by Geosyntec Consultants, Inc. of 
Columbia, MD for the City of Baltimore Department of Public Works 
(DPW) as part of a master planning effort titled the “Less Waste, Better 
Baltimore” (LWBB) Plan.  The LWBB Plan is intended to: 

1. Outline a clear and attainable future vision for improving the 
solid waste and recycling system in Baltimore over both the near- 
and long-term, with the goal of maximizing waste reduction, 
reuse/repair, recycling, and sustainable management of 
materials; 

2. Develop actionable strategies to achieve this goal; and 

3. Identify potential impacts on existing solid waste management 
systems, including programmatic and infrastructure needs, 
investment challenges, and associated policy or regulatory 
initiatives. 

In this Report, the capitalized term “City” is used specifically to refer to 
Baltimore City Government, which includes DPW and other 
departments and offices (e.g., Planning, Sustainability, and Health) but 
does not include Baltimore City Public Schools (BCPS).  Use of 
“Baltimore” or the lower case term “city” refers to Baltimore City as a 
whole. 

Background 

Several technical and strategic planning documents have been prepared 
as part of LWBB Plan development to inform and guide the focus of the 
review of options in Task 7.  All documents approved as final by DPW are 
posted on the LWBB website.  To date, the following documents have 
been prepared as part of the LWBB Plan: 

1. Task 0 – Waste Sort:  Geosyntec conducted a two-season waste 
sort (January and June 2019) to establish more reliable and up-
to-date data on waste characteristics and quantities generated in 
Baltimore. 

2. Task 1 – Community Meetings:  To involve residents and other 
stakeholders in developing the LWBB Plan, DPW solicited 
community input through four facilitated community meetings 
held between February and June 2019.  DPW also solicited input 
through email submittals to its dedicated email address.  

3. Task 1 – Online Survey:  Parallel to the community meetings, 
DPW published an online survey to solicit input from 
stakeholders.  Over 2,000 survey responses were received and 
summarized in a report in April 2019. 

4. Task 3 – Comprehensive Description of Existing Solid Waste 
Management System:  Final report published July 2019. 

5. Task 4 – Benchmarking:  Final report published September 2019. 
6. Task 5 – Potential Improvements to the Current Diversion/ 

Recycling System:  This report documents potential options for 
the City to consider which, if implemented, would improve waste 
diversion and recycling rates within the residential and 
commercial sectors.  The final Task 5 Report was released 
concurrent with this Task 7 Report. 

https://publicworks.baltimorecity.gov/Less-Waste-Better-Baltimore
https://publicworks.baltimorecity.gov/Less-Waste-Better-Baltimore
https://publicworks.baltimorecity.gov/Less-Waste-Better-Baltimore
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This Task 7 Report, which is the ninth in the series of LWBB Plan reports, 
outlines options for environmentally and fiscally responsible 
management of “what’s left,” that is the waste that cannot realistically 
be prevented from being generated or diverted from disposal under one 
or more options assessed in the Task 5 Report. 

Basis for Analysis in Task 7 

The Task 5 Report summarized and analyzed in detail the options 
available to the City to reduce and divert waste from disposal.  The Task 
5 Report was written in the context of assessing the City’s ability to meet 
the waste reduction/diversion goals established in the Baltimore 
Sustainability Plan (BSP) and Baltimore Food Waste and Reduction 
Strategy (BFWRS).  Although the Task 5 Report focused on programs that 
could be directly implemented or managed by DPW (i.e., that primarily 
impact the residential sector), it also assessed reduction/diversion 
measures in the commercial sector.  Altogether, it was estimated that an 
overall waste diversion rate of 83% could be achieved by 2040 if the City 
were to implement the full combination of options resulting in the 
maximum diversion potential (MDP).  This compares to the 50% overall 
diversion rate achieved in 2017. 

The expected rate at which recycling/diversion options achieve their 
MDP has significant bearing on the quantity of waste requiring disposal 
in any given year.  Based on the Task 5 analysis, it is estimated that many 
of the options will take several years to fully mature and reach their full 
diversion potential.  The timeline associated with post-implementation 
performance of each option were assessed in terms of the short term 
(generally, the next 5-10 years), medium term (generally, the next 10-15 
years) or long term (generally, the next 15-20 years).  The estimated 
timeline accounts for the expected time lag between program 

implementation and seeing noticeable improvements as a result of the 
affected population responding and adapting to it.  A simple S-curve 
model was used to account for the time lag.  Therefore, the quantity of 
waste requiring disposal is expected to decrease relatively slowly at first, 
but then accelerate significantly over time as the full impacts of waste 
reduction and diversion measures begin to be felt.  Over the same period, 
waste generation in Baltimore is expected to increase slowly over time to 
reflect projected population increases.  Analysis of total waste disposal 
needs in Task 7 thus needs to reflect the dynamic nature of the evolving 
waste stream expected through 2040. 

As introduced above, it is important to note that that solid waste 
management in Baltimore, like most jurisdictions, operates within two 
distinct spheres.  The City’s “sphere of control” represents the portion of 
the waste stream that is under their direct control, primarily waste 
collected by DPW from the residential sector.  Assessing changes to 
programs and systems within this sphere is relatively straightforward and 
actionable.  However, Baltimore also relies on waste management 
services and facilities that are privately owned and/or are located outside 
the City’s jurisdictional limits.  Although the City does not have direct 
control over these operations within the commercial sector, they are 
nonetheless influenced by the City’s priorities, policies, and regulations 
and, therefore, are considered to be within their “sphere of influence.”  
Assessing changes to programs and systems within the City’s sphere of 
influence is not as straightforward as for those within their sphere of 
control. 

1.2 Scope and Purpose 
Consistent with the methodology outlined above and the scope of work 
for Task 7, the purpose of this Report is to: 
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1. Document potential options for the City to consider for 
management of residual waste (i.e., what’s left) following the 
waste diversion efforts to be implemented within the residential 
and commercial sectors in accordance with Task 5.  Under these 
assumptions for the anticipated amount of residual waste for 
disposal, options for consideration in Task 7 include: 

A. Maximizing the use of DPW’s Quarantine Road Landfill (QRL); 

B. Continued use of Wheelabrator Baltimore, the waste-to-
energy (WTE) incinerator previously known as BRESCO; 

C. Constructing new/expanded waste transfer stations as long-
haul transfer options for disposal out of the city; and 

D. Other waste processing technologies such as mixed waste 
processing, mechanical-biological treatment, or gasification. 

2. Building on promising options, identify specific facilities and 
programs to assist with budgetary planning for future waste 
disposal needs based on high-level information regarding: 

A. Costs and timelines for facility/program development, 
implementation, and performance; 

B. Siting requirements (e.g., whether existing facilities could be 
expanded or whether new sites would be needed in or 
around Baltimore); 

C. Environmental benefits achieved, measured in terms of 
lifecycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions of WTE 
as compared to landfilling;  

D. Other benefits (e.g., job creation potential within the public 
and private sectors); and 

E. Potential operational and financial challenges. 

Review of potential options should also consider contingency planning 
for unexpected events that could temporarily or permanently interrupt 
the use of one of the City’s main recycling or transfer/disposal locations. 
Contingencies for disruption to transfer/disposal facilities are best 
addressed through adopting a decentralized approach that provides 
redundancy, that is: 

1. Developing multiple smaller facilities rather than relying on one 
centralized facility; and 

2. Ensuring the sum total capacity of decentralized facilities exceeds 
the total capacity requirement (e.g., if three facilities are 
developed, each should offer more capacity than simply a third 
of the total required). 

This is a key focus of the analysis in Task 7.   

Adoption of the diversified options for waste diversion and recycling 
assessed in Task 5 will reduce the City’s reliance on centralized disposal 
infrastructure and thus help build resilience to climate change or other 
disruptions.  Contingency measures for temporary/permanent disruption 
to a composting or other recycling facility essentially mean disposing of 
materials that can no longer be processed.  Therefore, assumptions for 
disposal tonnages and the sizing of all processing and transfer facilities in 
Task 7 are based on handling total waste quantities under the 2017 status 
quo (i.e., assuming that additional diversion rates achieved in the future 
may be lost temporarily or permanently). 
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1.3 Relevant Legislation and Existing Plans 
Baltimore Clean Air Act (BCAA) 

The Baltimore Clean Air Act (BCAA), introduced as Council Bill 18-0306, 
was approved by the City Council on 11 February 2019 and signed by then 
Mayor Pugh on 7 March 2019.  The BCAA requires commercial solid waste 
incinerators in Baltimore to conduct continuous monitoring of multiple 
pollutants, including dioxins, furans, nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur 
dioxides (SOx), particulate matter, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and 
several heavy metals.  It also establishes significantly stricter emission 
limits for mercury, NOx, SOx, and dioxins/furans than are required under 
Maryland regulations.  As written, compliance with the BCAA is required 
starting in September 2020 or January 2022, depending on the specific 
emission control and/or monitoring system in question. 

Consideration of the BCAA had significant impact on the analyses 
performed in Task 7.  If BRESCO could not economically comply with the 
BCAA, it would be forced to close in 2022, adding urgency to the need for 
achieving significant diversion of waste from disposal.  In the short term, 
additional disposal at QRL and/or contingency transfer of waste to other 
disposal facilities will be needed until more long-term options can be 
developed. 

The status of the BCAA has been extremely fluid during development of 
the LWBB Plan.  When the project commenced in September 2018, the 
BCAA had not yet been enacted.  On 30 April 2019, Wheelabrator in 
conjunction with other plaintiffs sued the City in Federal Count over the 
legality of the BCAA.  On 29 January 2020, at the request of the Court, the 
City agreed to stay implementation of the BCAA pending resolution of the 
motions.  Soon thereafter, on 27 March 2020 the Court found that the 

BCAA conflicts with federal and state law, is preempted by such laws, and 
therefore is invalid.  This effectively ruled in Wheelabrator’s favor for 
their continued operation of BRESCO.  At the time of writing this Task 7 
Report, it is not known whether the City will appeal the Court’s ruling.  In 
addition, it is not known whether the City will renew its contract for 
disposal at BRESCO after December 2021.  For the purposes of this Task 
7 Report, therefore, analyses of options for disposal of what’s left are 
centered on various scenarios in which BRESCO may or may not be 
available for waste disposal starting in 2022.  

Baltimore Sustainability Plan (BSP) 

The Baltimore Sustainability Plan was developed by the Baltimore Office 
of Sustainability (BOS) and adopted by the City Council in 2019.  The BSP 
presents three major strategies for improving waste management and 
recycling in Baltimore with associated action items: 

1. Increase the amount of trash that is diverted from the landfill and 
incinerator to recycling programs.  Specific action items include 
providing free recycling bins to all residents and increasing 
commercial recycling; launching an anti-litter, pro-recycling 
campaign; and creating a plan to achieve zero waste, meaning 
the City “are working toward or diverting over 90% of our 
discards from landfilling or incineration.”  

2. Expand the City’s Waste to Wealth Initiative.  Specific action 
items include implementing the Baltimore Food Waste and 
Recovery Strategy (BFWRS), siting a local compost facility, and 
revising building codes and/or creating ordinances to eliminate 
waste and encourage reuse of deconstructed building materials. 

https://baltimore.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3758435&GUID=F76AC1B0-D1BD-4F7E-9106-52B72C1D58E7
https://www.baltimoresustainability.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Sustainability-Plan_01-30-19-compressed-1.pdf
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3. Pursue legislative and policy changes to reduce the waste stream.  
Specific action items include imposing a fee for plastic bags, 
creating a procurement committee to incentivize source 
reduction, and developing a “save as you throw” (SAYT) program. 

A more detailed description of strategies outlined under the BSP, as well 
as a review of the City’s BFWRS and Waste to Wealth Initiative, was 
provided in the Task 5 Report. 

Other Plans 

Two other City plans with relevance to the analyses in Task 7 are: 

1. The Climate Action Plan, which was developed in November 2012 
to reduce Baltimore’s GHG emissions by 15% below 2010 levels 
by 2020 through a range of strategies targeted at reducing 
consumption of fossil fuels.  In the BSP, this goal was updated to 
25% reduction by 2020 and 30% by 2025 (relative to 2007). 

2. The Disaster Preparedness and Planning Project, which was 
created in an effort to address existing hazards while 
simultaneously preparing for predicted hazards due to climate 
change.  An update to the DP3 was adopted by the City in 
December 2018. 

The CAP and DP3 were reviewed in more detail in the Task 5 Report. 

 

  

https://www.baltimoresustainability.org/plans/climate-action-plan/
https://www.baltimoresustainability.org/plans/disaster-preparedness-plan/
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2. METHODOLOGY AND BASELINE 
This Report focuses on managing “what’s left” in the solid waste stream 
after waste reduction and diversion programs have been implemented 
(see the LWBB Task 5 report for details on waste reduction and diversion 
options).  Therefore, a foundational assumption for this Report is that the 
materials remaining in the waste stream have little to no potential for 
recovery because the majority of recoverable and/or divertible materials 
(e.g., cardboard, plastics, metals, compostable organics, etc.) have been 
removed under the City’s reduction and diversion measures (which will 
increase over time as the Task 5 options are implemented).  As a result, 
this Report will focus on waste processing and disposal options available 
to manage the residual solid waste stream following implementation of 
the reduction and diversion strategies outlined in the Task 5 report. 

The methods used in this Report to objectively assess waste processing 
and disposal options are presented below: 

1. Estimate the expected solid waste mass and composition 
through 2040.  This will be used as the baseline for assessing 
future processing and disposal options; 

2. Review existing solid waste management facilities in and around 
Baltimore to determine what, if any, additional processing and 
disposal capacity will be required to manage the expected future 
solid waste stream; 

3. Select processing and disposal options to be analyzed in this 
Report to meet future solid waste management needs; 

4. Choose metrics by which each option will be assessed; 

5. Analyze each option using these metrics to select the most 
effective and feasible waste processing and disposal options; and 

6. Perform a scenario analysis to determine when selected solid 
waste processing and disposal options will be required to 
manage Baltimore’s solid waste stream. 

This Report focuses on waste processing and disposal options that can be 
sustained – that is, options that are robust, affordable, practical, and 
enforceable such that residents and businesses support them.  Where 
appropriate, opportunities for collaboration and partnership between 
the public and private sectors are discussed in relation to each option. 

2.1 Establishing the Baseline for Analysis 
Citywide Overview of the Disposed Waste Stream 

As part of the Task 5 Report, a detailed mass balance was performed on 
the composition of the current solid waste stream.  Specifically, the 
composition of disposed waste was analyzed to determine the diversion 
potential, costs, benefits, and challenges for the various waste reduction 
and diversion options presented as part of the Task 5 Report.  A summary 
of the solid waste streams in the city, including waste generation, sources 
and destinations of disposed waste, and disposed waste composition, is 
given below (based on 2017 data). 

Summary of Solid Waste Generation 
The waste stream in Baltimore is composed of residential and 
commercial waste.  Residential waste is collected by DPW and includes 
waste generated by single family homes and government buildings.  
Commercial waste is collected by private haulers and includes waste 
generated by businesses, industries, and institutions as well as from 
private multi-family dwellings.  In 2017, approximately 548,800 tons of 
residential waste and 1,093,000 tons of commercial waste were 
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generated in the City (1,641,800 tons in total).  Of the total waste 
generated, approximately 747,000 tons (45%) was recycled (this value 
includes the roughly 8,400 tons of backend scrap metal recovered from 
BRESCO, included in the commercial recycled scrap metal category, and 
the 189,400 tons of recycled soil used as daily and intermediate cover 
material at QRL), 78,700 tons (5%) was composted, 229,800 tons (14%) 
was incinerated at BRESCO (this value does not include the approximately 
8,400 tons of recovered backed scrap or the 140,000 tons of ash landfilled 
at QRL, 292,200 tons (18%) was landfilled at QRL (including 140,300 tons 
of ash from BRESCO, and 279,900 tons (17%) was disposed by commercial 
haulers in the private system (presumed to be C&D waste). 

Sources and Destinations of Disposed Waste 
In total, 816,100 tons of waste generated in Baltimore were disposed in 
2017.  This includes 319,450 tons of disposed residential waste and 
496,650 tons of disposed commercial waste.  Residential disposed waste 
consisted predominantly of curbside residential MSW (306,550 tons) and 
waste collected at DPW’s residents’ drop-off facilities (12,900 tons) and 
was disposed at QRL (162,500 tons) and BRESCO (156,900 tons).  
Commercial disposed waste consisted predominantly of commercial 
MSW (201,300 tons), commercial C&D waste (279,900 tons), and waste 
collected by small haulers (13,200 tons) and was disposed at BRESCO 
(213,200 tons), QRL (3,550 tons), and private C&D disposal facilities 
(279,900 tons). 

Expected Composition of Disposed Waste 
The composition of the disposal waste stream was determined using a 
combination of data from the Task 0 summer and winter waste sorts and 
published sources.  A summary of expected disposed waste composition 
is given in the table opposite. 

Summary of Disposed Waste Composition in Baltimore in 2017 (tons) 

Category Sub-Category Residential 
Waste 

Commercial 
Waste Total 

Organics 
(163,200) 

Food Waste 65,450 44,050 109,500 

Yard Waste 36,250 15,150 51,400 

Mixed Organics 0 2,300 2,300 

Traditional 
Recyclables 
(240,700) 

Cardboard 24,600 32,350 56,950 

Mixed Paper 18,700 17,600 36,300 

HDPE/PET 12,700 7,550 20,250 

Mixed Plastic 55,150 29,800 84,950 

Aluminum Cans 4,000 2,500 6,500 

Steel Cans 7,650 9,000 16,650 

Mixed Metals 250 300 550 

Glass 9,350 9,200 18,550 

C&D 
(288,700) 

Lumber 2,400 22,000 24,400 

Clay Bricks 0 6,350 6,350 

Concrete 2,050 199,300 201,350 

Asphalt Concrete 0 40,200 40,200 

Asphalt Shingles 0 7,150 7,150 

Soil 150 150 300 

Drywall 900 8,050 8,950 
Non-

Traditional 
Recyclables 

(5,600) 

Bulk 2,500 2,500 5,000 

Textiles/Carpet 250 250 500 

Other 50 50 100 
Unclassified 

(117,900) - 77,050 40,850 117,900 

TOTAL - 319,450 496,650 816,100 

https://publicworks.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/LWBBTask0SummerWasteSortReportFinalnoatt.pdf
https://publicworks.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/Task0InterimReportWinterWasteSortnoatt.pdf
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For consistency in later analyses, waste composition categories in the 
table were chosen to be consistent with U.S. EPA’s WARM software.  A 
summary of the methods used to determine disposed waste composition 
was included in the Task 5 Report. 

In summary, it is estimated that about 816,100 tons of waste were 
disposed in Baltimore in 2017.  This included about: 

1. 163,200 tons of compostable organics (including food, yard 
waste, and mixed organics); 

2. 288,700 tons of C&D waste (including concrete, lumber, asphalt, 
and drywall); 

3. 240,700 tons of traditional recyclables (including paper, plastics, 
metals, and glass); 

4. 5,600 tons of non-traditional recyclables (including bulky waste 
and carpet); and 

5. 117,900 tons of unclassified, hard-to-recycle material (including 
non-compostable organics, medical waste, composite materials, 
diapers, etc.). 

Citywide “What’s Left” Waste Stream 

The size and composition of the future disposed waste stream (i.e. the 
“what’s left” waste stream) were estimated using the composition of the 
current waste stream (detailed above), projections for waste growth in 
the City (detailed in the Task 3 Report), and projections for waste 
reduction and diversion (detailed in the Task 5 Report).  A full analysis of 
the size and composition of the “what’s left” waste stream is included in 
Appendix 1.  A summary of the process used to determine the 
characteristics of the “what’s left” waste stream is provided below. 

Summary of the Maximum Diversion Potential 
Of the waste reduction and diversion options outlined in the Task 5 
Report, there is a combination of mutually exclusive options which results 
in achieving the Maximum Diversion Potential (MDP) and thus minimizes 
the residual mass of waste for disposal.  As shown in the table below, the 
MDP sums to a total of 552,900 tons of waste per year (assuming 2017 
waste tonnages and composition).   

Expected Maximum Diversion Potential and Performance Timeframes 
for Task 5 Options 

Diversion Option 

Additional 
Diversion 
Potential 

(tons) 

Expected  
Performance 
Timeframe 

(years) 

Food Waste Reduction 72,400 20 
Residential Organics Diversion 42,800 20 
Commercial Organics Diversion 35,500 20 
Improved Recycling Collection 84,200 10 
Expanded Recycling Collection 69,300 10 
C&D Reuse and Reduction 28,400 10 
C&D Diversion 200,100 20 
Bulk Waste Diversion 4,100 10 
Drop-Off Center Improvements 16,100 5 

TOTAL 552,900 - 

When considered in combination with the current diversion rate 
(747,000 tons currently recycled including soil at QRL, plus a further 
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78,600 tons currently composted), achieving the MDP would increase the 
overall diversion rate for all waste in Baltimore from 50% to about 83%. 

To estimate the changing composition of the waste stream over time as 
waste diversion increases, it is necessary to assign an expected 
performance timeframe to each of the nine options comprising the MDP.  
The performance timeframe for each option is summarized in the table 
above.  This timeframe represents the total time expected after 
implementation of an option for diversion to achieve maximum 
performance levels in accordance with an S-curve participation rate (as 
described in the Task 5 Report).  Larger, more complex options have 
longer performance timeframes.  The figure below shows the overall 
expected diversion rate over time assuming full implementation of all 
recycling/diversion options to achieve the MDP. 

It should be noted that these performance timeframes are conservative 
estimates, which is appropriate for estimating long-term waste disposal 
needs in this Task 7 Report.  The City could choose to decrease the 
performance timeframe for one or more options by phasing options in 
faster than assumed herein and/or by increasing funding to education 
and outreach and other efforts to stimulate participation. It is also 
important to emphasize that the timeframes shown in the table are end-
points.  Thus, for example, a 20-year performance timeframe means that 
it is expected that 100% of the MDP will be achieved within 20 years.  
However, this option would need only 10 years to get to 50% of the MDP 
and 15 years to get to 95% of the MDP (see S-curve calculation details in 
Appendix 1).  

As shown in the figure opposite, it is expected that the overall diversion 
rate achieved may vary between the status quo (i.e. maintaining a 50% 
diversion rate consistent with performance in 2017) and implementing 

the MDP options to their utmost extent (resulting in 83% diversion by 
2040).  The actual diversion rate achieved will be dependent on multiple 
factors, including when each option is implemented, the level of funding 
provided to each option, and the level of response and participation by 
residents and businesses. 

 
Range of Diversion Rates over Time between the Status Quo or after 

Implementing the MDP Options 

Waste Growth Projections 
To project the tonnages of waste for disposal over time, it is necessary to 
model the overall growth in waste generation.  As described in the Task 
3 Report, it is anticipated that the City’s total waste stream will grow at 
an average annualized rate of 0.68% per year, based on historical waste 
generation data and projected population growth in the city.  This 
assumption was used to estimate the total amount of waste generated in 

MDP 

Status Quo 

Range of potential 
diversion rates 
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Baltimore between 2017 (the last year for which data are available based 
on MDE’s Annual MRA Reports) and 2040 (when all of the options 
composing the MDP are assumed to have been fully implemented within 
their respective timeframes).  The estimated total waste generation in 
the City through 2040 is indicated in the figure below. 

 
Historical and Projected Waste Generation in Baltimore 

 “What’s Left” Waste Stream 
Combining waste growth projections with the overall waste diversion 
rates provided by the MDP, the characteristics of the citywide “what’s 
left” waste stream can be determined.  The figures opposite show the 
expected tonnage and composition of the total disposed waste in 
Baltimore (i.e., combined residential and commercial waste) assuming 
that the City achieves the full MDP, 50% of the MDP, or 0% of the MDP 
(i.e. the status quo).   

 

 

 
Expected Change in Mass and Composition of Citywide Disposed 

Waste over Time after Implementing the MDP Options 

0.68% 

100% MDP 

50% MDP 

Status Quo 
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Residential and commercial waste streams are managed separately and 
thus will be impacted differently under the future development scenarios 
analyzed in this Report.  Therefore, separate analyses of the residential 
and commercial waste streams were conducted as discussed next. 

Residential “What’s Left” Waste Stream 

The residential waste stream comprises all waste managed by DPW, 
which mainly includes waste collected from single family homes (SFH) 
and public housing, government offices, some Downtown businesses, 
and residents’ drop-off centers.  The residential diversion rate in 2017 
was approximately 42%, with 229,300 tons diverted and 319,500 tons 
disposed (see Appendix 1 for details).  The figure below shows the 
expected residential diversion rate under the status quo (42%) or 
implementation of the MDP options to their utmost extent (resulting in 
75% diversion by 2040). 

 
Range of Residential Diversion Rates over Time between the Status 

Quo or after Implementing the MDP Options  

 

 

 
Expected Change in Mass and Composition of Residential Disposed 

Waste over Time after Implementing the MDP Options 

Status Quo 
MDP 

Status Quo 

Range of potential 
diversion rates 

50% MDP 

100% MDP 
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The figures on the previous page show the expected tonnage and 
composition of the residential waste stream for disposal assuming the 
City achieves the full MDP, 50% of the MDP, or 0% of the MDP (i.e. the 
status quo).  The status quo and MDP diversion rates are lower for the 
residential waste stream than for the citywide or commercial waste 
stream as this includes very little C&D waste, which has a high diversion 
potential.   

In further analysis, MSW and C&D waste in the residential waste stream 
are considered separately because different disposal options will be 
considered for each waste type (e.g., incineration is a feasible disposal 
option for MSW but not for C&D waste). 

Expected Quantities of Residential Municipal Solid Waste 

The table below shows the expected mass (in tons) of disposed 
residential MSW over time assuming that the City achieves different 
fractions of the MDP. 

Expected Residential MSW Disposal Tonnages over Time as a 
Percentage of the MDP (0% represents Status Quo) 

MDP 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
0% 271,700 281,000 290,700 300,700 311,000 

50% 270,900 257,000 229,400 219,000 222,800 
100% 270,100 233,000 168,100 137,200 134,600 

 
If the City achieves 100% of the MDP by 2040 the total tonnage of 
residential MSW for disposal is expected to decline from 270,100 tons in 
2020 to 134,600 tons in 2040.  However, under the status quo scenario 
(0% of the MDP), the total tonnage of residential MSW for disposal is 
expected to increase from 271,700 tons in 2020 to 311,000 tons in 2040. 

These values are the assumed quantities of waste that will be used in 
analysis of management and disposal options for the residential sector in 
the remaining sections of this Report. 

Expected Quantities of Residential C&D Waste 

The table below shows the expected mass (in tons) of disposed 
residential C&D waste over time assuming that the City achieves different 
fractions of the MDP. 

Expected Residential C&D Disposal Tonnages over Time as a 
Percentage of the MDP (0% represents Status Quo) 

MDP 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
0% 4,700 4,900 5,100 5,200 5,400 

50% 4,700 2,700 2,800 2,900 3,000 
100% 4,700 500 500 500 500 

 
The amount of residential C&D waste generated in Baltimore (currently 
sent to QRL for final disposal) is expected to be de minimis, regardless of 
the fraction of the MDP that is attained.  As such, disposal options for 
residential C&D waste will not be included further in this Report. 

Commercial “What’s Left” Waste Stream 

The commercial waste stream comprises all waste managed by the 
private sector and includes waste collected from City businesses, 
industries, and multi-family dwellings not served by DPW’s curbside 
collection program.   

The commercial diversion rate in 2017 was approximately 54%, with 
587,900 tons diverted and 496,700 tons disposed (see Appendix 1 for 
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detailed analysis).  As shown in the figure below, it is expected that the 
commercial diversion rate may vary between the status quo (i.e., 
maintaining a 54% diversion rate) and implementing the MDP options to 
their utmost extent (resulting in 87% diversion by 2040). 

 
Range of Commercial Diversion Rates over Time between the Status 

Quo or after Implementing the MDP Options 

The figures opposite show the expected tonnage and composition of the 
commercial disposed waste assuming that the City achieves the full MDP, 
50% of the MDP, or 0% of the MDP (i.e. the status quo). 

In further analysis, MSW and C&D waste are again considered separately 
because different disposal options will be considered for each waste type 
(e.g., incineration is a feasible disposal option for MSW but not C&D 
waste). 

 

 

 

 
Expected Change in Mass and Composition of Commercial Disposed 

Waste over Time after Implementing the MDP Options 

Status Quo 

MDP 

Status Quo 

Range of potential 
diversion rates 

50% MDP 

100% MDP 
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Expected Quantities of Commercial Municipal Solid Waste 

The table below shows the expected mass (in tons) of disposed 
commercial MSW over time assuming that the City achieves different 
fractions of the MDP. 

Expected Commercial MSW Disposal Tonnages over Time as a 
Percentage of the MDP (0% represents Status Quo) 

MDP 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
0% 191,500 198,000 204,900 211,900 219,200 

50% 190,900 178,600 157,800 151,300 154,200 
100% 190,300 159,200 110,800 90,800 89,200 

 
As shown in the table, if the City achieves 100% of the MDP by 2040 the 
total tonnage of commercial MSW for disposal is expected to decline 
from 190,300 tons in 2020 to 89,200 tons in 2040.  However, under the 
status quo scenario (0% of the MDP), the total tonnage of commercial 
MSW for disposal is expected to increase from 191,500 tons in 2020 to 
219,200 tons in 2040.  

These values are the assumed quantities of waste that will be used in 
analysis of management and disposal options for the commercial sector 
in remaining sections of this Report. 

Expected Quantities of Commercial C&D Waste 

The table opposite shows the expected mass (in tons) of disposed 
commercial C&D waste over time assuming that the City achieves 
different fractions of the MDP. 

 

Expected Commercial C&D Disposal Tonnages over Time as a 
Percentage of the MDP (0% represents Status Quo) 

MDP 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
0% 245,100 253,500 262,200 271,200 280,500 

50% 244,000 236,700 201,400 169,100 166,900 
100% 243,000 220,000 140,700 67,200 53,400 

 
As shown in the table, if the City achieves 100% of the MDP by 2040 the 
total tonnage of commercial C&D waste for disposal is expected to 
decline from 243,000 tons in 2020 to 53,400 tons in 2040.  However, 
under the status quo scenario (0% of the MDP), the total tonnage of 
commercial C&D waste for disposal is expected to increase from 245,100 
tons in 2020 to 280,500 tons in 2040.  

As commercial C&D waste is currently disposed almost exclusively at out-
of-City C&D landfills (i.e., ignoring the small quantity of C&D waste 
currently disposed at QRL), C&D waste disposal is not expected to 
significantly affect the outcome of analyses in the Task 7 Report.  In other 
words, it is expected that the overall size of the C&D waste stream will 
decrease over time as Task 5 reuse/diversion options are implemented, 
with the remaining waste stream for disposal continuing to find its way 
to local C&D landfills around Baltimore.  Therefore, commercial C&D 
waste disposal will not be considered further in this Report. 

2.2 Metrics for Objective Assessment 
Five metrics were used to objectively compare each potential waste 
processing and disposal option considered in this Report using the 
projected characteristics of the city’s future waste stream (waste mass 
and composition) established in Section 2.1. 
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Timeline 

The implementation timelines associated with each option are 
estimated based on Geosyntec’s professional experience, 
online research, or other publicly available information.  

Timelines are assessed in terms of the short term (within the next 1-3 
years), medium term (the next 5 years), long term (the next 10 years), or 
very long term (up to 20 years).  Implementation timelines are mostly 
affected by the time needed to raise funds; design, permit, and construct 
new facilities; procure equipment; and/or allocate resources to operate 
new programs/systems.  Performance timelines account for the expected 
time lag between program/system implementation and seeing 
noticeable improvements as a result of the affected 
population/businesses responding and adapting to it. 

Benefits (or Drawbacks) 

The benefits associated with any waste management and 
disposal option include revenues (e.g. from sale of recovered 
recyclables or from sale of energy); environmental benefits, for 

which reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are used as the 
primary surrogate; potential increases in local employment associated 
with job creation; and landfill disposal airspace savings.  Indirect benefits, 
such as synergistic interactions with other system components or options 
are also qualitatively assessed.  Revenues from each option were 
estimated using unit rates obtained from Geosyntec experience, online 
research, or publicly available information. 

GHG reductions associated with each option are calculated using the U.S. 
EPA Waste Reduction Model (WARM).  For all WARM analyses, waste is 
modeled as “Mixed Organics,” “Mixed Recyclables,” or “Mixed MSW” 

because technologies included in this Report are designed to process and 
dispose of mixed wastes.  GHG emissions are calculated over the life of 
the facility (i.e. on a total, not an annual basis).  GHG reductions are 
compared against an “all landfill” baseline condition to account for the 
potential scenario in which BRESCO becomes unavailable (e.g. due to the 
City not renewing their disposal contract in December 2021) after which 
all un-diverted waste would likely go to QRL for final disposal.  The 
baseline condition assumes a waste haul distance of 20 miles one way.   

GHG reductions can be compared with the goals of the Baltimore Climate 
Action Plan (CAP) as updated by the BSP, which outlines how the City aims 
to reduce GHG emissions by 25% by 2020 and 30% by 2025 (relative to 
2007).  Baltimore’s GHG emissions in 2014 were estimated at 7,230,859 
metric tons (tonnes) of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2E).  The CAP 
and BSP report that transportation (30%) and disposal of waste (1%) are 
significant contributors to the city’s overall GHG emissions. 

In some cases, benefits are negative (i.e., drawbacks).  For example, 
changes in GHG emissions are reported relative to a baseline, meaning 
that negative values represent expected emission reductions relative to 
that baseline while positive values represent expected increases in GHG 
emissions.  For options where this occurs, this represents a drawback 
rather than a benefit.  Similarly, implementation of some options may 
result in elimination of jobs rather than job creation. 

It should be noted that all benefits and drawbacks, including GHG offsets, 
are conceptual level estimates only and that additional data collection 
and research is required to obtain more accurate estimates. 

https://www.baltimoresustainability.org/plans/climate-action-plan/
https://www.baltimoresustainability.org/plans/climate-action-plan/
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Costs 

The cost of any waste management and disposal option 
includes capital costs, operating and maintenance (O&M) costs, 
wages, and staffing.  Cost estimates for each option are based 

on best estimates and unit prices gathered via Geosyntec’s professional 
experience, online research, and publicly available information.  For 
many options considered, costs may vary widely based on 
implementation strategies.  The costs presented herein are therefore 
conceptual level estimates only.  All cost estimates need to be confirmed 
via more extensive research and data gathering prior to implementation 
of any option. 

Challenges to Implementation 

Potential challenges to implementing any given waste 
management option include land or infrastructure 
requirements and the staffing burden and potential training 

requirements for new or existing staff.  Additionally, negative or 
competing impacts on other waste reduction options are considered. 

Experience 

The experience category highlights the similarities between the 
options proposed herein and existing programs run by DPW or 
other City departments and offices.  The similarities highlighted 

may include educational and outreach programs, inspection programs, 
incentive programs, billing mechanisms, new staffing requirements 
and/or overlap with existing positions, and any other potentially useful 
experience that the City may have with respect to the options presented 

here.  Local/regional experience within the industrial, commercial, and 
institutional (ICI) sectors is also important. 

2.3 Assessment of Options 
The remaining chapters of this Report outline the City’s solid waste 
needs, analyze disposal and processing options to meet those needs, and 
analyze potential scenarios to determine when different options should 
be considered and constructed.  The remaining sections of the report are 
as follows: 

• Chapter 3 – Assess the existing solid waste facilities in and around 
Baltimore and estimate the city’s needs in order to continue 
providing solid waste disposal in the future; 

• Chapter 4 – Identify and analyze potential solid waste processing, 
transfer, disposal options that could help meet the city’s needs; 

• Chapter 5 – Scenario analyses to determine when different solid 
waste transfer and disposal options should be considered and 
constructed; 

• Chapter 6 – Conceptual layout of a waste transfer operation; and 

• Chapter 7 – Summary of major findings. 

Subsequent to this Report, the Draft and Final Master Plans to be 
developed in Tasks 8 and 9 of the LWBB project will serve to prioritize 
options for implementation.  
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3. REVIEW OF EXISTING FACILITIES 
Currently, the City manages residential waste by direct hauling collection 
vehicles to either the Northwest Transfer Station (NWTS), QRL, or 
BRESCO.  In order to manage what’s left following waste diversion from 
disposal, the City must determine how and where to transport its 
remaining waste.  Commercial haulers face similar questions.  Routed 
collection vehicles can reasonably travel about 15 miles one way from 
their route to discharge their loads.   Longer distances are cost-prohibitive 
because of labor and equipment inefficiencies.  Based on the practical 
limit of a 15-mile, one-way drive for collection vehicles from their route 
to their final destination, there are four existing transfer facilities, one 
WTE facility (BRESCO) and one existing landfill (QRL) that could 
potentially accept waste from DPW and commercial collection vehicles 
from Baltimore.  Other disposal facilities exist within a three-hour 
truckshed. 

The remainder of this section will discuss existing transfer and disposal 
facilities that are available for managing what’s left.  

3.1 Transfer Facilities 
Northwest Transfer Station 

NWTS is currently operated by DPW as a transfer station to consolidate 
mixed refuse and single-stream recycling (SSR) loads collected curbside 
by DPW’s load-packer trucks into larger truckloads.  It also serves as a 
drop-off point for the small hauler program and operates a residents’ 
drop-off center.  Mixed recyclables are sent from NWTS to the WMRA 
materials recovery facility while trash is sent to QRL and BRESCO.  NWTS 
has a permitted capacity of 150,000 tons per year; however, in 2017, only 

about 20,400 tons of recyclables and 45,900 tons of mixed refuse were 
handled at the facility.  One reason for this lower throughput has been 
the success of the small hauler program at NWTS, which has limited the 
volume of loadpacker trucks that the site can easily accommodate.  
Currently the facility is used solely for transfer of recyclables due to a 
shortage of transfer truck drivers. 

Expansion of NWTS is constrained by the location and size of the property 
and existing infrastructure.  In order to process the permitted capacity of 
150,000 tons per year, NWTS would have to expand operation to include 
more shifts and/or longer working hours (which may require a permit 
amendment from MDE).  The small hauler program would also have to 
be significantly cut back or relocated to another drop-off center.  In order 
to accommodate the small hauler program, any other drop-off center 
would not only need significant physical changes (i.e., more space, 
installation of truck scales and a scale house, etc.), it would also need to 
be permitted by MDE as a transfer station).  Extending operating hours 
at NWTS and relocating the small hauler program are likely to be 
unpopular with local residents and small haulers. 

Western Acceptance Facility 

The Western Acceptance Facility (WAF) is a waste transfer station that is 
owned and operated by Baltimore County, located in Halethorpe just 
outside the city limits.  The facility is permitted to handle 376,626 tons 
annually (MSW plus single stream recycling and yard waste).  In the past, 
WAF has processed almost 300,000 tons with extended hours of 
operation; however, current tonnages are significantly lower since 
Republic Services migrated their commercial MSW tonnage out of WAF.  
In light of this, Baltimore County has indicated they could potentially 
process up to 2,500 tons per day at WAF if BRESCO closed, and could offer 
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significant unused throughput capacity to the City to provide 
short/medium term bridging capacity while the City develops its own 
transfer options.  However, no firm offer has been made and major 
capital upgrades to WAF would be needed.  To significantly increase 
waste transfer through the facility, WAF would also likely have to expand 
operation to include more shifts and/or longer working hours. 

All waste currently received at WAF is transported off-site via tractor 
trailers.  Similar to NWTS, WAF is constrained by the location and size of 
the property and the existing infrastructure.  However, WAF is near 
existing freight rail lines and Baltimore County is reportedly exploring the 
option of extending a rail spur into the facility. 

Curtis Creek Recovery Transfer Station 

The Curtis Creek Recovery Transfer Station (CCR) is a waste transfer 
station that is owned and operated by Waste Management, Inc. and is 
located in Curtis Bay just outside the city limits.  The facility manages 
about 280,000 tons of waste annually.   Based on the size of the 
processing building, additional throughput capacity exists, however, the 
facility is constrained by a very short entrance driveway that would result 
in trucks queuing on public roads should substantially more waste be 
accepted at the facility.  This would potentially be unpopular with local 
residents. 

All waste received at CCR is transported off-site via tractor trailers. 

Waste Management Quad Avenue Transfer Station 

The Quad Avenue Transfer Station is operated by Waste Management, 
Inc. and is located in the eastern part of the city.  This relatively small 

facility is used for transfer of recyclables only; however, the permitted 
throughput capacity and average annual tonnages are not known.     

All waste received is transported off-site via tractor trailers. 

3.2 Waste Disposal Facilities 
Quarantine Road Landfill 

QRL is the primary City-owned disposal facility for remaining wastes and 
residues.  Based on records maintained by DPW, as of January 2019, QRL 
had approximately 3.5 million cubic yards (CY) of remaining permitted 
disposal capacity (of which only 3.0 million CY were considered usable).  
Current landfill operations consume approximately 315,600 CY per year 
of the remaining disposal space.  As a result, assuming current disposal 
rates continue, the landfill will run out of disposal space in 2028.   

DPW is currently pursuing an expansion of QRL in order to permit 
additional disposal capacity.  If permitted, draft expansion plans as 
currently envisioned would add another 5.9 million CY of disposal space, 
bringing the potential total of remaining usable disposal capacity to 8.9 
million CY as of the end of 2019.  At current disposal rates, this expansion 
capacity would be fully consumed around 2048. 

If the City achieves a high percentage of the MDP from implementing 
Task 5 reduction/diversion measures, and QRL is used for future disposal 
of residual waste, it is likely that the facility will be significantly impacted 
by the changing waste stream.  Specifically, landfill gas (LFG) production 
at QRL will likely diminish and leachate quality will improve as organics 
are removed from the disposed waste stream.  As LFG production 
decreases, the potential for harnessing that LFG for energy production 
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also decreases.  This could have minor cost implications for the facility in 
the future. 

BRESCO Waste-to-Energy Facility  

BRESCO is owned and operated by Wheelabrator Technologies, Inc. 
(Wheelabrator) and manages both residential and commercial waste 
from Baltimore as well as surrounding counties, in particular Baltimore 
County.  The facility is permitted to process 2,250 tons of waste per day 
(approximately 750,000 tons per year).  In 2017, approximately 156,900 
tons of residential waste and 221,700 tons of commercial waste from the 
city was directed to BRESCO.  In the same year, BRESCO managed roughly 
330,000 tons of additional out-of-city waste for a total of 708,600 tons 
processed. 

During preparation of this Task 7 Report, Wheelabrator was in litigation 
with the City regarding the emissions requirements imposed by the 
BCAA.  In order to meet these requirements, BRESCO needed to make 
significant improvements to its emissions control features.  To assess 
BRESCO’s ability to meet the requirements of the BCAA (and other 
regulations), Geosyntec retained a specialty subconsultant Deltaway 
Energy, Inc. (Deltaway) to perform a comprehensive review of the facility.  
Deltaway’s WTE expert inspected the facility and provided a summary 
report of findings in December 2019, which is included as Appendix 2 to 
this Report.  As concluded in Deltaway’s report:  

1. Assuming Wheelabrator continues to maintain the boilers and 
plant auxiliary equipment at BRESCO in accordance with 
historical spending (and projected spending over the next several 
years), there is no reason why the plant cannot be operated 
through 2040 from a mechanical perspective. 

2. There are significant issues related to the change-in-law 
provisions that will require Wheelabrator to increase capital 
spending significantly and quickly.  Wheelabrator has already 
installed or committed the capital improvements needed to 
meet the new Maryland NOx emission limits effective May 2019 
and May 2020.  However, Deltaway estimates that Wheelabrator 
would need to invest in excess of $95 million in additional capital 
improvements to meet the BCAA emissions limits.  These 
improvements include installing baghouse technology and 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technology.  These are long 
lead time modifications that include complex engineering, 
permitting, procurement, and installation.  Deltaway concluded 
these modifications may not be achievable by January 2022 if not 
started quickly. 

3. Given the magnitude of the investment required to meet the 
BCAA, Wheelabrator may not be able to install the new 
technology without a long-term contract renewal commitment 
by the City.  The minimum contract term that would be requested 
by Wheelabrator is not known. 

As of April 2020, Wheelabrator has successfully challenged the BCAA such 
that BRESCO may remain in operation as is without complying with the 
new emission and monitoring standards.  In this Report, BRESCO’s 
ongoing operation is considered when analyzing the future disposal 
options available to the City.  If BRESCO voluntarily elects to meet the 
BCAA requirements (or makes some alternative improvements that are 
agreeable to the City), it is assumed the facility would remain a reliable 
disposal option for the City.  If not, the City may elect not to renew their 
disposal contract in December 2021 and will thus seek alternative options 
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for disposal of residential waste.  In this case, given the loss of one of their 
largest customers and loss of their primary ash disposal option (QRL), it 
is assumed BRESCO may close, ceasing to function as a disposal option 
for any waste generator in the city.  Alternatively, BRESCO will remain in 
operation by making up for the loss of the City’s contract in other ways. 
In this case, private haulers collecting waste from within city limits would 
likely continue to dispose of commercial waste at BRESCO.  Similarly, out-
of-city customers, including public entities such as Baltimore County, 
would likely continue to utilize BRESCO. 

Other Private Landfills 

As previously highlighted in the Task 3 Report, there are a number of 
private landfills within a three-hour truckshed of Baltimore (see map 
overleaf).  All of these facilities are located more than 50 miles from the 
city, thereby necessitating transfer by rail or tractor trailer. 

A brief overview of the regional landfills that have sufficient available 
capacity to accept waste from Baltimore is provided next.  Many of these 
landfills already serve other Maryland communities.  Note that tipping 
fees at private landfills tend to be negotiated individually with each client 
(depending on factors such as the daily quantity, composition, and 
expected variability in the client’s waste stream) and are not typically 
posted publicly like at public landfills. 

Atlantic Waste Landfill, Virginia (Waste Management, Inc.) 
The Atlantic Waste Landfill in Waverly, VA is a regional landfill that 
currently receives more than 3,500 tons per day of waste from a large 
portion of the east coast, include the greater New York City area.  In 
addition to a truck scale, the facility is equipped with rail unloading 
facilities for intermodal containers and is serviced by Norfolk Southern 

Rail, a Class 1 rail provider.  Based on 2018 records from VDEQ, the facility 
has more than 70 years of remaining disposal life at current waste 
receipts. 

 

Private Landfills within a Three-hour Truckshed of the City 

Blue Ridge Landfill, Pennsylvania (Waste Connections, Inc.) 
The Blue Ridge Landfill in Chambersburg, PA is a regional landfill that 
currently receives more than 2,500 tons per day of waste from Maryland 
and Pennsylvania.  All waste is received by truck, as rail unloading 
capacity is not available.  Based on 2016 records from PADEP, the facility 
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has approximately four years of permitted disposal capacity remaining at 
current waste receipts; however, it is assumed that an expansion permit 
will be granted. 

Cumberland County Landfill, Pennsylvania (Advanced Disposal 
Services, Inc.) 
The Cumberland County Landfill in Newburg, PA is a regional landfill that 
currently receives more than 2,000 tons per day of waste from Maryland 
and Pennsylvania.  All waste is received by truck, as rail unloading 
capacity is not available.  Based on 2016 records from PADEP, the facility 
has approximately six years of permitted disposal capacity remaining at 
current waste receipts; however, it is assumed that an expansion permit 
will be granted. 

King George Landfill, Virginia (Waste Management, Inc.) 
The King George Landfill in King George, VA is a regional landfill that 
currently receives more than 5,000 tons per day of waste from a number 
of mid-Atlantic public entities, including Anne Arundel County and 
Howard County.  In addition to a truck scale, the facility is equipped with 
rail unloading facilities for gondola cars and is serviced by CSX 
Transportation, a Class 1 rail provider.  Based on 2018 records from the 
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ), the facility has 
more than 30 years of remaining disposal life at current waste receipts. 

Modern Landfill, Pennsylvania (Republic Services, Inc.) 
The Modern Landfill in York, PA is a regional landfill that currently 
receives more than 4,000 tons per day of waste from eastern 
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and New Jersey.  All waste is received by truck, 
as rail unloading capacity is not available.  Based on 2016 records from 
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP), the 

facility has approximately 10 years of permitted disposal capacity 
remaining at current waste receipts; however, it is assumed that an 
expansion permit will be granted. 

Other Private Waste-to-Energy Facilities 

In addition to landfills, there are a number of private WTE facilities within 
a three-hour truckshed of Baltimore (see map below).  However, all of 
these facilities are located more than 50 miles from the city and will 
therefore require transfer by rail or tractor trailer.  A brief overview of 
the WTE facilities identified on the map is provided overleaf.   

 

Private WTE Facilities within a Three-hour  
Truckshed of the City 

BRESCO 

Camden County 

Covanta Alexandria 

Covanta Fairfax 

Delaware Valley 
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Camden County Resource Recovery Facility, New Jersey 
The Camden County Resource Recovery Facility in Camden, NJ is owned 
and operated by Covanta and serves Camden County and southern New 
Jersey.  It was opened in 1991 and has a processing capacity of 1,050 tons 
of MSW per day. 

Covanta Alexandria/Arlington Waste to Energy Facility, Virginia 
The Covanta Alexandria/Arlington Waste to Energy Facility in Alexandria, 
VA is owned by the City of Alexandria and Arlington County but operated 
by Covanta.  It currently serves the City of Alexandria and Arlington 
County.  It began operations in 1990 and has a processing capacity of 
3,000 tons of MSW per day. 

Covanta Fairfax Incorporated, Virginia 
The Covanta Fairfax Incorporated facility in Lorton, VA is owned and 
operated by Covanta and primarily serves Fairfax County.  It began 
operations in 1990 and has a processing capacity of 3,000 tons of MSW 
per day. 

Delaware Valley Resource Recovery Facility, Pennsylvania 
The Delaware Valley Resource Recovery Facility in Chester, PA is owned 
and operated by Covanta and serves Delaware County and the 
surrounding area.  It was opened in 1992 and has a processing capacity 
of 3,500 tons of MSW per day. 

3.3 Summary and Assessment of Needs 
The City currently depends heavily on BRESCO and QRL to dispose of its 
waste.  However, BRESCO may cease to be a feasible waste disposal 
option from 2022.  In this case, the City would have few options except 

to send its waste to QRL for final disposal, rapidly consuming remaining 
airspace at the landfill.  Commercial haulers would also have to redirect 
their waste to QRL or other regional facilities. 

Few transfer options are currently available to the City, although NWTS 
does have the capacity to manage a large portion of the City’s current 
waste stream if it can be operated to permitted capacity and if waste can 
be sent to a regional landfill.  Another option would be for the City to buy 
or contract with a private transfer operation to manage its waste stream 
(although local facilities are currently operated at or near capacity and 
service commercial clients in and around Baltimore). 

Due to the lack of disposal and transfer options currently available, the 
City may wish to consider the following options to economically manage 
waste moving forward: 

1. Reduce Waste Volume:  Mixed waste processing can be used to 
sort disposed waste and remove recyclables and organics for 
further processing. 

2. Continued Disposal within the City:  This may require contracting 
with BRESCO over the long term or constructing new disposal 
capacity in Baltimore (either by further expanding QRL or 
constructing a new landfill in the City). 

3. Disposal of Waste Outside of City:  This would require 
construction of truck, rail, or barge transfer facilities to move 
waste to one of the regional landfills or WTE facilities located in 
Virginia, Pennsylvania, or New Jersey.  After some consideration, 
barging was not investigated in detail as a transfer option.  There 
would likely be a lot of pushback against using waterfront 
property for waste transfer.  Also, a key requirement for the 
transfer operation is for it to be robust to impacts and provide a 
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reliable means of waste management in the event of a natural 
disaster, whereas a waterfront facility would be vulnerable to 
storm impacts and flooding.  There are also fewer unloading 
options with barging compared to rail. 

In the next section of this Report, each of these options will be reviewed 
in detail for their ability to help the City to economically dispose of its 
waste in the future.  
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4. ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS 
 
Long-term waste disposal needs were summarized in Section 3.3.  In 
Chapter 4, the ability of different options to meet these needs is analyzed 
in terms of costs, benefits, challenges, and timelines. 

4.1 Mixed Waste Processing (MWP) 
To reduce future disposal needs, the City may consider constructing a 
mixed waste processing (MWP) facility.  MWP facilities are complex 
operations that employ a multi-stage approach to sort and process the 
incoming mixed waste stream.  A simplified depiction of MWP is shown 
in the figure below.   

 

Typical Components of Mixed Waste Processing 

It is noted that a MWP facility may not include all of these technologies, 
or may employ different technologies in alternative configurations.  
However, the main goals of MWP are to generate energy, recover 
recyclables, create reusable products, and reduce the final quantity of 
waste that requires disposal. 

The first stage of MWP typically involves constructing a materials 
recovery facility (MRF) to recover recyclables and separate out 
undesirable materials prior to processing.  Unlike the MRFs discussed in 
the Task 5 Report, which process source separated recyclables and are 
thus often referred to as “clean MRFs,” a MRF at a MWP facility is used 
to pre-sort the full mixed waste stream.  As such, MRFs operated as a 
component of a MWP facility are often referred to as “dirty MRFs.”   

After the separation stage, remaining components of the remaining 
waste stream are sent for processing.  Organics, plastics, and other high 
calorific materials can be converted to energy and base products using 
gasification or pyrolysis technology or converted to solid recovered fuels 
(SRF).  Although organics can be composted, they are more commonly 
processed at anaerobic digestion (AD) plants with biogas conversion to 
energy.  MRFs, AD, gasification, and SRF are described more fully later in 
this section. 

Existing MWP Facilities 
There are currently no operational facilities in or near Baltimore that are 
fully capable of processing MSW to remove and divert the recyclable and 
organic fractions of the waste stream.  While there are some facilities 
that could potentially be used as part of a processing option for source 
separated organics (e.g., the anaerobic digestors at BRWWTP), there are 
currently no fully operational processing facilities identified by Geosyntec 
that could realistically be retooled to handle bulk MSW. 

Proposed MWP Facilities 
The City has been approached by some potential partners to develop 
MWP technology in Baltimore.  One interesting example is a consortium 
headed by Trilogy Financial Group, with technology partners Clark 

https://www.trilogyfs.com/
http://clark-technology.com/
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Technology and Evergreen Energy, who have proposed an MWP facility 
that would comprise a MRF combined with a gasifier or pyrolysis plant 
(for non-recyclable plastics) and an AD facility (for organics) to process 
the City’s MSW stream.  The gasifier and AD facilities would be used to 
generate energy (as electricity, heat, and/or renewable natural gas), as 
well as fertilizer and secondary products for reuse in the plastics industry.  
According to Trilogy, the facility could reduce the final mass of waste 
requiring disposed by up to 95%, assuming optimal conditions for 
gasification and AD and the availability of end markets for energy, 
secondary products, fertilizer, and recovered glass, metals, and 
recyclable plastics.  Trilogy has proposed to self-finance the project if the 
City provides the land for siting a facility (about 40 acres, preferably 
at/adjacent to a transfer station), a guaranteed supply of MSW for at 
least 15 years, and cost-free disposal of all unsalable products generated 
at the facility.  The financial viability of the facility would also be 
dependent on Trilogy securing commitments to purchase renewable 
energy from the facility.  The consortium has pilot operations in the U.S. 
and experience with bulk MSW processing in Europe. 

Mechanical-Biological Treatment (MBT) 

Mechanical-biological treatment (MBT) involves co-locating a mixed 
waste MRF with an organics processing facility (typically an AD plant) 
such that organics separated from the disposed waste stream can be 
processed onsite.  MBT is widely employed in Europe (there were 330 
operational MBT facilities in the EU in 2012) although the technology is 
not common in the U.S.  One reason may be the ability of AD systems at 
European MBT facilities to handle mixed waste, whereas AD facilities in 
the US have typically been used to process relatively clean, often single 
stream, organics.  That is changing, with a number of U.S. technologies 

now offering mixed waste processing capabilities.  A specific MBT 
technology to consider is the Maximum Yield Technology by ZAK, a 
German company that successfully operates MBT facilities in France and 
Germany.  ZAK is currently constructing a 300,000 ton/year facility in 
Bangkok, Thailand.  

As MBT represents a combination of other MWP technologies, MBT is not 
evaluated separately in this Report. 

Evaluation of MWP Technologies 

In the remainder of Section 4.1, the separate technologies that may 
comprise a MWP facility are evaluated sequentially in the context of their 
development to process the City’s residential waste stream.  A MWP 
facility could be constructed and operated by the City or through a public-
private partnership (PPP) with a private entity (as proposed by Trilogy).  
Construction of MWP capacity would allow the City to continue to 
leverage existing disposal options in the long-term (i.e., QRL and/or 
BRESCO).  It may also help the City to minimize the use of QRL and 
preserve airspace in the case that BRESCO ceases operation. 

For the analyses presented herein, it is assumed that only residential 
MSW (i.e., the portion of the waste stream collected and handled by 
DPW) would be processed.  However, if Task 5 reduction/diversion 
programs are successful at achieving a large fraction of the maximum 
diversion potential (MDP), the size of the waste stream for disposal will 
reduce over time, with the result that the MWP facility may have 
significant excess capacity in the medium to long term.  In this case, the 
City may elect to open the facility to commercial customers at some point 
in the future to utilize redundant capacity. 

http://clark-technology.com/
https://www.solidwastemag.com/feature/mechanical-biological-treatment-in-the-eu/
https://www.solidwastemag.com/feature/mechanical-biological-treatment-in-the-eu/
https://myt-ringsheim.de/en/files/allgemein/myt_eng.pdf
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Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) 

For this analysis, it is assumed that a MRF would be constructed as part 
of any MWP facility developed in the city, with the aim of recovering 
traditional recyclables and separating out organics from the residual 
waste stream for further processing. 

Timeline 
It is assumed that approval, land acquisition, design/permitting, 
and construction of the MRF could be fast-tracked such that it 
could begin operation within five years (this expedited schedule 

reflects the urgency of potentially responding to non-availability of 
BRESCO from 2022).  As such, for this analysis it is anticipated that the 
MRF could be operational by 2025 and would remain in service from 2025 
through 2040 and beyond. 

Processing Requirements 
The estimated capacity, costs, and benefits of the MRF were evaluated 
under the following assumptions: 

1. Feedstock:  The MRF would need to process 100% of all 
residential MSW collected in Baltimore between 2025 and 2040. 

2. Capacity:  The capacity of the MRF was estimated to be 120% of 
the maximum annual feedstock to provide contingent capacity 
and account for fluctuations in the waste stream. 

3. Expected Recovery:  It is expected that the MRF will be capable 
of recovering 50% of the traditional recyclables and 50% of the 
organics in the incoming feedstock. 

4. Variable MDP Attainment:  The expected throughput, costs, and 
benefits of the MRF were estimated assuming the City is able to 
attain 100%, 50%, and 0% of the MDP. 

The required capacity of the MRF under these assumptions is 
summarized in the table below. 

Required Capacity of MRF as a Percentage of the MDP 
(0% represents Status Quo) 

MDP 
Attainment 

Maximum 
Incoming 

Waste 
(tons/year) 

Design 
Capacity 

(tons/year) 

Maximum 
Expected 
Recovery 

(tons/year) 

Maximum 
Residual 

Waste for 
Disposal 

(tons/year) 
100% 233,000 279,600 82,000 151,000 
50% 257,000 308,400 93,400 163,600 
0% 311,000 373,200 116,000 195,000 

Estimated Costs 
The capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expenses 
(OPEX) for constructing and operating a MRF were calculated 
using the following assumptions: 

1. Estimated CAPEX of $200 per ton of capacity:  This value is based 
on recently constructed MRF in San Leandro, CA.  The facility was 
built to separate traditional recyclables and organics from a 
mixed waste stream with a capacity of 100 tons per hour and a 
total CAPEX of $120 million. 

https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2017/04/18/rr-exclusive-waste-management-builds-trash-sorting-mrf-near-oakland/
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2. Estimated operating costs of $75 per ton of incoming waste:  This 
value was chosen based on Geosyntec experience with other 
recent projects. 

3. Estimated disposal costs of $67.50 per ton for residuals, based on 
the current tip fee at QRL. 

The estimated costs for the MRF facility assuming variable attainment of 
the MDP are summarized in the table below. 

Estimated Cost of MRF as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment CAPEX Annual OPEX 
100% $ 55,900,000 $ 27,700,000 
50% $ 61,700,000 $ 30,300,000 
0% $ 74,700,000 $ 36,500,000 

Potential Benefits 
The benefits of constructing a MRF include job creation, direct 
revenue from the sale of recyclables, and GHG emissions 
reductions (as a component of a MWP facility in comparison to 

landfilling and WTE).  Job creation and direct revenue associated with 
operation of a MRF were calculated using the following assumptions: 

1. Expected recovery rate of 50% for traditional recyclables; 

2. A rejection rate of 15% for traditional recyclables; 

3. A unit commodity price of $26 per ton for traditional recyclables; 
and 

4. An employment rate of 0.03 people per ton per day processed at 
the facility with one additional supervisor. 

The landfill disposal airspace savings were calculated as the cumulative 
tonnages of traditional recyclables diverted from disposal between 2025 
and 2040.  GHG reductions were calculated by comparing with an “all 
landfill” baseline condition.  The estimated benefits of the MRF are 
summarized in the table below assuming variable attainment of the MDP. 

Estimated Benefits of MRF as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment 

Annual 
Gross 

Revenue 

Job 
Creation 

GHG 
Reduction 
(MTCO2E) 

Airspace 
Savings 
(tons) 

100% $ 900,000 28 -1,000,000 340,300 
50% $ 1,100,000 31 -1,747,000 594,400 
0% $ 1,500,000 37 -2,415,000 848,600 

Challenges to Implementation 
The major challenges associated with constructing a mixed 
waste MRF are summarized below: 

1. Land acquisition: It is estimated that the facility would require as 
much as 25 acres of land.  It may be difficult to acquire a 
contiguous 25-acre parcel in or around Baltimore. 

2. Public perception and opposition: Mixed waste MRFs are 
generally not well received by environmentalists and zero waste 
advocacy groups.  It is likely that the City would face significant 
public opposition if it chose to move to mixed waste processing. 

3. Public antipathy toward recycling: Mixed waste MRFs do not 
encourage consumers to think about recycling, waste reduction, 
or composting.  This could have negative impacts on the City’s 
upstream diversion efforts detailed in the Task 5 Report.  

https://www.bankers-anonymous.com/blog/broken-recycling-markets-part-ii-commodity-prices/
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4. Contamination:  Based on historical performance data from U.S.-
based facilities, mixed waste MRFs tend to be very inefficient at 
separating and removing recyclables and organics.  Recyclables 
that end up in disposal tend to become contaminated with food 
scraps and other degradable waste.  Also, processing of organics 
separated at a mixed waste MRF can be problematic because 
high levels of inorganic contaminants can affect the 
composting/digestion process and residues in the finished 
compost (e.g., glass chips, plastic shreds, etc.) prevent it from 
being marketable.  It is noted, however, that new generation 
technology used in Europe has reportedly overcome many of 
these issues. 

5. Upstream diversion efforts: Since this process is expected to be 
performed while upstream diversion efforts (detailed in the Task 
5 Report) are being implemented, the expected volume of 
targeted recyclables and organics in the disposed waste stream 
is expected to diminish over time.  This could lead to overdesign 
and underperformance issues. 

Experience 
The City has very little experience with MRFs or similar facilities.  
There are also no other operating mixed waste MRFs in the 
Baltimore region.  This lack of local experience may make it 

difficult to operate a mixed waste MRF efficiently. 

Anaerobic Digestion (AD) 

For this analysis, it is assumed that a mixed waste MRF and an AD facility 
would be co-located to remove and process organic material from the 
disposed waste stream.  Details regarding the costs, benefits and 

challenges associated with a mixed waste MRF are given above, so this 
discussion will focus on the construction and operation of an AD facility. 

A good example of an AD technology that may be applicable to Baltimore 
was developed by a Belgian company, OWS.  The technology provided by 
OWS combines a MRF to concentrate the organic fraction of MSW 
followed by a dual-stage AD process with dry digestion followed by wet 
separation of the digestate.  Products are energy (biomethane) and 
compost, with recovery of recyclables.  Based in Belgium, OWS has 
operating facilities processing mixed MSW at several sites in Europe. 

Timeline 
For this analysis, it is again assumed that approval, land 
acquisition, permitting, and construction of the AD facility 
could be fast-tracked such that the facility could be operable 

within five years (i.e. by 2025).  It is anticipated that the AD facility would 
operate through 2040 and beyond. 

Processing Requirements 
For this analysis, the waste stream of interest is the organic fraction of 
the residential waste stream recovered at the MRF.  To estimate the mass 
of organic material to be processed at the AD facility, the following 
assumptions were made: 

1. Feedstock:  The AD facility would process 100% of organic 
material recovered from the MRF between 2025 and 2040. 

2. Capacity:  The capacity of the AD facility would be 120% of the 
expected maximum annual tonnage of separated organics 
between 2025 and 2040 to provide contingent capacity and 
account for fluctuations in the waste stream. 

https://www.ows.be/biogas-plants/
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3. Estimated Recovery:  It is estimated that contamination would 
represent 20% of the incoming organics mass (Cecchi et al., 2011) 
and residual biosolids would represent 30% of incoming organics 
mass (NREL, 2013), meaning that 50% of the mass of incoming 
organics could be recovered for energy production. 

4. Variable MDP Attainment:  The expected throughput, costs, and 
benefits of the AD facility were estimated assuming the City is 
able to attain 100%, 50%, and 0% of the MDP. 

The required capacity of the AD facility is summarized in the table below. 

Required Capacity of AD Facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment 

Maximum 
Organics 

from MRF 
(tons/year) 

Design 
Capacity 

(tons/year) 

Maximum 
Expected 
Recovery 

(tons/year) 

Maximum 
Residual 

Waste for 
Disposal 

(tons/year) 
100% 41,700 50,000 20,900 20,800 
50% 43,600 52,300 21,800 21,800 
0% 50,400 60,500 25,300 25,200 

Estimated Costs and Revenues 
The costs of constructing and operating an AD facility were 
estimated using the following assumptions: 

1. Unit CAPEX would be $600 per annual ton of capacity (NREL, 
2013). 

2. Unit OPEX would be $70 per ton of annual throughput (Olivard, 
2017). 

3. Inorganic contamination would represent 20% of incoming 
organics mass (Cecchi et al., 2011) and residual digestate (non-
digestible organics) would represent 30% of incoming organics 
mass (NREL, 2013).  While digestate can sometimes be 
composted and sold as a soil amendment, for this analysis it is 
assumed that both contaminants and digestate would need to be 
landfilled at a cost of $67.50 per ton, the current tip fee at QRL. 

The estimated CAPEX and OPEX for an AD facility assuming variable 
attainment of the MDP are summarized in the table below. 

Estimated Cost of AD facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment CAPEX Annual OPEX 
100% $ 30,015,000 $ 4,325,000 
50% $ 31,395,000 $ 4,524,000 
0% $ 36,271,000 $ 5,227,000 

Potential Benefits 
The benefits of constructing an AD facility include job creation, 
direct revenue from the sale of electricity (produced from 
biogas), GHG emissions reductions, and landfill disposal 

airspace savings.  Job creation and direct revenue associated with 
operation of an AD facility were calculated using the following 
assumptions: 

1. Energy production would be 220 kWh per ton of incoming 
material (NREL, 2013). 

2. The price of electricity generated would be $0.05 per kWh 
generated, a conservative estimate assumed to be about twice 

http://www.valorgas.soton.ac.uk/Pub_docs/IWA%20Vienna%202011/Presentation%203%20Bolzonella%20Mass%20&%20Energy%20balance%20VALORGAS%20ADSWEC%20Vienna%202011.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/b1c6/d3969e79ace2df77b38f0a8da5bb59e19579.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/b1c6/d3969e79ace2df77b38f0a8da5bb59e19579.pdf
http://www.valorgas.soton.ac.uk/Pub_docs/IWA%20Vienna%202011/Presentation%203%20Bolzonella%20Mass%20&%20Energy%20balance%20VALORGAS%20ADSWEC%20Vienna%202011.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf
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the  current wholesale price in the Mid-Atlantic (PJM West) 
market (EIA, 2020) to account for renewable energy credits.  It is 
noted that electricity pricing is highly variable and difficult to 
predict accurately; therefore, assessment of long-term financial 
performance of an AD facility needs to be cognizant of pricing 
risks.  

3. Personnel requirements at an AD facility would include one full 
time supervisor and 0.1 workers per ton of organics processed 
per day (Olivard, 2017), from which it is estimated that a total of 
16 workers would be needed for an AD facility with a capacity of 
140 tons per day). 

Landfill disposal airspace savings were calculated as the cumulative 
tonnage of organic waste diverted from disposal between 2025 and 2040.  
GHG reductions were calculated assuming AD as a component of a MWP 
facility by comparing with an “all landfill” baseline condition.  The 
estimated benefits for the AD facility are summarized in the table below 
assuming variable attainment of the MDP. 

Estimated Benefits of AD Facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment 

Annual 
Gross 

Revenue 
from Energy 

Sales 

Job 
Creation 

GHG 
Reduction 
(MTCO2E) 

Airspace 
Savings 
(tons) 

100% $ 458,600 15 -43,000 155,900 
50% $ 479,600 16 -74,000 269,600 
0% $ 554,100 18 -105,000 383,300 

 

Challenges to Implementation 
The major challenges associated with constructing an AD 
facility in the City are summarized below: 

1. Land acquisition: It is estimated that a MWP facility with an AD 
facility would require as much as 40 acres of land (25 for MRF and 
15 for AD).  It may be difficult to acquire a contiguous 40-acre 
parcel. 

2. Contamination: Mixed waste MRFs tend not to be very efficient 
at separating organics from the disposed waste stream.  
Processing of organics separated at a mixed waste MRF can thus 
be problematic because high levels of inorganic contaminants 
can affect the digestion process and residues in the finished 
compost product (e.g., glass chips, plastic shreds, etc.) prevent it 
from being marketable.   

3. Upstream diversion efforts:  Since the AD facility is expected to 
be constructed while upstream diversion efforts (detailed in the 
Task 5 Report) are being implemented, the expected volume of 
organics in the disposed waste stream is expected to diminish 
over time.  This could lead to overdesign and/or 
underperformance of the AD facility. 

Experience 
DPW operates an AD facility at the Back River Wastewater 
Treatment Plant (BRWWTP); however, the City does not 
currently operate any MSW-based AD facilities.  This lack of 

experience may make it difficult for the City to operate an AD facility 
efficiently. 

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/wholesale/
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/b1c6/d3969e79ace2df77b38f0a8da5bb59e19579.pdf
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Gasification 

Gasification is a process whereby carbon-rich organics (both biogenic and 
fossil-based materials) are converted into syngas (a mixture of carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen) by reacting the material at high 
temperatures without combustion.  The resulting syngas can then be 
combusted and used to generate electricity.  In this analysis, the targeted 
fraction of the mixed waste includes organics (food scraps and yard 
waste), mixed plastics with no/little recycle value, and mixed paper and 
cardboard.  Gasification requires pre-sorting of MSW (either source 
separation via a curbside organics collection program or post-collection 
at a mixed waste MRF) to provide feedstock.  In the context of this 
analysis, however, gasification is considered as a technology to process 
the above waste components following separation at a MRF. 

Geosyntec is not aware of any commercial scale MSW gasification project 
currently in operation in the U.S.  It is not a mature technology and thus 
analyses presented in this section are based on extrapolation from pilot 
projects that may not be scalable or projects currently under construction 
(which are unproven).  This adds an extra dimension of uncertainty to the 
findings discussed here.  Of the projects analyzed, the Sierra BioFuels 
Plant, currently under construction near Reno, NV and owned by Fulcrum 
BioEnergy, is the nearest to completion (it is expected to be fully operable 
in 2020).  Cost data from this project will thus be used to benchmark this 
section.  The project uses gasifier technology developed by a Baltimore-
based company ThermoChem Recovery International (TRI). 

Timeline 
For this analysis, similar to AD technology it is assumed that 
approval, land acquisition, permitting, and construction of the 

gasifier could be fast-tracked such that the facility could be operable 
within five years (i.e. by 2025).  It is anticipated that the facility would 
operate through 2040 and beyond.  It is assumed the gasifier would be 
co-located with the MRF. 

Processing Requirements 
For this analysis, the waste stream of interest is the organics, mixed 
plastics, and mixed paper and cardboard in residential MSW.  To estimate 
the mass of targeted material to be processed at the gasifier, it was 
assumed that 50% of targeted materials could be recovered at the MRF.  
The capacity of the facility was estimated to be 120% of the expected 
maximum annual feedstock tonnage between 2025 and 2040 to account 
for fluctuations in the waste stream.   

The expected throughput, costs, and benefits of the gasifier were 
estimated assuming the City is able to attain 100%, 50%, and 0% of the 
MDP as summarized in the table below. 

Required Capacity of Gasifier as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment 

Maximum 
Input from 

MRF 
(tons/year) 

Design 
Capacity 

(tons/year) 

Maximum 
Expected 
Recovery 

(tons/year) 

Maximum 
Residual 

Waste for 
Disposal 

(tons/year) 
100% 67,200 80,600 32,500 9,200 
50% 72,900 87,500 34,000 9,600 
0% 87,000 104,400 39,300 11,100 

 

https://fulcrum-bioenergy.com/facilities/
https://fulcrum-bioenergy.com/facilities/
https://www.tri-inc.net/2017/11/08/notice-to-proceed/
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Estimated Costs 
The costs of constructing and operating a gasifier were 
estimated using the following assumptions: 

1. 78% of the mass of incoming materials would be converted 
to syngas.  The remainder would be rejected upon initial 
screening at the gasifier (20%) or would be converted to char 
(2%) (Vakalis et al. 2014). 

2. Syngas density of 6.8 pounds per gallon (based on jet fuel 
density) 

3. CAPEX of $14 per gallon of syngas generation capacity.  This 
was estimated using the capacity at the Sierra Biofuels Plant 
(10.5 million gallons) and an estimated CAPEX for the gasifier 
of $145 million (the total CAPEX for the Sierra Biofuels Plant 
is $180 million but this includes the associated MRF, which is 
estimated to cost $35 million using a $200 per ton unit CAPEX 
and a throughput of 175,000 tons per year). 

4. OPEX of $0.75 per gallon of syngas generated (Lane, 2012). 

5. Disposal costs of $67.50 per ton of residual (includes 20% 
rejected material and 2% char) based on the current tip fee 
at QRL. 

A summary of the expected costs associated with constructing and 
operating a gasifier assuming variable attainment of the MDP is shown in 
the table opposite. 

 

 

 

Estimated Cost of Gasifier as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment CAPEX Annual OPEX 

100% $ 255,486,000 $ 12,561,000 
50% $ 277,116,000 $ 13,624,000 
0% $ 330,623,000 $ 16,255,000 

Estimated Benefits 
The benefits of constructing a gasifier include job creation, 
direct revenue from the sale of syngas, GHG emissions 
reductions, and landfill disposal airspace savings.  Job creation 

and direct revenue associated with operation of a gasifier were 
calculated using the following assumptions: 

1. Syngas sale price of $1.40 per gallon (based on the 50-day moving 
average price of ethanol through December 2021). 

2. Employment of 0.0019 people per cubic yard of syngas produced.  
This value was estimated based on an estimated 98 permanent 
employees at the gasifier at the Sierra Biofuels Plant (permanent 
employment is reported as 120 people, but it is estimated that 
22 of these people are employed at the co-located MRF assuming 
one supervisor and 0.03 people per ton per day). 

Airspace savings were calculated as the cumulative organic waste 
diversion between 2025 and 2040.  GHG reductions were calculated by 
comparing with an “all landfill” baseline condition.  The estimated 
benefits for the gasifier are summarized in the table overleaf assuming 
variable attainment of the MDP. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/259923624_Measuring_the_performance_of_biomass_small_scale_gasification_plants_by_implementing_mass_and_energy_balance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_fuel
https://www.greencarcongress.com/2018/05/20180517-fulcrum.html
http://www.biofuelsdigest.com/bdigest/2012/12/03/fulcrum-bioenergy-secures-175m-in-financing-commitments-for-1st-msw-to-biofuels-project/
https://fulcrum-bioenergy.com/facilities/
http://www.biofuelsdigest.com/bdigest/2012/12/03/fulcrum-bioenergy-secures-175m-in-financing-commitments-for-1st-msw-to-biofuels-project/
https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/ethanol-price
https://fulcrum-bioenergy.com/facilities/
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Estimated Benefits of Gasifier as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment 

Annual Gross 
Revenue 

Job 
Creation 

GHG 
Reduction 
(MTCO2E) 

Airspace 
Savings 
(tons) 

100% $ 21,893,000 144 -67,000 491,300 
50% $ 23,746,000 156 -115,000 761,800 
0% $ 28,331,000 186 -164,000 1,032,200 

Challenges to Implementation 
The major challenges associated with constructing a gasifier in 
Baltimore are summarized below: 

1. Land acquisition:  It is estimated that a MWP facility using a 
gasifier would require as much as 35 acres of land (25 for MRF 
and 10 for gasifier).  It may be difficult to acquire a continuous 
35-acre parcel in the Baltimore area. 

2. Upstream diversion efforts:  Since the gasifier is expected to be 
constructed while upstream diversion efforts (detailed in the 
Task 5 Report) are being implemented, the expected volume of 
targeted materials in the disposed waste stream is expected to 
diminish over time.  This could lead to overdesign or performance 
issues with the gasifier. 

3. Permitting and acceptance: Gasification is an emerging and 
untested technology for waste processing in the U.S.  As such, it 
may be difficult to permit and build such a facility.  Further, 
government agencies and the public may be skeptical of the 
benefits of gasification. 

Experience 
As stated previously, gasification is a relatively new and 
untested technology in the U.S.  As such, there are very few 
working examples from which the City could draw inspiration 

or seek advice. 

Solid Recovered Fuels (SRF) 

SRF involves recovering the combustible fraction of the residual waste 
stream (e.g. cardboard, paper, plastics, wood, organics, etc.), shredding 
it, and pelletizing it to create a substitute for other fuels such as coal.  This 
technology inherently requires a MRF in order to segregate the 
combustible fraction of the waste stream.   

SRF is commonly used in Europe but is relatively new to the U.S.  In March 
2019, Entsorga West Virginia opened its first facility  in Martinsburg, WV 
that converts biomass, plastic, and other carbon-based materials into SRF 
for use as a replacement for coal at a local cement plant (note that 
Entsorga refers to this facility as an MBT facility, but it is not referred to 
as such in this Report because it functions as an SRF facility).  Another 
recently constructed SRF facility was opened by RePower South in South 
Carolina in April 2019.  SRF material from this facility is sold to industry, 
cement kilns, and utility companies to replace coal.  In addition to these 
two facilities, other U.S.-based companies, such as National Energy and 
Accordant Energy, market SRF technology in the U.S. 

Timeline 
For this analysis, it is assumed that the SRF processing facility 
would be constructed at the same time as other components of 
the MRF, which would be co-located.  As such, it is anticipated 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-28/a-trashy-alternative-fuel-is-emerging-deep-inside-coal-country?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:%202019-04-29%20Waste%20Dive%20Newsletter%20%5Bissue:20618%5D&utm_term=Waste%20Dive
https://waste-management-world.com/a/bhs-tech-kicks-in-as-repower-south-starts-up-advanced-recycling-system-in-south-carolina
https://www.nationalenergyusa.com/services
https://www.accordantenergy.com/
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that the SRF processing facility could be fully operable by 2025 and would 
operate through 2040 and beyond. 

Processing Requirements 
In this analysis, SRF technology is analyzed as an alternative to landfilling 
the material that is rejected from the other components of the MWP 
facility (i.e., combustible materials screened out at the MRF plus those 
rejected at either the AD facility or gasifier) as well as carpets, textiles, 
and other combustible waste items collected at residents’ drop-off 
centers.  The amount of material available for SRF processing was 
estimated using the following assumptions: 

1. 90% of disposed residential bulky waste and carpet can be 
captured for SRF processing.  The majority of this material is 
processed at residential drop-off centers, making it easy to 
segregate. 

2. 15% of traditional recyclables recovered at the MRF are rejected 
and sent for SRF processing. 

3. 20% of the material sent for AD or gasification is rejected and 
sent for SRF processing. 

4. The capacity of the facility would be 120% of the expected 
maximum annual feedstock tonnage between 2025 and 2040 to 
account for fluctuations in the waste stream. 

Under these assumptions, the amount of material available for SRF 
processing, assuming varying attainment of the MDP, is shown in the 
table opposite. 

 

 

Required SRF Processing Capacity as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment 
Maximum Expected 

Throughput 
(tons/year) 

Design Capacity 
(tons/year) 

100% 14,400 17,300 
50% 17,400 20,900 
0% 22,400 26,900 

Estimated Costs 
The costs of constructing and operating an SRF processing 
facility were estimated using the following assumptions: 

1. SRF processing machinery and equipment would be placed inside 
of the MWP facility, so no additional land acquisition would be 
required to process SRF material. 

2. CAPEX would be $200 per ton of material processing capacity.  
This value was selected based on the total cost of the Entsorga 
West Virginia facility ($33 million), the assumed cost for MRF 
facility at Entsorga (estimated as $22 million using $200 per ton 
per year and 110,000 tons per year capacity), and the mass of SRF 
generated (55,000 tons per year). 

3. OPEX would be $75 per ton (this was assumed to be similar to 
the operating costs for the MRF). 

Under these assumptions, the cost of SRF processing was estimated 
assuming variable attainment of the MDP as shown in the table overleaf. 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-28/a-trashy-alternative-fuel-is-emerging-deep-inside-coal-country?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:%202019-04-29%20Waste%20Dive%20Newsletter%20%5Bissue:20618%5D&utm_term=Waste%20Dive
https://biohitech.com/news/2019-10-17-17-05-15
https://biohitech.com/news/2019-10-17-17-05-15
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Estimated Cost of SRF Processing as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment CAPEX Annual OPEX 
100% $ 3,458,000 $ 1,080,000 
50% $ 4,183,000 $ 1,307,000 
0% $ 5,370,000 $ 1,678,000 

Estimated Benefits 
The benefits of constructing an SRF facility include job creation, 
direct revenue from the sale of SRF, GHG emissions reductions, 
and landfill disposal airspace savings.  Job creation and direct 

revenue associated with operation of a gasifier were calculated using the 
following assumptions: 

1. Labor requirements of 0.03 people per ton of material processed 
annually (Dubanowitz 2000). 

2. SRF material can be sold for $20 per ton (Dondur et al. 2015). 

Airspace savings were calculated by calculating the cumulative expected 
diversion to the SRF facility from 2025 through 2040.  GHG reductions 
were calculated by comparing with an “all landfill” baseline condition.  
Under these assumptions, the estimated benefits of SRF processing are 
summarized in the table opposite assuming variable attainment of the 
MDP. 

Challenges to Implementation 
The primary drawback of SRF technology is that fuel purchasers 
typically have specified windows for energy content and 
moisture that are difficult to meet.  This is because the energy 

content of the SRF is dependent upon the moisture content and types of 

materials that are recovered, which can vary widely.  In the past 10 years, 
there have been multiple failed attempts to develop SRF plants in the U.S. 
using MSW as feedstock and there are currently a handful still in 
development.  Additionally, no facility in the United States has a proven 
record of commercial success, likely due to several challenges, including 
lower throughput efficiency than anticipated, inability to consistently 
meet minimum fuel specifications for prospective purchasers of SRF, lack 
of market for recovered recyclables, and lack of long-term markets for 
the SRF.  As a result, SRF technology has not been considered further in 
this Report, since it is considered too speculative for planning purposes. 

Experience 
DPW has no experience with SRF.  As stated previously, no SRF 
plants have been successful long-term in the U.S.  As such, this 
technology will not be considered further in this Report. 

 

Estimated Benefits of SRF processing as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment 

Annual 
Gross 

Revenue 

Job 
Creation 

GHG 
Reduction 
(MTCO2E) 

Airspace 
Savings 
(tons) 

100% $ 288,000 2 -61,000 122,700 
50% $ 349,000 3 -116,000 231,600 
0% $ 447,000 3 -170,000 340,400 

 

  

http://www.seas.columbia.edu/earth/dubanmrf.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284156400_USE_OF_SOLID_RECOVERED_FUEL_SRF_IN_CEMENT_INDUSTRY_-_ECONOMIC_AND_ENVIRONMENTAL_IMPLICATIONS
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4.2 Continued Disposal within the City 
As a more practical and cost-effective alternative to constructing mixed 
waste processing capacity, the City may consider leveraging in-city 
disposal options to meet future disposal needs.  Current disposal options 
available include BRESCO and QRL. 

BRESCO 

In 2017, BRESCO handled approximately 156,900 tons of residential 
waste (approximately 49% of the disposed residential waste stream) and 
221,700 tons of commercial waste (approximately 44% of the disposed 
commercial waste stream).   

To review the viability of continued use of BRESCO, Geosyntec retained 
Deltaway to perform a review of the facility and, specifically, its ability to 
meet emission limits under the BCAA (see discussion in Section 3.2 and 
Deltaway Report in Appendix 2).  Wheelabrator would need to invest in 
excess of $95 million in capital improvements to meet the BCAA emission 
limits.  In this analysis, it is assumed that BRESCO makes this investment 
such that the City continues to contract with Wheelabrator for disposal 
of residential MSW.  Conditions under which BRESCO does not make this 
investment are discussed in terms of their impact on operations at QRL 
in the next subsection. 

Timeline 
Notwithstanding Deltaway’s opinion that Wheelabrator would 
likely need to secure a long-term contract with the City prior to 
making substantial capital investments, for this analysis, short-

term (five year), medium-term (ten year), and long-term (20 year) 
contract extensions were all assessed.  This helps understand the impact 

on unit pricing (i.e., the tip fee at BRESCO) that the City should expect 
under different contract terms.  All contract extensions are assumed to 
begin in 2022, as the City’s current contract with BRESCO expires in 
December 2021. 

Costs 
It is assumed that Wheelabrator would pass on the cost of the 
capital investments at BRESCO (approximately $95 million) to 
the City and its other customers by increasing its tip fee.  For 

simplicity, it is assumed the fee increase to all customers would be 
amortized over the period of the contract extension signed by the City.  
This is reasonable given that the City is one of BRESCO’s largest 
customers.  The approximate yearly cost to be passed on to customers of 
BRESCO, as well as the approximate per ton cost assuming that the 
BRESCO continues to process roughly 700,000 tons per year is shown in 
the table below. 

 BRESCO Annualized Capital Improvement Cost 

Contract Period 
(years) 

Annualized Cost of 
Capital Improvements 

Annualized Cost per ton 
($/ton) 

5 $ 19,000,000 $27 
10 $ 9,500,000 $14 
20 $ 4,750,000 $7 

According to the existing contract between the City and BRESCO, the tip 
fee is expected to rise to $57 per ton by 2021. However, between 2012 
and 2017, the City actually paid an effective tip fee to BRESCO of $47 per 
ton on average.  Nonetheless, it is reasonable to assume that the BRESCO 
tip fee would start at $57 per ton in 2022.  Adding the base tip fee of $57 
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per ton to the annualized cost per ton for capital improvements, the 
expected future tip fee is calculated in the table below for 5-year, 10-
year, and 2-year contract periods. 

BRESCO Expected Tip Fee 

Contract Period 
(years) 

Expected Tip Fee 
($/ton) 

5 $84 
10 $71 
20 $64 

Benefits 
The financial benefits to the City of continuing to contract with 
BRESCO include revenues, airspace savings at QRL, electricity 
(sold to the City at negotiated rates), and steam used to heat 

some downtown businesses and City offices.  Changes in GHG emissions 
were not quantified for this option because this option represents a 
continuation of the current method for waste disposal in the city (i.e. 
BRESCO is already used to dispose of much of the city’s waste)     

Revenues include the tip fees for disposal of BRESCO ash at QRL 
(approximately $19 per ton of ash disposed at QRL between 2012 and 
2017) as well as Host fees currently paid by BRESCO to the City (i.e., 
community fee and city surcharge, approximately $15 per ton of waste 
disposed at BRESCO between 2012 and 2017).  BRESCO also pays 
property taxes and site lease payments to the City, but these were not 
considered as revenue for this analysis. In 2017, revenues totaled 
approximately $4,100,000.  Over the period 2012 through 2017, BRESCO 
payments to the City averaged $34 per ton of residential waste disposed 

at the facility.  If the City continues to contract with BRESCO, it is expected 
that these revenues will continue at the average rate of $34 per ton. 

Airspace savings were calculated as the cumulative waste disposed at 
BRESCO (assumed to be 150,000 tons per year per the City’s current 
contract) over a 5-, 10-, and 20-year contract as shown in the table below.  
This represents waste that will not be disposed at QRL over the same 
period (minus a small portion that will be landfilled as ash) but does not 
account for commercial waste. 

BRESCO Expected Airspace Savings 

Contract Period 
(years) 

Expected Airspace Savings 
(tons) 

5 750,000 
10 1,500,000 
20 3,000,000 

Challenges 
Some of the challenges associated with continued disposal at 
BRESCO include: 

1. Public opposition: BRESCO has been the target of numerous 
public campaigns from residents and other stakeholders who feel 
that BRESCO is not only an eyesore for the city (its location next 
to I-95 makes it highly visible to visitors) but also a public health 
hazard due to air emissions.  BRESCO also faces environmental 
justice objections as these air emissions are seen as impacting 
predominantly low income and minority neighborhoods.  Such 
opposition may persist even if Wheelabrator were to implement 
the emissions control systems needed to comply with the BCAA. 
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2. Age: BRESCO was constructed in 1985 and is nearing 35 years of 
age.  Although Deltaway reported that the facility is well 
managed and maintained and could reasonably operate through 
2040, BRESCO is an older facility that will likely require 
increasingly frequent and expensive maintenance and repair as it 
ages. 

3. Contract uncertainty: Notwithstanding that Wheelabrator has 
won its lawsuit such that BRESCO can continue operation without 
meeting the BCAA emission limits, the City may nonetheless end 
its contract with BRESCO in December 2021 and find an 
alternative option for residential MSW disposal.  Assuming 
BRESCO remains operational, the commercial sector would likely 
continue use of BRESCO.  However, if Wheelabrator loses the 
City’s contract, they may choose to cease operations at BRESCO.  
The City’s willingness to sign a long-term contract may also factor 
into Wheelabrator’s risk-benefit assessment for investing heavily 
in installing additional emission controls. 

Experience 
The City has established experience with this option as it has 
been sending waste to BRESCO since its construction in 1985.  
This represents the “status quo” option for waste disposal. 

Quarantine Road Landfill 

In 2017, the City disposed of approximately 149,600 tons of residential 
waste (approximately 47% of the disposed residential waste stream), 
2,300 tons of commercial waste (approximately 0.5% of the disposed 
commercial waste stream), and 140,300 tons of BRESCO ash at QRL.  
Additionally, the City beneficially used roughly 189,400 tons of soil as 

approved cover material at QRL and recycled 3,500 tons of asphaltic 
concrete. 

As discussed in Section 3, the remaining permitted capacity at QRL as of 
January 2019 was 3.45 million CY.  Under the proposed lateral expansion 
over the adjacent Millennium Landfill, the capacity would increase to 8.9 
million CY. For future development of QRL, it is recommended to 
maintain significant residual capacity in the landfill for two reasons: 
leverage when negotiating contracts with private disposal facilities, and 
contingency capacity for disaster debris management.  The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency reports that major hurricanes have 
resulted in significant generation of disaster debris (5 million CY after 
Hurricane Iniki in 1992, 2 million CY following Hurricane Hugo in 1989).  
As such, it is recommended to maintain approximately 4 million CY of 
capacity at QRL in case of a natural disaster. 

In this section, multiple options for the continued future use of QRL are 
considered, including status quo operation of QRL (including under the 
proposed lateral expansion, design and permitting of which is well 
advanced), a further vertical expansion of QRL, privatization of the 
landfill, landfill mining, and landfill rapid filling. 

Options and Strategies 
Continued Operation of QRL 

Continued operation of QRL would involve accepting all residential waste 
not sent to BRESCO as well as ash from BRESCO (the quantity of 
commercial waste that currently makes its way to QRL is negligible).  The 
landfill would be filled to final permitted grades.  In 2017, this resulted in 
the landfilling of approximately 481,600 tons, which occupied 
approximately 370,500 CY of airspace (including soil used as daily and 
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intermediate cover).  However, the size of the disposed waste mass at 
QRL has the potential to change depending on the fate of BRESCO and 
the City’s attainment of the MDP.  Three outcomes are considered: 

1. City renews contract with BRESCO:  If BRESCO invests in BCAA-
compliant emission controls, or makes other improvements to 
the satisfaction of the City, it is assumed the City will renew their 
contract to send residential MSW to BRESCO after December 
2021.  In this case, the current system does not change 
significantly beyond 2022, with QRL continuing to accept roughly 
half of the residential waste stream as well as ash from BRESCO 
and a negligible quantity of the City’s commercial waste. 

2. City does not renew contract with BRESCO:  Under this outcome, 
it is assumed contract renewal terms between the City and 
BRESCO cannot be agreed.  The City will initially send all of 
residential MSW to QRL (commercial waste is expected to 
continue to go primarily to BRESCO).  In this case, the City would 
not accept BRESCO ash or commercial waste at QRL. 

3. BRESCO ceases operations:  If BRESCO closes in 2022, the City will 
be forced to send all of its waste to QRL (at least in the short 
term).  In this case, the commercial sector will also need to find 
new disposal options and may turn to QRL for final disposal. 

It is assumed that DPW would continue to operate QRL directly; however, 
a PPP contract in which a private company or a state agency such as MES 
takes over operation could be considered. 

Vertical Expansion of QRL 
This option would involve the construction of a mechanically stabilized 
earth (MSE) wall along the perimeter of the existing QRL to allow 

additional vertical landfill capacity.  Based upon existing geotechnical 
information, an MSE wall could be constructed with a base width of 40 
feet and some waste relocation from the landfill perimeter to another 
area of the landfill. However, additional geotechnical investigation and 
evaluation would be required to confirm the suitability of this approach 
and the associated design details and construction costs. Overall, 
Geosyntec understands that a vertical expansion of QRL is not considered 
to be feasible by DPW at this point and thus is not considered further in 
this Report. The City could conduct a feasibility study in the future if this 
option is needed after the horizontal expansion is fully utilized.  

Privatization of QRL 
Privatization of QRL would involve sale of QRL to a private waste disposal 
company such as Waste Management or Republic Services.  This could be 
considered in order for the City to gain immediate revenue for exploring 
other long-term waste management options.  However, this option is 
inadvisable because private companies generally seek to fill landfills as 
quickly as possible (likely with predominantly commercial waste).  If this 
were to occur at QRL, it would leave the City with fewer disposal options 
in the future.  It is recognized that a privatization contract could include 
provisions to limit annual tonnages and/or preserve airspace for the City 
at a set (discounted) tipping fee with appropriate penalties for failing to 
meet agreed performance metrics.  Overall, however, keeping QRL in the 
possession of the City provides more leverage in negotiating tip fees with 
BRESCO or other private disposal entities.  As such, privatization is not 
considered further in this Report. 

Landfill Mining at QRL 
Landfill mining would involve the excavation of waste at QRL and the 
processing of that waste onsite to recover recyclables.  This option would 
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reclaim disposal airspace while potentially providing the City with a 
revenue stream from the sale of recyclables. 

While it may have some benefits, landfill mining at QRL is considered 
inadvisable, as the process has had little economic success.  While 
multiple pilot tests of this technology have been conducted, and the 
technology itself was deemed feasible, few full scale landfill mining 
operations have ever been attempted in the U.S. due to poor economic 
returns (Karidis 2019).  As such, this technology is not considered feasible 
for QRL and is not considered further in this Report. 

Rapid Filling at QRL 
Rapid filling at QRL has been tentatively considered as a way for the City 
to generate revenue quickly (via tip fees) to pay for the various diversion 
options discussed in the Task 5 Report.  However, this option would leave 
the City with limited future disposal capacity and leave the City 
dependent on private waste disposal facilities.  This option would also 
make it more difficult to negotiate competitive rates with private disposal 
companies.  As such, this option is not considered further. 

Disposal Potential 
This analysis assumes continued operation of QRL by DPW as the most 
feasible option considered above.  The expected annual waste tonnage 
sent to QRL under this option is included in Appendix 1.  Under this 
option, there are three different scenarios which were used to determine 
the future tonnage of waste to be disposed at QRL. 

Scenario 1: City Renews Contract with BRESCO 
Under this scenario, it is assumed that the City continues to contract with 
BRESCO and send 150,000 tons per year of residential MSW to BRESCO 

each year (pursuant to their current contract terms) with the remainder 
of residential MSW disposed at QRL.  Using the current soil utilization rate 
at QRL (approximately 40% soil by mass), the current ratio of BRESCO ash 
to MSW disposed at QRL (approximately 0.92 tons of ash for every ton of 
MSW disposed), and the average in-place waste density at QRL 
(approximately 1.3 tons per CY), the volume of disposed waste at QRL 
was estimated over time assuming variable attainment of the MDP.  The 
anticipated year in which QRL will reach capacity under the current 
permitted grade and the proposed lateral expansion is shown in the table 
below. 

Estimated Year in Which QRL Reaches Capacity – Scenario 1 

MDP Attainment 
Year in Which QRL 

Capacity is Reached:  
Permitted Grade 

Year in Which QRL 
Capacity is Reached: 

Lateral Expansion 

100% 2078 After 2100 
50% 2030 2059 
0% 2028 2044 

Scenario 2: City Does Not Renew Contract with BRESCO 
For this scenario, it is assumed that the City discontinues its contract with 
BRESCO beginning in January 2022 and sends all of its residential MSW to 
QRL.  No BRESCO ash is expected to be sent to QRL after 2021.  Using the 
current soil utilization rate at QRL (approximately 40% soil by mass), the 
current ratio of BRESCO ash to MSW disposed at QRL (approximately 0.92 
tons of ash for every ton of MSW disposed), and the average in-place 
waste density at QRL (approximately 1.3 tons per CY with ash, estimated 
as 1.15 tons per CY without ash), the volume of disposed waste at QRL 
was estimated over time assuming variable attainment of the MDP.  The 

https://www.waste360.com/landfill-operations/when-and-where-does-landfill-mining-make-sense
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anticipated year in which QRL will reach capacity under the current 
permitted grade and the proposed vertical expansion is shown in the 
table below. 

Estimated Year in Which QRL Reaches Capacity – Scenario 2 

MDP Attainment 
Year in Which QRL 

Capacity is Reached: 
Permitted Grade 

Year in Which QRL 
Capacity is Reached: 

Lateral Expansion 
100% 2028 2055 
50% 2027 2045 
0% 2027 2040 

Scenario 3: BRESCO Ceases Operation 
For this scenario, it is assumed that BRESCO ceases operation beginning 
in January 2022 and the City sends all of its residential MSW to QRL.  No 
BRESCO ash is expected to be sent to QRL after 2021 and all commercial 
MSW collected in Baltimore is also anticipated to be sent to QRL.  Using 
the current soil utilization rate at QRL (approximately 40% soil by mass), 
the current ratio of BRESCO ash to MSW disposed at QRL (approximately 
0.92 tons of ash for every ton of MSW disposed), and the average in-place 
waste density at QRL (approximately 1.3 tons per CY with ash, estimated 
as 1.15 tons per CY without ash), the volume of disposed waste at QRL 
was estimated over time assuming variable attainment of the MDP.   

The anticipated year in which QRL will reach capacity under the current 
permitted grades and the proposed vertical expansion is shown in the 
table opposite. 

 

Estimated Year in Which QRL Reaches Capacity – Scenario 3 

MDP Attainment 
Year in Which QRL 

Capacity is Reached: 
Permitted Grades 

Year in Which QRL 
Capacity is Reached: 

Lateral Expansion 
100% 2025 2040 
50% 2025 2035 
0% 2025 2033 

Costs 
The following cost assumptions were made for continued use 
of QRL: 

1. OPEX of $21 per ton estimated using expenditures for QRL 
operations in 2017 ($5,206,600) and expenditures on the QRL 
closure/post-closure fund in 2017 ($865,521) and the total mass 
of waste landfilled at QRL in 2017 (292,200 tons). 

2. CAPEX of $5 per ton per year for small projects estimated using 
expenditures for QRL capital projects in 2017 ($1,560,600) and 
the total mass of waste landfilled at QRL in 2017 (292,200 tons). 

3. CAPEX of $68 million for the proposed lateral expansion of the 
QRL (EA Engineering, 2019). 

Benefits 
The expected benefits for continued use of QRL include 
revenues from tip fees (commercial waste only) and leverage 
for bargaining tip fees with private disposal facilities (because 

the City continues to have the option of sending all of its waste to QRL 
rather than to a private disposal facility).  Revenues were estimated as 
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$67.50 per ton of commercial waste accepted at QRL as this is the current 
tip fee charged at the facility. 

Challenges 
The main challenge associated with continued use of QRL is that 
airspace would be quickly consumed under Scenario 2 and 3 
(i.e., if BRESCO ceases operation or the City discontinues using 

BRESCO).  This could be a problem for the City as it tries to find another 
place to send its waste for disposal. 

Experience 
The City has established experience with this option as DPW has 
been operating QRL for decades.  This represents the “status 
quo” option for waste disposal. 

Timeline 
The expected timeline for continued use of QRL is established 
in the disposal potential section above.  Under different 
scenarios, it is anticipated that QRL will deplete its remaining 

capacity at different times. 

Development of a New Landfill in the City 

While development of a new landfill in Baltimore is a theoretical option, 
the City has not performed any preliminary siting work to date to identify 
a potential site and the City’s zoning code does not allow any new 
landfills.  Siting, design, permitting, and construction of a new landfill in 
Maryland is expected to take at least ten years based on Geosyntec’s 
experience.  Further, it would likely be impractical to construct a new 
landfill in the Baltimore area as it would require an undeveloped or 

brownfield area of up to 1,000 acres.  Overall, this option is not 
considered practical and is not discussed further in this Report. 

4.3 Transfer Facilities for Out-of-City Disposal 
In addition to constructing post-processing facilities and leveraging in-city 
disposal options (e.g. QRL and BRESCO), the City may consider 
constructing additional transfer capacity to meet future disposal needs 
by transferring waste for out-of-city disposal.  The urgency of this option 
is pressing assuming BRESCO is no longer available beginning in 2022.  
Currently, the City operates NWTS as an intra-City truck transfer facility 
where waste collected from the northern parts of the City can be 
transferred from smaller load-packer trucks to larger roll-off trucks for 
transport to BRESCO or QRL.  Currently, NWTS is only used as a drop-off 
facility for small haulers and residents (waste sent to BRESCO) and 
transfer of recyclables to WMRA in Elkridge, MD. 

If needed, NWTS could be used to transfer waste to out-of-city disposal 
facilities.  However, the current permitted capacity of NWTS is 150,000 
tons per year, considerably less than the total disposed residential waste 
stream (319,500 tons in 2017) and the disposed commercial MSW waste 
stream (221,900 tons in 2017) in the City.  Further, NWTS has only ever 
been operated at a maximum of 67,000 tons per year and would require 
significant staffing and equipment upgrades to reach its permitted 
capacity.  As such, the City would quickly require a second, larger transfer 
facility to handle additional waste transfers for out-of-city disposal.  In 
the longer-term, the most sustainable and cost-effective transfer 
mechanism would be to develop a large transfer facility with both rail and 
truck transfer capabilities. 
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Based on the above, three options are considered for developing transfer 
capacity: 

1. Configuring NWTS to operate at its maximum permitted capacity 
for out-of-city disposal; 

2. Construction of an additional truck transfer facility in the city; 
and 

3. Construction of a large rail transfer facility. 

Similar to the MWP options reviewed in Section 4.1, for the analyses 
presented herein, it is assumed that only residential MSW (i.e., the 
portion of the waste stream collected and handled by DPW) would be 
transferred using the first two truck transfer facilities (these are mainly 
intended to provide the City with fast-track transfer capacity in the event 
of BRESCO shutting down in 2022).  However, if Task 5 reduction/ 
diversion programs are successful at achieving a large fraction of the 
maximum diversion potential (MDP), the size of the waste stream for 
transfer will reduce over time, with the result that the City’s transfer 
operation(s) may have significant excess capacity in the medium to long 
term.  In this case, the City may elect to open their facilities to commercial 
customers at some point in the future to utilize redundant capacity.  The 
large rail transfer facility is intended as a citywide solution that would be 
open to the commercial sector. 

Utilize Permitted Capacity at Northwest Transfer Facility 

Timeline 
For this analysis, it is assumed that DPW could relatively quickly 
configure NWTS to operate at its permitted capacity and begin 
transferring waste to out-of-city landfills for final disposal.  It is 

estimated that the only changes that would have to be made would be 
adding additional shifts and equipment to keep the facility open for 
longer (potentially 24 hours a day, six days a week, depending on permit 
conditions and local neighborhood concerns).  As such, it is anticipated 
NWTS could be operating at 150,000 tons per year by early 2023. 

Processing Requirements 
For this analysis, it is assumed that NWTS would be reconfigured to 
operate at its permitted capacity of 150,000 tons per year. 

Estimated Costs 
The costs of configuring NWTS to process 150,000 tons per year 
and transfer waste to out-of-city landfills were calculated using 
the following assumptions: 

1. CAPEX assumed to be negligible.  NWTS has recently undergone 
capital improvements and only minor purchases (e.g. equipment) 
are expected to be needed to upgrade the facility further. 

2. Estimated processing OPEX of $21 per ton.  This value is based on 
DPW’s currently unit cost for operation of NWTS ($1,708,119 in 
2017) and the mass of waste handled at NWTS in 2017 (79,500 
tons, including small hauler waste). 

3. Estimated transfer OPEX of $19 per ton.  This value is based on 
current contracts for waste transportation and disposal between 
NMWDA and two Maryland counties. 

4. Estimated tip fee of $30 per ton at out-of-city landfills.  This value 
is based on current contracts for waste transportation and 
disposal between NMWDA and two Maryland counties. 
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Based on the above, the estimated OPEX for using NWTS for out-of-city 
waste transfer and disposal is $10,577,000 per year.  However, it is 
important to note that costs were estimated based on current contracts 
in place, while closure of BRESCO would invariably have upward pressure 
on pricing. 

Potential Benefits/Drawbacks 
Additional benefits of maximizing use of NWTS for waste 
transfer include job creation and landfill disposal airspace 
savings at QRL.  However, GHG emissions will increase if waste 

is hauled out of the city, especially if it is landfilled compared to WTE.  Job 
creation was calculated by assuming an employment rate of 0.02 people 
per ton of waste transferred at the facility each day, with one additional 
supervisor.  GHG emissions were calculated using the U.S. EPA’s WARM 
software and increasing the haul distance from 20 miles (for status quo) 
to 180 miles.  These benefits are summarized in the table below assuming 
variable attainment of the MDP. As shown, trucking waste to out-of-city 
landfill disposal would result in an overall increase in GHG emissions 
relative to the baseline status quo. 

Estimated Benefits/Drawbacks of Using NWTS as an Out-of-City Truck 
Transfer Facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment Job 
Creation 

GHG 
Reduction* 
(MTCO2E) 

Airspace Savings 
(tons) 

100% 13 68,200 2,595,200 
50% 13 70,900 2,700,000 
0% 13 70,900 2,700,000 

*Positive values represent an increase in GHG emissions 

Challenges to Implementation 
The major challenges associated with upgrading NWTS are 
summarized below: 

1. Space restrictions: Because of the tight layout at NWTS, 
operating at full capacity would likely require operating 24 hours 
a day, six days a week.  The number of load-packers accessing the 
site would mean that lines of small-haulers and residents 
accessing the drop-off center could not be accommodated.  
Therefore, the small hauler program, which is very popular, 
would have to be limited to weekends and/or transferred to 
another drop-off center (which would have to be quickly 
upgraded/expanded to accommodate increased use and would 
require a transfer station permit from MDE).  This will likely prove 
very unpopular with small haulers and local residents. 

2. Public perception:  Hauling waste to disposal options that are 
located more than three hours’ drive time outside of Baltimore is 
not a sustainable method of waste disposal and the City should 
expect pushback from environmental and zero waste advocacy 
groups if this option is chosen.  As shown by the increased GHG 
emissions for this option, constructing a truck transfer station will 
result in higher GHG emissions than the current system. 

3. Additional traffic at NWTS:  Increasing waste transfer at NWTS 
will result in additional traffic for incoming collection vehicles as 
well as outgoing transfer trailers.  This will result in additional 
road wear, local congestion, and noise, including impacts outside 
of typical business hours as the facility must expand to operating 
two shifts. 
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Experience 
DPW has years of experience operating NWTS although they 
have never operated a full-blown waste transfer operation.  
However, it is not expected that DPW would encounter any 

significant issues in expanding operations at NWTS. 

Construct New Truck Transfer Facility 

Currently, NWTS acts as an intra-city truck transfer facility.  NWTS is 
ideally located to service northern and, potentially, western parts of the 
city.  If all waste is to be transferred for out-of-city disposal, additional 
transfer capacity would be required to serve other parts of the City.  
Although sized to help handle the residential waste stream, over time the 
new transfer facility could also service commercial MSW haulers and may 
include a residents’ drop-off facility and a small hauler area.  Potential 
options for locating such a facility include expanding Eastern Sanitation 
Yard (Bowleys Lane), expanding Western Sanitation Yard (Reedbird 
Avenue), buying and expanding Waste Management’s Quad Avenue 
facility, and/or building a transfer station at QRL. 

Timeline 
For this analysis, it is assumed that the City could acquire land 
and design, permit, and construct a truck transfer facility within 
five years.  As such, it is anticipated that the transfer facility 

could be fully operable by 2025. 

Processing Requirements 
The required capacity of the new transfer facility is estimated under the 
following assumptions: 

1. Maximum capacity:  The transfer facility would process all 
residential MSW collected in the City with the exception of the 
waste handled by NWTS (assumed as 150,000 tons per year for 
this analysis).  The capacity of the facility is estimated to be 120% 
of the maximum remaining incoming waste tonnage between 
2025 and 2040 to provide redundancy and account for annual 
fluctuations in the waste stream. 

2. Variable MDP attainment:  The throughput, costs, and benefits 
of the facility are dependent on the waste tonnages for transfer, 
which will vary depending on how successful the Task 5 
recycling/diversion options are.  The required transfer capacity 
depending on whether the City attains 100%, 50 %, or 0% of the 
MDP is presented in the table below.  Zero percent represents 
the status quo. 

Required Capacity of Truck Transfer Facility as a Percentage of the 
MDP  

MDP Attainment 
Maximum Incoming Waste 

(tons/year) 
Design Capacity 

(tons/year) 
100% 83,000 100,000 
50% 107,000 128,400 
0% 161,000 193,200 

Estimated Costs 
The costs of constructing and operating truck transfer facility in 
the City were calculated using the following assumptions: 

1. Estimated CAPEX of $80 per ton of capacity.  This value is based 
on the estimated amortized capital cost of $2-$3 per ton for a 
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500 ton per day facility with an assumed service life of 20 years 
(Dempsey 2004). 

2. Estimated OPEX of $21 per ton of incoming waste for the transfer 
facility.  This value is based on DPW’s current unit cost for 
operation of NWTS. 

3. Estimated transfer OPEX of $19 per ton.  This value is based on 
current contracts for waste transportation and disposal between 
NMWDA and two Maryland counties. 

4. Estimated tip fee of $30 per ton at out-of-city landfills.  This value 
is based on current contracts for waste transportation and 
disposal between NMWDA and two Maryland counties. 

Estimated costs for the truck transfer facility assuming variable 
attainment of the MDP are summarized in the table below.  Again, OPEX 
for out-of-city transfer and disposal were estimated based on current 
contracts in place; however, closure of BRESCO would invariably have 
upward pressure on pricing. 

Estimated Cost of Truck Transfer Facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment CAPEX Annual OPEX 
100% $ 8,000,000 $   5,800,000 
50% $ 10,300,000 $   7,500,000 
0% $ 15,500,000 $ 11,400,000 

Estimated Benefits/Drawbacks 
The estimated benefits for the truck transfer facility are 
summarized in the table opposite assuming variable 
attainment of the MDP.  Additional benefits of constructing a 

truck transfer facility include job creation and landfill disposal airspace 
savings at QRL.    Job creation was calculated by assuming an employment 
rate of 0.02 people per ton of waste transferred at the facility each day, 
with one additional supervisor.  GHG emissions were calculated using 
WARM and increasing the haul distance from 20 miles (for status quo) to 
180 miles.  As shown, trucking waste to out-of-city landfill disposal would 
result in an overall increase in GHG emissions relative to the baseline 
status quo. 

Estimated Benefits/Drawbacks of Truck Transfer Facility as a 
Percentage of the MDP 

MDP 
Attainment 

Job 
Creation 

GHG 
Reduction* 
(MTCO2E) 

Airspace Savings 
(tons) 

100% 8 7,600 290,500 
50% 10 33,100 1,259,200 
0% 14 61,300 2,332,800 

*Positive values represent an increase in GHG emissions 

Challenges to Implementation 
The major challenges associated with constructing a truck 
transfer facility in the city are summarized below: 

1. Land acquisition:  Using information for NWTS, it is estimated 
that a truck transfer facility would require at least 10 acres of land 
(NWTS has a design capacity of 150,000 tons per year and sits on 
an approximately 7.5-acre site).  It may be difficult for the City to 
find a suitable site in the City with this much land available for 
development. 

https://www.waste360.com/mag/waste_build_not_build
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2. Public perception: Hauling waste to disposal options that are 
located more than three hours’ drive outside of the city is not the 
most sustainable method of waste disposal and the City should 
expect pushback from environmental and zero waste advocacy 
groups if this option is chosen.  As shown by the increased GHG 
emissions for this option, constructing a truck transfer station will 
result in higher GHG emissions than the current system.  

3. Added traffic in the vicinity of the transfer station:  The 
development of a truck transfer station will result in additional 
traffic for incoming collection vehicles as well as outgoing 
transfer trailers in the vicinity of the facility.  This will result in 
additional road wear, local traffic congestion, and noise. 

Experience 
DPW has plenty of experience operating NWTS but has never 
operated a transfer facility that would transport waste out of 
the city (except for local recyclable material transfer to Elkridge, 

MD).  However, it is expected that DPW can easily use its experience with 
NWTS to operate a new truck transfer facility. 

Construct Large Rail Transfer Facility 

In addition to constructing a truck transfer station to complement NWTS, 
the City should also consider constructing a large transfer station where 
operations can be consolidated and provided more efficiently.  Such a 
facility would be constructed so it could be operated as a truck transfer 
station, but would be built along a rail spur to allow for containerization 
and rail shipment to suitable out-of-city landfills as the primary transfer 
mechanism.  Rail would be the preferred method of transfer with trucking 
capabilities providing a backup.  This option would provide a more 

efficient, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly service than a truck 
transfer facility and would allow the City to send waste to regional 
landfills or even more distant facilities as needed. 

Likely locations for a large rail transfer facility are QRL (rail lines currently 
run around the northern property boundary) or the Western Acceptance 
Facility in Baltimore County.  If the Western Acceptance Facility is chosen 
for development, it will require a collaborative agreement with Baltimore 
County to construct the facility.  Adding a rail spur at Western Acceptance 
Facility will likely be more challenging than at QRL. 

Timeline 
For this analysis, it is assumed that ten years would be required 
to acquire land and right-of-way rights; design, permit, and 
construct the transfer facility; and complete the associated rail 

spur.  As such, it is anticipated that the transfer facility could be fully 
operable by 2030 at the earliest.  For this analysis, it is assumed that the 
transfer facility would operate from 2030 through 2040, although the 
facility would remain in service long after 2040. 

Processing Requirements 
For this analysis, it is assumed that both residential and commercial MSW 
would be routed to the rail transfer facility.  Developing a rail transfer 
station would be a capital intensive project; therefore, this analysis 
assumes that it would require waste from the commercial as well as 
residential sectors in Baltimore (and potentially surrounding counties) to 
help make it economically viable. 

The estimated capacity, costs, and benefits of the rail transfer facility are 
determined under the following assumptions: 
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1. Capacity:  The transfer facility would process all residential and 
commercial MSW collected in the City between 2030 and 2040.  
It is assumed that if the City constructs a rail transfer facility, 
NWTS would be used to send waste to the new facility, rather 
than to out-of-City landfills.  The capacity of the facility is 
estimated to be 120% of the maximum incoming waste tonnage 
between 2030 and 2040 to account for annual fluctuations in the 
waste stream. 

2. Variable MDP attainment.  The size, costs, and benefits of the 
facility are estimated assuming the City can attain 100%, 50 %, 
and 0% of the MDP.  Zero percent is the status quo. 

The required capacity of the transfer facility is summarized in the table 
below. 

Required Capacity of Rail Transfer Facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment 
Maximum Incoming Waste 

(tons/year) 
Design Capacity 

(tons/year) 
100% 278,900 334,700 
50% 387,200 464,700 
0% 530,200 636,200 

Estimated Costs 
The costs of constructing and operating a large rail transfer 
facility were calculated using the following assumptions: 

1. Estimated CAPEX of $95 per ton of capacity.  This value is based 
on the estimated cost to construct a 425 ton per day capacity rail 
transfer facility in Alexandria, Virginia (HDR, 2018) . 

2. Estimated OPEX of $10 per ton of incoming waste for the transfer 
facility.  This value is based on DPW’s current unit cost for 
operation of NWTS but assuming economies of scale would 
decrease unit operating costs significantly for a large rail facility. 

3. Estimated OPEX of $7 per ton of disposed waste for transfer 
activities.  This value is based on an assumed operation cost of 
$0.04 per ton-mile and a 180 mile rail journey to out-of-city 
landfills (likely either in Pennsylvania or Virginia) (AAR 2018). 

4. Estimated tip fee of $30 per ton at out-of-city landfills.  This value 
is based on current contracts for waste transportation and 
disposal between NMWDA and two Maryland counties. 

The estimated costs for the rail transfer facility assuming variable 
attainment of the MDP are summarized in the table below.  However, as 
noted previously, OPEX for out-of-city transfer and disposal were 
estimated based on current contracts in place, while closure of BRESCO 
would invariably have upward pressure on pricing. 

Estimated Cost of Rail Transfer Facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment CAPEX Annual OPEX 
100% $ 31,800,000 $ 13,200,000 
50% $ 44,100,000 $ 18,400,000 
0% $ 60,400,000 $ 25,100,000 

Potential Benefits/Drawbacks 
Relative to the assumed all-landfill baseline condition (where 
all waste is assumed to be sent to QRL for final disposal), the 
benefits of constructing a rail transfer facility mostly involve job 

creation.  In addition, the City would gain significant redundant capacity 

https://www.alexandriava.gov/uploadedFiles/tes/solidwaste/info/HDR%20Inc.%20-%20Task%207%20-%20Long%20term%20alternatives%20for%20Trash%20Disposal.pdf
https://www.aar.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/AAR-Cost-Effectiveness-Freight-Railroads.pdf
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(available for contingency operations during emergencies) and increased 
options for long-haul waste disposal.  GHG emissions are likely to increase 
slightly if waste is hauled out of the City by rail, although rail transfer 
would be roughly four times more fuel efficient than using trucks.  GHG 
emissions from rail transportation are very low, which means that 
changes in overall GHG emissions are negligible based on WARM analysis.  
Job creation was calculated by assuming an employment rate of 0.02 
people per ton of waste transferred each day, plus one additional 
supervisor.   

The estimated benefits for the rail transfer facility are summarized in the 
table below assuming variable attainment of the MDP. 

Estimated Benefits of Rail Transfer Facility as a Percentage of the MDP 

MDP Attainment Job 
Creation 

GHG Reduction 
(MTCO2E) 

Airspace Savings 
(tons) 

100% 23 Negligible 2,614,100 
50% 31 Negligible 4,126,900 
0% 42 Negligible 5,639,800 

Challenges to Implementation 
The major challenge associated with constructing a large rail 
transfer facility are summarized below: 

1. Land acquisition and rail spur construction:  A large rail transfer 
facility will require many acres of land to operate.  Further, the 
site chosen for the facility will have to be easily connected to 
existing freight rail tracks.  As such, there are very few locations 

where such a facility could be constructed.  As noted, the City 
may have to partner with Baltimore County to construct a facility. 

2. Public perception: Transferring waste for out-of-city disposal, 
albeit by rail, may not be considered a sustainable method of 
waste disposal and the City may encounter pushback from 
environmental groups if this option is chosen. 

Experience 
DPW has considerable experience operating NWTS and large 
waste handling operations at QRL, but has never operated a rail 
transfer facility.  However, it is expected that DPW can use its 

experience at QRL and NWTS to its advantage when constructing and 
operating a large rail transfer facility.  Further, the City could contract out 
operations of the facility to an experienced private entity. 

4.4 Summary and Selection of Options 
A summary of the costs, benefits, and assumed implementation timeline 
for each option at varying MDP attainment levels are given in Tables 4.1 
through 4.3 on the following pages.  The columns on the far right of the 
tables provide unit CAPEX and OPEX normalized over the airspace savings 
for each option (i.e., assuming that, in the absence of the option in 
question, the equivalent quantity of waste would be landfilled at QRL at 
$67.50/ton).  This is a representation of costs in terms of avoided landfill 
disposal, and provides an objective comparison of costs between the 
options summarized in the tables, which are markedly different.  The 
timing of CAPEX and OPEX can be inferred with reference to the assumed 
implementation timeline.  For example, for an option shown as medium 
term (5 years), it is fair to assume that CAPEX will be incurred by 2025, 
with annual OPEX incurred from 2025 onwards. 
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TABLE 4.1 – Comparison of Options Assuming 100% MDP Attainment 

Report 
Section Description Assumed 

Timeline CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX 

Cumulative 
Airspace 
Savings 
(tons) 

Jobs 

CAPEX / 
Airspace 

Saved 
($/ton) 

Net OPEX / 
Airspace 

Saved 
($/ton) 

4.1 

MRF + AD Medium 
(5 years) $ 85,926,000 $ 21,797,000 $ 1,349,000 $ 20,448,000 496,200 43 $ 173 $ 41.21 

MRF + AD + 
SRF 

Medium 
(5 years) $ 89,384,000 $ 22,878,000 $ 1,638,000 $ 21,240,000 618,900 45 $ 144 $ 34.32 

MRF + 
Gasification 

Medium 
(5 years) $ 311,397,000 $ 30,033,000 $ 22,219,000 $ 7,814,000 561,200 172 $ 555 $ 13.92 

MRF + 
Gasifier + 

SRF 

Medium 
(5 years) $314,855,000 $ 31,114,000 $ 22,508,000 $ 8,606,000 683,900 174 $ 460 $ 12.58 

4.2 
BRESCO* 

Medium 
(5 years)  $ 0   $ 12,621,000   $ 5,100,000  $ 7,521,000  750,000 0  $ 0  $ 10.03  

Long  
(10 years)  $ 0  $ 10,586,000   $ 5,100,000  $ 5,486,000  1,500,000 0  $ 0  $ 3.66  

V. Long 
(20 years)  $ 0  $ 9,568,000   $ 5,100,000  $ 4,468,000  3,000,000 0  $ 0  $ 1.49 

QRL Existing  $ 88,861,000   $ 3,865,000  $ 0  $ 3,865,000  N/A 0  N/A   N/A  

4.3 

Upgrade 
NWTS 

Short 
(1-3 years) Negligible $10,577,000 $ 0 $ 10,577,000 2,595,200 13 $ 0 $ 4.08 

Truck 
Transfer 

Medium 
(5 years)  $ 7,965,000   $ 5,850,000   $ 0  $ 5,850,000  290,500 8 $ 27 $ 20.14 

Rail 
Transfer 

Long 
(10 years)  $ 31,798,000   $ 13,228,000   $7,480,000   $ 5,748,000  2,614,100 23  $ 12   $ 2.20  

* Note:  Assumed timeframe for continued use of BRESCO starts in 2022 when current contract expires.  
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TABLE 4.2 – Comparison of Options Assuming 50% MDP Attainment 

Report 
Section Description Assumed 

Timeline CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX 

Cumulative 
Airspace 
Savings 
(tons) 

Jobs 

CAPEX / 

($/ton) 

Net OPEX / 

($/ton) 

4.1 

MRF + AD Medium 
(5 years)  $ 93,075,000 $ 23,799,000 $ 1,580,000 $ 22,219,000 864,000 47 $ 108 $ 25.72 

MRF + AD + 
SRF 

Medium 
(5 years)  $ 97,258,000 $ 25,106,000 $ 1,929,000 $ 23,178,000 1,095,600 50 $ 89 $ 21.15 

MRF + 
Gasification 

Medium 
(5 years) $ 338,796,000 $ 32,899,000 $ 24,199,000 $ 8,700,000 984,400 187 $ 344 $ 8.84 

MRF + 
Gasifier + 

SRF 

Medium 
(5 years) $ 342,979,000 $ 34,207,000 $ 24,548,000 $ 9,659,000 1,215,900 1909 $ 282 $ 7.94 

4.2 
BRESCO* 

Medium 
(5 years)  $ 0  $ 12,621,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 7,521,000 750,000 0  $ 0  $ 10.03 

Long 
(10 years)  $ 0  $ 10,586,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 5,486,000 1,500,000 0  $ 0  $ 3.66 

V. Long
(20 years)  $ 0  $ 9,568,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 4,468,000 3,000,000 0  $ 0  $ 1.49 

QRL Existing  $ 94,746,000  $ 4,955,000 $ 0  $ 4,955,000 N/A 0  N/A  N/A 

4.3 

Upgrade 
NWTS 

Short 
(1-3 years) Negligible $ 10,577,000 $ 0 $ 10,577,000 2,700,000 13 $ 0 $ 3.92 

Truck 
Transfer 

Medium 
(5 years)  $ 10,272,000  $ 7,545,000  $ 0  $ 7,545,000 1,259,200 10 $ 8 $ 5.99 

Rail 
Transfer 

Long 
(10 years)  $ 44,145,000  $ 18,365,000  $ 10,654,000  $ 7,711,000 4,126,900 31  $ 11  $ 1.87 

* Note:  Assumed timeframe for continued use of BRESCO starts in 2022 when current contract expires.

Airspace 
 Saved

Airspace
Saved 
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TABLE 4.3 – Comparison of Options Assuming 0% MDP Attainment 

Report 
Section Description Assumed 

Timeline CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX 

Cumulative 
Airspace 
Savings 
(tons) 

Jobs 

CAPEX / 

($/ton) 

Net OPEX / 

($/ton) 

4.1 

MRF + AD Medium 
(5 years) $ 110,918,000 $ 28,554,000 $ 2,004,000 $ 26,550,000 1,231,900 55 $ 90 $ 21.55 

MRF + SRF Medium 
(5 years) $ 116,288,000 $ 30,232,000 $ 2,452,000 $ 27,780,000 1,572,300 58 $ 74 $ 17.67 

MRF + 
Gasification 

Medium 
(5 years) $ 405,270,000 $ 39,582,000 $ 28,972,000 $ 10,610,000 1,407,500 223 $ 288 $ 7.54 

MRF + 
Gasifier + 

SRF 

Medium 
(5 years) $ 410,640,000 $ 41,260,000 $ 29,420,000 $ 11,840,000 1,748,000 226 $ 235 $ 6.77 

4.2 
BRESCO* 

Medium 
(5-years)  $ 0  $ 12,621,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 7,521,000 750,000 0  $ 0  $ 10.03 

Long 
(10 years)  $ 0  $ 10,586,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 5,486,000 1,500,000 0  $ 0  $ 3.66 

V. Long
(20 years)  $ 0  $ 9,568,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 4,468,000 3,000,000 0  $ 0  $ 1.49 

QRL Existing  $ 100,631,000  $ 6,046,000 $ 0  $ 6,046,000 N/A 0  N/A  N/A 

4.3 

Upgrade 
NWTS 

Short 
(1-3 years) Negligible $ 10,577,000 $ 0 $ 10,577,000 2,700,000 13 $ 0 $ 3.92 

Truck 
Transfer 

Medium 
(5 years)  $ 15,459,000  $ 11,354,000  $ 0  $ 11,354,000 2,332,800 14 $ 7 $ 4.87 

Rail 
Transfer 

Long 
(10 years)  $ 60,444,000  $ 25,145,000  $ 14,795,000  $ 10,351,000 5,639,800 42  $ 11  $ 1.84 

* Note:  Assumed timeframe for continued use of BRESCO starts in 2022 when current contract expires.

Airspace
Saved 

Airspace
Saved 
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A summary of the major observations and conclusions from Chapter 4 is 
given below. 

1. MWP options (AD, gasification, or SRF) tend to be the most 
expensive of the options considered (both in terms of capital 
costs and operating costs).  Many of these technologies are also 
largely unproven in the U.S. and they generally work counter to 
reduction/diversion measures implemented in Task 5 (i.e., they 
become more expensive on a per ton basis at higher attainment 
of the MDP).  More realistically, MWP technologies effectively 
compete with many Task 5 recycling/diversion options for 
feedstock (i.e., the City would not implement a source separated 
organics collection and composting program if a MWP facility 
that includes AD is available).  As such, in many cases the city 
would need to choose MWP or increased recycling/diversion 
programs, not both. Nonetheless, significant opportunities for 
MWP development under a PPP contract appear to be available 
to the City.  As such, although these MWP options will not be 
considered further in the scenario analyses presented in Chapter 
5 (which looks predominantly at disposal options), they will be 
considered further in the Master Plan (Task 8) as alternatives to 
recycling/diversion programs and transfer operations. 

2. Continued use of QRL will incur significant capital costs in the 
medium to long-term once the lateral expansion is constructed.  
Therefore, the City may want to consider options that reduce 
reliance on QRL such that construction of the lateral expansion 
can be delayed.  That being said, it is recommended that the City 
continue to pursue the permit for the lateral expansion of QRL as 
quickly as possible as this permitted disposal capacity can be 
used as leverage when negotiating with private disposal facilities.  

It will also allow the landfill to quickly expand to accommodate 
waste should a natural disaster occur. 

3. Of the short-term options available to the City, the most 
competitive would be to continue to contract with BRESCO for 
residential MSW disposal and upgrading NWTS for out-of-city 
waste transfer by truck.  These options result in airspace 
preservation at QRL and minimal annual net CAPEX and OPEX for 
the City.  These options also facilitate the orderly and gradual 
implementation of the waste diversion options presented in the 
Task 5 Report. 

4. Of the medium-term options available to the City, the most cost-
competitive is again to continue to contract with BRESCO.  
However, if this is not an option, the City should consider 
constructing a second truck transfer facility to ship waste out of 
the city.  This facility would supplement NWTS.  While this option 
would result in an increase in GHG emissions compared to WTE, 
it also increases employment and generally results in the lowest 
costs over the medium term (particularly at lower rates of MDP 
attainment). 

5. In the long-term, the most cost-competitive option is again to 
continue to contract with BRESCO.  Even if this is an option, 
however, due to its age the City should be prepared that BRESCO 
will not remain a viable option much beyond 2040.  Therefore, 
the City needs to consider constructing and operating a rail 
transfer station to send waste out of the city for disposal.  While 
this option has relatively high initial CAPEX, it is both cheaper to 
operate and more environmentally friendly than truck transfer. 
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With regard to the medium- and long-term options, it must be 
remembered that acquiring funding, siting, design, permitting, and 
construction will likely require long lead times of 5 to 10 years for all 
options except for continued use of BRESCO.  If these options are chosen, 
therefore, it is important that the City commence with their development 
as soon as possible.  All analyses presented in Chapter 4 assumed 
commencement with planning and financing in 2020.  

Finally, it should be remembered that all options in Tables 4.1 to 4.3 are 
presented in terms of MDP attainment.  Capacity requirements, CAPEX, 
and OPEX are lower when the fraction of the MDP attained is higher (i.e., 
when Task 5 reduction/diversion options are more successful).  However, 
achieving higher MDP fractions has its own cost burden as was presented 
in the Task 5 Report.  
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5. SCENARIO ANALYSES 
 
In this chapter, a scenario analysis is performed to demonstrate an 
optimal course of action for the City under the three main scenarios that 
drive the evaluations in Task 7, particularly with regard to timing: 

1. City renews contract with BRESCO:  Depending on contract 
negotiations, the City may choose to continue to utilize BRESCO 
for short, intermediate, and long-term waste disposal.  In this 
scenario, it is assumed that Wheelabrator voluntarily upgrades 
the emission controls at BRESCO to comply with the BCAA, or 
some equivalent agreed by the City.  Costs for these upgrades 
would be passed on to customers, including the City. 

2. City does not renew contract with BRESCO:  If contract renewal 
terms cannot be agreed, the City may allow its current contract 
with BRESCO to expire at the end of 2021; and 

3. BRESCO ceases operations in 2022:  If BRESCO closes because the 
City does not renew its contract, the City as well as commercial 
entities in the city (many of which currently send their MSW to 
BRESCO) would be forced to find a new destination for their 
waste. 

For each of the above scenarios, combinations of options that are feasible 
and that will meet City’s short, intermediate, and long-term disposal 
needs are assembled and analyzed for their combined costs and benefits.  
Appendix 1 contains the full analysis for each scenario.   

This scenario analysis is focused on ensuring the City has sufficient 
disposal capacity to meet its needs, and thus does not include MWP 
technologies discussed in Section 4.1.  As shown below, each of the 

scenarios presented results in significant residual capacity at QRL.  
Maintaining this residual capacity is important for a variety of reasons, 
including leverage when negotiating contracts with private disposal 
facilities and providing emergency capacity for disaster management.  As 
discussed previously, it is recommended to maintain approximately 4 
million CY of capacity at QRL in case a natural disaster, such as a 
hurricane, strikes the city. 

As was outlined in Section 4.4, it should be remembered that the 
performance of all options is dependent on MDP attainment, with higher 
MDP attainment resulting in lower disposal quantities and costs.  
However, achieving higher MDP fractions has its own cost burden as was 
presented in the Task 5 Report.  This Task 7 Report only addresses wastes 
that are left after reduction/diversion measures to reduce what is sent 
for disposal.  Therefore, the scenarios discussed in this section should not 
be considered as stand-alone recommendations for the City moving 
forward but must be considered in conjunction with options outlined in 
the Task 5 Report. 

5.1 City Renews Contract with BRESCO 
Under this scenario, the City chooses to renew its contract with BRESCO, 
as this option will result in airspace savings at QRL and relatively low costs 
to the City (see Section 4.4).  In this section, two analyses are performed 
assuming that the City chooses a short-term or long-term contract with 
BRESCO. 

Scenario 5.1.1: Long-Term Contract with BRESCO 

Under this scenario, it is assumed that the City will sign a 10-year contract 
with BRESCO, which would cover its waste disposal needs through 2032.  
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Concurrently, the City should commence with developing a rail transfer 
facility to send both residential and commercial waste to out-of-city 
landfills following termination of the BRESCO contract.  It is expected the 
rail transfer facility will take 10 years to develop.  A summary of the 
timeline considered for this scenario is given below: 

• Short/medium-Term: Status quo disposal at BRESCO and QRL.  
The City may consider sending more than the presumptive 
150,000 tons of waste to BRESCO to save airspace at QRL 
(although depending on the City’s level of attainment of the MDP 
this may not be necessary). 

• Long-term: Permit and construct a rail transfer station for 
residential and commercial MSW.  The rail transfer station would 
be available to begin operations when the City’s contract with 
BRESCO expires in 2032.  This will give the City a long-term 
solution to its waste disposal needs. This is assuming that the City 
confirms there will be no alternate WTE facility constructed in 
BRESCO’s place or elsewhere in the City at the end of its life.  

A summary of the costs and benefits associated with this scenario is given 
in Tables 5.1 through 5.3. 

Scenario 5.1.2: Short-Term Contract with BRESCO 

Under this scenario, it is assumed that the City chooses to sign a 5-year 
contract with BRESCO to give the City time to transition to a different 
form of waste disposal.  A summary of the timeline considered for this 
scenario is presented below: 

• Short-term: Same as Scenario 5.1.1. 

• Medium-term: Upgrade NWTS for out-of-city disposal and 
permit and construct an additional truck transfer facility 
(TS2) to begin sending residential waste to an out-of-city 
landfill within a three hour drive for final disposal (5-year 
timeframe, fully operable by 2025).  This option will be cost 
effective while also allowing the City to conserve airspace at 
QRL.  However, it will result in increased GHG emissions 
compared to the status quo. 

• Long-term: Permit and construct a rail transfer station.  The 
City should consider constructing a rail transfer station for 
more efficient and environmentally friendly transfer of both 
residential and commercial waste in the long-term (10-year 
timeframe, fully operable by 2030).  When the rail transfer 
facility is constructed, the truck transfer facilities in the City 
(NWTS and TS2) would be used as intermediate facilities to 
send waste to the rail transfer station. 

A summary of the costs and benefits associated with this scenario is given 
in Tables 5.1 through 5.3. 

5.2 City Does Not Renew BRESCO Contract 
Under this scenario, it is assumed the City will choose not to renew its 
contract with BRESCO, meaning that beginning in 2022 the City will need 
to find an alternative destination for its residential waste (commercial 
waste will likely continue to go to BRESCO).  In this section, two analyses 
are performed assuming that NWTS is upgraded immediately, or in 2025 
when an additional truck transfer facility can become fully operable. 
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Scenario 5.2.1: Second Truck Transfer Facility Built 

Assuming that the contract with BRESCO expires at the end of 2021, the 
most likely option for the City would be to upgrade NWTS as quickly as 
possible for out-of-city disposal and operation at full capacity and to 
landfill all of its remaining waste at QRL until another option becomes 
available (i.e. it permits and constructs an additional truck transfer 
facility).  A summary of the timeline considered for this scenario is given 
below: 

• Short-term: Contingency use of QRL for residential waste.  Under 
this scenario, the City will need to use capacity at QRL to manage 
all its residential waste after the contract with BRESCO expires 
and until NWTS is operational for out-of-city waste transfer 
(estimated at 1-3 years, depending mainly on time needed to 
relocate small hauler program).  However, the City will also likely 
stop accepting ash from BRESCO under this scenario, so airspace 
usage at QRL will not increase substantially.  

• Medium-term: Upgrade NWTS and construct an additional truck 
transfer facility (TS2).  Operation as per short term, until TS2 can 
be permitted and constructed (5-year timeframe, fully operable 
by 2025).  This option will be cost effective while also allowing 
the City to save airspace at QRL.  However, it will result in 
increased GHG emissions compared to the status quo. 

• Long-term: Same as Scenario 5.1.2. 

A summary of the costs and benefits associated with this scenario is given 
in Tables 5.1 through 5.3. 

Scenario 5.2.2: Second Truck Transfer Facility Not Built 

To eliminate the need for a second truck transfer facility, the City may 
choose to begin using NWTS for out-of-city transfer immediately (at its 
current capacity of 70,000 tons per year) and dispose of remaining 
residential waste at QRL until such a time that a rail transfer facility can 
be constructed.  A summary of the timeline considered for this scenario 
is given below: 

• Short/medium-term: Contingency use of QRL for residential 
waste with NWTS operating for out-of-city transfer.  NWTS can 
be used immediately so long as it is not operated at full capacity 
(operating at full capacity would result in significant interference 
with the small hauler program).   During this time, QRL could be 
used for contingency disposal of remaining residential waste.  
While this will result in faster consumption of airspace at QRL, it 
will allow the City to focus its efforts on construction of a rail 
transfer facility. 

• Long-term: Same as Scenario 5.1.2. 

A summary of the costs and benefits associated with this scenario is given 
in Tables 5.1 through 5.3. 

5.3 BRESCO Ceases Operation 
If BRESCO ceases operations in 2022, both the City’s residential and 
commercial MSW waste streams will need to be sent to an alternative 
facility.  In this case, the City would likely begin accepting commercial 
waste at its facilities once BRESCO ceases operations (as a contingency 
gesture to help ease the commercial sector’s inevitable short-term trash 
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crisis).  In this case, airspace at QRL will be consumed quickly, accelerating 
the need for alternative disposal options. 

Scenario 5.3.1: Second Truck Transfer Facility Built 

Assuming that the City upgrades NWTS immediately, it is likely that QRL 
and/or NWTS could accept both residential and commercial waste.  To 
conserve airspace at QRL, the City may choose to construct an additional 
truck transfer facility to handle the combined residential and commercial 
waste streams.  In the long-term, a rail transfer facility should be 
considered to avoid long-term reliance on truck transfer.  A summary of 
the proposed timeline for this scenario is given below: 

• Short-term: Same as Scenario 5.2.1 but with commercial waste 
accepted at QRL after BRESCO ceases operations. 

• Medium-term: Same as Scenario 5.2.1 but with commercial 
waste accepted at NWTS and TS2 but no longer at QRL once both 
transfer facilities are operable. 

• Long-term: Same as Scenario 5.1.2 

A summary of the costs and benefits associated with this scenario is given 
in Tables 5.1 through 5.3. 

Scenario 5.3.2: Second Truck Transfer Facility Not Built 

To eliminate the need for a second truck transfer facility, the City may 
choose to begin using NWTS for out-of-city transfer immediately (at its 
current capacity of 70,000 tons per year) and dispose of remaining 
residential and commercial waste at QRL until such a time that a rail 
transfer facility can be constructed.  A summary of the proposed timeline 
for this scenario is given below: 

• Short/medium Term: Same as Scenario 5.2.2 but with 
commercial waste accepted at QRL and NWTS. 

• Long-term: Same as Scenario 5.1.2. 

A summary of the costs and benefits associated with this scenario is given 
in Tables 5.1 through 5.3. 
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TABLE 5.1 – Comparison of Scenarios Assuming 100% MDP Attainment 

Scenario Timeframe Option Years CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX Jobs 

2040 QRL Capacity 
(CY) 

5.1.1 
Long-Term 

BRESCO 

Short / 
Medium 

BRESCO 2022-2031 $ 0  $ 10,586,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 5,486,000  0  

6,379,132 
QRL 2022-2031 $ 4,591,000  $1,489,000  $ 0 $ 1,489,000  0  

Long Rail TS 2032+ $ 31,798,000  $ 10,914,000  $ 6,185,000  $ 4,729,000  19  
TOTAL - - $ 36,389,000  $ 22,989,000  $ 11,285,000  $ 11,704,000  19  

5.1.2 
Short-Term 

BRESCO 

Short 
BRESCO 2022-2026 $ 0 $ 12,621,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 7,521,000  0  

6,727,387 

QRL 2022-2026 $ 3,834,000  $2,131,000  $ 0 $ 2,131,000  0  

Medium 
NWTS 2027+ $ 0 $ 10,577,000  $ 0 $ 10,577,000  13  

TS2 2027+ $ 4,731,000  $ 193,000  $ 0 $ 193,000  2  
Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 31,798,000  $ 11,270,000  $ 6,385,000  $ 4,885,000  20  

TOTAL - - $ 40,363,000  $ 36,792,000  $ 11,485,000  $ 25,307,000  35  

5.2.1 
No BRESCO 

Contract 
Renewal, TS2 
Constructed  

Short QRL 2020-2024 $ 3,848,000  $2,994,000  $ 0 $ 2,994,000  0  

7,204,209 
Medium 

NWTS 2023+ $ 0 $ 10,166,000  $ 0 $ 10,166,000  13  
TS2 2025+ $ 7,965,000  $1,280,000  $ 0 $ 1,280,000  3  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 31,798,000  $ 11,270,000  $ 6,385,000  $ 4,885,000  20  
TOTAL - - $ 43,611,000  $ 25,710,000  $ 6,385,000  $ 19,325,000  36  

5.2.2 
No BRESCO 

Contract 
Renewal, No 

TS2 

Short / 
Medium 

QRL 2020-2029 $ 7,116,000  $2,769,000  $ 0 $ 2,769,000  0  

6,458,160 
NWTS 2020+ $ 0 $4,936,000  $ 0 $ 4,936,000  7  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 31,798,000  $ 11,270,000  $ 6,385,000  $ 4,885,000  20  
TOTAL - - $ 38,914,000  $ 18,975,000  $ 6,385,000  $ 12,590,000  27  
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TABLE 5.1 – Comparison of Scenarios Assuming 100% MDP Attainment (continued) 

Scenario Timeframe Option Years CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX Jobs 

2040 QRL Capacity 
(CY) 

5.3.1 
BRESCO 

Closed, TS2 
Constructed 

Short QRL 2020-2024 $ 6,754,000  $5,256,000  $ 12,243,000  $ (6,987,000) 0  

6,415,523 
Medium 

NWTS 2023+ $ 0 $ 10,166,000  $ 5,063,000  $ 5,103,000  13  
TS2 2025+ $ 23,248,000  $8,851,000  $ 2,185,000  $ 6,666,000  11  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 31,798,000  $ 11,270,000  $ 6,385,000  $ 4,885,000  20  
TOTAL - - $ 61,800,000  $ 35,543,000  $ 25,876,000  $ 9,667,000  44  

5.3.2 
BRESCO 

Closed, No 
TS2 

Short / 
Medium 

QRL 2020-2029 $ 23,672,000  $5,307,000  $ 0 $ 5,307,000  0  

4,687,538 
NWTS 2020+ $ 0 $4,936,000  $ 2,138,000  $ 2,798,000  7  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 31,798,000  $ 11,270,000  $ 6,385,000  $ 4,885,000  20  
TOTAL - - $ 55,470,000  $ 21,513,000  $ 8,523,000  $ 12,990,000  27  
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TABLE 5.2 – Comparison of Scenarios Assuming 50% MDP Attainment  

Scenario Timeframe Option Years CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX Jobs 

2040 QRL Capacity 
(CY) 

5.1.1 
Long-Term 

BRESCO 

Short / 
Medium 

BRESCO 2022-2031 $ 0 $ 10,586,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 5,486,000  0  

5,488,719 
QRL 2022-2031 $ 9,335,000  $2,117,000  $ 0 $ 2,117,000  0  

Long Rail TS 2032+ $ 44,145,000  $ 17,696,000  $ 10,293,000  $ 7,403,000  30  
TOTAL - - $ 53,480,000  $ 30,399,000  $ 15,393,000  $ 15,006,000  30  

5.1.2 
Short-Term 

BRESCO 

Short 
BRESCO 2022-2026 $ 0 $ 12,621,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 7,521,000  0  

6,514,778 

QRL 2022-2026 $ 4,296,000  $2,388,000  $ 0 $ 2,388,000  0  

Medium 
NWTS 2027+ $ 0 $ 10,577,000  $ 0 $ 10,577,000  13  

TS2 2027+ $ 8,839,000  $5,306,000  $ 0 $ 5,306,000  7  
Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 44,145,000  $ 17,793,000  $ 10,345,000  $ 7,448,000  30  

TOTAL - - $ 57,280,000  $ 48,685,000  $ 15,445,000  $ 33,240,000  50  

5.2.1 
No BRESCO 

Contract 
Renewal, TS2 
Constructed  

Short QRL 2020-2024 $ 3,999,000  $3,112,000  $ 0 $ 3,112,000  0  

7,160,803 
Medium 

NWTS 2023+ $ 0 $ 10,577,000  $ 0 $ 10,577,000  13  
TS2 2025+ $ 10,272,000  $5,549,000  $ 0 $ 5,549,000  8  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 44,145,000  $ 17,793,000  $ 10,345,000  $ 7,448,000  30  
TOTAL - - $ 58,416,000  $ 37,031,000  $ 10,345,000  $ 26,686,000  51  

5.2.2 
No BRESCO 

Contract 
Renewal, No 

TS2 

Short / 
Medium 

QRL 2020-2029 $ 8,369,000  $3,256,000  $ 0 $ 3,256,000  0  

6,115,867 
NWTS 2020+ $ 0 $4,936,000  $ 0 $ 4,936,000  7  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 44,145,000  $ 17,793,000  $ 10,345,000  $ 7,448,000  30  
TOTAL - - $ 52,514,000  $ 25,985,000  $ 10,345,000  $ 15,640,000  37  
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TABLE 5.2 – Comparison of Scenarios Assuming 50% MDP Attainment (continued) 

Scenario Timeframe Option Years CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX Jobs 

2040 QRL Capacity 
(CY) 

5.3.1 
BRESCO 

Closed, TS2 
Constructed 

Short QRL 2020-2024 $ 7,017,000  $5,461,000  $ 12,716,000  $ (7,255,000) 0  

6,341,668 
Medium 

NWTS 2023+ $ 0 $ 10,577,000  $ 5,063,000  $ 5,514,000  13  
TS2 2025+ $ 27,420,000  $ 16,683,000  $ 5,596,000  $ 11,087,000  20  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 44,145,000  $ 17,793,000  $ 10,345,000  $ 7,448,000  30  
TOTAL - - $ 78,582,000  $ 50,514,000  $ 33,720,000  $ 16,794,000  63  

5.3.2 
BRESCO 

Closed, No 
TS2 

Short / 
Medium 

QRL 2020-2029 $ 31,401,000  $6,177,000  $ 0 $ 6,177,000  0  

4,078,353 
NWTS 2020+ $ 0 $4,936,000  $ 2,138,000  $ 2,798,000  7  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 44,145,000  $ 17,793,000  $ 10,345,000  $ 7,448,000  30  
TOTAL - - $ 75,546,000  $ 28,906,000  $ 12,483,000  $ 16,423,000  37  
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TABLE 5.3 – Comparison of Scenarios Assuming 0% MDP Attainment 

Scenario Timeframe Option Years CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX Jobs 

2040 QRL 
Capacity 

(CY) 

5.1.1 
Long-Term 

BRESCO 

Short / 
Medium 

BRESCO 2022-2031 $ 0 $ 10,586,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 5,486,000  0  

4,598,307 
QRL 2022-2031 $ 19,300,000  $ 2,744,000  $ 0 $ 2,744,000  0  

Long Rail TS 2032+ $ 60,444,000  $ 24,478,000  $ 14,402,000  $ 10,076,000  41  
TOTAL - - $ 79,744,000  $ 37,808,000  $ 19,502,000  $ 18,306,000  41  

5.1.2 
Short-Term 

BRESCO 

Short 
BRESCO 2022-2026 $ 0 $ 12,621,000  $ 5,100,000  $ 7,521,000  0  

6,302,169 

QRL 2022-2026 $ 4,759,000  $ 2,645,000  $ 0 $ 2,645,000  0  

Medium 
NWTS 2027+ $ 0 $ 10,577,000  $ 0 $ 10,577,000  13  

TS2 2027+ $ 15,459,000  $ 10,419,000  $ 0 $ 10,419,000  13  
Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 60,444,000  $ 24,315,000  $ 14,306,000  $ 10,009,000  41  

TOTAL - - $ 80,662,000  $ 60,577,000  $ 19,406,000  $ 41,171,000  67  

5.2.1 
No BRESCO 

Contract 
Renewal, TS2 
Constructed  

Short QRL 2020-2024 $ 4,150,000  $3,229,000  $ 0 $ 3,229,000  0  

7,117,398 
Medium 

NWTS 2023+ $ 0 $ 10,577,000  $ 0 $ 10,577,000  13  
TS2 2025+ $ 15,459,000  $ 10,280,000  $ 0 $ 10,280,000  13  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 60,444,000  $ 24,315,000  $ 14,306,000  $ 10,009,000  41  
TOTAL - - $ 80,053,000  $ 48,401,000  $ 14,306,000  $ 34,095,000  67  

5.2.2 
No BRESCO 

Contract 
Renewal, No 

TS2 

Short / 
Medium 

QRL 2020-2029 $ 9,859,000  $3,743,000  $ 0 $ 3,743,000  0  

5,773,574 
NWTS 2020+ $ 0 $4,936,000  $ 0 $ 4,936,000  7  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 60,444,000  $ 24,315,000  $ 14,306,000  $ 10,009,000  41  
TOTAL - - $ 70,303,000  $ 32,994,000  $ 14,306,000  $ 18,688,000  48  
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TABLE 5.3 – Comparison of Scenarios Assuming 0% MDP Attainment (continued) 

Scenario Timeframe Option Years CAPEX Annual OPEX Annual 
Revenue 

Annual Net 
OPEX Jobs 

2040 QRL 
Capacity 

(CY) 

5.3.1 
BRESCO 

Closed, TS2 
Constructed 

Short QRL 2020-2024 $ 7,281,000  $5,666,000  $ 13,189,000  $ (7,523,000) 0  

6,267,814 
Medium 

NWTS 2023+ $ 0 $ 10,577,000  $ 5,063,000  $ 5,514,000  13  
TS2 2025+ $ 36,500,000  $ 24,978,000  $ 9,008,000  $ 15,970,000  29  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 60,444,000  $ 24,315,000  $ 14,306,000  $ 10,009,000  41  
TOTAL - - $ 104,225,000  $ 65,536,000  $ 41,566,000  $ 23,970,000  83  

5.3.2 
BRESCO 

Closed, No 
TS2 

Short / 
Medium 

QRL 2020-2029 $ 39,130,000  $7,047,000  $ 0 $ 7,047,000  0  

3,469,168 
NWTS 2020+ $ 0 $4,936,000  $ 2,138,000  $ 2,798,000  7  

Long Rail TS 2030+ $ 60,444,000  $ 24,315,000  $ 14,306,000  $ 10,009,000  41  
TOTAL - - $ 99,574,000  $ 36,298,000  $ 16,444,000  $ 19,854,000  48  
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6. CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT OF NEW TRUCK 
TRANSFER FACILITY 

 
A conceptual layout of the new 
truck transfer facility (TS2) is 
provided on the figure on this page.  
It is assumed the TS2 facility will be 
developed at DPW’s Bowleys Lane 
Residents' Drop-Off Center in the 
northeast of the city, although an 
alternative location such as the 
closed Monument Landfill site 
could be used.   

As shown, in addition to transfer 
operations, the TS2 facility 
developed by expanding Bowleys 
Lane would provide a drop-off area 
for residents and small haulers 
(with six bays for MSW, C&D, 
traditional recyclables, yard waste 
and other organics, and non-
traditional recyclables) as well as a 
materials reuse center.  Traffic flow 
is isolated between loadpackers, 
transfer trucks, and small haulers 
and residents.  
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7.  SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS 
 
This final chapter contains a summary of the major findings from this 
Report.  Section 7.1 summarizes the existing disposal and transfer 
facilities in and around Baltimore and specifically focuses on the City’s 
future disposal needs.  Section 7.2 contains a summary of the options 
considered to meet the needs outlined in Section 7.1, focusing on the 
most practical, beneficial, and cost competitive options capable of 
meeting the City’s short-, medium- and long-term needs.  Finally, Section 
7.3 contains a summary of the scenario analyses performed in this 
Report, specifically focusing on the City’s decision on whether or not to 
renew their contract with BRESCO. 

7.1 Assessment of Future Disposal Needs 
As outlined in Section 3 of this Report, the City currently sends its waste 
through direct haul to NWTS, QRL, and BRESCO.   

A review of local transfer capacity found that, in addition to NWTS, 
numerous private transfer stations operate in and around Baltimore.  
These include Baltimore County’s Western Acceptance Facility as well as 
the privately operated Curtis Creek Recovery Transfer Station and Quad 
Avenue Transfer Station.  Any of these facilities could feasibly be used to 
transfer waste for out-of-city disposal; however, they are all constrained 
by space or capacity limitations.  As such, if the City wishes to consider 
long-haul out-of-city transfer for future disposal, it will likely need to 
construct additional transfer capacity.  Out-of-city disposal is a promising 
option for the City, given that multiple private landfills with available 
capacity, as well as a number of WTE facilities, exist within a three-hour 
truckshed of Baltimore. 

QRL and BRESCO are currently the only waste disposal facilities available 
for residential and commercial MSW in the city.  The City’s contract for 
waste disposal with BRESCO is due for renewal in December 2021.  
Whether or not this contract is renewed has the potential to dramatically 
shape the City’s waste disposal future in the following ways: 

1. If the City renews their contract with BRESCO, the City can 
continue to rely on that facility for waste disposal services (e.g. it 
can maintain the status quo). 

2. If the City does not renew its contract with BRESCO, the City will 
likely send its residential MSW to QRL until alternative disposal 
options become available via out-of-city transfer options. 

3. If the City does not renew its contract for waste disposal and 
stops accepting ash, BRESCO may cease operations.  Both 
residential and commercial MSW will likely be directed to QRL 
until alternative disposal options become available. 

The lack of alternative waste disposal options for the City means that 
significant additional waste would be sent to QRL in the event that waste 
does not go to BRESCO.  As such, the City may wish to consider the 
following options to economically manage waste moving forward: 

1. Reduce Waste Volume:  Mixed waste processing can be used to 
sort disposed waste and remove recyclables and organics for 
further processing. 

2. Continued Disposal within the City:  This effectively requires 
contracting with BRESCO over the long term.  Although 
expanding QRL beyond its currently pending lateral expansion via 
a vertical expansion is a future possibility, once completed it 
would have limited capacity.  Building a replacement landfill in 
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the Baltimore area is not considered feasible due to space and 
zoning restrictions.  

3. Out-of-City Waste Disposal:  This would require construction of 
truck and/or rail transfer facilities to move waste from the City to 
regional landfills or WTE facilities located in Virginia, 
Pennsylvania, or New Jersey. 

7.2 Options Evaluation 
To meet the future disposal needs of the City, multiple waste processing 
and disposal options were considered and evaluated based on their 
potential implementation timeline, costs, benefits, challenges, and the 
City’s experience.  Each option was evaluated in terms of attainment of 
the MDP (the specific upstream diversion programs that comprise the 
MDP and their costs are outlined in the Task 5 Report).  A summary of the 
options considered and their potential use in the City is given below: 

1. Mixed waste processing.  Options considered included AD, 
gasification, and SRF (all of which would also incorporate an 
MRF).  These technologies are largely unproven for use in the U.S.  
They also tend to be capital intensive and expensive to operate, 
especially when compared with other waste disposal options, 
such as continued use of BRESCO or constructing a transfer 
station.  Another major drawback is that waste processing 
options work in opposition to reduction/diversion measures 
implemented in Task 5.  In other words, mixed waste processing 
performs best when all organic and recyclable material is left in 
the mixed waste stream.  MWP may thus be an inefficient, 
expensive, and highly centralized method of meeting diversion 
goals, which could be better achieved by implementing the more 

diversified options from Task 5.  Nevertheless, MWP options will 
be considered in the Draft Master Plan (Task 8 Report) as 
alternatives to the options from Task 5.  For this reason, waste 
processing options were not considered as part of the scenario 
analysis in Chapter 5 of this Report, which focused on ensuring 
the City would have sufficient long-term and contingency 
disposal capacity. 

2. Continued Disposal within Baltimore.  Options considered 
included continued use of BRESCO and QRL (status quo), 
expansion of QRL, and construction of additional landfill capacity.  
There are currently plans to permit a lateral expansion of QRL, 
which would increase the remaining capacity of QRL to 8.9 
million CY (as of 2019).  Although it may be feasible to further 
increase the capacity of QRL in the future using a vertical 
expansion, developing a new landfill in the Baltimore area is not 
feasible.  As such, continued use of BRESCO (short to medium 
term) and the proposed lateral expansion of QRL (medium term) 
were deemed the most competitive options for continued 
disposal in the local area. 

3. Disposal of Waste Outside the City.  Options considered included 
upgrading NWTS for out-of-city transfer at full capacity, 
construction of an additional truck transfer facility, and 
construction of a rail transfer facility.  Upgrading NWTS was 
deemed the most competitive short- to medium-term option, 
while construction of a rail transfer station was deemed the most 
competitive long-term option due to its lower operating costs 
and smaller carbon footprint compared with truck transfer.  An 
additional truck transfer facility could also feasibly be 
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constructed in the city in the medium-term to help reduce 
airspace consumption at QRL. 

7.3 Scenario Analysis 
Section 5 of this report contains a scenario analysis to determine the 
City’s potential actions regarding whether or not their disposal contract 
with BRESCO is renewed in December 2021.  In all cases, it is 
recommended that the City pursue the construction of a rail transfer 
facility to enable environmentally friendly transfer of waste for out-of-
City disposal in the long-term.  Short- and medium-term options for each 
scenario were chosen to minimize airspace consumption at QRL (to 
facilitate cleanup following a natural disaster, but also to provide 
leverage when negotiating rates for out-of-City disposal) while also 
considering the timing requirements of permitting and constructing new 
facilities.  A full summary of the scenarios considered was given in Tables 
5.1 through 5.3.  
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Task 7 Mass Balance, Options Evaluation, and Scenario Analysis

				Less Waste Better Baltimore

				January 2020

		PURPOSE

		The purpose of this spreadsheet is to:
          1. Forecast the composition of the disposed waste stream in Baltimore City with time assuming variable attainment of the Maximum Disposal Potential (MDP).  The MDP is described in the Task 5
               Report as the combination of waste reduction and diversion options that minimizes the quantity of waste disposed in the City;
          2. Analyze the waste processing and waste disposal options available to the City to manage the City's anticipated disposed waste stream; and
          3. Perform a scenario analysis to determine how waste will be handled in the City under three future scenarios: BRESCO remains open and complies with the BCAA, BRESCO remains open and
              does not comply with the BCAA, and BRESCO ceases operations.

		TAB DESCRIPTIONS

		Tab Name		Description

		Total In-City Waste		Contains a summary of the expected total waste stream tonnages and composition for Baltimore with time through 2100 at a given MDP attainment.  The MDP attainment value of interest can be adjusted on this tab only.

		Residential In-City Waste		Contains a summary of the expected residential waste stream tonnages and composition for Baltimore with time through 2100 at a given MDP attainment.  The MDP attainment cannot be adjusted on this tab.

		Commercial In-City Waste		Contains a summary of the commercial residential waste stream tonnages and composition for Baltimore with time through 2100 at a given MDP attainment.  The MDP attainment cannot be adjusted on this tab.

		BRESCO Waste		Contains a summary of the waste stream waste stream heading to BRESCO with time through 2100 at a given MDP attainment.  The MDP attainment cannot be adjusted on this tab.

		4.1 - Post-Processing		Analyzes the cost, benefits, and challenges associated with implementing post-processing options to reduce the size of Baltimore's waste stream

		4.2 - In-City Disposal		Analyzes the cost, benefits, and challenges associated with using in-City disposal options (QRL and BRESCO) to manage the City's future waste

		4.3 - Transfer Facilities		Analyzes the cost, benefits, and challenges associated with expanding transfer capacity for disposal of waste out-of-City

		4.4 - Summary		Summarizes the options from tabs 4.1 through 4.3

		5 - Scenario Analysis		Presents potential scenarios for development of the City's solid waste infrastructure in the future

		5 - Scenario Mass Balance		Mass balance on waste tonnages disposed in the City (i.e. where does all of the waste go?) for the scenarios outlined in the "5-Scenario Analysis" tab.

		QRL Waste		Analyzes QRL capacity under three scenarios (used for Section 4.2 of the Report)

		Disposed Waste Streams		Summarizes the disposed waste streams through 2100

		2017 Waste Streams		Summarizes the source and destination for all waste streams in the City in 2017

		Waste Composition		Provides estimated compositions for each of the City's waste streams

		2017 Waste Stream Composition		Summarizes the tonnages and composition of the City's waste streams in 2017

		Maximum Diversion Option		Summarizes the potential diversion/reduction associated with the MDP with time

		Waste Growth		Summarizes the City's expected waste generation with time





Total In-City Waste

		0%		MDP		*Change MDP attainment here

		TOTAL IN-CITY WASTE

		Year		Organics								Traditional Recyclables																		C&D																Non-Traditional Recyclables								Unclassified				TOTALS								TOTAL DIVERTED

				Food Waste		Yard Waste		Mixed Organics		TOTAL		Cardboard		Mixed Paper		HDPE/PET		Mixed Plastic		Aluminum Cans		Steel Cans		Mixed Metals		Glass		TOTAL		Lumber		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Soil		Drywall		TOTAL		Bulky		Textiles/Carpet		Other		TOTAL		TOTAL				MSW		C&D		TOTAL				TOTAL		Diversion Rate

		2017		109,494		51,407		2,287		163,188		56,942		36,318		20,273		84,962		6,502		16,671		574		18,578		240,819		24,409		6,326		201,356		40,222		7,138		274		8,938		288,662		5,063		509		65		5,637		126,274				535,919		288,662		824,582				817,201		49.8%

		2020		94,746		44,483		1,979		141,209		49,272		31,426		17,542		73,519		5,626		14,425		497		16,076		208,384		21,121		5,474		174,235		34,805		6,176		237		7,734		249,783		4,381		440		56		4,878		109,267				463,737		249,783		713,520				707,134		49.8%

		2021		95,389		44,785		1,992		142,166		49,606		31,639		17,661		74,017		5,664		14,523		500		16,185		209,797		21,264		5,511		175,417		35,041		6,218		239		7,787		251,477		4,411		443		57		4,911		110,008				466,882		251,477		718,359				711,930		49.8%

		2022		96,036		45,089		2,006		143,131		49,943		31,854		17,781		74,519		5,703		14,622		504		16,295		211,220		21,408		5,548		176,607		35,279		6,260		240		7,840		253,182		4,441		446		57		4,944		110,754				470,049		253,182		723,231				716,758		49.8%

		2023		96,687		45,394		2,020		144,101		50,281		32,070		17,901		75,025		5,742		14,721		507		16,405		212,652		21,554		5,586		177,804		35,518		6,303		242		7,893		254,899		4,471		449		58		4,978		111,505				473,237		254,899		728,136				721,619		49.8%

		2024		97,343		45,702		2,033		145,079		50,623		32,287		18,023		75,534		5,780		14,821		510		16,517		214,095		21,700		5,624		179,010		35,759		6,345		244		7,946		256,628		4,501		452		58		5,012		112,261				476,446		256,628		733,074				726,513		49.8%

		2025		98,003		46,012		2,047		146,063		50,966		32,506		18,145		76,046		5,820		14,921		514		16,629		215,547		21,847		5,662		180,224		36,001		6,389		245		8,000		258,369		4,532		456		58		5,046		113,023				479,678		258,369		738,046				731,441		49.8%

		2026		98,668		46,324		2,061		147,053		51,311		32,727		18,268		76,562		5,859		15,022		517		16,741		217,009		21,995		5,700		181,447		36,245		6,432		247		8,055		260,121		4,563		459		59		5,080		113,789				482,931		260,121		743,052				736,401		49.8%

		2027		99,337		46,638		2,075		148,050		51,659		32,949		18,392		77,081		5,899		15,124		521		16,855		218,480		22,144		5,739		182,677		36,491		6,475		249		8,109		261,885		4,593		462		59		5,114		114,561				486,206		261,885		748,091				741,396		49.8%

		2028		100,011		46,955		2,089		149,055		52,010		33,172		18,517		77,604		5,939		15,227		524		16,969		219,962		22,295		5,778		183,916		36,739		6,519		250		8,164		263,661		4,625		465		60		5,149		115,338				489,504		263,661		753,165				746,424		49.8%

		2029		100,689		47,273		2,103		150,065		52,363		33,397		18,642		78,130		5,979		15,330		528		17,084		221,454		22,446		5,817		185,164		36,988		6,564		252		8,220		265,449		4,656		468		60		5,184		116,120				492,823		265,449		758,273				751,486		49.8%

		2030		101,372		47,594		2,117		151,083		52,718		33,624		18,769		78,660		6,020		15,434		532		17,200		222,956		22,598		5,857		186,419		37,239		6,608		254		8,275		267,250		4,688		471		60		5,219		116,908				496,166		267,250		763,416				756,583		49.8%

		2031		102,060		47,917		2,132		152,108		53,075		33,852		18,896		79,193		6,061		15,539		535		17,317		224,468		22,751		5,896		187,684		37,491		6,653		255		8,331		269,062		4,719		474		61		5,255		117,700				499,531		269,062		768,593				761,714		49.8%

		2032		102,752		48,242		2,146		153,139		53,435		34,081		19,024		79,730		6,102		15,644		539		17,434		225,990		22,906		5,936		188,957		37,745		6,698		257		8,388		270,887		4,751		478		61		5,290		118,499				502,919		270,887		773,806				766,880		49.8%

		2033		103,449		48,569		2,161		154,178		53,798		34,313		19,153		80,271		6,143		15,750		542		17,553		227,523		23,061		5,977		190,238		38,001		6,743		259		8,445		272,724		4,784		481		62		5,326		119,302				506,330		272,724		779,054				772,081		49.8%

		2034		104,150		48,898		2,175		155,224		54,162		34,545		19,283		80,816		6,185		15,857		546		17,672		229,066		23,217		6,017		191,528		38,259		6,789		261		8,502		274,574		4,816		484		62		5,362		120,112				509,764		274,574		784,337				777,318		49.8%

		2035		104,857		49,230		2,190		156,276		54,530		34,780		19,414		81,364		6,227		15,965		550		17,792		230,620		23,375		6,058		192,827		38,519		6,835		262		8,560		276,436		4,849		487		62		5,399		120,926				513,221		276,436		789,657				782,589		49.8%

		2036		105,568		49,564		2,205		157,336		54,900		35,015		19,546		81,916		6,269		16,073		554		17,912		232,184		23,533		6,099		194,135		38,780		6,882		264		8,618		278,311		4,882		491		63		5,435		121,746				516,702		278,311		795,012				787,897		49.8%

		2037		106,284		49,900		2,220		158,403		55,272		35,253		19,678		82,471		6,311		16,182		557		18,034		233,758		23,693		6,140		195,452		39,043		6,928		266		8,676		280,198		4,915		494		63		5,472		122,572				520,206		280,198		800,404				793,241		49.8%

		2038		107,004		50,238		2,235		159,478		55,647		35,492		19,812		83,030		6,354		16,292		561		18,156		235,344		23,854		6,182		196,777		39,308		6,975		268		8,735		282,099		4,948		497		64		5,509		123,403				523,734		282,099		805,833				798,620		49.8%

		2039		107,730		50,579		2,250		160,559		56,024		35,733		19,946		83,594		6,397		16,402		565		18,279		236,940		24,015		6,224		198,112		39,574		7,023		270		8,794		284,012		4,982		501		64		5,547		124,240				527,286		284,012		811,298				804,037		49.8%

		2040		108,461		50,922		2,265		161,648		56,404		35,975		20,081		84,161		6,441		16,513		569		18,403		238,547		24,178		6,266		199,455		39,843		7,070		271		8,854		285,938		5,015		504		65		5,584		125,083				530,862		285,938		816,800				809,490		49.8%

		2041		109,196		51,267		2,281		162,745		56,787		36,219		20,217		84,731		6,484		16,625		573		18,528		240,165		24,342		6,309		200,808		40,113		7,118		273		8,914		287,877		5,049		508		65		5,622		125,931				534,462		287,877		822,340				814,980		49.8%

		2042		109,937		51,615		2,296		163,848		57,172		36,465		20,355		85,306		6,528		16,738		576		18,654		241,794		24,507		6,351		202,170		40,385		7,166		275		8,975		289,830		5,084		511		66		5,660		126,785				538,087		289,830		827,917				820,507		49.8%

		2043		110,683		51,965		2,312		164,960		57,560		36,712		20,493		85,885		6,573		16,852		580		18,780		243,433		24,673		6,395		203,541		40,659		7,215		277		9,035		291,796		5,118		514		66		5,699		127,645				541,737		291,796		833,532				826,072		49.8%

		2044		111,433		52,318		2,328		166,078		57,950		36,961		20,632		86,467		6,617		16,966		584		18,907		245,084		24,841		6,438		204,922		40,935		7,264		279		9,097		293,775		5,153		518		66		5,737		128,511				545,411		293,775		839,185				831,675		49.8%

		2045		112,189		52,672		2,343		167,205		58,343		37,212		20,771		87,053		6,662		17,081		588		19,036		246,747		25,009		6,482		206,311		41,212		7,313		281		9,158		295,767		5,188		521		67		5,776		129,382				549,110		295,767		844,877				837,315		49.8%

		2046		112,950		53,030		2,359		168,339		58,739		37,464		20,912		87,644		6,707		17,197		592		19,165		248,420		25,179		6,525		207,711		41,492		7,363		283		9,220		297,773		5,223		525		67		5,815		130,260				552,834		297,773		850,607				842,994		49.8%

		2047		113,716		53,389		2,375		169,480		59,137		37,718		21,054		88,238		6,753		17,313		596		19,295		250,105		25,350		6,570		209,119		41,773		7,413		285		9,283		299,792		5,258		529		68		5,855		131,143				556,583		299,792		856,376				848,711		49.8%

		2048		114,487		53,751		2,391		170,630		59,538		37,974		21,197		88,837		6,799		17,431		600		19,426		251,801		25,522		6,614		210,538		42,056		7,463		287		9,346		301,826		5,294		532		68		5,894		132,033				560,358		301,826		862,184				854,467		49.8%

		2049		115,264		54,116		2,408		171,787		59,942		38,231		21,341		89,439		6,845		17,549		604		19,557		253,509		25,695		6,659		211,966		42,342		7,514		288		9,409		303,873		5,330		536		69		5,934		132,928				564,159		303,873		868,031				860,262		49.8%

		2050		116,045		54,483		2,424		172,952		60,349		38,491		21,485		90,046		6,891		17,668		609		19,690		255,228		25,869		6,704		213,403		42,629		7,565		290		9,473		305,934		5,366		539		69		5,975		133,830				567,985		305,934		873,918				866,097		49.8%

		2051		116,832		54,852		2,440		174,125		60,758		38,752		21,631		90,656		6,938		17,788		613		19,824		256,959		26,044		6,750		214,850		42,918		7,616		292		9,537		308,008		5,402		543		70		6,015		134,737				571,837		308,008		879,845				871,971		49.8%

		2052		117,625		55,224		2,457		175,306		61,170		39,015		21,778		91,271		6,985		17,909		617		19,958		258,702		26,221		6,796		216,308		43,209		7,668		294		9,602		310,097		5,439		547		70		6,056		135,651				575,715		310,097		885,813				877,884		49.8%

		2053		118,423		55,599		2,473		176,495		61,585		39,279		21,926		91,890		7,032		18,030		621		20,093		260,456		26,399		6,842		217,775		43,502		7,720		296		9,667		312,200		5,476		550		71		6,097		136,571				579,620		312,200		891,820				883,838		49.8%

		2054		119,226		55,976		2,490		177,692		62,002		39,546		22,074		92,514		7,080		18,152		625		20,230		262,223		26,578		6,888		219,252		43,797		7,772		298		9,733		314,318		5,513		554		71		6,138		137,497				583,551		314,318		897,869				889,833		49.8%

		2055		120,034		56,356		2,507		178,897		62,423		39,814		22,224		93,141		7,128		18,275		629		20,367		264,001		26,758		6,935		220,739		44,094		7,825		300		9,799		316,450		5,551		558		72		6,180		138,430				587,508		316,450		903,958				895,868		49.8%

		2056		120,848		56,738		2,524		180,110		62,846		40,084		22,375		93,773		7,176		18,399		634		20,505		265,792		26,940		6,982		222,236		44,393		7,878		302		9,865		318,596		5,588		562		72		6,222		139,369				591,493		318,596		910,089				901,943		49.8%

		2057		121,668		57,123		2,541		181,332		63,272		40,356		22,526		94,409		7,225		18,524		638		20,644		267,594		27,122		7,029		223,743		44,694		7,931		305		9,932		320,757		5,626		566		73		6,264		140,314				595,505		320,757		916,261				908,061		49.8%

		2058		122,493		57,510		2,559		182,562		63,702		40,629		22,679		95,049		7,274		18,650		642		20,784		269,409		27,306		7,077		225,260		44,997		7,985		307		10,000		322,932		5,664		569		73		6,307		141,266				599,543		322,932		922,475				914,219		49.8%

		2059		123,324		57,900		2,576		183,800		64,134		40,905		22,833		95,694		7,323		18,776		647		20,925		271,236		27,492		7,125		226,788		45,303		8,039		309		10,067		325,122		5,703		573		73		6,349		142,224				603,610		325,122		928,732				920,419		49.8%

		2060		124,160		58,293		2,593		185,047		64,569		41,182		22,988		96,343		7,373		18,904		651		21,067		273,076		27,678		7,173		228,326		45,610		8,094		311		10,136		327,327		5,741		577		74		6,392		143,188				607,703		327,327		935,030				926,662		49.8%

		2061		125,002		58,688		2,611		186,302		65,007		41,462		23,144		96,996		7,423		19,032		655		21,210		274,928		27,866		7,222		229,875		45,919		8,149		313		10,204		329,547		5,780		581		74		6,436		144,159				611,825		329,547		941,372				932,947		49.8%

		2062		125,850		59,086		2,629		187,565		65,447		41,743		23,301		97,654		7,473		19,161		660		21,354		276,793		28,055		7,271		231,434		46,231		8,204		315		10,274		331,782		5,819		585		75		6,479		145,137				615,974		331,782		947,756				939,274		49.8%

		2063		126,704		59,487		2,646		188,837		65,891		42,026		23,459		98,316		7,524		19,291		664		21,498		278,670		28,245		7,320		233,003		46,544		8,259		317		10,343		334,032		5,859		589		76		6,523		146,121				620,152		334,032		954,184				945,644		49.8%

		2064		127,563		59,890		2,664		190,118		66,338		42,311		23,618		98,983		7,575		19,422		669		21,644		280,560		28,436		7,370		234,584		46,860		8,315		319		10,413		336,298		5,899		593		76		6,568		147,112				624,358		336,298		960,656				952,058		49.8%

		2065		128,428		60,297		2,682		191,407		66,788		42,598		23,778		99,654		7,626		19,553		673		21,791		282,463		28,629		7,420		236,175		47,178		8,372		321		10,484		338,579		5,939		597		77		6,612		148,110				628,592		338,579		967,171				958,515		49.8%

		2066		129,299		60,706		2,701		192,705		67,241		42,887		23,939		100,330		7,678		19,686		678		21,939		284,378		28,824		7,470		237,776		47,498		8,429		324		10,555		340,875		5,979		601		77		6,657		149,115				632,855		340,875		973,730				965,015		49.8%

		2067		130,176		61,117		2,719		194,012		67,697		43,178		24,102		101,011		7,730		19,820		683		22,088		286,307		29,019		7,521		239,389		47,820		8,486		326		10,627		343,187		6,020		605		78		6,702		150,126				637,148		343,187		980,334				971,560		49.8%

		2068		131,059		61,532		2,737		195,328		68,156		43,471		24,265		101,696		7,783		19,954		687		22,237		288,249		29,216		7,572		241,013		48,144		8,543		328		10,699		345,514		6,060		609		78		6,748		151,144				641,469		345,514		986,983				978,149		49.8%

		2069		131,948		61,949		2,756		196,653		68,618		43,765		24,430		102,385		7,835		20,089		692		22,388		290,204		29,414		7,623		242,647		48,471		8,601		330		10,771		347,858		6,101		613		79		6,793		152,169				645,819		347,858		993,677				984,783		49.8%

		2070		132,843		62,369		2,775		197,987		69,084		44,062		24,595		103,080		7,889		20,226		697		22,540		292,172		29,613		7,675		244,293		48,799		8,660		332		10,844		350,217		6,143		617		79		6,839		153,201				650,199		350,217		1,000,416				991,462		49.8%

		2071		133,744		62,792		2,794		199,329		69,552		44,361		24,762		103,779		7,942		20,363		701		22,693		294,154		29,814		7,727		245,950		49,130		8,718		335		10,918		352,592		6,184		622		80		6,886		154,240				654,609		352,592		1,007,201				998,186		49.8%

		2072		134,651		63,218		2,812		200,681		70,024		44,662		24,930		104,483		7,996		20,501		706		22,847		296,148		30,016		7,779		247,618		49,463		8,777		337		10,992		354,983		6,226		626		80		6,933		155,286				659,049		354,983		1,014,032				1,004,956		49.8%

		2073		135,564		63,647		2,832		202,042		70,499		44,965		25,099		105,191		8,050		20,640		711		23,002		298,157		30,220		7,832		249,297		49,799		8,837		339		11,067		357,391		6,269		630		81		6,980		156,340				663,518		357,391		1,020,909				1,011,772		49.8%

		2074		136,483		64,079		2,851		203,413		70,977		45,270		25,269		105,905		8,105		20,780		716		23,158		300,179		30,425		7,885		250,988		50,137		8,897		342		11,142		359,815		6,311		634		81		7,027		157,400				668,018		359,815		1,027,833				1,018,634		49.8%

		2075		137,409		64,513		2,870		204,792		71,458		45,577		25,441		106,623		8,160		20,921		721		23,315		302,215		30,631		7,939		252,690		50,477		8,957		344		11,217		362,255		6,354		639		82		7,075		158,467				672,549		362,255		1,034,804				1,025,542		49.8%

		2076		138,341		64,951		2,890		206,181		71,943		45,886		25,613		107,346		8,215		21,063		725		23,473		304,265		30,839		7,992		254,404		50,819		9,018		346		11,293		364,712		6,397		643		82		7,123		159,542				677,110		364,712		1,041,822				1,032,498		49.8%

		2077		139,279		65,391		2,909		207,579		72,431		46,197		25,787		108,074		8,271		21,206		730		23,632		306,328		31,048		8,047		256,129		51,164		9,079		349		11,370		367,185		6,440		647		83		7,171		160,624				681,703		367,185		1,048,888				1,039,500		49.8%

		2078		140,224		65,835		2,929		208,987		72,922		46,510		25,962		108,807		8,327		21,349		735		23,792		308,406		31,259		8,101		257,866		51,511		9,141		351		11,447		369,676		6,484		652		84		7,219		161,713				686,326		369,676		1,056,002				1,046,550		49.8%

		2079		141,175		66,281		2,949		210,405		73,417		46,826		26,138		109,545		8,383		21,494		740		23,954		310,497		31,471		8,156		259,615		51,860		9,203		353		11,525		372,183		6,528		656		84		7,268		162,810				690,981		372,183		1,063,164				1,053,648		49.8%

		2080		142,132		66,731		2,969		211,832		73,915		47,143		26,315		110,288		8,440		21,640		745		24,116		312,603		31,684		8,211		261,376		52,212		9,265		356		11,603		374,707		6,572		661		85		7,318		163,914				695,667		374,707		1,070,374				1,060,794		49.8%

		2081		143,096		67,183		2,989		213,268		74,416		47,463		26,494		111,036		8,497		21,787		750		24,280		314,723		31,899		8,267		263,149		52,566		9,328		358		11,681		377,248		6,617		665		85		7,367		165,026				700,385		377,248		1,077,633				1,067,989		49.8%

		2082		144,067		67,639		3,009		214,715		74,921		47,785		26,674		111,789		8,555		21,934		755		24,444		316,858		32,116		8,323		264,933		52,922		9,391		361		11,761		379,807		6,662		670		86		7,417		166,145				705,135		379,807		1,084,942				1,075,232		49.8%

		2083		145,044		68,098		3,030		216,171		75,429		48,109		26,854		112,547		8,613		22,083		761		24,610		319,007		32,333		8,380		266,730		53,281		9,455		363		11,840		382,383		6,707		674		86		7,468		167,272				709,918		382,383		1,092,300				1,082,524		49.8%

		2084		146,027		68,559		3,050		217,637		75,940		48,435		27,037		113,310		8,671		22,233		766		24,777		321,170		32,553		8,437		268,539		53,643		9,519		365		11,921		384,976		6,753		679		87		7,518		168,407				714,732		384,976		1,099,708				1,089,866		49.8%

		2085		147,018		69,024		3,071		219,113		76,455		48,764		27,220		114,079		8,730		22,384		771		24,945		323,349		32,773		8,494		270,360		54,007		9,584		368		12,002		387,587		6,798		683		88		7,569		169,549				719,580		387,587		1,107,167				1,097,258		49.8%

		2086		148,015		69,493		3,092		220,599		76,974		49,095		27,405		114,853		8,790		22,536		776		25,114		325,542		32,996		8,551		272,194		54,373		9,649		370		12,083		390,216		6,844		688		88		7,621		170,699				724,460		390,216		1,114,676				1,104,699		49.8%

		2087		149,019		69,964		3,113		222,095		77,496		49,428		27,590		115,632		8,849		22,688		781		25,285		327,749		33,219		8,609		274,040		54,742		9,714		373		12,165		392,862		6,891		693		89		7,672		171,856				729,373		392,862		1,122,236				1,112,191		49.8%

		2088		150,029		70,438		3,134		223,602		78,022		49,763		27,778		116,416		8,909		22,842		787		25,456		329,972		33,445		8,668		275,899		55,113		9,780		375		12,247		395,527		6,938		697		89		7,724		173,022				734,320		395,527		1,129,847				1,119,734		49.8%

		2089		151,047		70,916		3,155		225,118		78,551		50,100		27,966		117,205		8,970		22,997		792		25,629		332,210		33,672		8,726		277,770		55,487		9,846		378		12,330		398,209		6,985		702		90		7,777		174,195				739,300		398,209		1,137,509				1,127,329		49.8%

		2090		152,071		71,397		3,176		226,645		79,084		50,440		28,156		118,000		9,030		23,153		797		25,803		334,463		33,900		8,786		279,654		55,863		9,913		381		12,414		400,910		7,032		707		91		7,829		175,377				744,314		400,910		1,145,224				1,134,974		49.8%

		2091		153,103		71,881		3,198		228,182		79,620		50,782		28,347		118,801		9,092		23,310		803		25,978		336,732		34,130		8,845		281,550		56,242		9,980		383		12,498		403,629		7,080		712		91		7,883		176,566				749,362		403,629		1,152,991				1,142,672		49.8%

		2092		154,141		72,369		3,220		229,729		80,160		51,127		28,539		119,606		9,153		23,468		808		26,154		339,015		34,361		8,905		283,460		56,623		10,048		386		12,583		406,366		7,128		716		92		7,936		177,764				754,445		406,366		1,160,811				1,150,422		49.8%

		2093		155,187		72,860		3,241		231,288		80,704		51,473		28,732		120,417		9,215		23,627		814		26,331		341,315		34,594		8,966		285,382		57,007		10,116		388		12,668		409,122		7,176		721		92		7,990		178,969				759,561		409,122		1,168,684				1,158,224		49.8%

		2094		156,239		73,354		3,263		232,856		81,251		51,823		28,927		121,234		9,278		23,788		819		26,510		343,629		34,829		9,026		287,318		57,394		10,185		391		12,754		411,897		7,225		726		93		8,044		180,183				764,713		411,897		1,176,610				1,166,079		49.8%

		2095		157,299		73,851		3,285		234,435		81,802		52,174		29,123		122,056		9,341		23,949		825		26,690		345,960		35,065		9,088		289,266		57,783		10,254		394		12,841		414,691		7,274		731		94		8,099		181,405				769,899		414,691		1,184,590				1,173,988		49.8%

		2096		158,365		74,352		3,308		236,025		82,357		52,528		29,321		122,884		9,404		24,111		830		26,871		348,306		35,303		9,149		291,228		58,175		10,323		396		12,928		417,503		7,323		736		94		8,153		182,635				775,121		417,503		1,192,624				1,181,950		49.8%

		2097		159,440		74,856		3,330		237,626		82,915		52,884		29,520		123,718		9,468		24,275		836		27,053		350,669		35,542		9,211		293,203		58,570		10,393		399		13,016		420,335		7,373		741		95		8,209		183,874				780,378		420,335		1,200,712				1,189,966		49.8%

		2098		160,521		75,364		3,353		239,238		83,478		53,243		29,720		124,557		9,532		24,440		842		27,236		353,047		35,783		9,274		295,192		58,967		10,464		402		13,104		423,185		7,423		746		96		8,264		185,121				785,670		423,185		1,208,856				1,198,036		49.8%

		2099		161,610		75,875		3,376		240,860		84,044		53,604		29,922		125,401		9,597		24,605		847		27,421		355,441		36,026		9,337		297,194		59,367		10,535		404		13,193		426,056		7,473		751		96		8,321		186,377				790,999		426,056		1,217,054				1,206,162		49.8%

		2100		162,706		76,390		3,398		242,494		84,614		53,967		30,124		126,252		9,662		24,772		853		27,607		357,852		36,271		9,400		299,209		59,769		10,606		407		13,282		428,945		7,524		756		97		8,377		187,641				796,363		428,945		1,225,308				1,214,342		49.8%







																						MDP		Waste Type		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040

																						0%		MSW		463,737		479,678		496,166		513,221		530,862

																								C&D		249,783		258,369		267,250		276,436		285,938

																								TOTAL		713,520		738,046		763,416		789,657		816,800
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Residential In-City Waste

		0%		MDP		*Change MDP in "Total In-City Waste" Tab

		RESIDENTIAL IN-CITY WASTE

		Year		Organics								Traditional Recyclables																		C&D																Non-Traditional Recyclables								Unclassified				TOTAL DISPOSED								TOTAL DIVERTED

				Food Waste		Yard Waste		Mixed Organics		TOTAL		Cardboard		Mixed Paper		HDPE/PET		Mixed Plastic		Aluminum Cans		Steel Cans		Mixed Metals		Glass		TOTAL		Lumber		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Soil		Drywall		TOTAL		Bulky		Textiles/Carpet		Other		TOTAL		TOTAL				MSW		C&D		TOTAL				TOTAL		Diversion Rate

		2017		65,449		36,265		0		101,713		24,582		18,700		12,722		55,179		3,985		7,664		284		9,350		132,465		2,382		0		2,059		0		0		136		891		5,467		2,504		252		32		2,788		77,025				313,992		5,467		319,458				229,346		41.8%

		2020		56,633		31,380		0		88,014		21,271		16,181		11,008		47,747		3,448		6,632		246		8,090		114,624		2,061		0		1,782		0		0		117		771		4,730		2,167		218		28		2,413		66,651				271,701		4,730		276,431				198,456		41.8%

		2021		57,017		31,593		0		88,611		21,415		16,291		11,083		48,071		3,472		6,677		247		8,145		115,401		2,075		0		1,794		0		0		118		776		4,762		2,182		219		28		2,429		67,103				273,544		4,762		278,306				199,802		41.8%

		2022		57,404		31,808		0		89,212		21,561		16,401		11,158		48,397		3,495		6,722		249		8,201		116,184		2,089		0		1,806		0		0		119		781		4,795		2,196		221		28		2,445		67,558				275,399		4,795		280,193				201,157		41.8%

		2023		57,793		32,023		0		89,817		21,707		16,512		11,234		48,725		3,519		6,767		251		8,256		116,972		2,103		0		1,818		0		0		120		786		4,827		2,211		222		28		2,462		68,016				277,267		4,827		282,094				202,521		41.8%

		2024		58,185		32,240		0		90,426		21,854		16,624		11,310		49,056		3,543		6,813		252		8,312		117,765		2,117		0		1,830		0		0		120		792		4,860		2,226		224		29		2,479		68,477				279,147		4,860		284,007				203,895		41.8%

		2025		58,580		32,459		0		91,039		22,002		16,737		11,387		49,388		3,567		6,859		254		8,369		118,564		2,132		0		1,843		0		0		121		797		4,893		2,241		225		29		2,496		68,942				281,040		4,893		285,933				205,278		41.8%

		2026		58,977		32,679		0		91,657		22,152		16,851		11,464		49,723		3,591		6,906		256		8,425		119,368		2,146		0		1,855		0		0		122		803		4,926		2,257		227		29		2,512		69,409				282,946		4,926		287,872				206,670		41.8%

		2027		59,377		32,901		0		92,278		22,302		16,965		11,542		50,061		3,615		6,953		258		8,482		120,177		2,161		0		1,868		0		0		123		808		4,959		2,272		228		29		2,529		69,880				284,865		4,959		289,825				208,072		41.8%

		2028		59,780		33,124		0		92,904		22,453		17,080		11,620		50,400		3,640		7,000		259		8,540		120,993		2,175		0		1,881		0		0		124		814		4,993		2,287		230		29		2,547		70,354				286,797		4,993		291,790				209,483		41.8%

		2029		60,185		33,349		0		93,534		22,605		17,196		11,699		50,742		3,665		7,047		261		8,598		121,813		2,190		0		1,893		0		0		125		819		5,027		2,303		231		30		2,564		70,831				288,742		5,027		293,769				210,904		41.8%

		2030		60,594		33,575		0		94,169		22,759		17,312		11,778		51,086		3,690		7,095		263		8,656		122,639		2,205		0		1,906		0		0		125		825		5,061		2,318		233		30		2,581		71,311				290,701		5,061		295,762				212,334		41.8%

		2031		61,005		33,803		0		94,807		22,913		17,430		11,858		51,432		3,715		7,143		265		8,715		123,471		2,220		0		1,919		0		0		126		830		5,095		2,334		235		30		2,599		71,795				292,672		5,095		297,767				213,774		41.8%

		2032		61,418		34,032		0		95,450		23,068		17,548		11,938		51,781		3,740		7,192		266		8,774		124,308		2,235		0		1,932		0		0		127		836		5,130		2,350		236		30		2,616		72,282				294,657		5,130		299,787				215,224		41.8%

		2033		61,835		34,263		0		96,098		23,225		17,667		12,019		52,132		3,765		7,241		268		8,834		125,152		2,250		0		1,945		0		0		128		841		5,165		2,366		238		30		2,634		72,772				296,655		5,165		301,820				216,684		41.8%

		2034		62,254		34,495		0		96,749		23,382		17,787		12,101		52,486		3,791		7,290		270		8,893		126,000		2,265		0		1,958		0		0		129		847		5,200		2,382		239		31		2,652		73,266				298,667		5,200		303,867				218,153		41.8%

		2035		62,677		34,729		0		97,405		23,541		17,908		12,183		52,842		3,816		7,339		272		8,954		126,855		2,281		0		1,972		0		0		130		853		5,235		2,398		241		31		2,670		73,763				300,693		5,235		305,928				219,633		41.8%

		2036		63,102		34,964		0		98,066		23,701		18,029		12,266		53,200		3,842		7,389		274		9,015		127,715		2,296		0		1,985		0		0		131		859		5,270		2,414		243		31		2,688		74,263				302,732		5,270		308,003				221,122		41.8%

		2037		63,530		35,202		0		98,731		23,861		18,151		12,349		53,561		3,868		7,439		276		9,076		128,581		2,312		0		1,998		0		0		132		865		5,306		2,431		244		31		2,706		74,767				304,786		5,306		310,092				222,622		41.8%

		2038		63,960		35,440		0		99,401		24,023		18,274		12,433		53,924		3,895		7,490		278		9,137		129,453		2,327		0		2,012		0		0		132		870		5,342		2,447		246		32		2,725		75,274				306,853		5,342		312,195				224,132		41.8%

		2039		64,394		35,681		0		100,075		24,186		18,398		12,517		54,290		3,921		7,540		279		9,199		130,331		2,343		0		2,026		0		0		133		876		5,378		2,464		248		32		2,743		75,784				308,934		5,378		314,312				225,652		41.8%

		2040		64,831		35,923		0		100,754		24,350		18,523		12,602		54,658		3,948		7,591		281		9,262		131,215		2,359		0		2,039		0		0		134		882		5,415		2,481		249		32		2,762		76,298				311,029		5,415		316,444				227,182		41.8%

		2041		65,271		36,166		0		101,437		24,515		18,649		12,687		55,029		3,974		7,643		283		9,324		132,105		2,375		0		2,053		0		0		135		888		5,452		2,497		251		32		2,781		76,816				313,138		5,452		318,590				228,723		41.8%

		2042		65,713		36,412		0		102,125		24,682		18,775		12,773		55,402		4,001		7,695		285		9,388		133,001		2,391		0		2,067		0		0		136		894		5,489		2,514		253		32		2,799		77,337				315,262		5,489		320,751				230,274		41.8%

		2043		66,159		36,659		0		102,818		24,849		18,903		12,860		55,778		4,028		7,747		287		9,451		133,903		2,407		0		2,081		0		0		137		900		5,526		2,531		254		33		2,818		77,861				317,400		5,526		322,926				231,836		41.8%

		2044		66,608		36,907		0		103,515		25,017		19,031		12,947		56,156		4,056		7,799		289		9,515		134,811		2,424		0		2,095		0		0		138		906		5,563		2,548		256		33		2,837		78,389				319,553		5,563		325,116				233,408		41.8%

		2045		67,059		37,158		0		104,217		25,187		19,160		13,035		56,537		4,083		7,852		291		9,580		135,726		2,440		0		2,109		0		0		139		913		5,601		2,566		258		33		2,857		78,921				321,720		5,601		327,321				234,991		41.8%

		2046		67,514		37,410		0		104,924		25,358		19,290		13,123		56,921		4,111		7,906		293		9,645		136,646		2,457		0		2,124		0		0		140		919		5,639		2,583		260		33		2,876		79,456				323,902		5,639		329,541				236,585		41.8%

		2047		67,972		37,663		0		105,635		25,530		19,421		13,212		57,307		4,139		7,959		295		9,710		137,573		2,473		0		2,138		0		0		141		925		5,677		2,601		261		34		2,896		79,995				326,099		5,677		331,776				238,190		41.8%

		2048		68,433		37,919		0		106,352		25,703		19,552		13,302		57,695		4,167		8,013		297		9,776		138,506		2,490		0		2,153		0		0		142		931		5,716		2,618		263		34		2,915		80,537				328,310		5,716		334,026				239,805		41.8%

		2049		68,897		38,176		0		107,073		25,877		19,685		13,392		58,087		4,195		8,068		299		9,842		139,445		2,507		0		2,167		0		0		143		938		5,755		2,636		265		34		2,935		81,084				330,537		5,755		336,292				241,431		41.8%

		2050		69,364		38,435		0		107,799		26,053		19,818		13,483		58,481		4,224		8,122		301		9,909		140,391		2,524		0		2,182		0		0		144		944		5,794		2,654		267		34		2,955		81,634				332,779		5,794		338,572				243,069		41.8%

		2051		69,835		38,695		0		108,530		26,230		19,953		13,574		58,877		4,252		8,177		303		9,976		141,343		2,541		0		2,197		0		0		145		950		5,833		2,672		269		34		2,975		82,187				335,036		5,833		340,869				244,717		41.8%

		2052		70,309		38,958		0		109,266		26,408		20,088		13,667		59,277		4,281		8,233		305		10,044		142,302		2,558		0		2,212		0		0		146		957		5,872		2,690		270		35		2,995		82,745				337,308		5,872		343,180				246,377		41.8%

		2053		70,785		39,222		0		110,007		26,587		20,224		13,759		59,679		4,310		8,289		307		10,112		143,267		2,576		0		2,227		0		0		147		963		5,912		2,708		272		35		3,015		83,306				339,596		5,912		345,508				248,048		41.8%

		2054		71,265		39,488		0		110,754		26,767		20,362		13,853		60,083		4,339		8,345		309		10,181		144,239		2,593		0		2,242		0		0		148		970		5,952		2,727		274		35		3,036		83,871				341,899		5,952		347,851				249,730		41.8%

		2055		71,749		39,756		0		111,505		26,948		20,500		13,946		60,491		4,369		8,401		311		10,250		145,217		2,611		0		2,257		0		0		149		976		5,993		2,745		276		35		3,057		84,440				344,218		5,993		350,210				251,424		41.8%

		2056		72,235		40,026		0		112,261		27,131		20,639		14,041		60,901		4,398		8,458		313		10,319		146,202		2,628		0		2,272		0		0		150		983		6,033		2,764		278		36		3,077		85,012				346,552		6,033		352,586				253,129		41.8%

		2057		72,725		40,297		0		113,022		27,315		20,779		14,136		61,314		4,428		8,516		316		10,389		147,193		2,646		0		2,288		0		0		151		990		6,074		2,783		280		36		3,098		85,589				348,903		6,074		354,977				254,846		41.8%

		2058		73,219		40,570		0		113,789		27,501		20,920		14,232		61,730		4,458		8,574		318		10,460		148,192		2,664		0		2,303		0		0		152		996		6,115		2,801		282		36		3,119		86,169				351,269		6,115		357,384				256,574		41.8%

		2059		73,715		40,845		0		114,561		27,687		21,061		14,329		62,149		4,489		8,632		320		10,531		149,197		2,682		0		2,319		0		0		153		1,003		6,157		2,820		283		36		3,140		86,754				353,651		6,157		359,808				258,314		41.8%

		2060		74,215		41,122		0		115,338		27,875		21,204		14,426		62,570		4,519		8,690		322		10,602		150,208		2,701		0		2,335		0		0		154		1,010		6,199		2,840		285		37		3,162		87,342				356,050		6,199		362,248				260,066		41.8%

		2061		74,718		41,401		0		116,120		28,064		21,348		14,524		62,994		4,550		8,749		324		10,674		151,227		2,719		0		2,350		0		0		155		1,017		6,241		2,859		287		37		3,183		87,935				358,464		6,241		364,705				261,830		41.8%

		2062		75,225		41,682		0		116,907		28,254		21,493		14,622		63,422		4,580		8,809		326		10,746		152,253		2,737		0		2,366		0		0		156		1,024		6,283		2,878		289		37		3,205		88,531				360,896		6,283		367,179				263,606		41.8%

		2063		75,735		41,965		0		117,700		28,446		21,639		14,721		63,852		4,612		8,868		329		10,819		153,285		2,756		0		2,382		0		0		157		1,031		6,326		2,898		291		37		3,226		89,131				363,343		6,326		369,669				265,394		41.8%

		2064		76,249		42,249		0		118,498		28,639		21,785		14,821		64,285		4,643		8,928		331		10,893		154,325		2,775		0		2,399		0		0		158		1,038		6,369		2,917		293		38		3,248		89,736				365,807		6,369		372,176				267,194		41.8%

		2065		76,766		42,536		0		119,302		28,833		21,933		14,922		64,721		4,674		8,989		333		10,967		155,372		2,793		0		2,415		0		0		159		1,045		6,412		2,937		295		38		3,270		90,344				368,288		6,412		374,700				269,006		41.8%

		2066		77,287		42,824		0		120,111		29,028		22,082		15,023		65,160		4,706		9,050		335		11,041		156,425		2,812		0		2,431		0		0		160		1,052		6,455		2,957		297		38		3,292		90,957				370,786		6,455		377,241				270,830		41.8%

		2067		77,811		43,115		0		120,926		29,225		22,232		15,125		65,602		4,738		9,111		338		11,116		157,486		2,831		0		2,448		0		0		161		1,059		6,499		2,977		299		38		3,315		91,574				373,301		6,499		379,800				272,667		41.8%

		2068		78,339		43,407		0		121,746		29,424		22,382		15,227		66,047		4,770		9,173		340		11,191		158,554		2,851		0		2,464		0		0		162		1,066		6,543		2,997		301		39		3,337		92,195				375,833		6,543		382,376				274,516		41.8%

		2069		78,870		43,702		0		122,572		29,623		22,534		15,331		66,495		4,802		9,235		342		11,267		159,630		2,870		0		2,481		0		0		163		1,073		6,588		3,018		303		39		3,360		92,820				378,382		6,588		384,969				276,378		41.8%

		2070		79,405		43,998		0		123,403		29,824		22,687		15,435		66,946		4,835		9,298		345		11,344		160,712		2,889		0		2,498		0		0		164		1,081		6,632		3,038		305		39		3,383		93,450				380,948		6,632		387,580				278,253		41.8%

		2071		79,943		44,297		0		124,240		30,026		22,841		15,539		67,400		4,868		9,361		347		11,420		161,802		2,909		0		2,515		0		0		166		1,088		6,677		3,059		307		39		3,406		94,084				383,531		6,677		390,209				280,140		41.8%

		2072		80,486		44,597		0		125,082		30,230		22,996		15,645		67,857		4,901		9,425		349		11,498		162,900		2,929		0		2,532		0		0		167		1,095		6,722		3,079		310		40		3,429		94,722				386,133		6,722		392,855				282,040		41.8%

		2073		81,031		44,899		0		125,931		30,435		23,152		15,751		68,317		4,934		9,488		352		11,576		164,004		2,949		0		2,549		0		0		168		1,103		6,768		3,100		312		40		3,452		95,364				388,751		6,768		395,519				283,952		41.8%

		2074		81,581		45,204		0		126,785		30,641		23,309		15,858		68,780		4,967		9,553		354		11,654		165,117		2,969		0		2,566		0		0		169		1,110		6,814		3,121		314		40		3,475		96,011				391,388		6,814		398,202				285,878		41.8%

		2075		82,134		45,510		0		127,645		30,849		23,467		15,965		69,247		5,001		9,618		356		11,733		166,237		2,989		0		2,584		0		0		170		1,118		6,860		3,143		316		40		3,499		96,662				394,042		6,860		400,903				287,817		41.8%

		2076		82,691		45,819		0		128,510		31,058		23,626		16,073		69,716		5,035		9,683		359		11,813		167,364		3,009		0		2,601		0		0		171		1,125		6,907		3,164		318		41		3,523		97,318				396,715		6,907		403,622				289,769		41.8%

		2077		83,252		46,130		0		129,382		31,269		23,786		16,183		70,189		5,069		9,748		361		11,893		168,499		3,029		0		2,619		0		0		172		1,133		6,954		3,185		320		41		3,547		97,978				399,405		6,954		406,359				291,734		41.8%

		2078		83,817		46,443		0		130,260		31,481		23,948		16,292		70,665		5,104		9,815		364		11,974		169,642		3,050		0		2,637		0		0		174		1,141		7,001		3,207		322		41		3,571		98,642				402,114		7,001		409,115				293,713		41.8%

		2079		84,385		46,758		0		131,143		31,695		24,110		16,403		71,144		5,138		9,881		366		12,055		170,792		3,071		0		2,655		0		0		175		1,148		7,048		3,229		325		42		3,595		99,311				404,841		7,048		411,890				295,705		41.8%

		2080		84,958		47,075		0		132,032		31,910		24,274		16,514		71,627		5,173		9,948		369		12,137		171,951		3,091		0		2,673		0		0		176		1,156		7,096		3,251		327		42		3,619		99,985				407,587		7,096		414,683				297,710		41.8%

		2081		85,534		47,394		0		132,928		32,126		24,438		16,626		72,113		5,208		10,016		371		12,219		173,117		3,112		0		2,691		0		0		177		1,164		7,144		3,273		329		42		3,644		100,663				410,351		7,144		417,496				299,730		41.8%

		2082		86,114		47,716		0		133,829		32,344		24,604		16,739		72,602		5,243		10,084		374		12,302		174,291		3,133		0		2,709		0		0		178		1,172		7,193		3,295		331		42		3,668		101,346				413,134		7,193		420,327				301,762		41.8%

		2083		86,698		48,039		0		134,737		32,563		24,771		16,852		73,094		5,279		10,152		376		12,385		175,473		3,155		0		2,727		0		0		180		1,180		7,241		3,317		333		43		3,693		102,033				415,936		7,241		423,178				303,809		41.8%

		2084		87,286		48,365		0		135,651		32,784		24,939		16,967		73,590		5,315		10,221		379		12,469		176,663		3,176		0		2,746		0		0		181		1,188		7,290		3,340		336		43		3,718		102,725				418,757		7,290		426,048				305,869		41.8%

		2085		87,878		48,693		0		136,571		33,006		25,108		17,082		74,089		5,351		10,290		381		12,554		177,861		3,198		0		2,764		0		0		182		1,196		7,340		3,362		338		43		3,744		103,422				421,597		7,340		428,937				307,944		41.8%

		2086		88,474		49,023		0		137,497		33,230		25,278		17,197		74,592		5,387		10,360		384		12,639		179,068		3,219		0		2,783		0		0		183		1,204		7,390		3,385		340		44		3,769		104,123				424,457		7,390		431,846				310,032		41.8%

		2087		89,074		49,356		0		138,430		33,456		25,450		17,314		75,097		5,424		10,430		386		12,725		180,282		3,241		0		2,802		0		0		184		1,212		7,440		3,408		343		44		3,795		104,829				427,335		7,440		434,775				312,135		41.8%

		2088		89,678		49,690		0		139,368		33,683		25,622		17,432		75,607		5,460		10,501		389		12,811		181,505		3,263		0		2,821		0		0		186		1,220		7,490		3,431		345		44		3,820		105,540				430,234		7,490		437,724				314,252		41.8%

		2089		90,286		50,027		0		140,314		33,911		25,796		17,550		76,120		5,498		10,572		392		12,898		182,736		3,285		0		2,840		0		0		187		1,229		7,541		3,454		347		45		3,846		106,256				433,152		7,541		440,693				316,383		41.8%

		2090		90,899		50,367		0		141,265		34,141		25,971		17,669		76,636		5,535		10,644		394		12,986		183,975		3,308		0		2,859		0		0		188		1,237		7,592		3,478		350		45		3,872		106,977				436,089		7,592		443,681				318,529		41.8%

		2091		91,515		50,708		0		142,223		34,373		26,147		17,789		77,156		5,572		10,716		397		13,074		185,223		3,330		0		2,879		0		0		190		1,245		7,644		3,501		352		45		3,899		107,702				439,047		7,644		446,691				320,689		41.8%

		2092		92,136		51,052		0		143,188		34,606		26,324		17,909		77,679		5,610		10,789		400		13,162		186,479		3,353		0		2,898		0		0		191		1,254		7,696		3,525		354		45		3,925		108,433				442,025		7,696		449,720				322,864		41.8%

		2093		92,761		51,398		0		144,159		34,840		26,503		18,031		78,206		5,648		10,862		402		13,252		187,744		3,375		0		2,918		0		0		192		1,262		7,748		3,549		357		46		3,952		109,168				445,022		7,748		452,770				325,054		41.8%

		2094		93,390		51,747		0		145,137		35,077		26,683		18,153		78,736		5,686		10,936		405		13,341		189,017		3,398		0		2,938		0		0		193		1,271		7,800		3,573		359		46		3,978		109,908				448,041		7,800		455,841				327,259		41.8%

		2095		94,023		52,098		0		146,121		35,315		26,864		18,276		79,270		5,725		11,010		408		13,432		190,299		3,421		0		2,958		0		0		195		1,279		7,853		3,597		362		46		4,005		110,654				451,079		7,853		458,932				329,478		41.8%

		2096		94,661		52,451		0		147,112		35,554		27,046		18,400		79,808		5,764		11,084		411		13,523		191,590		3,444		0		2,978		0		0		196		1,288		7,906		3,622		364		47		4,033		111,404				454,139		7,906		462,045				331,713		41.8%

		2097		95,303		52,807		0		148,110		35,795		27,229		18,525		80,349		5,803		11,160		414		13,615		192,889		3,468		0		2,998		0		0		197		1,297		7,960		3,646		367		47		4,060		112,160				457,219		7,960		465,179				333,962		41.8%

		2098		95,949		53,165		0		149,114		36,038		27,414		18,651		80,894		5,842		11,235		416		13,707		194,197		3,491		0		3,018		0		0		199		1,306		8,014		3,671		369		47		4,087		112,920				460,319		8,014		468,333				336,227		41.8%

		2099		96,600		53,526		0		150,126		36,282		27,600		18,777		81,442		5,882		11,311		419		13,800		195,514		3,515		0		3,039		0		0		200		1,315		8,068		3,696		372		48		4,115		113,686				463,441		8,068		471,510				338,508		41.8%

		2100		97,255		53,889		0		151,144		36,528		27,787		18,904		81,995		5,922		11,388		422		13,894		196,840		3,539		0		3,059		0		0		201		1,323		8,123		3,721		374		48		4,143		114,457				466,584		8,123		474,708				340,803		41.8%







																						MDP		Waste Type		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040

																						0%		MSW		271,701		281,040		290,701		300,693		311,029

																								C&D		4,730		4,893		5,061		5,235		5,415

																								TOTAL		276,431		285,933		295,762		305,928		316,444
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Commercial In-City Waste

		0%		MDP		*Change MDP in "Total In-City Waste" Tab

		COMMERCIAL IN-CITY WASTE

		Year		Organics								Traditional Recyclables																		C&D																Non-Traditional Recyclables								Unclassified				TOTALS								TOTAL DIVERTED

				Food Waste		Yard Waste		Mixed Organics		TOTAL		Cardboard		Mixed Paper		HDPE/PET		Mixed Plastic		Aluminum Cans		Steel Cans		Mixed Metals		Glass		TOTAL		Lumber		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Soil		Drywall		TOTAL		Bulky		Textiles/Carpet		Other		TOTAL		TOTAL				MSW		C&D		TOTAL				TOTAL		Diversion Rate

		2017		44,046		15,142		2,287		61,475		32,359		17,618		7,551		29,783		2,517		9,007		290		9,229		108,354		22,027		6,326		199,297		40,222		7,138		139		8,048		283,196		2,559		257		33		2,849		49,249				221,927		283,196		505,123				587,855		53.8%

		2020		38,113		13,103		1,979		53,195		28,001		15,245		6,534		25,772		2,178		7,794		251		7,986		93,760		19,060		5,474		172,454		34,805		6,176		120		6,964		245,052		2,214		223		29		2,465		42,044				191,464		245,052		436,517				509,250		53.8%

		2021		38,372		13,192		1,992		53,556		28,191		15,349		6,578		25,947		2,193		7,847		253		8,040		94,396		19,190		5,511		173,623		35,041		6,218		121		7,011		246,714		2,229		224		29		2,482		42,329				192,763		246,714		439,477				512,704		53.8%

		2022		38,632		13,281		2,006		53,919		28,382		15,453		6,623		26,122		2,208		7,900		255		8,094		95,036		19,320		5,548		174,801		35,279		6,260		121		7,059		248,388		2,244		226		29		2,499		42,616				194,070		248,388		442,458				516,181		53.8%

		2023		38,894		13,371		2,020		54,284		28,575		15,558		6,668		26,300		2,223		7,953		256		8,149		95,681		19,451		5,586		175,986		35,518		6,303		122		7,106		250,072		2,260		227		29		2,516		42,905				195,386		250,072		445,458				519,682		53.8%

		2024		39,158		13,462		2,033		54,653		28,768		15,663		6,713		26,478		2,238		8,007		258		8,204		96,330		19,583		5,624		177,180		35,759		6,345		123		7,155		251,768		2,275		229		29		2,533		43,196				196,711		251,768		448,480				523,206		53.8%

		2025		39,423		13,553		2,047		55,023		28,963		15,769		6,758		26,658		2,253		8,062		260		8,260		96,983		19,715		5,662		178,382		36,001		6,389		124		7,203		253,476		2,290		230		30		2,550		43,489				198,045		253,476		451,521				526,755		53.8%

		2026		39,691		13,645		2,061		55,396		29,160		15,876		6,804		26,838		2,268		8,116		262		8,316		97,641		19,849		5,700		179,591		36,245		6,432		125		7,252		255,195		2,306		232		30		2,568		43,784				199,389		255,195		454,584				530,327		53.8%

		2027		39,960		13,738		2,075		55,772		29,358		15,984		6,850		27,020		2,283		8,171		263		8,373		98,303		19,984		5,739		180,809		36,491		6,475		126		7,301		256,926		2,322		233		30		2,585		44,081				200,741		256,926		457,667				533,924		53.8%

		2028		40,231		13,831		2,089		56,150		29,557		16,092		6,897		27,204		2,299		8,227		265		8,429		98,970		20,119		5,778		182,036		36,739		6,519		127		7,351		258,668		2,337		235		30		2,602		44,380				202,102		258,668		460,771				537,545		53.8%

		2029		40,504		13,925		2,103		56,531		29,757		16,201		6,943		27,388		2,314		8,283		267		8,486		99,641		20,256		5,817		183,270		36,988		6,564		127		7,401		260,423		2,353		237		30		2,620		44,681				203,473		260,423		463,896				541,191		53.8%

		2030		40,778		14,019		2,117		56,915		29,959		16,311		6,991		27,574		2,330		8,339		269		8,544		100,317		20,393		5,857		184,513		37,239		6,608		128		7,451		262,189		2,369		238		31		2,638		44,984				204,853		262,189		467,042				544,861		53.8%

		2031		41,055		14,114		2,132		57,301		30,162		16,422		7,038		27,761		2,346		8,395		270		8,602		100,997		20,531		5,896		185,765		37,491		6,653		129		7,501		263,967		2,385		240		31		2,656		45,289				206,242		263,967		470,209				548,556		53.8%

		2032		41,333		14,210		2,146		57,689		30,367		16,533		7,086		27,949		2,362		8,452		272		8,660		101,682		20,671		5,936		187,024		37,745		6,698		130		7,552		265,757		2,401		241		31		2,674		45,596				207,641		265,757		473,398				552,277		53.8%

		2033		41,614		14,306		2,161		58,081		30,573		16,645		7,134		28,139		2,378		8,510		274		8,719		102,372		20,811		5,977		188,293		38,001		6,743		131		7,603		267,560		2,418		243		31		2,692		45,905				209,049		267,560		476,609				556,022		53.8%

		2034		41,896		14,403		2,175		58,474		30,780		16,758		7,182		28,330		2,394		8,567		276		8,778		103,066		20,952		6,017		189,570		38,259		6,789		132		7,655		269,374		2,434		245		31		2,710		46,217				210,467		269,374		479,841				559,793		53.8%

		2035		42,180		14,501		2,190		58,871		30,989		16,872		7,231		28,522		2,410		8,625		278		8,838		103,765		21,094		6,058		190,856		38,519		6,835		133		7,707		271,201		2,451		246		32		2,729		46,530				211,895		271,201		483,096				563,590		53.8%

		2036		42,466		14,599		2,205		59,270		31,199		16,986		7,280		28,715		2,427		8,684		280		8,898		104,469		21,237		6,099		192,150		38,780		6,882		134		7,759		273,040		2,467		248		32		2,747		46,846				213,332		273,040		486,372				567,412		53.8%

		2037		42,754		14,698		2,220		59,672		31,411		17,102		7,329		28,910		2,443		8,743		282		8,958		105,177		21,381		6,140		193,453		39,043		6,928		134		7,812		274,892		2,484		250		32		2,766		47,163				214,778		274,892		489,671				571,261		53.8%

		2038		43,044		14,798		2,235		60,077		31,624		17,218		7,379		29,106		2,460		8,802		284		9,019		105,890		21,526		6,182		194,765		39,308		6,975		135		7,865		276,757		2,501		251		32		2,784		47,483				216,235		276,757		492,992				575,135		53.8%

		2039		43,336		14,898		2,250		60,484		31,838		17,334		7,429		29,303		2,476		8,862		286		9,080		106,609		21,672		6,224		196,086		39,574		7,023		136		7,918		278,634		2,518		253		32		2,803		47,805				217,702		278,634		496,335				579,036		53.8%

		2040		43,630		14,999		2,265		60,895		32,054		17,452		7,479		29,502		2,493		8,922		287		9,142		107,332		21,819		6,266		197,416		39,843		7,070		137		7,972		280,523		2,535		255		33		2,822		48,130				219,178		280,523		499,701				582,963		53.8%

		2041		43,926		15,101		2,281		61,308		32,271		17,570		7,530		29,702		2,510		8,982		289		9,204		108,060		21,967		6,309		198,755		40,113		7,118		138		8,026		282,426		2,552		257		33		2,841		48,456				220,665		282,426		503,090				586,916		53.8%

		2042		44,224		15,203		2,296		61,723		32,490		17,689		7,581		29,904		2,527		9,043		291		9,266		108,792		22,116		6,351		200,103		40,385		7,166		139		8,080		284,341		2,569		258		33		2,861		48,785				222,161		284,341		506,502				590,897		53.8%

		2043		44,524		15,307		2,312		62,142		32,711		17,809		7,633		30,106		2,544		9,105		293		9,329		109,530		22,266		6,395		201,460		40,659		7,215		140		8,135		286,270		2,587		260		33		2,880		49,115				223,668		286,270		509,938				594,904		53.8%

		2044		44,826		15,410		2,328		62,564		32,933		17,930		7,684		30,311		2,561		9,166		295		9,392		110,273		22,417		6,438		202,826		40,935		7,264		141		8,190		288,211		2,604		262		34		2,900		49,449				225,185		288,211		513,396				598,939		53.8%

		2045		45,130		15,515		2,343		62,988		33,156		18,052		7,737		30,516		2,579		9,229		297		9,456		111,021		22,569		6,482		204,202		41,212		7,313		142		8,246		290,166		2,622		264		34		2,919		49,784				226,712		290,166		516,878				603,001		53.8%

		2046		45,436		15,620		2,359		63,415		33,381		18,174		7,789		30,723		2,596		9,291		299		9,520		111,774		22,722		6,525		205,587		41,492		7,363		143		8,302		292,134		2,640		265		34		2,939		50,122				228,250		292,134		520,384				607,091		53.8%

		2047		45,744		15,726		2,375		63,845		33,607		18,298		7,842		30,932		2,614		9,354		301		9,584		112,532		22,876		6,570		206,981		41,773		7,413		144		8,358		294,115		2,658		267		34		2,959		50,462				229,798		294,115		523,913				611,208		53.8%

		2048		46,054		15,833		2,391		64,278		33,835		18,422		7,895		31,141		2,632		9,418		303		9,649		113,295		23,032		6,614		208,385		42,056		7,463		145		8,415		296,110		2,676		269		34		2,979		50,804				231,356		296,110		527,466				615,354		53.8%

		2049		46,366		15,940		2,408		64,714		34,065		18,547		7,949		31,353		2,650		9,482		305		9,715		114,064		23,188		6,659		209,798		42,342		7,514		146		8,472		298,118		2,694		271		35		2,999		51,148				232,925		298,118		531,043				619,527		53.8%

		2050		46,681		16,048		2,424		65,153		34,296		18,672		8,002		31,565		2,667		9,546		308		9,781		114,837		23,345		6,704		211,221		42,629		7,565		147		8,529		300,140		2,712		273		35		3,020		51,495				234,505		300,140		534,645				623,729		53.8%

		2051		46,997		16,157		2,440		65,595		34,528		18,799		8,057		31,779		2,686		9,611		310		9,847		115,616		23,503		6,750		212,654		42,918		7,616		148		8,587		302,176		2,731		274		35		3,040		51,844				236,095		302,176		538,271				627,959		53.8%

		2052		47,316		16,267		2,457		66,040		34,762		18,926		8,111		31,995		2,704		9,676		312		9,914		116,400		23,663		6,796		214,096		43,209		7,668		149		8,645		304,225		2,749		276		35		3,061		52,196				237,697		304,225		541,922				632,218		53.8%

		2053		47,637		16,377		2,473		66,488		34,998		19,055		8,166		32,212		2,722		9,741		314		9,981		117,190		23,823		6,842		215,548		43,502		7,720		150		8,704		306,288		2,768		278		36		3,082		52,550				239,309		306,288		545,597				636,506		53.8%

		2054		47,960		16,488		2,490		66,939		35,235		19,184		8,222		32,430		2,741		9,807		316		10,049		117,984		23,985		6,888		217,010		43,797		7,772		151		8,763		308,366		2,786		280		36		3,102		52,906				240,932		308,366		549,297				640,822		53.8%

		2055		48,285		16,600		2,507		67,392		35,474		19,314		8,278		32,650		2,759		9,874		318		10,117		118,785		24,147		6,935		218,482		44,094		7,825		152		8,822		310,457		2,805		282		36		3,123		53,265				242,566		310,457		553,023				645,168		53.8%

		2056		48,613		16,712		2,524		67,850		35,715		19,445		8,334		32,872		2,778		9,941		320		10,186		119,590		24,311		6,982		219,963		44,393		7,878		153		8,882		312,562		2,824		284		36		3,145		53,627				244,211		312,562		556,773				649,544		53.8%

		2057		48,943		16,826		2,541		68,310		35,957		19,577		8,390		33,095		2,797		10,008		322		10,255		120,401		24,476		7,029		221,455		44,694		7,931		154		8,943		314,682		2,844		286		37		3,166		53,990				245,867		314,682		560,549				653,949		53.8%

		2058		49,275		16,940		2,559		68,773		36,201		19,710		8,447		33,319		2,816		10,076		325		10,324		121,218		24,642		7,077		222,957		44,997		7,985		155		9,003		316,816		2,863		288		37		3,187		54,356				247,535		316,816		564,351				658,385		53.8%

		2059		49,609		17,055		2,576		69,239		36,447		19,844		8,504		33,545		2,835		10,145		327		10,394		122,040		24,809		7,125		224,469		45,303		8,039		156		9,064		318,965		2,882		290		37		3,209		54,725				249,214		318,965		568,179				662,850		53.8%

		2060		49,945		17,170		2,593		69,709		36,694		19,978		8,562		33,772		2,854		10,213		329		10,465		122,868		24,977		7,173		225,992		45,610		8,094		157		9,126		321,128		2,902		292		37		3,231		55,096				250,904		321,128		572,032				667,345		53.8%

		2061		50,284		17,287		2,611		70,182		36,943		20,114		8,620		34,002		2,873		10,283		331		10,536		123,701		25,147		7,222		227,524		45,919		8,149		158		9,188		323,306		2,921		294		38		3,253		55,470				252,605		323,306		575,912				671,871		53.8%

		2062		50,625		17,404		2,629		70,658		37,193		20,250		8,679		34,232		2,893		10,352		334		10,607		124,540		25,317		7,271		229,067		46,231		8,204		159		9,250		325,499		2,941		296		38		3,275		55,846				254,319		325,499		579,818				676,428		53.8%

		2063		50,968		17,522		2,646		71,137		37,445		20,387		8,737		34,464		2,912		10,423		336		10,679		125,385		25,489		7,320		230,621		46,544		8,259		160		9,313		327,707		2,961		298		38		3,297		56,225				256,043		327,707		583,750				681,016		53.8%

		2064		51,314		17,641		2,664		71,619		37,699		20,526		8,797		34,698		2,932		10,493		338		10,752		126,235		25,662		7,370		232,185		46,860		8,315		161		9,376		329,929		2,981		300		38		3,319		56,606				257,780		329,929		587,709				685,634		53.8%

		2065		51,662		17,761		2,682		72,105		37,955		20,665		8,856		34,933		2,952		10,564		340		10,824		127,091		25,836		7,420		233,760		47,178		8,372		162		9,439		332,167		3,002		302		39		3,342		56,990				259,528		332,167		591,695				690,284		53.8%

		2066		52,012		17,881		2,701		72,594		38,213		20,805		8,916		35,170		2,972		10,636		343		10,898		127,953		26,011		7,470		235,345		47,498		8,429		164		9,503		334,420		3,022		304		39		3,365		57,377				261,288		334,420		595,708				694,966		53.8%

		2067		52,365		18,002		2,719		73,087		38,472		20,946		8,977		35,409		2,992		10,708		345		10,972		128,821		26,188		7,521		236,941		47,820		8,486		165		9,568		336,688		3,042		306		39		3,387		57,766				263,060		336,688		599,748				699,679		53.8%

		2068		52,720		18,124		2,737		73,582		38,733		21,088		9,038		35,649		3,013		10,781		347		11,046		129,694		26,365		7,572		238,548		48,144		8,543		166		9,633		338,971		3,063		308		39		3,410		58,157				264,845		338,971		603,816				704,425		53.8%

		2069		53,078		18,247		2,756		74,081		38,995		21,231		9,099		35,891		3,033		10,854		350		11,121		130,574		26,544		7,623		240,166		48,471		8,601		167		9,698		341,270		3,084		310		40		3,434		58,552				266,641		341,270		607,911				709,202		53.8%

		2070		53,438		18,371		2,775		74,584		39,260		21,375		9,161		36,134		3,054		10,928		352		11,197		131,460		26,724		7,675		241,795		48,799		8,660		168		9,764		343,585		3,105		312		40		3,457		58,949				268,449		343,585		612,034				714,012		53.8%

		2071		53,800		18,496		2,794		75,090		39,526		21,520		9,223		36,379		3,074		11,002		354		11,272		132,351		26,905		7,727		243,435		49,130		8,718		169		9,830		345,915		3,126		314		40		3,480		59,349				270,270		345,915		616,185				718,855		53.8%

		2072		54,165		18,621		2,812		75,599		39,794		21,666		9,285		36,626		3,095		11,076		357		11,349		133,249		27,088		7,779		245,086		49,463		8,777		170		9,897		348,261		3,147		316		41		3,504		59,751				272,103		348,261		620,364				723,730		53.8%

		2073		54,533		18,747		2,832		76,112		40,064		21,813		9,348		36,874		3,116		11,151		359		11,426		134,153		27,272		7,832		246,748		49,799		8,837		171		9,964		350,623		3,168		318		41		3,528		60,157				273,948		350,623		624,571				728,638		53.8%

		2074		54,902		18,875		2,851		76,628		40,336		21,961		9,412		37,124		3,137		11,227		362		11,503		135,062		27,456		7,885		248,421		50,137		8,897		173		10,031		353,001		3,190		321		41		3,552		60,565				275,806		353,001		628,807				733,580		53.8%

		2075		55,275		19,003		2,870		77,147		40,609		22,110		9,476		37,376		3,159		11,303		364		11,581		135,978		27,643		7,939		250,106		50,477		8,957		174		10,099		355,395		3,211		323		41		3,576		60,975				277,677		355,395		633,072				738,555		53.8%

		2076		55,650		19,132		2,890		77,671		40,885		22,260		9,540		37,630		3,180		11,380		367		11,660		136,901		27,830		7,992		251,803		50,819		9,018		175		10,168		357,805		3,233		325		42		3,600		61,389				279,560		357,805		637,365				743,564		53.8%

		2077		56,027		19,261		2,909		78,197		41,162		22,411		9,605		37,885		3,202		11,457		369		11,739		137,829		28,019		8,047		253,510		51,164		9,079		176		10,237		360,232		3,255		327		42		3,624		61,805				281,456		360,232		641,688				748,607		53.8%

		2078		56,407		19,392		2,929		78,728		41,441		22,563		9,670		38,142		3,223		11,535		372		11,819		138,764		28,209		8,101		255,230		51,511		9,141		177		10,306		362,675		3,277		329		42		3,649		62,224				283,365		362,675		646,040				753,684		53.8%

		2079		56,790		19,523		2,949		79,262		41,722		22,716		9,735		38,401		3,245		11,613		374		11,899		139,705		28,400		8,156		256,961		51,860		9,203		179		10,376		365,135		3,299		332		43		3,674		62,646				285,287		365,135		650,421				758,796		53.8%

		2080		57,175		19,656		2,969		79,799		42,005		22,870		9,801		38,661		3,267		11,692		377		11,979		140,652		28,593		8,211		258,703		52,212		9,265		180		10,447		367,611		3,322		334		43		3,699		63,071				287,221		367,611		654,833				763,942		53.8%

		2081		57,562		19,789		2,989		80,340		42,290		23,025		9,868		38,923		3,289		11,771		379		12,061		141,606		28,787		8,267		260,458		52,566		9,328		181		10,517		370,104		3,344		336		43		3,724		63,499				289,169		370,104		659,274				769,123		53.8%

		2082		57,953		19,923		3,009		80,885		42,577		23,181		9,935		39,187		3,312		11,851		382		12,143		142,567		28,982		8,323		262,224		52,922		9,391		182		10,589		372,614		3,367		338		43		3,749		63,930				291,131		372,614		663,745				774,340		53.8%

		2083		58,346		20,058		3,030		81,434		42,866		23,338		10,002		39,453		3,334		11,931		384		12,225		143,534		29,179		8,380		264,003		53,281		9,455		183		10,661		375,141		3,390		341		44		3,774		64,363				293,105		375,141		668,247				779,591		53.8%

		2084		58,742		20,195		3,050		81,986		43,156		23,497		10,070		39,721		3,357		12,012		387		12,308		144,507		29,376		8,437		265,793		53,643		9,519		185		10,733		377,686		3,413		343		44		3,800		64,800				295,093		377,686		672,779				784,878		53.8%

		2085		59,140		20,331		3,071		82,542		43,449		23,656		10,138		39,990		3,379		12,094		390		12,391		145,487		29,576		8,494		267,596		54,007		9,584		186		10,806		380,247		3,436		345		44		3,826		65,239				297,094		380,247		677,342				790,202		53.8%

		2086		59,541		20,469		3,092		83,102		43,744		23,816		10,207		40,261		3,402		12,176		392		12,475		146,474		29,776		8,551		269,411		54,373		9,649		187		10,879		382,826		3,459		348		45		3,852		65,682				299,109		382,826		681,935				795,561		53.8%

		2087		59,945		20,608		3,113		83,666		44,040		23,978		10,276		40,534		3,425		12,258		395		12,560		147,467		29,978		8,609		271,238		54,742		9,714		189		10,953		385,422		3,483		350		45		3,878		66,127				301,138		385,422		686,560				800,956		53.8%

		2088		60,351		20,748		3,134		84,233		44,339		24,141		10,346		40,809		3,449		12,341		398		12,645		148,467		30,182		8,668		273,078		55,113		9,780		190		11,027		388,036		3,506		352		45		3,904		66,576				303,180		388,036		691,217				806,389		53.8%

		2089		60,761		20,889		3,155		84,804		44,640		24,304		10,416		41,086		3,472		12,425		400		12,731		149,474		30,386		8,726		274,930		55,487		9,846		191		11,102		390,668		3,530		355		45		3,931		67,027				305,236		390,668		695,905				811,858		53.8%

		2090		61,173		21,030		3,176		85,380		44,943		24,469		10,487		41,365		3,496		12,509		403		12,817		150,488		30,592		8,786		276,794		55,863		9,913		192		11,177		393,318		3,554		357		46		3,957		67,482				307,307		393,318		700,624				817,364		53.8%

		2091		61,588		21,173		3,198		85,959		45,247		24,635		10,558		41,645		3,519		12,594		406		12,904		151,509		30,800		8,845		278,671		56,242		9,980		194		11,253		395,985		3,578		360		46		3,984		67,939				309,391		395,985		705,376				822,907		53.8%

		2092		62,005		21,317		3,220		86,542		45,554		24,802		10,630		41,927		3,543		12,680		409		12,992		152,536		31,009		8,905		280,561		56,623		10,048		195		11,329		398,671		3,602		362		46		4,011		68,400				311,489		398,671		710,160				828,488		53.8%

		2093		62,426		21,461		3,241		87,128		45,863		24,970		10,702		42,212		3,567		12,766		411		13,080		153,571		31,219		8,966		282,464		57,007		10,116		196		11,406		401,375		3,627		365		47		4,038		68,864				313,602		401,375		714,976				834,107		53.8%

		2094		62,849		21,607		3,263		87,719		46,174		25,140		10,774		42,498		3,591		12,852		414		13,168		154,612		31,431		9,026		284,380		57,394		10,185		198		11,483		404,097		3,652		367		47		4,066		69,331				315,729		404,097		719,825				839,764		53.8%

		2095		63,276		21,753		3,285		88,314		46,487		25,310		10,847		42,786		3,616		12,939		417		13,258		155,661		31,644		9,088		286,309		57,783		10,254		199		11,561		406,838		3,676		370		47		4,093		69,801				317,870		406,838		724,707				845,460		53.8%

		2096		63,705		21,901		3,308		88,913		46,803		25,482		10,921		43,077		3,640		13,027		420		13,348		156,717		31,859		9,149		288,250		58,175		10,323		200		11,640		409,597		3,701		372		48		4,121		70,275				320,026		409,597		729,622				851,194		53.8%

		2097		64,137		22,049		3,330		89,516		47,120		25,655		10,995		43,369		3,665		13,115		423		13,438		157,780		32,075		9,211		290,205		58,570		10,393		202		11,719		412,375		3,726		375		48		4,149		70,751				322,196		412,375		734,571				856,966		53.8%

		2098		64,572		22,199		3,353		90,123		47,440		25,829		11,069		43,663		3,690		13,204		425		13,529		158,850		32,292		9,274		292,174		58,967		10,464		203		11,798		415,171		3,752		377		48		4,177		71,231				324,381		415,171		739,553				862,778		53.8%

		2099		65,010		22,349		3,376		90,735		47,761		26,004		11,145		43,959		3,715		13,294		428		13,621		159,927		32,511		9,337		294,155		59,367		10,535		204		11,878		417,987		3,777		380		49		4,205		71,714				326,581		417,987		744,568				868,630		53.8%

		2100		65,451		22,501		3,398		91,350		48,085		26,180		11,220		44,257		3,740		13,384		431		13,713		161,012		32,732		9,400		296,150		59,769		10,606		206		11,959		420,822		3,803		382		49		4,234		72,201				328,796		420,822		749,618				874,521		53.8%







																						MDP		Waste Type		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040

																						0%		MSW		191,464		198,045		204,853		211,895		219,178

																								C&D		245,052		253,476		262,189		271,201		280,523

																								TOTAL		436,517		451,521		467,042		483,096		499,701
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Commercial Waste for Disposal (tons)
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BRESCO Waste

		0%		MDP		*Change MDP in "Total In-City Waste" Tab

				Baltimore City Waste																																																						Out of City Waste

		Year		Organics								Traditional Recyclables																		C&D																Non-Traditional Recyclables								Unclassified				Baltimore County		Baltimore County		Anne Arundel County		Howard County		Prince George's County		Montgomery County		St. Mary's County		North Carolina		Pennsylvania		West Virginia		Virginia		New York		New Jersey		Ohio		Delaware		TOTAL		TOTAL

				Food Waste		Yard Waste		Mixed Organics		TOTAL		Cardboard		Mixed Paper		HDPE/PET		Mixed Plastic		Aluminum Cans		Steel Cans		Mixed Metals		Glass		TOTAL		Lumber		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Soil		Drywall		TOTAL		Bulky		Textiles/Carpet		Other		TOTAL		TOTAL				Residential		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Residential

		2017		77,547		33,556		0		111,103		44,907		27,190		14,063		58,028		4,557		10,635		262		14,015		173,656		2,198		0		1,900		0		0		125		822		5,046		2,312		232		30		2,574		86,193				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2020		67,102		29,036		0		96,138		38,858		23,528		12,169		50,212		3,943		9,202		227		12,127		150,266		1,902		0		1,645		0		0		108		711		4,366		2,000		201		26		2,227		74,584				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2021		67,557		29,233		0		96,790		39,122		23,687		12,251		50,553		3,970		9,265		228		12,209		151,285		1,915		0		1,656		0		0		109		716		4,396		2,014		202		26		2,242		75,090				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2022		68,016		29,431		0		97,447		39,387		23,848		12,334		50,896		3,997		9,327		230		12,292		152,311		1,928		0		1,667		0		0		110		721		4,426		2,027		204		26		2,257		75,599				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2023		68,477		29,631		0		98,108		39,654		24,010		12,418		51,241		4,024		9,391		231		12,375		153,344		1,941		0		1,678		0		0		110		726		4,456		2,041		205		26		2,273		76,112				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2024		68,941		29,832		0		98,773		39,923		24,173		12,502		51,588		4,051		9,454		233		12,459		154,384		1,954		0		1,690		0		0		111		731		4,486		2,055		207		26		2,288		76,628				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2025		69,409		30,034		0		99,443		40,194		24,337		12,587		51,938		4,079		9,519		235		12,544		155,431		1,968		0		1,701		0		0		112		736		4,517		2,069		208		27		2,304		77,148				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2026		69,880		30,238		0		100,117		40,467		24,502		12,672		52,290		4,106		9,583		236		12,629		156,486		1,981		0		1,713		0		0		113		741		4,547		2,083		209		27		2,319		77,671				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2027		70,354		30,443		0		100,796		40,741		24,668		12,758		52,645		4,134		9,648		238		12,714		157,547		1,994		0		1,724		0		0		114		746		4,578		2,097		211		27		2,335		78,198				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2028		70,831		30,649		0		101,480		41,018		24,835		12,845		53,002		4,162		9,714		239		12,801		158,615		2,008		0		1,736		0		0		114		751		4,609		2,111		212		27		2,351		78,728				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2029		71,311		30,857		0		102,168		41,296		25,004		12,932		53,362		4,190		9,779		241		12,888		159,691		2,022		0		1,748		0		0		115		756		4,640		2,126		214		27		2,367		79,262				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2030		71,795		31,066		0		102,861		41,576		25,173		13,020		53,724		4,219		9,846		243		12,975		160,774		2,035		0		1,760		0		0		116		761		4,672		2,140		215		28		2,383		79,800				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2031		72,282		31,277		0		103,559		41,858		25,344		13,108		54,088		4,247		9,913		244		13,063		161,865		2,049		0		1,771		0		0		117		766		4,704		2,155		217		28		2,399		80,341				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2032		72,772		31,489		0		104,261		42,142		25,516		13,197		54,455		4,276		9,980		246		13,152		162,962		2,063		0		1,783		0		0		117		772		4,735		2,169		218		28		2,415		80,886				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2033		73,265		31,703		0		104,968		42,427		25,689		13,286		54,824		4,305		10,047		248		13,241		164,068		2,077		0		1,796		0		0		118		777		4,768		2,184		220		28		2,432		81,434				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2034		73,762		31,918		0		105,680		42,715		25,863		13,376		55,196		4,334		10,116		249		13,331		165,180		2,091		0		1,808		0		0		119		782		4,800		2,199		221		28		2,448		81,987				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2035		74,263		32,134		0		106,397		43,005		26,038		13,467		55,570		4,364		10,184		251		13,421		166,301		2,105		0		1,820		0		0		120		787		4,832		2,214		223		29		2,465		82,543				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2036		74,766		32,352		0		107,118		43,297		26,215		13,558		55,947		4,393		10,253		253		13,512		167,428		2,120		0		1,832		0		0		121		793		4,865		2,229		224		29		2,481		83,103				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2037		75,273		32,572		0		107,845		43,590		26,393		13,650		56,327		4,423		10,323		254		13,604		168,564		2,134		0		1,845		0		0		121		798		4,898		2,244		226		29		2,498		83,666				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2038		75,784		32,793		0		108,576		43,886		26,572		13,743		56,709		4,453		10,393		256		13,696		169,707		2,148		0		1,857		0		0		122		803		4,931		2,259		227		29		2,515		84,234				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2039		76,298		33,015		0		109,313		44,184		26,752		13,836		57,093		4,483		10,463		258		13,789		170,858		2,163		0		1,870		0		0		123		809		4,965		2,274		229		29		2,532		84,805				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2040		76,815		33,239		0		110,054		44,483		26,933		13,930		57,480		4,514		10,534		260		13,882		172,017		2,178		0		1,883		0		0		124		814		4,999		2,290		230		30		2,549		85,380				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2041		77,336		33,464		0		110,801		44,785		27,116		14,024		57,870		4,544		10,606		261		13,976		173,184		2,192		0		1,895		0		0		125		820		5,032		2,305		232		30		2,567		85,959				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2042		77,861		33,691		0		111,552		45,089		27,300		14,120		58,263		4,575		10,678		263		14,071		174,358		2,207		0		1,908		0		0		126		825		5,067		2,321		233		30		2,584		86,542				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2043		78,389		33,920		0		112,309		45,394		27,485		14,215		58,658		4,606		10,750		265		14,167		175,541		2,222		0		1,921		0		0		126		831		5,101		2,337		235		30		2,602		87,129				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2044		78,920		34,150		0		113,070		45,702		27,672		14,312		59,056		4,637		10,823		267		14,263		176,731		2,237		0		1,934		0		0		127		837		5,136		2,353		236		30		2,619		87,720				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2045		79,456		34,381		0		113,837		46,012		27,859		14,409		59,456		4,669		10,896		269		14,359		177,930		2,252		0		1,947		0		0		128		842		5,170		2,368		238		31		2,637		88,315				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2046		79,995		34,615		0		114,609		46,324		28,048		14,507		59,859		4,701		10,970		270		14,457		179,137		2,268		0		1,960		0		0		129		848		5,205		2,385		240		31		2,655		88,914				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2047		80,537		34,849		0		115,386		46,638		28,238		14,605		60,265		4,732		11,045		272		14,555		180,351		2,283		0		1,974		0		0		130		854		5,241		2,401		241		31		2,673		89,517				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2048		81,083		35,086		0		116,169		46,955		28,430		14,704		60,674		4,765		11,120		274		14,654		181,575		2,299		0		1,987		0		0		131		860		5,276		2,417		243		31		2,691		90,124				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2049		81,633		35,324		0		116,957		47,273		28,623		14,804		61,086		4,797		11,195		276		14,753		182,806		2,314		0		2,001		0		0		132		865		5,312		2,433		245		31		2,709		90,735				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2050		82,187		35,563		0		117,750		47,594		28,817		14,904		61,500		4,829		11,271		278		14,853		184,046		2,330		0		2,014		0		0		133		871		5,348		2,450		246		32		2,728		91,351				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2051		82,744		35,804		0		118,549		47,917		29,012		15,005		61,917		4,862		11,347		280		14,954		185,294		2,346		0		2,028		0		0		133		877		5,384		2,466		248		32		2,746		91,970				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2052		83,305		36,047		0		119,353		48,242		29,209		15,107		62,337		4,895		11,424		282		15,055		186,551		2,362		0		2,042		0		0		134		883		5,421		2,483		250		32		2,765		92,594				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2053		83,870		36,292		0		120,162		48,569		29,407		15,209		62,760		4,928		11,502		284		15,157		187,816		2,378		0		2,055		0		0		135		889		5,458		2,500		251		32		2,784		93,222				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2054		84,439		36,538		0		120,977		48,898		29,607		15,313		63,185		4,962		11,580		285		15,260		189,090		2,394		0		2,069		0		0		136		895		5,495		2,517		253		32		2,802		93,854				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2055		85,012		36,786		0		121,798		49,230		29,807		15,416		63,614		4,995		11,658		287		15,364		190,372		2,410		0		2,083		0		0		137		901		5,532		2,534		255		33		2,821		94,491				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2056		85,588		37,035		0		122,624		49,564		30,010		15,521		64,045		5,029		11,737		289		15,468		191,663		2,426		0		2,098		0		0		138		907		5,569		2,551		256		33		2,841		95,132				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2057		86,169		37,286		0		123,455		49,900		30,213		15,626		64,480		5,063		11,817		291		15,573		192,963		2,443		0		2,112		0		0		139		914		5,607		2,569		258		33		2,860		95,777				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2058		86,753		37,539		0		124,293		50,238		30,418		15,732		64,917		5,098		11,897		293		15,678		194,272		2,459		0		2,126		0		0		140		920		5,645		2,586		260		33		2,879		96,426				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2059		87,342		37,794		0		125,136		50,579		30,624		15,839		65,357		5,132		11,978		295		15,785		195,590		2,476		0		2,141		0		0		141		926		5,683		2,604		262		34		2,899		97,080				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2060		87,934		38,050		0		125,984		50,922		30,832		15,946		65,801		5,167		12,059		297		15,892		196,916		2,493		0		2,155		0		0		142		932		5,722		2,621		263		34		2,918		97,739				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2061		88,530		38,308		0		126,839		51,267		31,041		16,054		66,247		5,202		12,141		299		15,999		198,252		2,510		0		2,170		0		0		143		939		5,761		2,639		265		34		2,938		98,402				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2062		89,131		38,568		0		127,699		51,615		31,252		16,163		66,696		5,237		12,223		301		16,108		199,596		2,527		0		2,184		0		0		144		945		5,800		2,657		267		34		2,958		99,069				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2063		89,735		38,830		0		128,565		51,965		31,464		16,273		67,148		5,273		12,306		303		16,217		200,950		2,544		0		2,199		0		0		145		951		5,839		2,675		269		34		2,978		99,741				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2064		90,344		39,093		0		129,437		52,318		31,677		16,383		67,604		5,309		12,390		305		16,327		202,313		2,561		0		2,214		0		0		146		958		5,879		2,693		271		35		2,998		100,417				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2065		90,957		39,358		0		130,315		52,672		31,892		16,494		68,062		5,345		12,474		307		16,438		203,685		2,579		0		2,229		0		0		147		964		5,919		2,711		273		35		3,019		101,098				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2066		91,574		39,625		0		131,199		53,030		32,108		16,606		68,524		5,381		12,558		310		16,549		205,066		2,596		0		2,244		0		0		148		971		5,959		2,730		274		35		3,039		101,784				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2067		92,195		39,894		0		132,088		53,389		32,326		16,719		68,989		5,418		12,643		312		16,662		206,457		2,614		0		2,259		0		0		149		977		5,999		2,748		276		35		3,060		102,474				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2068		92,820		40,164		0		132,984		53,751		32,545		16,832		69,457		5,454		12,729		314		16,775		207,857		2,631		0		2,275		0		0		150		984		6,040		2,767		278		36		3,081		103,169				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2069		93,449		40,437		0		133,886		54,116		32,766		16,946		69,928		5,491		12,815		316		16,888		209,267		2,649		0		2,290		0		0		151		991		6,081		2,786		280		36		3,101		103,869				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2070		94,083		40,711		0		134,794		54,483		32,988		17,061		70,402		5,528		12,902		318		17,003		210,686		2,667		0		2,306		0		0		152		997		6,122		2,804		282		36		3,123		104,573				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2071		94,721		40,987		0		135,708		54,852		33,212		17,177		70,879		5,566		12,990		320		17,118		212,115		2,685		0		2,321		0		0		153		1,004		6,164		2,824		284		36		3,144		105,283				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2072		95,364		41,265		0		136,629		55,224		33,437		17,294		71,360		5,604		13,078		322		17,234		213,554		2,703		0		2,337		0		0		154		1,011		6,206		2,843		286		37		3,165		105,997				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2073		96,010		41,545		0		137,555		55,599		33,664		17,411		71,844		5,642		13,167		325		17,351		215,002		2,722		0		2,353		0		0		155		1,018		6,248		2,862		288		37		3,186		106,716				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2074		96,662		41,827		0		138,488		55,976		33,892		17,529		72,331		5,680		13,256		327		17,469		216,460		2,740		0		2,369		0		0		156		1,025		6,290		2,881		290		37		3,208		107,439				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2075		97,317		42,110		0		139,428		56,356		34,122		17,648		72,822		5,719		13,346		329		17,587		217,928		2,759		0		2,385		0		0		157		1,032		6,333		2,901		292		37		3,230		108,168				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2076		97,977		42,396		0		140,373		56,738		34,353		17,768		73,316		5,757		13,436		331		17,707		219,406		2,778		0		2,401		0		0		158		1,039		6,376		2,921		294		38		3,252		108,902				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2077		98,642		42,683		0		141,325		57,123		34,586		17,888		73,813		5,796		13,527		333		17,827		220,894		2,796		0		2,417		0		0		159		1,046		6,419		2,940		296		38		3,274		109,640				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2078		99,311		42,973		0		142,284		57,510		34,821		18,009		74,314		5,836		13,619		336		17,948		222,392		2,815		0		2,434		0		0		160		1,053		6,462		2,960		298		38		3,296		110,384				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2079		99,984		43,264		0		143,249		57,900		35,057		18,132		74,818		5,875		13,712		338		18,069		223,901		2,834		0		2,450		0		0		161		1,060		6,506		2,980		300		38		3,318		111,132				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2080		100,662		43,558		0		144,220		58,293		35,295		18,254		75,325		5,915		13,805		340		18,192		225,419		2,854		0		2,467		0		0		162		1,067		6,550		3,001		302		39		3,341		111,886				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2081		101,345		43,853		0		145,198		58,688		35,534		18,378		75,836		5,955		13,898		343		18,315		226,948		2,873		0		2,484		0		0		164		1,074		6,595		3,021		304		39		3,364		112,645				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2082		102,032		44,151		0		146,183		59,086		35,775		18,503		76,350		5,996		13,992		345		18,440		228,487		2,893		0		2,501		0		0		165		1,082		6,639		3,041		306		39		3,386		113,409				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2083		102,724		44,450		0		147,174		59,487		36,018		18,628		76,868		6,036		14,087		347		18,565		230,037		2,912		0		2,518		0		0		166		1,089		6,684		3,062		308		39		3,409		114,178				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2084		103,421		44,752		0		148,173		59,890		36,262		18,755		77,389		6,077		14,183		350		18,691		231,597		2,932		0		2,535		0		0		167		1,096		6,730		3,083		310		40		3,432		114,952				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2085		104,122		45,055		0		149,178		60,297		36,508		18,882		77,914		6,118		14,279		352		18,817		233,168		2,952		0		2,552		0		0		168		1,104		6,775		3,104		312		40		3,456		115,732				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2086		104,829		45,361		0		150,189		60,706		36,756		19,010		78,443		6,160		14,376		354		18,945		234,749		2,972		0		2,569		0		0		169		1,111		6,821		3,125		314		40		3,479		116,517				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2087		105,540		45,668		0		151,208		61,117		37,005		19,139		78,975		6,202		14,473		357		19,073		236,341		2,992		0		2,587		0		0		170		1,119		6,868		3,146		316		41		3,503		117,307				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2088		106,255		45,978		0		152,233		61,532		37,256		19,269		79,510		6,244		14,572		359		19,203		237,944		3,012		0		2,604		0		0		171		1,127		6,914		3,167		318		41		3,527		118,103				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2089		106,976		46,290		0		153,266		61,949		37,509		19,399		80,050		6,286		14,670		362		19,333		239,558		3,033		0		2,622		0		0		173		1,134		6,961		3,189		321		41		3,550		118,904				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2090		107,702		46,604		0		154,305		62,369		37,763		19,531		80,592		6,329		14,770		364		19,464		241,183		3,053		0		2,640		0		0		174		1,142		7,008		3,210		323		41		3,575		119,710				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2091		108,432		46,920		0		155,352		62,792		38,019		19,663		81,139		6,372		14,870		367		19,596		242,818		3,074		0		2,657		0		0		175		1,150		7,056		3,232		325		42		3,599		120,522				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2092		109,167		47,238		0		156,405		63,218		38,277		19,797		81,689		6,415		14,971		369		19,729		244,465		3,095		0		2,675		0		0		176		1,157		7,104		3,254		327		42		3,623		121,340				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2093		109,908		47,558		0		157,466		63,647		38,537		19,931		82,243		6,458		15,072		372		19,863		246,123		3,116		0		2,694		0		0		177		1,165		7,152		3,276		329		42		3,648		122,162				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2094		110,653		47,881		0		158,534		64,078		38,798		20,066		82,801		6,502		15,175		374		19,998		247,792		3,137		0		2,712		0		0		179		1,173		7,200		3,298		332		43		3,672		122,991				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2095		111,404		48,206		0		159,609		64,513		39,061		20,202		83,363		6,546		15,278		377		20,133		249,473		3,158		0		2,730		0		0		180		1,181		7,249		3,321		334		43		3,697		123,825				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2096		112,159		48,533		0		160,692		64,951		39,326		20,339		83,928		6,591		15,381		379		20,270		251,165		3,180		0		2,749		0		0		181		1,189		7,298		3,343		336		43		3,722		124,665				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2097		112,920		48,862		0		161,782		65,391		39,593		20,477		84,497		6,635		15,486		382		20,407		252,868		3,201		0		2,767		0		0		182		1,197		7,348		3,366		338		43		3,748		125,510				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2098		113,686		49,193		0		162,879		65,835		39,861		20,616		85,070		6,680		15,591		384		20,546		254,583		3,223		0		2,786		0		0		183		1,205		7,398		3,389		341		44		3,773		126,362				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2099		114,457		49,527		0		163,984		66,281		40,132		20,756		85,647		6,726		15,696		387		20,685		256,310		3,245		0		2,805		0		0		185		1,213		7,448		3,412		343		44		3,799		127,219				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972

		2100		115,233		49,863		0		165,096		66,731		40,404		20,897		86,228		6,771		15,803		390		20,825		258,048		3,267		0		2,824		0		0		186		1,222		7,498		3,435		345		44		3,824		128,081				232,972		48,220		23,101		15,593		543		57		2,915		1,345		862		361		242		242		242		361		110		94,191		232,972
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4.1 - Post-Processing

		4.1 MIXED WASTE PROCESSING (MWP)

		1) POLICY OPTIONS



				Policy Options

				Policy Option		Explanation

				1		Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) only

				2		Anaerobic Digestion (AD) - to be combined with MRF for Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT)

				3		Gasification - to be combined with MRF

				4		Solid Recovered Fuels (SRF) - to be combined with MBT or MRF+Gasification

		2) TIMING



				An MWP facility could likely be permitted and built within 5 years

				AD facility, gasifier, and SRF facilities would  built at same site as MRF within 5 years

				First year of operation is estimated to be 2025



				Start of Operations		2025



		3) TARGET WASTE STREAMS



				Incoming Waste Stream

				Waste Stream		Waste Type		Target Fraction

				Residential		MSW		100%

						C&D		0%

				Commercial		MSW		0%

						C&D		0%

				MDP				0%		*Change MDP in "Total In-City Waste" Tab



				Target Waste Stream

				Policy Options		Target Waste Stream		Expected Recovery		Component		Notes

				1,2,3,4		Traditional Recyclables		50%		Cardboard		Gesoyntec Experience

										Mixed Paper

										HDPE/PET

										Mixed Plastic

										Aluminum Cans

										Steel Cans

										Mixed Metals

										Glass

				2,3,4		Organics		50%		Yard Waste		Geosyntec Experience

										Food Waste

										Mixed Organics

				4		Non-Traditional Recyclables		90%		Bulky		Estimated - Non-traditional recyclables should be easy to separate b/c mostly collected at Residents' Dropoff Locations
"Other" not included - only bulky and textiles/carpet for SRF

										Textiles/Carpet

										Other

				Estimated Processing Capacity

				Facility		Maximum Incoming Waste		Design Capacity		Notes

				MRF		311,029		373,235		Capacity assumes 120% of maximum incoming waste between 2025 and 2040

				AD Facility		50,377		60,452		Capacity assumes 120% of maximum recovered organics from MRF

				Gasifier		86,968		104,361		Capacity assumes 120% of maximum recovered organics, mixed plastic, and mixed paper from MRF

				SRF Processing Facility		22,373		26,848		Capacity assumes 120% of Rejects from Organics and Traditional Recyclables lines + bulk and carpet/textiles





		4) COSTS



		4.1		MRF (POLICY OPTIONS 1, 2, 3, 4)

				MRF Assumptions

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				Recycling Rejects		15%		%		Geosyntec experience (Frederick County and Midshore)

				Land Requirements		25		acres		Geosyntec experience (Frederick County)

				CAPEX		$   200.00		$/ton/year		Based on Oakland MRF by Waste Management: 100 ton/day facility costing $120M (https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2017/04/18/rr-exclusive-waste-management-builds-trash-sorting-mrf-near-oakland/)

				Service Life		20		years		Assumed based on time period of interest (2020-2040)

				OPEX		$   75.00		$/ton/year		Frederick County DSWM Powerpoint presentation from 17 September 2015, Slides 14-20

				Supervisor		1		person		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				Labor		0.03		ppl/ton/day		Dubanowitz, Alexander J. (2000) "Design of a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) For Processing the Recyclable Materials of New York City's Municipal Solid Waste." Masters Thesis, Columbia University, New York.

				Maximum Incoming Waste		311,029		tons/year		Based on Incoming waste stream assumptions - maximum expected mass from 2020-2040

				Max Incoming Recyclables		131,215		tons/year		Assumed based on expected waste characteristics during time period of interest (2020-2040)

				Max Incoming Mixed Plastic		54,658		tons/year		Assumed based on expected waste characteristics during time period of interest (2020-2040)

				Max Incoming Mixed Paper		18,523		tons/year		Assumed based on expected waste characteristics during time period of interest (2020-2040)

				Max Incoming Organics		100,754		tons/year		Assumed based on expected waste characteristics during time period of interest (2020-2040)

				Capacity		373,235		tons/year		120% of maximum expected incoming waste stream through 2040



				Capital Costs

				Item		Allocation		Recurrence		Cost		Units		Notes

				Upfront Capital		100%		20		$   200.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				Annual Capital Items		5%		1		$   10.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				2-year Capital Items		2%		2		$   4.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				3-year Capital Items		24%		3		$   48.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				5-year Capital Items		13%		5		$   26.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				10-year Capital Items		8%		10		$   16.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis



				TOTAL						$   15.20		$/ton/year		Average yearly capital costs

				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				Operations		$/ton/year		$   75.00		311,029		$   23,327,169.48

				Disposal		$/ton-residual/year		$   67.50		195,044		$   13,165,500.14



				TOTAL		$/year						$   36,492,669.61		Yearly OPEX



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units

				CAPEX		$   74,646,942.32		$ (total)

				OPEX		$   36,492,669.61		$/year



		4.2)		ANAEROBIC DIGESTION (POLICY OPTION 2)

				AD Facility Assumptions

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				Capacity		60,452		tons/year

				Throughput		50,377		tons/year

				CAPEX		600		$/ton		NREL (2013) - https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf

				OPEX		70		$/ton/year		Olivard (2017) - Feasibility study of running an anerobic digestion plant coupled with a combined heat and power plant near Paris, France processing 50,000 tons of food waste per year (https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/b1c6/d3969e79ace2df77b38f0a8da5bb59e19579.pdf)

				Mass Fraction Rejected		20.0%				Cecchi et al. (2011) - Mass and Energy Balances around full scale plants for food waste anaerobic digestion (http://www.valorgas.soton.ac.uk/Pub_docs/IWA%20Vienna%202011/Presentation%203%20Bolzonella%20Mass%20&%20Energy%20balance%20VALORGAS%20ADSWEC%20Vienna%202011.pdf)

				Mass Fraction to Residual		30.0%				NREL (2013) - https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf

				Energy Production		220		kWh/ton-input		NREL (2013) - https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57082.pdf

				Energy Production		11,082,901		kWh

				Personnel requirements		0.1		ppl/ton/day		Olivard (2017) - Feasibility study of running an anerobic digestion plant coupled with a combined heat and power plant near Paris, France processing 50,000 tons of food waste per year (https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/b1c6/d3969e79ace2df77b38f0a8da5bb59e19579.pdf)

				Supervisor		1

				Land requirements		0.0002857143		acres/annual capacity		USEPA (2010) - https://archive.epa.gov/region02/webinars/web/pdf/3-24-10_1.pdf

				Land requirements		17		acres



				Capital Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				CAPEX		Ton		$   600.00		60,452		$   36,271,312.33



				TOTAL								$   36,271,312.33



				Item		Allocation		Recurrence		Cost		Notes

				Upfront Capital		100%		20		$   36,271,312

				Annual Capital Items		8%		1		$   2,720,348

				3-year Capital Items		20%		3		$   7,254,262

				5-year Capital Items		15%		5		$   5,440,697

				10-year Capital Items		8%		10		$   2,720,348



				TOTAL						$   54,406,968

				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				OPEX		Tons		$   70.00		50,377		$   3,526,377.59

				Disposal Costs		Tons		$   67.50		25,188		$   1,700,217.77



				TOTAL				$   103.75				$   5,226,595.35



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units		Notes

				CAPEX		$   36,271,312.33		Total

				OPEX		$   5,226,595.35		per year





		4.3)		GASIFICATION (POLICY OPTION 3)

				Gasifier Facility Assumptions

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				Capacity (Organic Feedstock)		104,361		tons/year		Based on expected incoming waste stream characteristics (organics + mixed plastic + mixed paper)

				Throughput (Organics)		86,968		tons/year		Organics + mixed plastic + mixed paper

				Mass to Syngas		78%		%		Vakalis et al. (2014) "Measuring the Performance of Biomass Small Scale Gasification Plants by Implementing Mass and Energy Balances." 4th Central European Biomass Conference, Graz, Austria, January 2014.

				Mass Syngas		67,835		tons/year

				Density of Syngas		6.8		lb/gallon		Estimated same as jet fuel (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_fuel)										92499.0773323616

				Volume Syngas		19,951,386		gallons

				CAPEX		$   13.81		$/gallon		Based on Sierra Biofuels Plant (capacity = 10.5 million gallons, CAPEX = $180M including MRF, throughput = 175,000 tons/year)
https://www.greencarcongress.com/2018/05/20180517-fulcrum.html
http://www.biofuelsdigest.com/bdigest/2012/12/03/fulcrum-bioenergy-secures-175m-in-financing-commitments-for-1st-msw-to-biofuels-project/
https://fulcrum-bioenergy.com/facilities/

				Service Life		20		years		Based on time period of interest (2020-2040)

				Parcel Size		10		Acres		https://www.globalsyngas.org/syngas-applications/biomass-gasification

				Mass to Char/Ash		2%		%		Vakalis et al. (2014) "Measuring the Performance of Biomass Small Scale Gasification Plants by Implementing Mass and Energy Balances." 4th Central European Biomass Conference, Graz, Austria, January 2014.

				Mass Rejected		20%		%		Vakalis et al. (2014) "Measuring the Performance of Biomass Small Scale Gasification Plants by Implementing Mass and Energy Balances." 4th Central European Biomass Conference, Graz, Austria, January 2014.

				OPEX		$   0.75		$/gallon		International Renewable Energy Agency (2012) "Renewable Energy Technologies: Cost Analysis Series." Volume 1: Power Sector, Issue 1/5; June 2012.

				Labor		0.0000093		ppl/gallon		Estimated based on 120 people at Sierra Biofuels Plant, minus estimated MRF employment
https://fulcrum-bioenergy.com/facilities/





				Capital Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				CAPEX		gallons - capacity		$   13.81		23,941,663		$   330,622,966



				TOTAL				$   3,168.07				$   330,622,966



				Item		Allocation		Recurrence		Cost		Units		Notes

				Upfront Capital		100%		$   330,622,966		$   330,622,965.52		$/ton/year

				Annual Capital Items		8%		1		$   24,796,722.41		$/ton/year

				3-year Capital Items		20%		3		$   66,124,593.10		$/ton/year

				5-year Capital Items		15%		5		$   49,593,444.83		$/ton/year

				10-year Capital Items		8%		10		$   24,796,722.41		$/ton/year



				TOTAL						$   495,934,448.27

				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				OPEX		gallons		$   0.75		19,951,386		$   14,963,539.39

				Disposal Cost		tons		$   67.50		19,133		$   1,291,468.55



				TOTAL						$   186.91		$   16,255,007.94



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units		Notes

				CAPEX		$   330,622,966		Total

				OPEX		$   16,255,008		per year



		4.4		SRF (POLICY OPTION 4)

				SRF Assumptions

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				Non-Traditional Recyclables		2,730		tons/year

				Throughput		22,373		tons/year		Assumes rejects from recycling and organics lines

				Capacity		26,848		tons/year		120% of expected throughput

				CAPEX		$   200.00		tons		Based on BioHitech Global facility in Martinsburg, WV ($33 M) and assumed cost of MRF upstream of SRF processing (assumed $22M based on capacity of 110,000 tons per year and $200 per ton CAPEX).  The facility produces 55,000 tons per year of SRF material (https://biohitech.com/news/2019-10-17-17-05-15)

				Service Life		20		years		Assumed based on time period of interest (2020-2040)

				Labor		0.03		ppl/ton/day		Dubanowitz, Alexander J. (2000) "Design of a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) For Processing the Recyclable Materials of New York City's Municipal Solid Waste." Masters Thesis, Columbia University, New York.

				OPEX		$   75		$/ton/year		Assumed same as MRF



				Capital Costs

				Item		Allocation		Recurrence		Cost		Units		Notes

				Upfront Capital		100%		20		$   5,369,607.57				From Midshore 3 Analysis

				Annual Capital Items		5%		1		$   223,733.65				From Midshore 3 Analysis

				2-year Capital Items		2%		2		$   89,493.46				From Midshore 3 Analysis

				3-year Capital Items		24%		3		$   1,073,921.51				From Midshore 3 Analysis

				5-year Capital Items		13%		5		$   581,707.49				From Midshore 3 Analysis

				10-year Capital Items		8%		10		$   357,973.84				From Midshore 3 Analysis



				TOTAL						$   384,821.88				Average yearly capital costs over service life of facility



				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				OPEX		$/ton/year		$   75.00		22,373		$   1,678,002.37		Unit cost from https://plastics.americanchemistry.com/Sustainability-Recycling/Energy-Recovery/Residue-Derived-Solid-Recovered-Fuel-for-Use-in-Cement-Kilns.pdf



				TOTAL		$/ton/year						$   1,678,002.37		Yearly OPEX



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units		Notes

				CAPEX		$   5,369,607.57		$/ton/year		Normalized over total capacity of MRF

				OPEX		$   1,678,002.37		$/ton/year		Normalized over total capacity of MRF





		4.5		SUMMARY OF COSTS - ALL POLICY OPTIONS

				Total Estimated Costs

				Policy Option		OPEX		CAPEX		Normalized OPEX		Normalized CAPEX		Notes

				1		$   36,492,669.61		$   74,646,942.32		$   117.33		$   240.00		Normalized over MRF throughput

				2		$   5,226,595.35		$   36,271,312.33		$   16.80		$   116.62		Normalized over MRF throughput

				3		$   16,255,007.94		$   330,622,965.52		$   52.26		$   1,063.00		Normalized over MRF throughput

				4		$   1,678,002.37		$   5,369,607.57		$   5.40		$   17.26		Normalized over MRF throughput





		5) BENEFITS



				Revenues

				Item		Unit		Unit Revenue		Quantity		Total Revenue		Notes

				1. Sale of Recyclables - MRF		tons		$   26.00		55,767		$   1,449,929.22		https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2019/07/30/fees-help-wm-and-republic-overcome-commodity-pains/

				1.3 Sale of Recyclables  (minus mixed paper and plastic) - MRF		tons		$   26.00		24,664		$   641,273.50		https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2019/07/30/fees-help-wm-and-republic-overcome-commodity-pains/

				2. Sale of Electricity - AD		kWh		$   0.05		11,082,901		$   554,145.05		http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2011/10/27/141766341/the-price-of-electricity-in-your-state

				3. Sale of Syngas - Gasifier		gallon		$   1.42		19,951,386		$   28,330,967.91		https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/ethanol-price

				4. Sale of SRF		tons		$   20.00		22,373		$   447,467.30		https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284156400_USE_OF_SOLID_RECOVERED_FUEL_SRF_IN_CEMENT_INDUSTRY_-_ECONOMIC_AND_ENVIRONMENTAL_IMPLICATIONS



				Job Creation

				Policy Option		Jobs Created		Notes

				1		37		These values do not account for job losses at landfills or BRESCO due to waste diversion

				2		18

				3		186

				4		3



				Greenhouse Gas Emissions (MTCO2E)

				Policy Option		DGHG
(MTCO2E)		Passenger Vehicles		Gallons of Gasoline		% CAP Goal		Notes								WARM Analysis Results

				1		-2,493,220.1		529,346		280,546,799		219.30%		Over life of facility (2025 - 2040)								MDP				0%		50%		100%		slope, m		intercept, b

				2		-105,055.2		22,305		11,821,370		9.24%		Over life of facility (2025 - 2040)								1		MTCO2E		-2415380.87		-1746553.12		-999889.78		-4.7100009169

				3		-163,889.1		34,796		18,441,361		14.42%		Over life of facility (2025 - 2040)										Vehicles		529346		370818		212291		-3.17E+05		5.29E+05

				4		-170,373.5		36,173		19,171,459		14.99%		Over life of facility (2025 - 2040)										Gasoline		280546799		196528989		112511509		529.9875676779

																						2		MTCO2E		-105056.51		-73889.5		-42722.49		-4.7099375319

				Airspace 																				Vehicles		22305		15688		9071		-1.32E+04		2.23E+04

				Policy Option		Diversion		Tip Fee		Total		Notes												Gasoline		11821370		8314336		4807302		529.9874467608

				1		848,571		$   67.50		$   57,278,524		This represents the value of airspace saved in QRL by diverting recyclables and organics for each option										3		MTCO2E		-163888.37		-115267.81		-66647.25		-4.7099991828

				1.3		375,305		$   67.50		$   25,333,098														Vehicles		34796		24473		14150		-2.06E+04		3.48E+04

				2		383,279		$   67.50		$   25,871,353														Gasoline		18441361		12970385		7499409		529.9850844925

				3		1,032,206		$   67.50		$   69,673,936												4		MTCO2E		-170376.76		-115902.78		-61429.3		-4.7099634265

				4		340,444		$   67.50		$   22,979,981														Vehicles		36173		24608		13042		-2.31E+04		3.62E+04

																								Gasoline		19171459		13041834		6912265		529.9936140215

				Indirect Benefits















		6) CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTATION

				1) Dirty MRFs are not well accepted and they generally do not work very well - very few success stories

				2) Permitting and constructing any of these technologies may be difficult - they are not widely used in the US

				3) The City has very little experience with any of these technologies

				4) Land requirements (especially for MRF) - limited space in City

				5) Public perception - environmental groups generally do not support dirty MRF, gasification, AD, or SRF

				6) Contamination - MRFs are inefficient at removing recyclables and organics, so these materials are likely to have high levels of contamination

				7) Upstream diversion efforts - the higher the MDP, the less material available for these technologies - could lead to capacity shortfall in the future

				8) SRF





		7) EXPERIENCE

				1) The City has very little experience with MRFs, AD, gasification, or SRF















https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2019/07/30/fees-help-wm-and-republic-overcome-commodity-pains/https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/ethanol-pricehttps://www.researchgate.net/publication/284156400_USE_OF_SOLID_RECOVERED_FUEL_SRF_IN_CEMENT_INDUSTRY_-_ECONOMIC_AND_ENVIRONMENTAL_IMPLICATIONShttps://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2019/07/30/fees-help-wm-and-republic-overcome-commodity-pains/http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2011/10/27/141766341/the-price-of-electricity-in-your-statehttps://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2019/07/30/fees-help-wm-and-republic-overcome-commodity-pains/https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/2019/07/30/fees-help-wm-and-republic-overcome-commodity-pains/

4.2 - In-City Disposal

		4.2 CONTINUED DISPOSAL WITHIN THE CITY

		1) POLICY OPTIONS



				Policy Options

				Policy Option		Explanation

				1		BRESCO

				2		QRL

		2) TIMING



				Status Quo Options; BRESCO contract ends in December 2021

				Begin Analysis in 2020



				Start of Operations		2020



		3) TARGET WASTE STREAMS



				Incoming Waste Stream

				Waste Stream		Waste Type		Target Fraction

				Residential		MSW		100%

						C&D		0%

				Commercial		MSW		0%

						C&D		0%

				MDP				0%		*Change MDP in "Total In-City Waste" Tab



				Estimated Processing Capacity

				Facility		Maximum Incoming Waste		Design Capacity		Notes

				BRESCO		150,000		700,000		Incoming waste = contracted amount with City, capacity is based on current intake at BRESCO

				QRL		290,944		2,690,500		Remaining permitted capacity as of January 2019; See QRL Waste Tab for more detailed analysis





		4) COSTS



		4.1		BRESCO

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				Capital Improvements		$   95,000,000				Based on Deltaway Report (Appendix 2)

				Current Tip Fee		$   57.00		$/ton		Based on Contract between City and BRESCO



				Amortized Capital Cost

				Contract Period (years)		Amortized Cost		Cost per Ton		Expected Tip Fee		Units		Notes

				5		$   19,000,000		$   27		$   84.14		$/ton

				10		$   9,500,000		$   14		$   70.57		$/ton

				20		$   4,750,000		$   7		$   63.79		$/ton

				Operating Costs

				Contract Period (years)		Tip Fee		Units		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				5		$   84.14		$/ton/year		150,000		$   12,621,428.57

				10		$   70.57		$/ton/year		150,000		$   10,585,714.29

				20		$   63.79		$/ton/year		150,000		$   9,567,857.14



				Total Estimated Costs

				Contract Period		CAPEX		OPEX		Units

				5		$   - 0		$   12,621,428.57		$/ton/year

				10		$   - 0		$   10,585,714.29		$/ton/year

				20		$   - 0		$   9,567,857.14		$/ton/year



		4.2)		QRL

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				OPEX		$   20.78		$/ton/year		Estimated based on QRL operations expenditures in 2017 ($5,206,600) and C/PCC fund ($865,521)

				Annual CAPEX		$   5.34		$/ton/year		Estimated based on QRL capital projects in 2017 ($1,560,600)

				Lateral Expansion Capex		$   68,000,000.00		LS		Based on EA Final Alternative Expansion Report (2019)



				Capital Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				Annual CAPEX		$/ton/year		$   5.34		6,109,826		$   32,630,512.93

				Lateral Expansion		LS		$   68,000,000.00		1		$   68,000,000.00

				TOTAL								$   100,630,512.93		Estimated capital costs through 2040



				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				OPEX		$/ton/year		$   20.78		290,944		$   6,045,795.05



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units		Notes

				CAPEX		$   32,630,512.93		Total

				OPEX		$   6,045,795.05		Yearly





		5) BENEFITS



				Revenues

				Item		Unit		Unit Revenue		Quantity		Total Revenue		Notes

				BRESCO - Fees and Taxes		$/ton/year		$   34.00		150,000		$   5,100,000.00

				QRL - Tip Fee		$/ton/year		$   67.50		0		$   - 0



				Job Creation

				Policy Option		Jobs Created		Notes

				1		0		This represents status quo operation - no change in jobs

				2		0



				Airspace 

				Policy Option		Diversion		Tip Fee		Total		Notes

				BRESCO		150,000		$   67.50		$   10,125,000		This represents the value of airspace saved in QRL by sending waste to other facilities (no savings for QRL option) 

				QRL		0		$   67.50		$   -



				Indirect Benefits















		6) CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTATION

				1) Public opposition to BRESCO - many in the City feel BRESCO is eyesore, public health hazard

				2) BRESCO age - BRESCO is 35 years old and will require more frequent and expensive maintenance to continue operations in the future

				3) BCAA - Wheelabrator is in litigation with the City regarding emissions from BRESCO.  If Wheelabrator wins or BRESCO is forced to shut down, the City cannot use BRESCO

				4) Airspace consumption at QRL - especially if BRESCO shuts down.







		7) EXPERIENCE

				Both QRL and BRESCO are status quo options - as such, the City has plenty of experience with these options.

















4.3 - Transfer Facilities

		4.3 TRANSFER FACILITIES FOR OUT-OF-CITY DISPOSAL

		1) POLICY OPTIONS



				Policy Options

				Policy Option		Explanation

				1		Upgrade NWTS

				2		Truck Transfer Facility

				3		Rail Transfer Facility

		2) TIMING



				1. NWTS could be upgraded immediately

				2. A truck transfer facility could likely be permitted and constructed within 5 years

				3. A rail transfer facility would likely be permitted and constructed within 10 years



				Policy Option		1		2		3

				Start of Operations		2023		2025		2030



		3) TARGET WASTE STREAMS



				Policy Option		Explanation

				1		Residential MSW

				2		Residential MSW (minus what can be sent to NWTS)

				3		Residential and commercial MSW (assume NWTS shut down when rail transfer becomes operational)

				Incoming Waste Stream

				Waste Stream		Waste Type		Policy Option 1
Target Fraction		Policy Option 2
Target Fraction		Policy Option 3
Target Fraction

				Residential		MSW		100%		100%		100%

						C&D		0%		0%		0%

				Commercial		MSW		0%		0%		100%

						C&D		0%		0%		0%

				NWTS (tons/year)				N/A		150,000		0

				MDP								0%		*Change MDP in "Total In-City Waste" Tab

				Estimated Processing Capacity

				Facility		Maximum Incoming Waste		Design Capacity		Notes

				Option 1: NWTS		150,000		150,000		NWTS permitted capacity is 150,000 tons per year

				Option 2: Truck Transfer		161,029		193,235		Capacity assumes 120% of maximum incoming waste between 2025 and 2040

				Option 3: Rail Transfer		530,207		636,248		Capacity assumes 120% of maximum incoming waste between 2030 and 2040





		4) COSTS



		4.1		UPGRADE NWTS (POLICY OPTION 1)

				Truck Transfer Assumptions

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				OPEX		$   21.49		$/ton/year		Based on NWTS operating costs ($1,708,119 in 2017) and mass of waste handled at NWTS (79,500 tons including small hauler waste in 2017)

				Supervisor		1		person		Assumed

				Labor		0.02		ppl/ton/day		Dubanowitz, Alexander J. (2000) "Design of a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) For Processing the Recyclable Materials of New York City's Municipal Solid Waste." Masters Thesis, Columbia University, New York.

				Maximum Incoming Waste		150,000		tons/year		Based on design capacity of NWTS

				Capacity		150,000		tons/year		Based on design capacity of NWTS

				Transfer Truck Operation		$   18.80		$/ton		Based on NMWDA contracts with Frederick and Carroll Counties

				Transfer Truck Capacity		17		tons		Based on NWTS tractor trailers

				Transfer Haul Time		3		hours		Assumed

				Landfill Tip Fee		$   30.23				Based on NMWDA contracts with Frederick and Carroll Counties



				Capital Costs

				Assumed negligible

				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				Operation of Facility		$/ton/year		$   21.49		1		$   21.49

				Transfer/Trucking		$/ton/year		$   18.80		1		$   18.80

				Landfill Tip Fee		$/ton/year		$   30.23		1		$   30.23



				TOTAL		$/ton/year						$   70.51		Yearly OPEX



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units

				CAPEX		$   - 0		$/ton/year

				OPEX		$   70.51		$/ton/year

				TOTAL		$   70.51		$/ton/year



		4.2		TRUCK TRANSFER (POLICY OPTION 2)

				Truck Transfer Assumptions

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				Land Requirements		10		acres		Based on Bow Lake Recycling and Transfer Station (https://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/dnrp/solid-waste/facilities/documents/factsheet-Bow-Lake.ashx?la=en)

				CAPEX		$   80.00		$/ton/year		$2-$3 per ton for a 500 ton per day facility with assumed service life of 20 years; https://www.waste360.com/mag/waste_build_not_build; adjusted for inflation

				Service Life		20		years		Assumed based on time period of interest (2020-2040)

				OPEX		$   21.49		$/ton/year		Based on NWTS operating costs ($1,708,119 in 2017) and mass of waste handled at NWTS (79,500 tons including small hauler waste in 2017)

				Supervisor		1		person		Assumed

				Labor		0.02		ppl/ton/day		Dubanowitz, Alexander J. (2000) "Design of a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) For Processing the Recyclable Materials of New York City's Municipal Solid Waste." Masters Thesis, Columbia University, New York.

				Maximum Incoming Waste		161,029		tons/year		Based on Incoming waste stream assumptions - maximum expected mass from 2020-2040 minus capacity of NWTS

				Capacity		193,235		tons/year		120% of maximum expected incoming waste stream through 2040

				Transfer Truck Operation		$   18.80		$/ton		Based on NMWDA contracts with Frederick and Carroll Counties

				Transfer Truck Capacity		17		tons		Based on NWTS tractor trailers

				Transfer Haul Time		3		hours		Assumed

				Landfill Tip Fee		$   30.23				Based on NMWDA contracts with Frederick and Carroll Counties



				Capital Costs

				Item		Allocation		Recurrence		Cost		Units		Notes

				Upfront Capital		100%		20		$   80.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				Annual Capital Items		5%		1		$   4.00		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				2-year Capital Items		2%		2		$   1.60		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				3-year Capital Items		24%		3		$   19.20		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				5-year Capital Items		13%		5		$   10.40		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis

				10-year Capital Items		8%		10		$   6.40		$/ton/year		From Midshore 3 Analysis



				TOTAL						$   6.08		$/ton/year		Average yearly capital costs

				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				Operations of Facility		$/ton/year		$   21.49		1		$   21.49

				Transfer/Trucking		$/ton/year		$   18.80		1		$   18.80

				Landfill Tip Fee		$/ton/year		$   30.23		1		$   30.23



				TOTAL		$/ton/year						$   70.51		Yearly OPEX



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units

				CAPEX		$   6.08		$/ton/year

				OPEX		$   70.51		$/ton/year

				TOTAL		$   76.59		$/ton/year



		4.3		RAIL TRANSFER (POLICY OPTION 3)

				Rail Transfer Assumptions

				Parameter		Value		Units		Notes

				Land Requirements		21		acres		Based on Bow Lake Recycling and Transfer Station (https://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/dnrp/solid-waste/facilities/documents/factsheet-Bow-Lake.ashx?la=en)

				CAPEX		$   95.00		$/ton/year		$3-$5 per ton for a 100 ton per day facility with assumed service life of 20 years; https://www.waste360.com/mag/waste_build_not_build

				Service Life		20		years		Assumed based on time period of interest (2020-2040)

				OPEX		$   10.00		$/ton/year		Based on NWTS operating costs ($1,708,119 in 2017) and mass of waste handled at NWTS (79,500 tons including small hauler waste in 2017). Divided by 2 b/c rail transfer = more efficient

				Supervisor		1		person		Assumed

				Labor		0.02		ppl/ton/day		Dubanowitz, Alexander J. (2000) "Design of a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) For Processing the Recyclable Materials of New York City's Municipal Solid Waste." Masters Thesis, Columbia University, New York.

				Maximum Incoming Waste		530,207		tons/year		Based on Incoming waste stream assumptions - maximum expected mass from 2020-2040

				Capacity		636,248		tons/year		120% of maximum expected incoming waste stream through 2040

				Rail operations		$   0.04		$/ton-mile		Moose 2006 - https://www.iowadnr.gov/portals/idnr/uploads/waste/xfrshaweconomics.pdf?amp;tabid=819

				Transfer Haul Distance		180		miles		Assumed

				Landfill Tip Fee		$   30.23				Based on NMWDA contracts with Frederick and Carroll Counties

				Transfer Station Tip Fee		$   67.50				Assume same as QRL currently for commercial waste



				Capital Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				CAPEX		$/ton/year		$   95.00		636,248		$   60,443,605.64



				TOTAL								$   60,443,605.64



				Item		Allocation		Recurrence		Cost		Notes

				Upfront Capital		100%		20		$   60,443,606

				Annual Capital Items		8%		1		$   4,533,270

				3-year Capital Items		20%		3		$   12,088,721

				5-year Capital Items		15%		5		$   9,066,541

				10-year Capital Items		8%		10		$   4,533,270



				TOTAL						$   90,665,408

				Operating Costs

				Item		Units		Unit Cost		Quantity		Total Cost		Notes

				Operations of Facility		$/ton/year		$   10.00		530,207		$   5,302,070.67

				Transfer/Trucking		$/ton/year		$   7.20		530,207		$   3,817,490.88

				Landfill Tip Fee		$/ton/year		$   30.23		530,207		$   16,025,508.60



				TOTAL		$/ton/year						$   25,145,070.15



				Total Estimated Costs

				Item		Cost		Units		Notes

				CAPEX		$   7.13		$/ton/year		Normalized over total throughput of MRF

				OPEX		$   39.52		$/ton/year		Normalized over total throughput of MRF

				TOTAL		$   46.65		$/ton/year		Normalized over total throughput of MRF





		4.4		SUMMARY OF COSTS - ALL POLICY OPTIONS

				Total Estimated Costs

				Policy Option		OPEX		CAPEX		Normalized OPEX		Normalized CAPEX		Notes

				1		$   10,576,616.04		$   - 0		$   70.51		$   - 0		Normalized over incoming waste mass to facility

				2		$   11,354,274.17		$   15,458,776.93		$   70.51		$   96.00		Normalized over incoming waste mass to facility

				3		$   25,145,070.15		$   60,443,605.64		$   47.43		$   114.00		Normalized over incoming waste mass to facility





		5) BENEFITS



				Revenues

				Item		Unit		Unit Revenue		Quantity		Total Revenue		Notes

				Tip Fee - Rail Transfer		tons		$   67.50		219,178		$   14,794,524.50		QRL tip fee



				Job Creation

				Policy Option		Jobs Created		Notes

				1		13		These values do not account for job losses at landfills or BRESCO due to waste diversion

				2		14

				3		42



				Greenhouse Gas Emissions (MTCO2E)

				Policy Option		DGHG
(MTCO2E)		Passenger Vehicles		Gallons of Gasoline		% CAP Goal		Notes

				1		70,936.3		N/A		N/A		-6.24%

				2		61,288.2		N/A		N/A		-5.39%

				3		Negligible		N/A		N/A		Negligible



				Airspace 

				Policy Option		Diversion		Tip Fee		Total		Notes

				1		2,700,000		$   67.50		$   182,250,000		This represents the value of airspace saved in QRL by diverting recyclables and organics for each option

				2		2,332,770		$   67.50		$   157,461,954

				3		5,639,751		$   67.50		$   380,683,202



				Indirect Benefits















		6) CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTATION

				1) Space restrictions at NWTS - operating at full capacity = relocate small haulers and residents' drop-off, traffic, road wear, local congestion, noise, etc.

				2) Public perception - hauling waste for hours outside of the City is not sustainable and will be expected to be met with pushback from environmental groups

				3) Land acquisition (estimated at least 7 acres of land for truck transfer facility, more for rail transfer); rail transfer facility must be built near existing freight rail lines

				4) Added traffic in vicinity of new transfer stations = road wear, noise, local congestion, etc.







		7) EXPERIENCE

				The City has a lot of experience operating NWTS, but has never operated a large rail transfer facility

















4.4 - Summary

		MDP Attainment		Report Section		Description		Timeline		CAPEX		Annual OPEX		Annual Revenue		Annual Net OPEX		Airspace Savings		Normalized CAPEX		Normalized Annual Net OPEX		Job Creation

																		(tons)		($/ton)		($/ton)

		0%		4.1		MRF + AD		Medium (5-10 years)		$   110,918,254.65		$   41,719,264.97		$   2,004,074.27		$   39,715,190.69		1,231,850		$   90		$   32.24		55

						MRF + AD + SRF		Medium (5-10 years)		$   116,287,862.23		$   43,397,267.33		$   2,451,541.57		$   40,945,725.76		1,572,294		$   74		$   26.04		58

						MRF + Gasifier		Medium (5-10 years)		$   405,269,907.84		$   52,747,677.55		$   28,972,241.41		$   23,775,436.15		1,407,512		$   288		$   16.89		223

						MRF + Gasifier + SRF		Medium (5-10 years)		$   410,639,515.41		$   54,425,679.92		$   29,419,708.71		$   25,005,971.21		1,747,956		$   235		$   14.31		226

				4.2		BRESCO		Short (5 years)		$   - 0		$   12,621,429		$   5,100,000.00		$   7,521,428.57		750,000		$   -		$   10.03		0

								Medium (10 years)		$   - 0		$   10,585,714		$   5,100,000.00		$   5,485,714.29		1,500,000		$   -		$   3.66		0

								Long (20 years)		$   - 0		$   9,567,857		$   5,100,000.00		$   4,467,857.14		3,000,000		$   -		$   1.49		0

						QRL		Status Quo		$   100,630,512.93		$   6,045,795		$   - 0		$   6,045,795.05		0		N/A		N/A		0

				4.3		NWTS Upgrade		Short (0 years)		$   - 0		$   10,576,616		$   - 0		$   10,576,616.04		2,700,000		$   -		$   3.92		13

						Truck Transfer		Medium (5-10 years)		$   15,458,776.93		$   11,354,274.17		$   - 0		$   11,354,274.17		2,332,770		$   7		$   4.87		14

						Rail Transfer		Long (10-20 years)		$   60,443,605.64		$   25,145,070.15		$   14,794,524.50		$   10,350,545.66		5,639,751		$   11		$   1.84		42

		*Change MDP in "Total In-City Waste" Tab

										$   110,918,000		$   41,719,000		$   2,004,000		$   39,715,000		1,231,900

										$   116,288,000		$   43,397,000		$   2,452,000		$   40,946,000		1,572,300

										$   405,270,000		$   52,748,000		$   28,972,000		$   23,775,000		1,407,500

										$   410,640,000		$   54,426,000		$   29,420,000		$   25,006,000		1,748,000

										$   -		$   12,621,000		$   5,100,000		$   7,521,000		750,000

										$   -		$   10,586,000		$   5,100,000		$   5,486,000		1,500,000

										$   -		$   9,568,000		$   5,100,000		$   4,468,000		3,000,000

										$   100,631,000		$   6,046,000		$   -		$   6,046,000		0

										$   -		$   10,577,000		$   -		$   10,577,000		2,700,000

										$   15,459,000		$   11,354,000		$   -		$   11,354,000		2,332,800

										$   60,444,000		$   25,145,000		$   14,795,000		$   10,351,000		5,639,800









5 - Scenario Analysis

		Selected Options

		Scenario		Short-Term						Medium Term						Long Term

				Facility		Start Date		End Date		Facility		Start Date		End Date		Facility		Start Date

		5.1.1		BRESCO		2020		2031		BRESCO		2020		2031		Rail Transfer		2032

				QRL		2020		N/A		QRL		2020		N/A

		5.1.2		BRESCO		2020		2026		NWTS		2027		N/A		Rail Transfer		2030

				QRL		2020		N/A		Truck Transfer		2027		N/A

		5.2.1		QRL		2020		N/A		NWTS		2023		N/A		Rail Transfer		2030

										Truck Transfer		2025		N/A

		5.2.2		QRL		2020		N/A		QRL		2020		N/A		Rail Transfer		2030

				NWTS		2020		N/A		NWTS		2020		N/A

		5.3.1		QRL		2020		N/A		NWTS		2023		N/A		Rail Transfer		2030

										Truck Transfer		2025		N/A

		5.3.2		QRL		2020		N/A		QRL		2020		N/A		Rail Transfer		2030

				NWTS		2020		N/A		NWTS		2020		N/A

		Waste Streams

		Scenario		Waste Streams		Short-Term				Medium Term				Long Term

						Destination		Amount		Destination		Amount		Destination		Amount

		5.1.1		Residential MSW		BRESCO		150,000		BRESCO		150,000		Rail Transfer		100%

				Residential MSW		QRL		Remainder		QRL		Remainder

				Commercial MSW		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Rail Transfer		100%

		5.1.2		Residential MSW		BRESCO		150,000		NWTS		150,000		Rail Transfer		100%

				Residential MSW		QRL		Remainder		Truck Transfer		Remainder

				Commercial MSW		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Rail Transfer		100%

		5.2.1		Residential MSW		NWTS		150,000		NWTS		150,000		Rail Transfer		100%

				Residential MSW		QRL		Remainder		Truck Transfer		Remainder

				Commercial MSW		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Rail Transfer		100%

		5.2.2		Residential MSW		QRL		100%		NWTS		150,000		Rail Transfer		100%

				Residential MSW						Truck Transfer		Remainder

				Commercial MSW		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Rail Transfer		100%

		5.3.1		Residential MSW		NWTS		150,000		NWTS		75,000		Rail Transfer		100%

				Residential MSW		QRL		Remainder		Truck Transfer		Remainder

				Commercial MSW		NWTS		150,000		NWTS		75,000		Rail Transfer		100$

				Commercial MSW		QRL		Remainder		Truck Transfer		Remainder

		5.3.2		Residential MSW		QRL		100%		NWTS		75,000		Rail Transfer		100%

				Residential MSW						Truck Transfer		Remainder

				Commercial MSW		NWTS		150,000		NWTS		75,000		Rail Transfer		100%

				Commercial MSW						Truck Transfer		Remainder

		Unit Rates

		Facility		Timeline		CAPEX				OPEX				REVENUE				JOBS

						Unit CAPEX		Units		Unit OPEX		Units		Unit Revenue		Units		Unit Job Creation		Units

		BRESCO		Short		$   - 0		Annual Capacity		$   84.14		Average Annual Processed		$   34.00		Average Annual Processed		0		Average Daily Processed

		BRESCO		Medium		$   - 0		Annual Capacity		$   70.57		Average Annual Processed		$   34.00		Average Annual Processed		0		Average Daily Processed

		QRL		Short		$   5.34		Total Annual Processed		$   20.78		Average Annual Processed		$   67.50		Average Commercial Processed		0		Average Daily Processed

		NWTS		Short/Medium		$   - 0		Annual Capacity		$   70.51		Average Annual Processed		$   67.50		Average Commercial Processed		0.02		Average Daily Processed

		TS2		Medium		$   80.00		Annual Capacity		$   70.51		Average Annual Processed		$   67.50		Average Commercial Processed		0.02		Average Daily Processed

		Rail TS		Long		$   95.00		Annual Capacity		$   47.43		Average Annual Processed		$   67.50		Average Commercial Processed		0.02		Average Daily Processed

		QRL		Medium/Long		$   9.02		Total Annual Processed - LateralExpansion		$   - 0		-		-		-		-		-



		Analysis

		Scenario		Timeline		Facility		Annual Capacity		Average Annual Processed		Average Daily Processed		Average Commercial Processed		Total Annual Processed		CAPEX		OPEX		REVENUE		JOBS

								(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)

		5.1.1		Medium		BRESCO		700,000		150,000		577		0		1,800,000		$   - 0		$   10,585,714.29		$   5,100,000.00		0

				Medium		QRL		N/A		132,068		508		0		1,584,820		$   19,300,061.96		$   2,744,369.74		$   - 0		0

				Long		Rail TS		636,248		516,143		1,985		213,364		4,645,283		$   60,443,605.64		$   24,478,061.44		$   14,402,078.71		40

		5.1.2		Short		BRESCO		700,000		150,000		577		0		1,050,000		$   - 0		$   12,621,428.57		$   5,100,000.00		0

				Short		QRL		N/A		127,292		490		0		891,043		$   4,758,758.55		$   2,645,114.31		$   - 0		0

				Medium		NWTS		150,000		150,000		577		0		2,100,000		$   - 0		$   10,576,616.04		$   - 0		12

				Medium		TS2		193,235		147,770		568		0		2,068,783		$   15,458,776.93		$   10,419,393.63		$   - 0		12

				Long		Rail TS		636,248		512,705		1,972		211,943		5,639,751		$   60,443,605.64		$   24,315,018.00		$   14,306,149.37		40

		5.2.1		Short		QRL		N/A		155,411		598		0		777,057		$   4,149,995.84		$   3,229,434.44		$   - 0		0

				Medium		NWTS		150,000		150,000		577		0		2,700,000		$   - 0		$   10,576,616.04		$   - 0		12

				Medium		TS2		193,235		145,798		561		0		2,332,770		$   15,458,776.93		$   10,280,337.22		$   - 0		12

				Long		Rail TS		636,248		512,705		1,972		211,943		5,639,751		$   60,443,605.64		$   24,315,018.00		$   14,306,149.37		40

		5.2.2		Short / Medium		QRL		N/A		180,145		693		0		1,801,448		$   9,859,214.86		$   3,743,393.52		$   - 0		0

				Short / Medium		NWTS		150,000		70,000		269		0		1,470,000		$   - 0		$   4,935,754.15		$   - 0		6

				Long		Rail TS		636,248		512,705		1,972		211,943		5,639,751		$   60,443,605.64		$   24,315,018.00		$   14,306,149.37		40

		5.3.1		Short		QRL		N/A		272,645		1,049		195,389		1,363,224		$   7,280,518.03		$   5,665,537.15		$   13,188,769.01		0

				Medium		NWTS		150,000		150,000		577		75,000		2,700,000		$   - 0		$   10,576,616.04		$   5,062,500.00		12

				Medium		TS2		456,248		354,243		1,362		133,445		5,667,892		$   36,499,878.43		$   24,977,967.72		$   9,007,549.28		28

				Long		Rail TS		636,248		512,705		1,972		211,943		5,639,751		$   60,443,605.64		$   24,315,018.00		$   14,306,149.37		40

		5.3.2		Short / Medium		NWTS		150,000		70,000		269		31,667		1,470,000		$   - 0		$   4,935,754.15		$   2,137,500.00		6

				Short / Medium		QRL		N/A		339,137		1,304		0		3,391,365		$   39,130,035.29		$   7,047,229.91		$   - 0		0

				Long		Rail TS		636,248		512,705		1,972		211,943		5,639,751		$   60,443,605.64		$   24,315,018.00		$   14,306,149.37		40



		Summary

		Scenario		Timeframe		Facility		Years		CAPEX		Annual OPEX		Annual Revenue		Annual Net OPEX		Jobs		2040 QRL Capacity

																				(CY)

		5.1.1		Short/Medium		BRESCO		2022-2031		$   -		$   10,586,000		$   5,100,000		$   5,486,000		0		4,598,307

						QRL		2022-2031		$   19,300,000		$   2,744,000		$   -		$   2,744,000		0

				Long		Rail TS		2032+		$   60,444,000		$   24,478,000		$   14,402,000		$   10,076,000		41

				TOTAL		-		-		$   79,744,000		$   37,808,000		$   19,502,000		$   18,306,000		41

		5.1.2		Short		BRESCO		2022-2026		$   -		$   12,621,000		$   5,100,000		$   7,521,000		0		6,302,169

						QRL		2022-2026		$   4,759,000		$   2,645,000		$   -		$   2,645,000		0

				Medium		NWTS		2027+		$   -		$   10,577,000		$   -		$   10,577,000		13

						TS2		2027+		$   15,459,000		$   10,419,000		$   -		$   10,419,000		13

				Long		Rail TS		2030+		$   60,444,000		$   24,315,000		$   14,306,000		$   10,009,000		41

				TOTAL		-		-		$   80,662,000		$   60,577,000		$   19,406,000		$   41,171,000		67

		5.2.1		Short		QRL		2020-2024		$   4,150,000		$   3,229,000		$   -		$   3,229,000		0		7,117,398

				Medium		NWTS		2023+		$   -		$   10,577,000		$   -		$   10,577,000		13

						TS2		2025+		$   15,459,000		$   10,280,000		$   -		$   10,280,000		13

				Long		Rail TS		2030+		$   60,444,000		$   24,315,000		$   14,306,000		$   10,009,000		41

				TOTAL		-		-		$   80,053,000		$   48,401,000		$   14,306,000		$   34,095,000		67

		5.2.2		Short / Medium		QRL		2020-2029		$   9,859,000		$   3,743,000		$   -		$   3,743,000		0		5,773,574

						NWTS		2020+		$   -		$   4,936,000		$   -		$   4,936,000		7

				Long		Rail TS		2030+		$   60,444,000		$   24,315,000		$   14,306,000		$   10,009,000		41

				TOTAL		-		-		$   70,303,000		$   32,994,000		$   14,306,000		$   18,688,000		48

		5.3.1		Short		QRL		2020-2024		$   7,281,000		$   5,666,000		$   13,189,000		$   (7,523,000)		0		6,267,814

				Medium		NWTS		2023+		$   -		$   10,577,000		$   5,063,000		$   5,514,000		13

						TS2		2025+		$   36,500,000		$   24,978,000		$   9,008,000		$   15,970,000		29

				Long		Rail TS		2030+		$   60,444,000		$   24,315,000		$   14,306,000		$   10,009,000		41

				TOTAL		-		-		$   104,225,000		$   65,536,000		$   41,566,000		$   23,970,000		83

		5.3.2		Short / Medium		QRL		2020-2029		$   39,130,000		$   7,047,000		$   -		$   7,047,000		0		3,469,168

						NWTS		2020+		$   -		$   4,936,000		$   2,138,000		$   2,798,000		7

				Long		Rail TS		2030+		$   60,444,000		$   24,315,000		$   14,306,000		$   10,009,000		41

				TOTAL		-		-		$   99,574,000		$   36,298,000		$   16,444,000		$   19,854,000		48







5 - Scenario Mass Balance

		QRL								MDP		0%

		gwaste		70		pcf

		gsoil		125		pcf

		gash		106		pcf



		Capacity - 1/2019		2,690,500		CY

		Expansion		5,800,000		CY

		Date		2025

		BRESCO and NWTS

		BRESCO Contract Expires		2022

		Waste to BRESCO		150,000		tons

		NWTS Capacity		150,000		tons

		Scenario		NWTS Capacity (OOC)

				(tons)

		5.1.1		N/A

		5.1.2		150000

		5.2.1		150000

		5.2.2		70000

		5.3.1		150000

		5.3.2		70000

		Scenario		Opening Year

				NWTS		TS2		Rail TS

		5.1.1		N/A		N/A		2032

		5.1.2		2027		2027		2030

		5.2.1		2023		2025		2030

		5.2.2		2020		N/A		2030

		5.3.1		2023		2025		2030

		5.3.2		2020		N/A		2030

										Scenario 5.1.1: BRESCO Meets BCAA - Long-term Contract																										Scenario 5.1.2: BRESCO Meets BCAA - Short-term Contract																										Scenario 5.2.1: BRESCO Does Not Meet BCAA - Upgrade NWTS in 2020																										Scenario 5.2.2: BRESCO Does Not Meet BCAA - Upgrade NWTS in 2025																										Scenario 5.3.1: BRESCO Ceases Operation - Accept Commercial Waste at QRL and NWTS																										Scenario 5.3.2: BRESCO Ceases Operation - Accept Commercial Waste at NWTS, Residential Waste at QRL

		Year		Residential MSW		Commercial MSW				BRESCO MSW		NWTS MSW		TS2 MSW		Rail TS		QRL MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades				BRESCO MSW		NWTS MSW		TS2 MSW		Rail TS		QRL MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades				BRESCO MSW		NWTS MSW		TS2 MSW		Rail TS		QRL MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades				BRESCO MSW		NWTS MSW		TS2 MSW		Rail TS		QRL MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades				BRESCO MSW		NWTS MSW		TS2 MSW		Rail TS		QRL MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades				BRESCO MSW		NWTS MSW		TS2 MSW		Rail TS		QRL MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades

				(tons)		(tons)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)

		2017		313,992		221,927				156,887		0		0		0		151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30								156,887		0		0		0		151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30								156,887		0		0		0		151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30								156,887		0		0		0		151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30								156,887		0		0		0		151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30								156,887		0		0		0		151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30

		2019										0		0		0								39.8%		0		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500						0		0		0								39.8%		0		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500						0		0		0								39.8%		0		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500						0		0		0								39.8%		0		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500						0		0		0								39.8%		0		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500						0		0		0								39.8%		0		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500

		2020		271,701		191,464				150,000		0		0		0		121,701		112,382		154,524		39.8%		298,888		1.30		2,391,612		2,391,612				150,000		0		0		0		121,701		112,382		154,524		39.8%		298,888		1.30		2,391,612		2,391,612				150,000		0		0		0		121,701		112,382		154,524		39.8%		298,888		1.30		2,391,612		2,391,612				150,000		70,000		0		0		51,701		47,742		65,645		39.8%		126,973		1.30		2,563,527		2,563,527				150,000		0		0		0		121,701		112,382		154,524		39.8%		298,888		1.30		2,391,612		2,391,612				150,000		70,000		0		0		51,701		47,742		65,645		39.8%		126,973		1.30		2,563,527		2,563,527

		2021		273,544		192,763				150,000		0		0		0		123,544		114,084		156,864		39.8%		303,413		1.30		2,088,199		2,088,199				150,000		0		0		0		123,544		114,084		156,864		39.8%		303,413		1.30		2,088,199		2,088,199				150,000		0		0		0		123,544		114,084		156,864		39.8%		303,413		1.30		2,088,199		2,088,199				150,000		70,000		0		0		53,544		49,444		67,984		39.8%		131,499		1.30		2,432,028		2,432,028				150,000		0		0		0		123,544		114,084		156,864		39.8%		303,413		1.30		2,088,199		2,088,199				150,000		70,000		0		0		53,544		49,444		67,984		39.8%		131,499		1.30		2,432,028		2,432,028

		2022		275,399		194,070				150,000		0		0		0		125,399		115,797		159,219		39.8%		307,969		1.30		1,780,230		1,780,230				150,000		0		0		0		125,399		115,797		159,219		39.8%		307,969		1.30		1,780,230		1,780,230				0		0		0		0		275,399		0		181,798		39.8%		399,159		1.15		1,689,040		1,689,040				0		70,000		0		0		205,399		0		135,589		39.8%		297,702		1.15		2,134,326		2,134,326				0		0		0		0		469,469		0		309,908		39.8%		680,442		1.15		1,407,758		1,407,758				0		70,000		0		0		399,469		0		263,700		39.8%		578,985		1.15		1,853,044		1,853,044

		2023		277,267		195,386				150,000		0		0		0		127,267		117,521		161,591		39.8%		312,556		1.30		1,467,674		1,467,674				150,000		0		0		0		127,267		117,521		161,591		39.8%		312,556		1.30		1,467,674		1,467,674				0		150,000		0		0		127,267		0		84,012		39.8%		184,458		1.15		1,504,582		1,504,582				0		70,000		0		0		207,267		0		136,822		39.8%		300,409		1.15		1,833,917		1,833,917				0		150,000		0		0		322,653		0		212,991		39.8%		467,649		1.15		940,109		940,109				0		70,000		0		0		402,653		0		265,801		39.8%		583,599		1.15		1,269,444		1,269,444

		2024		279,147		196,711				150,000		0		0		0		129,147		119,258		163,978		39.8%		317,175		1.30		1,150,499		1,150,499				150,000		0		0		0		129,147		119,258		163,978		39.8%		317,175		1.30		1,150,499		1,150,499				0		150,000		0		0		129,147		0		85,253		39.8%		187,184		1.15		1,317,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		0		209,147		0		138,063		39.8%		303,135		1.15		1,530,782		1,530,782				0		150,000		0		0		325,858		0		215,107		39.8%		472,295		1.15		467,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		0		405,858		0		267,918		39.8%		588,246		1.15		681,199		681,199

		2025		281,040		198,045				150,000		0		0		0		131,040		121,006		166,382		39.8%		321,824		1.30		6,628,675		828,675				150,000		0		0		0		131,040		121,006		166,382		39.8%		321,824		1.30		6,628,675		828,675				0		150,000		131,040		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		0		211,040		0		139,313		39.8%		305,879		1.15		7,024,903		1,224,903				0		150,000		329,086		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		0		409,086		0		270,048		39.8%		592,923		1.15		5,888,275		88,275

		2026		282,946		199,389				150,000		0		0		0		132,946		122,766		168,802		39.8%		326,505		1.30		6,302,169		502,169				150,000		0		0		0		132,946		122,766		168,802		39.8%		326,505		1.30		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		132,946		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		0		212,946		0		140,571		39.8%		308,641		1.15		6,716,262		916,262				0		150,000		332,335		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		0		412,335		0		272,193		39.8%		597,633		1.15		5,290,643		-509,357

		2027		284,865		200,741				150,000		0		0		0		134,865		124,538		171,239		39.8%		331,218		1.30		5,970,951		170,951				0		150,000		134,865		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		134,865		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		0		214,865		0		141,838		39.8%		311,423		1.15		6,404,839		604,839				0		150,000		335,606		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		0		415,606		0		274,352		39.8%		602,374		1.15		4,688,269		-1,111,731

		2028		286,797		202,102				150,000		0		0		0		136,797		126,322		173,692		39.8%		335,963		1.30		5,634,988		-165,012				0		150,000		136,797		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		136,797		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		0		216,797		0		143,113		39.8%		314,223		1.15		6,090,616		290,616				0		150,000		338,900		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		0		418,900		0		276,526		39.8%		607,147		1.15		4,081,121		-1,718,879

		2029		288,742		203,473				150,000		0		0		0		138,742		128,118		176,162		39.8%		340,740		1.30		5,294,248		-505,752				0		150,000		138,742		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		138,742		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		0		218,742		0		144,397		39.8%		317,042		1.15		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		342,215		0		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		0		422,215		0		278,715		39.8%		611,953		1.15		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2030		290,701		204,853				150,000		0		0		0		140,701		129,927		178,648		39.8%		345,549		1.30		4,948,698		-851,302				0		150,000		140,701		495,554		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		140,701		495,554		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		495,554		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		345,554		495,554		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		495,554		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2031		292,672		206,242				150,000		0		0		0		142,672		131,747		181,151		39.8%		350,391		1.30		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		142,672		498,914		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		142,672		498,914		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		498,914		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		348,914		498,914		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		498,914		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2032		294,657		207,641				0		0		0		502,298		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		144,657		502,298		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		144,657		502,298		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		502,298		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		352,298		502,298		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		502,298		0		0		0		39.8%		0		1.15		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2033		296,655		209,049				0		0		0		505,705		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		146,655		505,705		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		146,655		505,705		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		505,705		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		355,705		505,705		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		505,705		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2034		298,667		210,467				0		0		0		509,135		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		148,667		509,135		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		148,667		509,135		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		509,135		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		359,135		509,135		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		509,135		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2035		300,693		211,895				0		0		0		512,588		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		150,693		512,588		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		150,693		512,588		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		512,588		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		362,588		512,588		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		512,588		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2036		302,732		213,332				0		0		0		516,064		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		152,732		516,064		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		152,732		516,064		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		516,064		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		366,064		516,064		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		516,064		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2037		304,786		214,778				0		0		0		519,564		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		154,786		519,564		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		154,786		519,564		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		519,564		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		369,564		519,564		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		519,564		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2038		306,853		216,235				0		0		0		523,088		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		156,853		523,088		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		156,853		523,088		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		523,088		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		373,088		523,088		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		523,088		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2039		308,934		217,702				0		0		0		526,635		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		158,934		526,635		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		158,934		526,635		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		526,635		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		376,635		526,635		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		526,635		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		3,469,168		-2,330,832

		2040		311,029		219,178				0		0		0		530,207		0		0		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		4,598,307		-1,201,693				0		150,000		161,029		530,207		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,302,169		502,169				0		150,000		161,029		530,207		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		7,117,398		1,317,398				0		70,000		0		530,207		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		5,773,574		-26,426				0		150,000		380,207		530,207		0		0		0		N/A		0		N/A		6,267,814		467,814				0		70,000		0		530,207		0		0		0		39.8%		0		1.15		3,469,168		-2,330,832



										QRL																										QRL																										QRL																										QRL																										QRL																										QRL

																						Date		Capacity Remaining (2040)																		Date		Capacity Remaining (2040)																								Date		Capacity Remaining (2040)																								Date		Capacity Remaining (2040)																								Date		Capacity Remaining (2040)																								Date		Capacity Remaining (2040)

										Permitted Capacity Exceeded												2028		N/A												Permitted Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		502,169																		Permitted Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		1,317,398																		Permitted Capacity Exceeded						2029		N/A																		Permitted Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		467,814																		Permitted Capacity Exceeded						2026		N/A

										Expanded Capacity Exceeded												ERROR:#N/A		4,598,307												Expanded Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		6,302,169																		Expanded Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		7,117,398																		Expanded Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		5,773,574																		Expanded Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		6,267,814																		Expanded Capacity Exceeded						ERROR:#N/A		3,469,168







QRL Waste

		gwaste		70		pcf

		gsoil		125		pcf

		gash		106		pcf

		Expansion		5,800,000		CY

		Date		2025

		BRESCO Contract Expires		2022

		Waste to BRESCO		150000		tons

		NWTS Capacity		150,000		tons

				Scenario 1: BRESCO Meets BCAA																		Scenario 2: BRESCO Does Not Meet BCAA, No NWTS																		Scenario 3: BRESCO Ceases Operation, No NWTS

		Year		MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades				MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades				MSW		BRESCO Ash		Soil		Soil Usage		Volume		AUF		Usable Permitted Volume		Permitted Grades

				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(CY)		(tons/CY)		(CY)		(CY)

		2017		151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30								151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30								151,922		140,289		192,896		39.8%		373,108		1.30

		2019								39.8%		316,070		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500										39.8%		316,070		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500										39.8%		316,070		1.30		2,690,500		2,690,500

		2020		121,701		112,382		154,524		39.8%		298,888		1.30		2,391,612		2,391,612				121,701		112,382		154,524		39.8%		298,888		1.30		2,391,612		2,391,612				121,701		112,382		154,524		39.8%		298,888		1.30		2,391,612		2,391,612

		2021		123,544		114,084		156,864		39.8%		303,413		1.30		2,088,199		2,088,199				123,544		114,084		156,864		39.8%		303,413		1.30		2,088,199		2,088,199				123,544		114,084		156,864		39.8%		303,413		1.30		2,088,199		2,088,199

		2022		125,399		115,797		159,219		39.8%		307,969		1.30		1,780,230		1,780,230				275,399		0		181,798		39.8%		399,159		1.15		1,689,040		1,689,040				469,469		0		309,908		39.8%		680,442		1.15		1,407,758		1,407,758

		2023		127,267		117,521		161,591		39.8%		312,556		1.30		1,467,674		1,467,674				277,267		0		183,031		39.8%		401,866		1.15		1,287,174		1,287,174				472,653		0		312,010		39.8%		685,057		1.15		722,701		722,701

		2024		129,147		119,258		163,978		39.8%		317,175		1.30		1,150,499		1,150,499				279,147		0		184,272		39.8%		404,592		1.15		882,582		882,582				475,858		0		314,126		39.8%		689,703		1.15		32,998		32,998

		2025		131,040		121,006		166,382		39.8%		321,824		1.30		6,628,675		828,675				281,040		0		185,522		39.8%		407,336		1.15		6,275,246		475,246				479,086		0		316,257		39.8%		694,380		1.15		5,138,618		-661,382

		2026		132,946		122,766		168,802		39.8%		326,505		1.30		6,302,169		502,169				282,946		0		186,780		39.8%		410,098		1.15		5,865,147		65,147				482,335		0		318,402		39.8%		699,090		1.15		4,439,528		-1,360,472

		2027		134,865		124,538		171,239		39.8%		331,218		1.30		5,970,951		170,951				284,865		0		188,047		39.8%		412,880		1.15		5,452,268		-347,732				485,606		0		320,561		39.8%		703,831		1.15		3,735,697		-2,064,303

		2028		136,797		126,322		173,692		39.8%		335,963		1.30		5,634,988		-165,012				286,797		0		189,322		39.8%		415,680		1.15		5,036,588		-763,412				488,900		0		322,735		39.8%		708,604		1.15		3,027,093		-2,772,907

		2029		138,742		128,118		176,162		39.8%		340,740		1.30		5,294,248		-505,752				288,742		0		190,606		39.8%		418,499		1.15		4,618,088		-1,181,912				492,215		0		324,924		39.8%		713,410		1.15		2,313,683		-3,486,317

		2030		140,701		129,927		178,648		39.8%		345,549		1.30		4,948,698		-851,302				290,701		0		191,899		39.8%		421,338		1.15		4,196,751		-1,603,249				495,554		0		327,128		39.8%		718,249		1.15		1,595,434		-4,204,566

		2031		142,672		131,747		181,151		39.8%		350,391		1.30		4,598,307		-1,201,693				292,672		0		193,200		39.8%		424,195		1.15		3,772,556		-2,027,444				498,914		0		329,346		39.8%		723,120		1.15		872,314		-4,927,686

		2032		144,657		133,580		183,672		39.8%		355,266		1.30		4,243,041		-1,556,959				294,657		0		194,511		39.8%		427,072		1.15		3,345,484		-2,454,516				502,298		0		331,580		39.8%		728,024		1.15		144,290		-5,655,710

		2033		146,655		135,426		186,209		39.8%		360,174		1.30		3,882,867		-1,917,133				296,655		0		195,830		39.8%		429,968		1.15		2,915,515		-2,884,485				505,705		0		333,829		39.8%		732,962		1.15		-588,672		-6,388,672

		2034		148,667		137,284		188,764		39.8%		365,115		1.30		3,517,751		-2,282,249				298,667		0		197,158		39.8%		432,885		1.15		2,482,631		-3,317,369				509,135		0		336,093		39.8%		737,933		1.15		-1,326,605		-7,126,605

		2035		150,693		139,154		191,336		39.8%		370,090		1.30		3,147,661		-2,652,339				300,693		0		198,495		39.8%		435,820		1.15		2,046,810		-3,753,190				512,588		0		338,372		39.8%		742,938		1.15		-2,069,542		-7,869,542

		2036		152,732		141,037		193,925		39.8%		375,099		1.30		2,772,563		-3,027,437				302,732		0		199,841		39.8%		438,776		1.15		1,608,034		-4,191,966				516,064		0		340,667		39.8%		747,976		1.15		-2,817,519		-8,617,519

		2037		154,786		142,933		196,532		39.8%		380,141		1.30		2,392,422		-3,407,578				304,786		0		201,197		39.8%		441,752		1.15		1,166,282		-4,633,718				519,564		0		342,978		39.8%		753,049		1.15		-3,570,568		-9,370,568

		2038		156,853		144,842		199,156		39.8%		385,218		1.30		2,007,204		-3,792,796				306,853		0		202,561		39.8%		444,748		1.15		721,534		-5,078,466				523,088		0		345,304		39.8%		758,156		1.15		-4,328,724		-10,128,724

		2039		158,934		146,764		201,799		39.8%		390,329		1.30		1,616,875		-4,183,125				308,934		0		203,935		39.8%		447,764		1.15		273,770		-5,526,230				526,635		0		347,646		39.8%		763,298		1.15		-5,092,022		-10,892,022

		2040		161,029		148,699		204,459		39.8%		395,474		1.30		1,221,401		-4,578,599				311,029		0		205,318		39.8%		450,801		1.15		-177,032		-5,977,032				530,207		0		350,003		39.8%		768,475		1.15		-5,860,497		-11,660,497

		2041		163,138		150,646		207,137		39.8%		400,655		1.30		820,746		-4,979,254				313,138		0		206,711		39.8%		453,859		1.15		-630,890		-6,430,890				533,803		0		352,377		39.8%		773,687		1.15		-6,634,184		-12,434,184

		2042		165,262		152,608		209,834		39.8%		405,871		1.30		414,876		-5,385,124				315,262		0		208,113		39.8%		456,937		1.15		-1,087,827		-6,887,827				537,423		0		354,767		39.8%		778,934		1.15		-7,413,119		-13,213,119

		2043		167,400		154,582		212,549		39.8%		411,122		1.30		3,754		-5,796,246				317,400		0		209,524		39.8%		460,036		1.15		-1,547,862		-7,347,862				541,068		0		357,173		39.8%		784,217		1.15		-8,197,336		-13,997,336

		2044		169,553		156,570		215,282		39.8%		416,408		1.30		-412,655		-6,212,655				319,553		0		210,945		39.8%		463,156		1.15		-2,011,018		-7,811,018				544,738		0		359,595		39.8%		789,536		1.15		-8,986,871		-14,786,871

		2045		171,720		158,571		218,034		39.8%		421,731		1.30		-834,386		-6,634,386				321,720		0		212,376		39.8%		466,297		1.15		-2,477,315		-8,277,315				548,432		0		362,034		39.8%		794,890		1.15		-9,781,762		-15,581,762

		2046		173,902		160,586		220,804		39.8%		427,090		1.30		-1,261,475		-7,061,475				323,902		0		213,816		39.8%		469,459		1.15		-2,946,774		-8,746,774				552,152		0		364,490		39.8%		800,281		1.15		-10,582,043		-16,382,043

		2047		176,099		162,615		223,593		39.8%		432,485		1.30		-1,693,960		-7,493,960				326,099		0		215,266		39.8%		472,643		1.15		-3,419,418		-9,219,418				555,897		0		366,962		39.8%		805,709		1.15		-11,387,752		-17,187,752

		2048		178,310		164,657		226,402		39.8%		437,916		1.30		-2,131,876		-7,931,876				328,310		0		216,726		39.8%		475,849		1.15		-3,895,266		-9,695,266				559,667		0		369,450		39.8%		811,173		1.15		-12,198,925		-17,998,925

		2049		180,537		166,713		229,229		39.8%		443,385		1.30		-2,575,261		-8,375,261				330,537		0		218,196		39.8%		479,076		1.15		-4,374,343		-10,174,343				563,462		0		371,956		39.8%		816,675		1.15		-13,015,600		-18,815,600

		2050		182,779		168,783		232,075		39.8%		448,890		1.30		-3,024,152		-8,824,152				332,779		0		219,676		39.8%		482,325		1.15		-4,856,668		-10,656,668				567,284		0		374,479		39.8%		822,214		1.15		-13,837,814		-19,637,814

		2051		185,036		170,867		234,941		39.8%		454,433		1.30		-3,478,585		-9,278,585				335,036		0		221,166		39.8%		485,596		1.15		-5,342,264		-11,142,264				571,131		0		377,018		39.8%		827,790		1.15		-14,665,604		-20,465,604

		2052		187,308		172,965		237,826		39.8%		460,014		1.30		-3,938,599		-9,738,599				337,308		0		222,666		39.8%		488,890		1.15		-5,831,154		-11,631,154				575,005		0		379,575		39.8%		833,404		1.15		-15,499,008		-21,299,008

		2053		189,596		175,078		240,730		39.8%		465,632		1.30		-4,404,231		-10,204,231				339,596		0		224,176		39.8%		492,205		1.15		-6,323,359		-12,123,359				578,904		0		382,150		39.8%		839,056		1.15		-16,338,065		-22,138,065

		2054		191,899		177,205		243,655		39.8%		471,288		1.30		-4,875,519		-10,675,519				341,899		0		225,696		39.8%		495,544		1.15		-6,818,903		-12,618,903				582,831		0		384,742		39.8%		844,747		1.15		-17,182,812		-22,982,812

		2055		194,218		179,346		246,599		39.8%		476,983		1.30		-5,352,502		-11,152,502				344,218		0		227,227		39.8%		498,905		1.15		-7,317,808		-13,117,808				586,783		0		387,351		39.8%		850,476		1.15		-18,033,288		-23,833,288

		2056		196,552		181,502		249,563		39.8%		482,717		1.30		-5,835,219		-11,635,219				346,552		0		228,768		39.8%		502,288		1.15		-7,820,096		-13,620,096				590,763		0		389,978		39.8%		856,244		1.15		-18,889,532		-24,689,532

		2057		198,903		183,672		252,547		39.8%		488,489		1.30		-6,323,708		-12,123,708				348,903		0		230,320		39.8%		505,695		1.15		-8,325,790		-14,125,790				594,770		0		392,623		39.8%		862,051		1.15		-19,751,583		-25,551,583

		2058		201,269		185,857		255,552		39.8%		494,300		1.30		-6,818,008		-12,618,008				351,269		0		231,882		39.8%		509,124		1.15		-8,834,915		-14,634,915				598,804		0		395,286		39.8%		867,898		1.15		-20,619,481		-26,419,481

		2059		203,651		188,057		258,577		39.8%		500,151		1.30		-7,318,159		-13,118,159				353,651		0		233,454		39.8%		512,577		1.15		-9,347,492		-15,147,492				602,865		0		397,967		39.8%		873,784		1.15		-21,493,265		-27,293,265

		2060		206,050		190,272		261,622		39.8%		506,042		1.30		-7,824,201		-13,624,201				356,050		0		235,038		39.8%		516,054		1.15		-9,863,546		-15,663,546				606,953		0		400,666		39.8%		879,710		1.15		-22,372,976		-28,172,976

		2061		208,464		192,502		264,688		39.8%		511,972		1.30		-8,336,173		-14,136,173				358,464		0		236,632		39.8%		519,554		1.15		-10,383,099		-16,183,099				611,070		0		403,383		39.8%		885,676		1.15		-23,258,652		-29,058,652

		2062		210,896		194,747		267,775		39.8%		517,943		1.30		-8,854,116		-14,654,116				360,896		0		238,236		39.8%		523,077		1.15		-10,906,177		-16,706,177				615,214		0		406,119		39.8%		891,683		1.15		-24,150,335		-29,950,335

		2063		213,343		197,007		270,883		39.8%		523,954		1.30		-9,378,070		-15,178,070				363,343		0		239,852		39.8%		526,625		1.15		-11,432,802		-17,232,802				619,387		0		408,873		39.8%		897,731		1.15		-25,048,066		-30,848,066

		2064		215,807		199,283		274,012		39.8%		530,006		1.30		-9,908,076		-15,708,076				365,807		0		241,479		39.8%		530,196		1.15		-11,962,998		-17,762,998				623,587		0		411,646		39.8%		903,819		1.15		-25,951,885		-31,751,885

		2065		218,288		201,574		277,162		39.8%		536,099		1.30		-10,444,176		-16,244,176				368,288		0		243,117		39.8%		533,792		1.15		-12,496,790		-18,296,790				627,817		0		414,438		39.8%		909,949		1.15		-26,861,834		-32,661,834

		2066		220,786		203,880		280,333		39.8%		542,233		1.30		-10,986,409		-16,786,409				370,786		0		244,766		39.8%		537,413		1.15		-13,034,203		-18,834,203				632,075		0		417,249		39.8%		916,120		1.15		-27,777,955		-33,577,955

		2067		223,301		206,202		283,526		39.8%		548,409		1.30		-11,534,818		-17,334,818				373,301		0		246,426		39.8%		541,057		1.15		-13,575,260		-19,375,260				636,361		0		420,079		39.8%		922,334		1.15		-28,700,288		-34,500,288

		2068		225,833		208,540		286,741		39.8%		554,627		1.30		-12,089,446		-17,889,446				375,833		0		248,097		39.8%		544,727		1.15		-14,119,987		-19,919,987				640,677		0		422,928		39.8%		928,589		1.15		-29,628,877		-35,428,877

		2069		228,382		210,894		289,977		39.8%		560,887		1.30		-12,650,333		-18,450,333				378,382		0		249,779		39.8%		548,421		1.15		-14,668,409		-20,468,409				645,022		0		425,796		39.8%		934,887		1.15		-30,563,764		-36,363,764

		2070		230,948		213,264		293,235		39.8%		567,190		1.30		-13,217,522		-19,017,522				380,948		0		251,473		39.8%		552,141		1.15		-15,220,549		-21,020,549				649,397		0		428,684		39.8%		941,227		1.15		-31,504,992		-37,304,992

		2071		233,531		215,649		296,516		39.8%		573,535		1.30		-13,791,057		-19,591,057				383,531		0		253,179		39.8%		555,885		1.15		-15,776,435		-21,576,435				653,801		0		431,591		39.8%		947,611		1.15		-32,452,602		-38,252,602

		2072		236,133		218,051		299,819		39.8%		579,923		1.30		-14,370,980		-20,170,980				386,133		0		254,896		39.8%		559,656		1.15		-16,336,090		-22,136,090				658,235		0		434,518		39.8%		954,038		1.15		-33,406,640		-39,206,640

		2073		238,751		220,470		303,144		39.8%		586,355		1.30		-14,957,335		-20,757,335				388,751		0		256,625		39.8%		563,451		1.15		-16,899,541		-22,699,541				662,700		0		437,465		39.8%		960,508		1.15		-34,367,148		-40,167,148

		2074		241,388		222,904		306,491		39.8%		592,830		1.30		-15,550,165		-21,350,165				391,388		0		258,365		39.8%		567,273		1.15		-17,466,814		-23,266,814				667,194		0		440,432		39.8%		967,022		1.15		-35,334,170		-41,134,170

		2075		244,042		225,356		309,862		39.8%		599,349		1.30		-16,149,514		-21,949,514				394,042		0		260,118		39.8%		571,120		1.15		-18,037,934		-23,837,934				671,719		0		443,419		39.8%		973,581		1.15		-36,307,751		-42,107,751

		2076		246,715		227,823		313,255		39.8%		605,912		1.30		-16,755,426		-22,555,426				396,715		0		261,882		39.8%		574,993		1.15		-18,612,927		-24,412,927				676,275		0		446,426		39.8%		980,184		1.15		-37,287,935		-43,087,935

		2077		249,405		230,308		316,671		39.8%		612,520		1.30		-17,367,946		-23,167,946				399,405		0		263,658		39.8%		578,893		1.15		-19,191,820		-24,991,820				680,861		0		449,454		39.8%		986,831		1.15		-38,274,766		-44,074,766

		2078		252,114		232,809		320,111		39.8%		619,173		1.30		-17,987,119		-23,787,119				402,114		0		265,446		39.8%		582,819		1.15		-19,774,639		-25,574,639				685,479		0		452,502		39.8%		993,524		1.15		-39,268,291		-45,068,291

		2079		254,841		235,328		323,573		39.8%		625,870		1.30		-18,612,989		-24,412,989				404,841		0		267,246		39.8%		586,772		1.15		-20,361,411		-26,161,411				690,128		0		455,571		39.8%		1,000,262		1.15		-40,268,553		-46,068,553

		2080		257,587		237,863		327,059		39.8%		632,614		1.30		-19,245,603		-25,045,603				407,587		0		269,059		39.8%		590,751		1.15		-20,952,162		-26,752,162				694,809		0		458,661		39.8%		1,007,046		1.15		-41,275,599		-47,075,599

		2081		260,351		240,416		330,569		39.8%		639,402		1.30		-19,885,005		-25,685,005				410,351		0		270,884		39.8%		594,758		1.15		-21,546,920		-27,346,920				699,521		0		461,772		39.8%		1,013,876		1.15		-42,289,476		-48,089,476

		2082		263,134		242,986		334,103		39.8%		646,237		1.30		-20,531,243		-26,331,243				413,134		0		272,721		39.8%		598,792		1.15		-22,145,712		-27,945,712				704,265		0		464,904		39.8%		1,020,752		1.15		-43,310,228		-49,110,228

		2083		265,936		245,573		337,661		39.8%		653,119		1.30		-21,184,361		-26,984,361				415,936		0		274,570		39.8%		602,853		1.15		-22,748,565		-28,548,565				709,042		0		468,057		39.8%		1,027,675		1.15		-44,337,904		-50,137,904

		2084		268,757		248,178		341,242		39.8%		660,047		1.30		-21,844,408		-27,644,408				418,757		0		276,432		39.8%		606,941		1.15		-23,355,506		-29,155,506				713,850		0		471,231		39.8%		1,034,645		1.15		-45,372,549		-51,172,549

		2085		271,597		250,801		344,848		39.8%		667,022		1.30		-22,511,430		-28,311,430				421,597		0		278,307		39.8%		611,058		1.15		-23,966,563		-29,766,563				718,692		0		474,427		39.8%		1,041,662		1.15		-46,414,211		-52,214,211

		2086		274,457		253,441		348,479		39.8%		674,044		1.30		-23,185,474		-28,985,474				424,457		0		280,195		39.8%		615,202		1.15		-24,581,765		-30,381,765				723,566		0		477,645		39.8%		1,048,727		1.15		-47,462,938		-53,262,938

		2087		277,335		256,099		352,134		39.8%		681,114		1.30		-23,866,588		-29,666,588				427,335		0		282,095		39.8%		619,374		1.15		-25,201,140		-31,001,140				728,473		0		480,884		39.8%		1,055,839		1.15		-48,518,777		-54,318,777

		2088		280,234		258,776		355,814		39.8%		688,232		1.30		-24,554,819		-30,354,819				430,234		0		284,008		39.8%		623,575		1.15		-25,824,715		-31,624,715				733,414		0		484,145		39.8%		1,063,000		1.15		-49,581,778		-55,381,778

		2089		283,152		261,470		359,519		39.8%		695,398		1.30		-25,250,217		-31,050,217				433,152		0		285,934		39.8%		627,804		1.15		-26,452,519		-32,252,519				738,388		0		487,429		39.8%		1,070,210		1.15		-50,651,987		-56,451,987

		2090		286,089		264,183		363,249		39.8%		702,613		1.30		-25,952,830		-31,752,830				436,089		0		287,874		39.8%		632,062		1.15		-27,084,581		-32,884,581				743,396		0		490,735		39.8%		1,077,468		1.15		-51,729,455		-57,529,455

		2091		289,047		266,914		367,004		39.8%		709,876		1.30		-26,662,706		-32,462,706				439,047		0		289,826		39.8%		636,349		1.15		-27,720,929		-33,520,929				748,438		0		494,063		39.8%		1,084,775		1.15		-52,814,231		-58,614,231

		2092		292,025		269,664		370,785		39.8%		717,189		1.30		-27,379,895		-33,179,895				442,025		0		291,792		39.8%		640,664		1.15		-28,361,594		-34,161,594				753,514		0		497,414		39.8%		1,092,133		1.15		-53,906,363		-59,706,363

		2093		295,022		272,432		374,591		39.8%		724,552		1.30		-28,104,447		-33,904,447				445,022		0		293,771		39.8%		645,010		1.15		-29,006,603		-34,806,603				758,624		0		500,787		39.8%		1,099,540		1.15		-55,005,903		-60,805,903

		2094		298,041		275,219		378,423		39.8%		731,964		1.30		-28,836,411		-34,636,411				448,041		0		295,763		39.8%		649,384		1.15		-29,655,987		-35,455,987				763,769		0		504,184		39.8%		1,106,997		1.15		-56,112,900		-61,912,900

		2095		301,079		278,025		382,282		39.8%		739,427		1.30		-29,575,837		-35,375,837				451,079		0		297,769		39.8%		653,788		1.15		-30,309,776		-36,109,776				768,949		0		507,603		39.8%		1,114,505		1.15		-57,227,404		-63,027,404

		2096		304,139		280,850		386,166		39.8%		746,940		1.30		-30,322,777		-36,122,777				454,139		0		299,789		39.8%		658,222		1.15		-30,967,998		-36,767,998				774,164		0		511,046		39.8%		1,122,063		1.15		-58,349,467		-64,149,467

		2097		307,219		283,694		390,077		39.8%		754,504		1.30		-31,077,282		-36,877,282				457,219		0		301,822		39.8%		662,686		1.15		-31,630,684		-37,430,684				779,415		0		514,512		39.8%		1,129,673		1.15		-59,479,140		-65,279,140

		2098		310,319		286,558		394,014		39.8%		762,120		1.30		-31,839,402		-37,639,402				460,319		0		303,869		39.8%		667,181		1.15		-32,297,865		-38,097,865				784,701		0		518,001		39.8%		1,137,335		1.15		-60,616,475		-66,416,475

		2099		313,441		289,440		397,978		39.8%		769,787		1.30		-32,609,189		-38,409,189				463,441		0		305,930		39.8%		671,706		1.15		-32,969,571		-38,769,571				790,023		0		521,514		39.8%		1,145,048		1.15		-61,761,524		-67,561,524

		2100		316,584		292,343		401,969		39.8%		777,506		1.30		-33,386,695		-39,186,695				466,584		0		308,004		39.8%		676,261		1.15		-33,645,832		-39,445,832				795,381		0		525,051		39.8%		1,152,814		1.15		-62,914,338		-68,714,338





Disposed Waste Streams

		Year		Residential MSW		Residential C&D		Total Residential		Commercial MSW		Commercial C&D		Total Commercial		Total MSW		Total C&D		TOTAL

		2017		313,992		5,467		319,458		221,927		283,196		505,123		535,919		288,662		824,582

		2020		271,701		4,730		276,431		191,464		245,052		436,517		463,737		249,783		713,520

		2021		273,544		4,762		278,306		192,763		246,714		439,477		466,882		251,477		718,359

		2022		275,399		4,795		280,193		194,070		248,388		442,458		470,049		253,182		723,231

		2023		277,267		4,827		282,094		195,386		250,072		445,458		473,237		254,899		728,136

		2024		279,147		4,860		284,007		196,711		251,768		448,480		476,446		256,628		733,074

		2025		281,040		4,893		285,933		198,045		253,476		451,521		479,678		258,369		738,046

		2026		282,946		4,926		287,872		199,389		255,195		454,584		482,931		260,121		743,052

		2027		284,865		4,959		289,825		200,741		256,926		457,667		486,206		261,885		748,091

		2028		286,797		4,993		291,790		202,102		258,668		460,771		489,504		263,661		753,165

		2029		288,742		5,027		293,769		203,473		260,423		463,896		492,823		265,449		758,273

		2030		290,701		5,061		295,762		204,853		262,189		467,042		496,166		267,250		763,416

		2031		292,672		5,095		297,767		206,242		263,967		470,209		499,531		269,062		768,593

		2032		294,657		5,130		299,787		207,641		265,757		473,398		502,919		270,887		773,806

		2033		296,655		5,165		301,820		209,049		267,560		476,609		506,330		272,724		779,054

		2034		298,667		5,200		303,867		210,467		269,374		479,841		509,764		274,574		784,337

		2035		300,693		5,235		305,928		211,895		271,201		483,096		513,221		276,436		789,657

		2036		302,732		5,270		308,003		213,332		273,040		486,372		516,702		278,311		795,012

		2037		304,786		5,306		310,092		214,778		274,892		489,671		520,206		280,198		800,404

		2038		306,853		5,342		312,195		216,235		276,757		492,992		523,734		282,099		805,833

		2039		308,934		5,378		314,312		217,702		278,634		496,335		527,286		284,012		811,298

		2040		311,029		5,415		316,444		219,178		280,523		499,701		530,862		285,938		816,800

		2041		313,138		5,452		318,590		220,665		282,426		503,090		534,462		287,877		822,340

		2042		315,262		5,489		320,751		222,161		284,341		506,502		538,087		289,830		827,917

		2043		317,400		5,526		322,926		223,668		286,270		509,938		541,737		291,796		833,532

		2044		319,553		5,563		325,116		225,185		288,211		513,396		545,411		293,775		839,185

		2045		321,720		5,601		327,321		226,712		290,166		516,878		549,110		295,767		844,877

		2046		323,902		5,639		329,541		228,250		292,134		520,384		552,834		297,773		850,607

		2047		326,099		5,677		331,776		229,798		294,115		523,913		556,583		299,792		856,376

		2048		328,310		5,716		334,026		231,356		296,110		527,466		560,358		301,826		862,184

		2049		330,537		5,755		336,292		232,925		298,118		531,043		564,159		303,873		868,031

		2050		332,779		5,794		338,572		234,505		300,140		534,645		567,985		305,934		873,918

		2051		335,036		5,833		340,869		236,095		302,176		538,271		571,837		308,008		879,845

		2052		337,308		5,872		343,180		237,697		304,225		541,922		575,715		310,097		885,813

		2053		339,596		5,912		345,508		239,309		306,288		545,597		579,620		312,200		891,820

		2054		341,899		5,952		347,851		240,932		308,366		549,297		583,551		314,318		897,869

		2055		344,218		5,993		350,210		242,566		310,457		553,023		587,508		316,450		903,958

		2056		346,552		6,033		352,586		244,211		312,562		556,773		591,493		318,596		910,089

		2057		348,903		6,074		354,977		245,867		314,682		560,549		595,505		320,757		916,261

		2058		351,269		6,115		357,384		247,535		316,816		564,351		599,543		322,932		922,475

		2059		353,651		6,157		359,808		249,214		318,965		568,179		603,610		325,122		928,732

		2060		356,050		6,199		362,248		250,904		321,128		572,032		607,703		327,327		935,030

		2061		358,464		6,241		364,705		252,605		323,306		575,912		611,825		329,547		941,372

		2062		360,896		6,283		367,179		254,319		325,499		579,818		615,974		331,782		947,756

		2063		363,343		6,326		369,669		256,043		327,707		583,750		620,152		334,032		954,184

		2064		365,807		6,369		372,176		257,780		329,929		587,709		624,358		336,298		960,656

		2065		368,288		6,412		374,700		259,528		332,167		591,695		628,592		338,579		967,171

		2066		370,786		6,455		377,241		261,288		334,420		595,708		632,855		340,875		973,730

		2067		373,301		6,499		379,800		263,060		336,688		599,748		637,148		343,187		980,334

		2068		375,833		6,543		382,376		264,845		338,971		603,816		641,469		345,514		986,983

		2069		378,382		6,588		384,969		266,641		341,270		607,911		645,819		347,858		993,677

		2070		380,948		6,632		387,580		268,449		343,585		612,034		650,199		350,217		1,000,416

		2071		383,531		6,677		390,209		270,270		345,915		616,185		654,609		352,592		1,007,201

		2072		386,133		6,722		392,855		272,103		348,261		620,364		659,049		354,983		1,014,032

		2073		388,751		6,768		395,519		273,948		350,623		624,571		663,518		357,391		1,020,909

		2074		391,388		6,814		398,202		275,806		353,001		628,807		668,018		359,815		1,027,833

		2075		394,042		6,860		400,903		277,677		355,395		633,072		672,549		362,255		1,034,804

		2076		396,715		6,907		403,622		279,560		357,805		637,365		677,110		364,712		1,041,822

		2077		399,405		6,954		406,359		281,456		360,232		641,688		681,703		367,185		1,048,888

		2078		402,114		7,001		409,115		283,365		362,675		646,040		686,326		369,676		1,056,002

		2079		404,841		7,048		411,890		285,287		365,135		650,421		690,981		372,183		1,063,164

		2080		407,587		7,096		414,683		287,221		367,611		654,833		695,667		374,707		1,070,374

		2081		410,351		7,144		417,496		289,169		370,104		659,274		700,385		377,248		1,077,633

		2082		413,134		7,193		420,327		291,131		372,614		663,745		705,135		379,807		1,084,942

		2083		415,936		7,241		423,178		293,105		375,141		668,247		709,918		382,383		1,092,300

		2084		418,757		7,290		426,048		295,093		377,686		672,779		714,732		384,976		1,099,708

		2085		421,597		7,340		428,937		297,094		380,247		677,342		719,580		387,587		1,107,167

		2086		424,457		7,390		431,846		299,109		382,826		681,935		724,460		390,216		1,114,676

		2087		427,335		7,440		434,775		301,138		385,422		686,560		729,373		392,862		1,122,236

		2088		430,234		7,490		437,724		303,180		388,036		691,217		734,320		395,527		1,129,847

		2089		433,152		7,541		440,693		305,236		390,668		695,905		739,300		398,209		1,137,509

		2090		436,089		7,592		443,681		307,307		393,318		700,624		744,314		400,910		1,145,224

		2091		439,047		7,644		446,691		309,391		395,985		705,376		749,362		403,629		1,152,991

		2092		442,025		7,696		449,720		311,489		398,671		710,160		754,445		406,366		1,160,811

		2093		445,022		7,748		452,770		313,602		401,375		714,976		759,561		409,122		1,168,684

		2094		448,041		7,800		455,841		315,729		404,097		719,825		764,713		411,897		1,176,610

		2095		451,079		7,853		458,932		317,870		406,838		724,707		769,899		414,691		1,184,590

		2096		454,139		7,906		462,045		320,026		409,597		729,622		775,121		417,503		1,192,624

		2097		457,219		7,960		465,179		322,196		412,375		734,571		780,378		420,335		1,200,712

		2098		460,319		8,014		468,333		324,381		415,171		739,553		785,670		423,185		1,208,856

		2099		463,441		8,068		471,510		326,581		417,987		744,568		790,999		426,056		1,217,054

		2100		466,584		8,123		474,708		328,796		420,822		749,618		796,363		428,945		1,225,308













2017 Waste Streams

		Disposal Summary - Baltimore City Waste

		Facility		Type		Tons		Action Taken		Destination		Source		Notes

		QRL		MSW		149,635		Landfill		QRL		Mixed		* From MDE Solid Waste Tonnage Report for QRL

				MSW Ash		140,289		Landfill		QRL		BRESCO

				Asphalt		3,511		Reused		QRL		Residential

				Scrap Tires		51		Recycle		Auston Contracting Inc		Mixed

				Soil		189,385		Reused		QRL		Residential

				Electronics		20		Recycle		Source America/UNICOR		Mixed

				White Goods/Scrap Metal		312		Recycle		Auston Contracting Inc		Mixed

				Back River and Patapsco Grit Screenings		2,287		Landfill		QRL		Commercial



		NWTS		MSW		4,437		Landfill		QRL		Mixed		* From MDE Solid Waste Tonnage Report for NWTS

				MSW		41,448		Incinerated		BRESCO		Mixed

				Scrap Tires		46		Recycle		Auston Contracting Inc		Mixed

				Electronics		20		Recycle		Source America		Mixed

				White Goods/Scrap Metal		98		Recycle		Auston Contracting Inc		Mixed

				Mixed Recyclables		20,246		Recycle		WMRA		Residential

				Small Haulers		13,238		LF/Incin/Recycle		??		Commercial		* Interpolated from spreadsheet "NWTS Small Hauler Report 12-22-2018" provided by the Authority



		BRESCO		Residential		156,887		Incinerated		BRESCO		Residential		* From spreadsheet "2017 Recycling Report - Bresco Data (3-6-2018)" provided by the Authority

				Commercial		221,656		Incinerated		BRESCO		Commercial

				Total Ash Generated		107,432		Landfill		QRL		Mixed

				Total Metals Recovered		7,547		Recycle		BRESCO		Mixed



		WMRA		SSR, Curbside		21,549		Recycle		WMRA		Residential		* From Invoices between Baltimore City and WMRA



		Covanta Alexandria		MRA Waste		29		Incinerated		Covanta		Residential		* From Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey





		MRA Materials Recycled

		Category		MRA Recyclables		Residential		Commercial		Total		Notes

		Comingled Containers		Comingled Containers		0		1,011		1,011		 All data from Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey

		Compostables (Yard)		Brush and Branches		0		11,963		11,963

				Grass		0		0		0

				Leaves		2,328		196		2,524

				Mixed Yard Waste		0		0		0

		Compostables (Other)		Food Waste		0		711		711

				MSW Compost		0		0		0

				Wood Materials		0		7,777		7,777

				Other		0		10		10

		Glass		Brown Glass		0		0		0

				Clear Glass		0		0		0

				Green Glass		0		0		0

				Mixed Glass		3,676		1,721		5,398

				Other: Flourescent Lightbulbs		0		33		33

		Metals		Aluminum Cans		65		230		294

				Back-End Scrap		14,069		0		14,069

				Lead Acid Batteries		0		179		179

				Mixed Cans (Al, Sn, Steel)		0		50		50

				Tin(Sn)/Steel Cans		209		83		292

				White Goods		351		11		361

				Other		0		880		880

		Paper		Magazines		0		362		362

				Mixed Paper		14,711		7,915		22,626

				Newspaper		0		452		452

				Office/Computer Paper		0		3,446		3,446

				Old Corrugated Cardboard		0		16,164		16,164

				Other		0		0		0

		Plastic		Mixed Plastic		306		351		657

				HDPE		222		108		330

				Film		0		114		114

				Other		0		112		112

		Other		Animal Protein/Solid Fat		0		1,451		1,451

				Electronics		65		141		207

				MSW-to-Energy Ash		0		4		4

				Pallets		0		265		265

				Textiles		0		650		650

				Tires (Recycled)		318		5,330		5,648

				Tires (Retread)		0		12		12

				Tires (Cement Kiln 12%)		0		0		0

				Other: Polystyrene		9,570		0		9,570

				Food Waste (Non-Mulch/Compost)		0		11,938		11,938

				Wood Materials for Energy Recovery		0		489		489

				Toner Cartridges		0		43		43

				Food Donations		0		24		24

				Batteries		0		566		566

				Furniture		0		24		24

				Other Materials (All StAR)		0		23		23





		Non-MRA Materials Recycled

		Category		Non-MRA Recyclables		Residential		Commercial		Total		Notes

		C&D		Asphalt		3,500		92,656		96,156		 All data from Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey

				C&D Debris		0		11,174		11,174

				Concrete		0		220,125		220,125

				Landclearing Debris		0		42		42

		Scrap Metal		Scrap Automobiles		0		533		533

				Scrap Metal		0		59,887		59,887

		Other		Antifreeze		0		393		393

				Waste Oil		22		6,403		6,424

				Coal Ash		0		0		0

				Sewage Sludge		0		45,793		45,793

				Soil		189,385		77,382		266,767

				Other: Ballasts		0		0.1		0

				Other: Oil Filters		0		64		64

				Other: Other (All StAR)		0		545		545

				Other: Industrial Fluids		0		31		31

				Other: Millings		3,511		0		3,511





		Total Waste, MRA Waste, and Recycling Rate						Notes

				Total		Mass Percentage		 All data from spreadsheet "Calendar Year 2017 Maryland Waste Diversion Rates and Tonnages" provided by the City

		Total Waste		1,641,783

		Total MRA Waste		647,380

		Non-MRA Recyclables		513,615

		MRA Recycling Rate		18.95%

		Total Compostables		32,861

		Yard Waste		14,487		11.8%

		Other Organics		18,374		15.0%

		Paper		43,051		35.1%

		Plastic		10,783		8.8%

		Metals		10,237		8.3%

		Glass		5,446		4.4%

		Other		20,287		16.5%





		Summary of Waste Streams

		Origin		Source		Waste Type		Recycled or Disposed?		Amount		Transfer Facility 1		Transfer Facility 2		Destination Facility 1		MSW Ash Generated		Ash Destination		Back-End Scrap		Back-End Scrap Destination				Notes

										(tons)								(tons)				(tons)

		Baltimore City		Residential		Dropoff MSW		Disposed		12,908		DROPOFF		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Calculated based on mass balance of total waste and all other waste streams

		Baltimore CIty		Commercial		Small Haulers		Disposed		11,915		NWTS		N/A		BRESCO		3,382		QRL		238		Recyclables				From small haulers report, NWTS tonnage report

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Small Haulers		Disposed		1,276		NWTS		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				From small haulers report, NWTS tonnage report

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		29,533		NWTS		N/A		BRESCO		8,382		QRL		589		Recyclables				From NWTS tonnage report and mass balance of other waste streams at NWTS

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		3,161		NWTS		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				NWTS Tonnage Report

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		146,474		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				QRL Tonnage Report; NWTS Tonnage Report

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		127,354		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		36,144		QRL		2,539		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report; NWTS Tonnage Report - assume "Residential Waste" from BRESCO is "Mixed Waste" from NWTS

		Baltimore City		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		209,741		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		59,525		QRL		4,181		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Baltimore County		Residential		MSW		Disposed		232,972		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		66,119		OTHER		4,645		OTHER				BRESCO MRA Report; assume that Baltimore County handles its own ash and back-end scrap

		Baltimore County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		48,220		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		13,685		OTHER		961		OTHER				BRESCO MRA Report; assume that Baltimore County handles its own ash and back-end scrap

		Anne Arundel County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		23,101		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		6,556		QRL		461		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Howard County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		15,593		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		4,425		QRL		311		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Prince George's County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		543		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		154		QRL		11		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Montgomery County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		57		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		16		QRL		1		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		St. Mary's County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		2,915		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		827		QRL		58		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		North Carolina		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		1,345		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		382		QRL		27		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Pennsylvania		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		862		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		245		QRL		17		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		West Virginia		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		361		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		102		QRL		7		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Virginia		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		242		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		69		QRL		5		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		New York		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		242		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		69		QRL		5		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		New Jersey		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		242		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		69		QRL		5		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Ohio		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		361		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		102		QRL		7		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Delaware		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		110		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		31		QRL		2		Recyclables				BRESCO MRA Report

		Baltimore City		Residential		SS Recyclables		Recycled		20,246		NWTS		N/A		WMRA		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				NWTS Tonnage Report

		Baltimore City		Commercial		SS Recyclables		Recycled		47		NWTS		N/A		Other		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Calculated based on mass balance of all recyclables (including back-end scrap)

		Baltimore City		Residential		Non-SS Recyclables		Recycled		117		NWTS		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				NWTS Tonnage Report

		Baltimore City		Residential		Dropoff Recyclables		Recycled		13,784		DROPOFF		N/A		WMRA/OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Interpreted from MDE MRA Report (total recyclables minus recyclables from NWTS and QRL and discounting compostable waste)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Non-SS Recyclables		Recycled		42,222		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (Commercial MRA Recyclables - excludes organic waste, includes "other MRA Recyclables")

		Baltimore City		Residential		Organics		Recycled		2,328		N/A		N/A		CAMP SMALL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (Residential Leaves)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Organics		Recycled		30,533		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Total compostables (from MDE MRA Report) minus Residential organics

		Baltimore City		Residential		C&D		Recycled		3,511		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (Residential non-MRA asphalt)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		C&D		Recycled		323,997		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (Commercial non-MRA asphalt, C&D debris, concrete, LCD)

		Baltimore City		Residential		Soil		Recycled		189,385		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (Residential non-MRA soil)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Soil		Recycled		77,382		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (Commercial non-MRA soil)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		WWTP Grit Screenings		Disposed		2,287		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				QRL tonnage report - Back River and Patapsco Grit Screenings

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		29		N/A		N/A		COVANTA ALEXANDRIA		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (MRA Waste to Covanta Alexandria)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Sewage Sludge		Recycled		45,793		N/A		N/A		VEOLIA		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (non-MRA Recyclables: sewage sludge)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Scrap Metal		Recycled		60,420		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (non-MRA Recyclables: scrap metal, scrap automobiles)

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Other non-MRA Recyclables		Recycled		7,437		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				City MRA Report (non-MRA Recyclables: antifreeze, waste oil, ballasts, oil filtes, other, industrial fluids)

		Baltimore CIty		Commercial		C&D		Disposed		279,905		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A				Calculated based on mass balance of total waste (from MDE MRA report) and all other waste streams

		MRA Waste

				Total		Mass Percentage		Residential		Commercial		Residential		Commercial

		MRA Waste		429,568		100.0%		347,181		82,387		80.8%		19.2%

		MRA Recyclables		85,783		20.0%		43,562		42,222		10.1%		9.8%

		MRA Compostables		34,937		8.1%		2,328		32,608		0.5%		7.6%		* Composted yard waste, Recycled wood waste, Recycled food waste (composted, donated)

		Landfill		151,922		35.4%

		Incinerated		156,916		36.5%

		Non-MRA Recyclables

		Waste Type		Total		Mass Percentage		% Residential		% Commercial

		C&D Waste		319,050
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    Adjusted to meet MDE 2017 Non-MRA Reported recycling (513,615 tons)		62.1%		1.1%		101.6%

		Soil		77,382
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    Adjusted so it does not include residential soil (QRL soil assumed to be cover material)		15.1%		244.7%		100.0%

		Scrap Metal		60,420		11.8%		0.0%		100.0%

		Sewage Sludge		45,793		8.9%		0.0%		100.0%

		Other		10,969		2.1%		32.2%		67.8%

				513,615		-0

		MRA Recyclables

		MRA Recyclables		Total		Mass Percentage		% Residential		% Commercial

		Yard Waste		14,487		12.0%		16.1%		83.9%

		Other Organics		20,459		16.9%		0.0%		100.0%

		Paper		43,051		35.7%		34.2%		65.8%

		Plastic		10,783		8.9%		93.6%		6.4%

		Metals		16,125		13.4%		91.1%		8.9%

		Glass		5,430		4.5%		67.7%		32.3%

		Other		10,394		8.6%		95.8%		96.3%







Waste Composition

		WARM Waste Categories		NMWDA-MDE Waste Category		MSW				SS Recyclables				Non-SS Recyclables				Other Non-MRA Recyclables		C&D				Organics				Dropoff Recyclables		Dropoff MSW		Small Haulers		Soil				WWTP Grit Screenings		Scrap Metal		Sewage Sludge

						Residential		Commercial		Residential		Commercial		Residential		Commercial		Commercial		Residential		Commercial		Residential		Commercial		Residential		Residential		Commercial		Residential		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial		Commercial

						MSW-Residential		MSW-Commercial		SS Recyclables-Residential		SS Recyclables-Commercial		Non-SS Recyclables-Residential		Non-SS Recyclables-Commercial		Other Non-MRA Recyclables-Commercial		C&D-Residential		C&D-Commercial		Organics-Residential		Organics-Commercial		Dropoff Recyclables-Residential		Dropoff MSW-Residential		Small Haulers-Commercial		Soil-Residential		Soil-Commercial		WWTP Grit Screenings-Commercial		Scrap Metal-Commercial		Sewage Sludge-Commercial

		Aluminum Cans		A		1.30%		1.20%		1.00%		1.00%		0.00%		0.66%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.75%
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    aluminum and steel cans measured together, assume 50% of each		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Aluminum Ingot		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Steel Cans		A		2.50%		3.20%		1.70%		1.70%		0.00%		0.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.82%
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    Really structural steel		0.00%		0.00%		0.76%
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    aluminum and steel cans measured together, assume 50% of each		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Copper Wire		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Glass		A		3.05%		4.40%		7.50%		7.50%		0.00%		4.15%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.67%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		HDPE		A		2.35%		1.80%		2.60%		2.60%		0.00%		0.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.96%
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    PET and HDPE measured together - assume 50% of each		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		LDPE		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		PET		A		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		1.80%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.96%
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    PET and HDPE measured together - assume 50% of each		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		LLDPE		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		PP		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		PS		D		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		PVC		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		PLA		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Corrugated Containers		A		8.00%		15.40%		53.10%		53.10%		0.00%		38.28%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		42.14%
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    Cardboard and paper were measured together in dropoff sorts - this is assumed based on combined data and visual inspection (mostly cardboard)		0.45%		0.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Magazines/Third-class Mail		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.86%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Newspaper		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.07%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Office Paper		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		8.16%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Phonebooks		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Textbooks		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Dimensional Lumber		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.79%		0.00%		0.00%		7.00%		0.00%		23.84%		0.00%		18.45%		18.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Medium-density Fiberboard		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Food Waste (non-meat)		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Food Waste (meat only)		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		3.44%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Beef		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Poultry		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Grains		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Bread		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Fruits and Vegetables		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Dairy Products		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Yard Trimmings		C		11.75%		7.10%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.90%		1.90%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Grass		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Leaves		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		100.00%		0.60%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Branches		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		36.68%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Paper (general)		A		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		8.13%

tc={40FB3CEE-00A1-4655-A569-6CB67E291A6C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Cardboard and paper were measured together in dropoff sorts - this is assumed based on combined data and visual inspection (mostly cardboard)		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		A		6.10%		0.00%		19.70%		19.70%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		A		0.00%		8.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		18.75%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Metals		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		59.76%		2.11%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		42.63%

tc={8415F498-5DF6-4B3C-AF65-6D80A131A5F8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    scrap metal		2.20%		2.20%

tc={CE8AFCE9-C5BB-46B2-B0FA-6A668CA1F2B2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    scrap metal		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		100.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Plastics		B		18.00%		14.20%		6.50%		6.50%		0.00%		3.76%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Recyclables		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.98%		100.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Food Waste		C		21.35%		21.00%

tc={9D5D2AA6-BBD9-45EC-8956-96FA0E773531}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjusted to reflect expected results (EPA)		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		38.85%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Organics		C		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.03%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		100.00%		0.00%		100.00%

		Mixed MSW		D		23.80%

tc={E8FB8D25-59D7-4D51-9B5F-661B9679695B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Represents "other/unclassified" from waste sort - predominantly inorganic material		21.50%

tc={40C2B514-C855-48AE-A487-C8A5EBEE2251}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjusted to account for adjusted food waste		6.10%

tc={ABD3ED95-1065-4D4D-9F2E-C953AE0FEF43}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Represents "other/unclassified" from waste sort - predominantly inorganic material		6.10%

tc={4234D354-DD17-476D-A0D1-A77962A68C11}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Represents "other/unclassified" from waste sort - predominantly inorganic material		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		31.50%		31.50%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Carpet, Textiles		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.54%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.95%		1.95%

tc={446F14C1-DC19-4E7A-A731-C178614B1D37}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes mattresses, textiles, carpet, insulation		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Desktop CPUs		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Portable Electronic Devices		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Flat-Panel Displays		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		CRT Displays		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Electronic Peripherals		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Hard-Copy Devices		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Mixed Electronics		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		12.20%		0.33%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.00%		0.25%		0.25%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Clay Bricks		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.26%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Concrete		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		70.45%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		15.95%		15.95%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Fly Ash		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.01%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Tires		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		28.05%		12.65%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Asphalt Concrete		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		100.00%		14.37%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Asphalt Shingles		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.55%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Drywall		D		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		2.55%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		6.90%		6.90%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Fiberglass Insulation		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Vinyl Flooring		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Wood Flooring		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)

tc={5682257F-C580-4911-A111-0E84085BB5F6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Not in WARM; This category is modeled as "Mixed Recyclables" in WARM		D		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		19.40%		19.40%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Soil

tc={29F50615-542D-40D3-847C-6973B205F8B2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Not in WARM; This category is modeled as "Mixed Recyclables" in WARM		D		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.05%		1.05%		100.00%		100.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Hazardous Waste (oil, antifreeze)

tc={034547E0-7B8D-463B-92A2-A3978EA454EC}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Not in WARM; This category is modeled as "Mixed Recyclables" in WARM		B		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		1.87%		91.80%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Other

tc={C2D27AED-3AA1-4E9B-95AD-5E982E5D5302}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Not in WARM; This category is modeled as "Mixed Recyclables" in WARM						

tc={9D5D2AA6-BBD9-45EC-8956-96FA0E773531}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjusted to reflect expected results (EPA)		

tc={E8FB8D25-59D7-4D51-9B5F-661B9679695B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Represents "other/unclassified" from waste sort - predominantly inorganic material																

tc={6F2EA512-0364-4D8C-9ADF-9E5AEC37D6A5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Really structural steel		

tc={40C2B514-C855-48AE-A487-C8A5EBEE2251}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Adjusted to account for adjusted food waste																				

tc={FC66F73F-A4C2-49CB-833F-61DD706508A9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    aluminum and steel cans measured together, assume 50% of each		

tc={ABD3ED95-1065-4D4D-9F2E-C953AE0FEF43}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Represents "other/unclassified" from waste sort - predominantly inorganic material																		

tc={40FB3CEE-00A1-4655-A569-6CB67E291A6C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Cardboard and paper were measured together in dropoff sorts - this is assumed based on combined data and visual inspection (mostly cardboard)		

tc={4234D354-DD17-476D-A0D1-A77962A68C11}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Represents "other/unclassified" from waste sort - predominantly inorganic material																

tc={409ACFB5-2691-49AC-B2EA-24FDF02F7508}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    aluminum and steel cans measured together, assume 50% of each		

tc={8415F498-5DF6-4B3C-AF65-6D80A131A5F8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    scrap metal		

tc={2CA5593F-1B13-4B7E-BBAF-190CF49F6DA7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PET and HDPE measured together - assume 50% of each				

tc={CE8AFCE9-C5BB-46B2-B0FA-6A668CA1F2B2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    scrap metal		

tc={0B812054-09E6-4A51-82FE-E5284595064D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PET and HDPE measured together - assume 50% of each				

tc={446F14C1-DC19-4E7A-A731-C178614B1D37}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes mattresses, textiles, carpet, insulation		

tc={C4CFDAE1-D153-4C47-85A7-921CA7CEDDE4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Cardboard and paper were measured together in dropoff sorts - this is assumed based on combined data and visual inspection (mostly cardboard)		

tc={5682257F-C580-4911-A111-0E84085BB5F6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Not in WARM; This category is modeled as "Mixed Recyclables" in WARM		D		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.06%		8.20%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		SOURCE				Average of winter waste sort and summer waste sort		Summer waste sort; compared with EPA (2013) "MSW Residential/Commercial Percentage Allocation" and food waste percentage adjusted to better match expected results (mixed MSW lowered to compensate)		Winter Waste Sort		Assumed same as SS Residential		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		USEPA (2016) "C&D Debris Generation in the US, 2014		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Winter waste sort		Assume this looks the same as small haulers - winter waste sort		Average of winter waste sort and summer waste sort		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey		Baltimore City Maryland Recycling Act Tonnage Report Survey

				Note: A = Curbside recyclable; B = Other non-curbside recyclable; C = Compostables/mulchables; D = Not widely recyclable





























































































































2017 Waste Stream Composition

		Origin		Source		Waste Type		Recycled or Disposed?		Total Amount		Transfer Facility 1		Transfer Facility 2		Destination Facility 1		MSW Ash Generated		Ash Destination		Back-End Scrap		Back-End Scrap Destination				Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)

										(tons)								(tons)				(tons)

		Baltimore City		Residential		Dropoff MSW		Disposed		12,908		DROPOFF		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Dropoff MSW-Residential		58.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		245.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		32.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		284.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		251.7		0.0		2,058.8		2,381.5		890.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4,066.0				135.5		2,504.1

		Baltimore CIty		Commercial		Small Haulers		Disposed		11,915		NWTS		N/A		BRESCO		3,382		QRL		238		Recyclables		Small Haulers-Commercial		53.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		226.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		29.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		262.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		232.3		0.0		1,900.5		2,198.4		822.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,753.3				125.1		2,311.6

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Small Haulers		Disposed		1,276		NWTS		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Small Haulers-Commercial		5.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		24.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		28.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		24.9		0.0		203.4		235.3		88.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		401.8				13.4		247.5

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		29,533		NWTS		N/A		BRESCO		8,382		QRL		589		Recyclables		MSW-Residential		2,362.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,801.5		0.0		6,305.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,470.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		694.0		0.0		531.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		5,315.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		383.9		0.0		738.3		0.0		0.0		900.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		7,028.8				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		3,161		NWTS		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		MSW-Residential		252.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		192.8		0.0		675.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		371.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		74.3		0.0		56.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		569.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		41.1		0.0		79.0		0.0		0.0		96.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		752.4				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		146,474		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		MSW-Residential		11,717.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		8,934.9		0.0		31,272.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		17,210.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,442.1		0.0		2,636.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		26,365.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,904.2		0.0		3,661.8		0.0		0.0		4,467.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		34,860.7				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		127,354		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		36,144		QRL		2,539		Recyclables		MSW-Residential		10,188.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		7,768.6		0.0		27,190.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		14,964.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		2,992.8		0.0		2,292.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		22,923.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,655.6		0.0		3,183.9		0.0		0.0		3,884.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		30,310.3				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		209,741		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		59,525		QRL		4,181		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		32,300.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		17,618.2		44,045.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		14,891.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,775.3		0.0		3,775.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		29,783.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2,516.9		0.0		6,711.7		0.0		0.0		9,228.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		45,094.2				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore County		Residential		MSW		Disposed		232,972		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		66,119		OTHER		4,645		OTHER		MSW-Residential		18,637.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		14,211.3		0.0		49,739.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		27,374.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		5,474.8		0.0		4,193.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		41,935.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,028.6		0.0		5,824.3		0.0		0.0		7,105.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		55,447.3

		Baltimore County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		48,220		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		13,685		OTHER		961		OTHER		MSW-Commercial		7,425.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4,050.5		10,126.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,423.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		868.0		0.0		868.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		6,847.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		578.6		0.0		1,543.0		0.0		0.0		2,121.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		10,367.3

		Anne Arundel County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		23,101		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		6,556		QRL		461		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		3,557.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,940.5		4,851.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,640.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		415.8		0.0		415.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,280.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		277.2		0.0		739.2		0.0		0.0		1,016.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4,966.7

		Howard County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		15,593		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		4,425		QRL		311		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		2,401.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,309.8		3,274.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,107.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		280.7		0.0		280.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2,214.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		187.1		0.0		499.0		0.0		0.0		686.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,352.4

		Prince George's County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		543		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		154		QRL		11		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		83.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		45.6		114.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		38.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		9.8		0.0		9.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		77.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		6.5		0.0		17.4		0.0		0.0		23.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		116.7

		Montgomery County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		57		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		16		QRL		1		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		8.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.8		11.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.0		0.0		1.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		8.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.7		0.0		1.8		0.0		0.0		2.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		12.2

		St. Mary's County		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		2,915		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		827		QRL		58		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		448.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		244.9		612.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		207.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		52.5		0.0		52.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		413.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		35.0		0.0		93.3		0.0		0.0		128.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		626.7

		North Carolina		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		1,345		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		382		QRL		27		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		207.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		113.0		282.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		95.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		24.2		0.0		24.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		191.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		16.1		0.0		43.0		0.0		0.0		59.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		289.2

		Pennsylvania		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		862		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		245		QRL		17		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		132.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		72.4		181.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		61.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		15.5		0.0		15.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		122.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		10.3		0.0		27.6		0.0		0.0		37.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		185.3

		West Virginia		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		361		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		102		QRL		7		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		55.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		30.3		75.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		25.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		6.5		0.0		6.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		51.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.3		0.0		11.5		0.0		0.0		15.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		77.6

		Virginia		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		242		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		69		QRL		5		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		37.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		20.3		50.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		17.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.3		0.0		4.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		34.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2.9		0.0		7.7		0.0		0.0		10.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		51.9

		New York		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		242		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		69		QRL		5		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		37.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		20.3		50.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		17.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.3		0.0		4.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		34.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2.9		0.0		7.7		0.0		0.0		10.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		51.9

		New Jersey		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		242		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		69		QRL		5		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		37.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		20.3		50.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		17.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.3		0.0		4.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		34.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2.9		0.0		7.7		0.0		0.0		10.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		51.9

		Ohio		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		361		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		102		QRL		7		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		55.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		30.3		75.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		25.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		6.5		0.0		6.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		51.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		4.3		0.0		11.5		0.0		0.0		15.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		77.6

		Delaware		Commercial		MSW		Disposed		110		N/A		N/A		BRESCO		31		QRL		2		Recyclables		MSW-Commercial		17.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		9.3		23.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		7.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		2.0		0.0		2.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		15.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.3		0.0		3.5		0.0		0.0		4.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		23.8

		Baltimore City		Residential		SS Recyclables		Recycled		20,246		NWTS		N/A		WMRA		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		SS Recyclables-Residential		10,750.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,988.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		526.4		0.0		364.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,316.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		202.5		0.0		344.2		0.0		0.0		1,518.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,235.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		SS Recyclables		Recycled		47		NWTS		N/A		Other		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		SS Recyclables-Commercial		25.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		9.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.2		0.0		0.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.5		0.0		0.8		0.0		0.0		3.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2.9				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		Non-SS Recyclables		Recycled		117		NWTS		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Non-SS Recyclables-Residential		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		14.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		69.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		32.8		0.0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		Dropoff Recyclables		Recycled		13,784		DROPOFF		N/A		WMRA/OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Dropoff Recyclables-Residential		5,808.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,121.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		131.7		0.0		131.7		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		275.7		104.0		0.0		105.4		0.0		5,875.9		229.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Non-SS Recyclables		Recycled		42,222		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Non-SS Recyclables-Commercial		16,164.1		362.0		452.0		3,446.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		7,915.2		0.0		0.0		1,451.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		107.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1,588.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		141.3		280.2		0.0		82.6		0.0		890.5		1,754.0		0.0		0.0		649.7		0.0		0.0		754.5		0.0		0.0		4.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		5,342.0		836.1		0.0		0.0				0.0		24.4

		Baltimore City		Residential		Organics		Composted		2,328		N/A		N/A		CAMP SMALL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Organics-Residential		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2,328.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Organics		Composted		30,533		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Organics-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		11,862.4		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		183.5		11,198.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		7,279.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		9.4		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		C&D		Recycled		3,511		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		C&D-Residential		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3,511.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		C&D		Recycled		323,997		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		C&D-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2,656.8		0.0		0.0		0.0		46,558.4		8,261.9		0.0		7,322.3		228,256.2		22,679.8		8,261.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		Soil		Recycled		189,385		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Soil-Residential		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				189,385.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Soil		Recycled		77,382		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Soil-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				77,382.4		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		WWTP Grit Screenings		Disposed		2,287		N/A		N/A		QRL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		WWTP Grit Screenings-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2,287.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Residential		MSW		Disposed		29		N/A		N/A		COVANTA ALEXANDRIA		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		MSW-Residential		2.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.7		0.0		6.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		3.3		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.7		0.0		0.5		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		5.1		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.4		0.0		0.7		0.0		0.0		0.9		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		6.8				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Sewage Sludge		Composted		45,793		N/A		N/A		VEOLIA		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Sewage Sludge-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		45,793.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Scrap Metal		Recycled		60,420		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Scrap Metal-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		60,419.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore City		Commercial		Other non-MRA Recyclables		Recycled		7,437		N/A		N/A		OTHER		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		Other non-MRA Recyclables-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		7,436.9		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

		Baltimore CIty		Commercial		C&D		Disposed		279,905		N/A		N/A		C&D LANDFILL		N/A		N/A		N/A		N/A		C&D-Commercial		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		2,295.2		0.0		0.0		0.0		40,222.3		7,137.6		0.0		6,325.8		197,192.8		19,593.3		7,137.6		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0				0.0		0.0

				Summary		Recycled		Residential																				16,559		0		0		0		0		0		1,121		3,988		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		658		0		496		0		0		0		0		1,316		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		290		306		0		450		0		5,946		1,748		3,511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		1,235				189,385		0

						Recycled		Commercial																				16,189		362		452		3,446		0		0		0		9		7,915		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		109		0		1		0		0		0		0		1,591		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		141		281		0		2,740		0		61,310		1,757		46,558		8,262		650		7,322		228,256		23,434		8,262		0		4		0		0		0		5,342		8,273		0		3				77,382		24

						Landfilled		Residential																				12,029		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,128		0		31,947		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,827		0		0		0		3,516		0		2,693		0		0		0		0		26,934		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32		1,945		0		3,741		0		284		4,564		0		0		252		0		2,059		2,382		891		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		39,679				136		2,504

						Landfilled		Commercial																				6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		24		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		0		0		2,295		0		28		0		40,222		7,138		25		6,326		197,396		19,829		7,226		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,287		402				13		247

						Combusted		Residential																				12,553		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,572		0		33,501		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,438		0		0		0		3,688		0		2,824		0		0		0		0		28,245		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,040		0		3,923		0		0		4,786		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		37,346				0		0

						Combusted		Commercial																				32,354		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,618		44,046		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,118		0		0		0		3,775		0		3,775		0		0		0		0		29,783		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		2,517		0		6,712		0		262		9,229		0		0		232		0		1,900		2,198		822		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		48,848				125		2,312

						Composted		Residential																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,328		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

						Composted		Commercial																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,862		0		1,451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		183		11,198		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,279		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		45,802		0				0		0

				Totals		Recycled		Total																				32,748		362		452		3,446		0		0		1,121		3,998		7,915		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		767		0		497		0		0		0		0		2,907		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		431		587		0		3,190		0		67,256		3,506		50,069		8,262		650		7,322		228,256		23,434		8,262		0		4		0		0		0		5,375		8,273		0		1,238				266,767		24

						Landfilled		Total																				12,035		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,128		0		31,947		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,852		0		0		0		3,516		0		2,693		0		0		0		0		26,934		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		35		1,945		0		6,036		0		312		4,564		40,222		7,138		277		6,326		199,455		22,210		8,116		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,287		40,081				149		2,752

						Combusted		Total																				44,907		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,572		17,618		77,547		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33,556		0		0		0		7,463		0		6,600		0		0		0		0		58,028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30		4,557		0		10,635		0		262		14,015		0		0		232		0		1,900		2,198		822		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		86,193				125		2,312

						Composted		Total																				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,862		0		1,451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,512		11,198		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,279		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		45,802		0				0		0

				Totals		Recycled		Residential																				16,559		0		0		0		0		0		1,121		3,988		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,328		0		658		0		496		0		0		0		0		1,316		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		290		306		0		450		0		5,946		1,748		3,511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		1,235				189,385		0

						Recycled		Commercial																				16,189		362		452		3,446		0		0		0		9		7,915		11,862		0		1,451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		183		11,198		109		0		1		0		0		0		0		1,591		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		141		281		0		2,740		0		61,310		1,757		46,558		8,262		650		7,322		228,256		30,714		8,262		0		4		0		0		0		5,342		8,273		45,802		3				77,382		24

						Disposed		Residential																				24,582		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,700		0		65,449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		36,265		0		0		0		7,204		0		5,518		0		0		0		0		55,179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32		3,985		0		7,664		0		284		9,350		0		0		252		0		2,059		2,382		891		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		77,025				136		2,504

						Disposed		Commercial																				32,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,618		44,046		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,142		0		0		0		3,775		0		3,775		0		0		0		0		29,783		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33		2,517		0		9,007		0		290		9,229		40,222		7,138		257		6,326		199,297		22,027		8,048		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,287		49,249				139		2,559

				Diversion Rate				Residential																				40.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		17.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		8.4%		0.0%		8.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.3%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		90.0%		7.1%		0.0%		5.5%		0.0%		95.4%		15.8%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		1.6%				99.9%		0.0%

								Commercial																				33.3%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		31.0%		21.2%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		2.8%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		5.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		81.1%		10.0%		0.0%		23.3%		0.0%		99.5%		16.0%		53.7%		53.7%		71.6%		53.7%		53.4%		58.2%		50.7%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		95.2%		0.0%				99.8%		0.9%

								Total																				36.5%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		17.6%		31.0%		9.8%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		6.5%		0.0%		5.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.3%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		86.9%		8.3%		0.0%		16.1%		0.0%		99.2%		15.9%		55.5%		53.7%		56.1%		53.7%		53.1%		55.7%		48.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		95.2%		1.0%				99.9%		0.5%





Maximum Diversion Option

		Summary																						Composition of Total Diverted Waste																																																																																																																																		Composition of Residential Diverted Waste

		Report Section		Diversion Option		Timeframe
(years)		Total Diversion
(tons)		Residential Diversion
(tons)		Commercial Diversion
(tons)												Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)						Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)

		3.1		Food Waste Reduction		20		72,400		48,752		23,648												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		72,400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		48,752		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

		3.2		Residential Organics Diversion		20		42,820		42,820		0												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,808		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,012		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,808		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,012		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

		3.3		Commercial Organics Diversion		20		35,540		0		35,540												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,398		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,142		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

		4.2		Improved Recycling Collection		10		84,177		84,177		0												20,468		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,556		0		6,852		0		0		8,240		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0						20,468		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,556		0		6,852		0		0		8,240		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

		4.3		Expanded Recycling Collection		10		69,306		0		69,306												27,505		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,721		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,387		0		3,398		0		0		0		0		14,096		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,237		0		7,832		0		0		8,130		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

		5.1		C&D Reuse and Reduction		10		28,353		0		28,353												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,326		0		22,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

		5.2		C&D Diversion		20		200,100		0		200,100												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,544		5,598		0		0		156,541		0		6,417		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0

		6.1		Bulk Waste Diversion		10		4,046		2,001		2,045												0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		4,046						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		2,001

		7.2		Res. Dropoff and Small Hauler Improvements		5		16,090		7,959		8,132												106		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		446		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		0		0		0		0		517		0		0		0		458		0		3,746		4,334		1,621		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		4,557						52		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		221		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		0		0		256		0		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,254

		Percentage Diverted																						Composition of Total Diverted Waste																																																																																																																																		Composition of Residential Diverted Waste

		Year		Food Waste Reduction		Residential Organics Diversion		Commercial Organics Diversion		Improved Recycling Collection		Expanded Recycling Collection		C&D Reuse and Reduction		C&D Diversion		Bulk Waste Diversion		Res. Dropoff and Small Hauler Improvements				Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)						Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)

		2020		1.0%		1.0%		1.0%		1.0%		1.0%		1.0%		1.0%		1.0%		1.0%				478		0		0		0		0		0		0		68		27		1,061		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		444		0		0		0		98		0		83		0		0		0		0		408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		58		0		146		0		5		163		314		56		5		63		1,595		262		80		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				2		86						204		0		0		0		0		0		0		68		0		623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		291		0		0		0		64		0		49		0		0		0		0		268		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		35		0		68		0		3		82		0		0		2		0		18		21		8		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				1		42

		2021		1.6%		1.6%		1.6%		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%		1.6%		2.5%		6.0%				1,187		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		67		1,671		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		719		0		0		0		241		0		205		0		0		0		0		1,009		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		143		0		361		0		31		403		494		88		27		156		2,677		800		197		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				15		371						507		0		0		0		0		0		0		167		0		981		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		468		0		0		0		158		0		121		0		0		0		0		663		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2		87		0		169		0		15		203		0		0		13		0		110		128		48		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				7		183

		2022		2.5%		2.5%		2.5%		6.0%		6.0%		6.0%		2.5%		6.0%		28.5%				2,886		0		0		0		0		0		0		404		162		2,623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,213		0		0		0		584		0		495		0		0		0		0		2,442		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17		345		0		874		0		147		974		776		138		131		377		4,919		2,546		620		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				70		1,539						1,233		0		0		0		0		0		0		404		0		1,539		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		777		0		0		0		382		0		293		0		0		0		0		1,603		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		212		0		408		0		73		490		0		0		65		0		528		611		228		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				35		761

		2023		3.8%		3.8%		3.8%		13.7%		13.7%		13.7%		3.8%		13.7%		71.5%				6,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		931		373		4,096		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,016		0		0		0		1,344		0		1,139		0		0		0		0		5,623		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42		794		0		2,013		0		370		2,244		1,212		215		328		867		8,693		6,118		1,405		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				176		3,813						2,843		0		0		0		0		0		0		931		0		2,404		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,272		0		0		0		880		0		674		0		0		0		0		3,691		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		21		487		0		939		0		183		1,129		0		0		162		0		1,325		1,533		573		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				87		1,886

		2024		6.0%		6.0%		6.0%		28.5%		28.5%		28.5%		6.0%		28.5%		94.0%				13,770		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,936		775		6,346		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,048		0		0		0		2,794		0		2,369		0		0		0		0		11,691		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		55		1,651		0		4,185		0		486		4,665		1,878		333		431		1,803		12,842		10,353		1,906		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				232		5,063						5,882		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,936		0		3,724		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,935		0		0		0		1,829		0		1,401		0		0		0		0		7,674		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27		1,013		0		1,953		0		240		2,348		0		0		213		0		1,743		2,016		754		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				115		2,504

		2025		9.1%		9.1%		9.1%		50.0%		50.0%		50.0%		9.1%		50.0%		99.0%				24,091		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,397		1,361		9,714		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,465		0		0		0		4,902		0		4,157		0		0		0		0		20,514		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		58		2,897		0		7,342		0		512		8,185		2,874		510		453		3,163		17,974		15,304		2,189		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				244		5,063						10,286		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,397		0		5,701		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,862		0		0		0		3,209		0		2,458		0		0		0		0		13,466		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		1,778		0		3,426		0		253		4,120		0		0		224		0		1,835		2,122		794		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				121		2,504

		2026		13.7%		13.7%		13.7%		71.5%		71.5%		71.5%		13.7%		71.5%		99.8%				34,408		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,859		1,946		14,610		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,497		0		0		0		7,011		0		5,945		0		0		0		0		29,336		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		4,142		0		10,500		0		516		11,705		4,323		767		457		4,523		25,195		20,077		2,498		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				246		5,063						14,688		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,859		0		8,574		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,197		0		0		0		4,589		0		3,516		0		0		0		0		19,257		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		2,543		0		4,900		0		255		5,892		0		0		226		0		1,850		2,140		800		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2027		20.1%		20.1%		20.1%		86.3%		86.3%		86.3%		20.1%		86.3%		100.0%				41,504		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,864		2,348		21,429		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,322		0		0		0		8,461		0		7,175		0		0		0		0		35,405		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		4,999		0		12,672		0		517		14,126		6,341		1,125		458		5,459		35,212		23,341		2,910		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						17,715		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,864		0		12,575		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,052		0		0		0		5,538		0		4,243		0		0		0		0		23,241		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,069		0		5,913		0		256		7,111		0		0		226		0		1,853		2,143		801		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2028		28.5%		28.5%		28.5%		94.0%		94.0%		94.0%		28.5%		94.0%		100.0%				45,223		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,391		2,559		30,378		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,028		0		0		0		9,221		0		7,819		0		0		0		0		38,585		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,448		0		13,811		0		517		15,396		8,989		1,595		458		5,949		48,354		24,409		3,449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						19,302		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,391		0		17,827		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,488		0		0		0		6,036		0		4,624		0		0		0		0		25,328		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,344		0		6,445		0		256		7,750		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,143		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2029		38.7%		38.7%		38.7%		97.5%		97.5%		97.5%		38.7%		97.5%		100.0%				46,898		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,628		2,654		41,255		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,533		0		0		0		9,563		0		8,110		0		0		0		0		40,018		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,651		0		14,323		0		517		15,967		12,207		2,166		458		6,170		64,326		24,409		4,104		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,017		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,628		0		24,210		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,448		0		0		0		6,260		0		4,796		0		0		0		0		26,269		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,469		0		6,684		0		256		8,037		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2030		50.0%		50.0%		50.0%		99.0%		99.0%		99.0%		50.0%		99.0%		100.0%				47,601		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,727		2,694		53,303		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		22,523		0		0		0		9,707		0		8,231		0		0		0		0		40,619		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,735		0		14,539		0		517		16,207		15,772		2,799		458		6,263		82,017		24,409		4,829		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,317		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,727		0		31,280		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,727		0		0		0		6,354		0		4,868		0		0		0		0		26,664		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,521		0		6,784		0		256		8,158		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2031		61.3%		61.3%		61.3%		99.6%		99.6%		99.6%		61.3%		99.6%		100.0%				47,887		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,768		2,711		65,351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27,513		0		0		0		9,766		0		8,281		0		0		0		0		40,864		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,770		0		14,626		0		517		16,305		19,337		3,431		458		6,301		99,709		24,409		5,554		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,439		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,768		0		38,350		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,005		0		0		0		6,392		0		4,897		0		0		0		0		26,824		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,542		0		6,825		0		256		8,207		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2032		71.5%		71.5%		71.5%		99.8%		99.8%		99.8%		71.5%		99.8%		100.0%				48,002		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,784		2,717		76,228		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32,018		0		0		0		9,789		0		8,301		0		0		0		0		40,962		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,784		0		14,661		0		517		16,344		22,555		4,003		458		6,316		115,680		24,409		6,209		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,488		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,784		0		44,733		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,966		0		0		0		6,408		0		4,909		0		0		0		0		26,889		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,550		0		6,842		0		256		8,227		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2033		79.9%		79.9%		79.9%		99.9%		99.9%		99.9%		79.9%		99.9%		100.0%				48,048		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,791		2,720		85,177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		35,725		0		0		0		9,798		0		8,309		0		0		0		0		41,001		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,789		0		14,675		0		517		16,360		25,204		4,472		458		6,322		128,822		24,409		6,748		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,507		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,791		0		49,985		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		23,401		0		0		0		6,414		0		4,913		0		0		0		0		26,914		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,554		0		6,848		0		256		8,235		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2034		86.3%		86.3%		86.3%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		86.3%		100.0%		100.0%				48,066		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,793		2,721		91,995		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		38,549		0		0		0		9,802		0		8,312		0		0		0		0		41,017		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,792		0		14,681		0		517		16,366		27,221		4,830		458		6,324		138,834		24,409		7,158		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,515		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,793		0		53,986		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		25,257		0		0		0		6,416		0		4,915		0		0		0		0		26,925		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,555		0		6,851		0		256		8,238		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2035		90.9%		90.9%		90.9%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		90.9%		100.0%		100.0%				48,073		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,794		2,721		96,891		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		40,577		0		0		0		9,804		0		8,313		0		0		0		0		41,023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,683		0		517		16,368		28,670		5,088		458		6,325		146,023		24,409		7,453		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,518		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,794		0		56,859		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,589		0		0		0		6,417		0		4,916		0		0		0		0		26,929		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,239		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2036		94.0%		94.0%		94.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		94.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,076		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		100,260		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		41,972		0		0		0		9,804		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,026		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,684		0		517		16,369		29,667		5,264		458		6,326		150,970		24,409		7,656		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,519		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		58,836		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27,506		0		0		0		6,417		0		4,916		0		0		0		0		26,930		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2037		96.2%		96.2%		96.2%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		96.2%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		102,510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42,904		0		0		0		9,804		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,684		0		517		16,370		30,332		5,383		458		6,326		154,274		24,409		7,791		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		60,156		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		28,118		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,916		0		0		0		0		26,931		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2038		97.5%		97.5%		97.5%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		97.5%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		103,983		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,514		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		30,768		5,460		458		6,326		156,437		24,409		7,880		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		61,021		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		28,519		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,916		0		0		0		0		26,931		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2039		98.4%		98.4%		98.4%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		98.4%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		104,935		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,908		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,050		5,510		458		6,326		157,834		24,409		7,937		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		61,579		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		28,778		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,916		0		0		0		0		26,931		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2040		99.0%		99.0%		99.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		99.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		105,545		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,161		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,230		5,542		458		6,326		158,730		24,409		7,974		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		61,937		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		28,944		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2041		99.4%		99.4%		99.4%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		99.4%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		105,933		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,322		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,345		5,562		458		6,326		159,301		24,409		7,997		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,165		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,050		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2042		99.6%		99.6%		99.6%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		99.6%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,180		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,424		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,418		5,575		458		6,326		159,663		24,409		8,012		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,310		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,117		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2043		99.7%		99.7%		99.7%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		99.7%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,337		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,489		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,465		5,583		458		6,326		159,893		24,409		8,021		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,402		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,160		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2044		99.8%		99.8%		99.8%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		99.8%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,436		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,530		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,494		5,589		458		6,326		160,038		24,409		8,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,460		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,186		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2045		99.9%		99.9%		99.9%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		99.9%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,498		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,556		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,512		5,592		458		6,326		160,130		24,409		8,031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,497		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,203		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2046		99.9%		99.9%		99.9%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		99.9%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,538		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,572		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,524		5,594		458		6,326		160,188		24,409		8,033		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,214		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2047		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,563		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,583		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,532		5,595		458		6,326		160,225		24,409		8,035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,535		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,221		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2048		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,579		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,589		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,536		5,596		458		6,326		160,248		24,409		8,036		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,544		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,225		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2049		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,589		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,593		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,539		5,597		458		6,326		160,263		24,409		8,036		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,550		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,228		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2050		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,595		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,596		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,541		5,597		458		6,326		160,272		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,553		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,230		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2051		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,599		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,598		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,542		5,597		458		6,326		160,278		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,556		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,231		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2052		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,601		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,599		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,543		5,597		458		6,326		160,282		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,557		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,232		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2053		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,603		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,599		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,543		5,597		458		6,326		160,284		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,558		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,232		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2054		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,604		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,285		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,559		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,232		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2055		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,286		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,559		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,232		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2056		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,287		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,559		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2057		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,287		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,559		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2058		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2059		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2060		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2061		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2062		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2063		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2064		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2065		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2066		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2067		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2068		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2069		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2070		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2071		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2072		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2073		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2074		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2075		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2076		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2077		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2078		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2079		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2080		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2081		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2082		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2083		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2084		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2085		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2086		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2087		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2088		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2089		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2090		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2091		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2092		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2093		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2094		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2095		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2096		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2097		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2098		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2099		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504

		2100		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				48,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		2,721		106,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,600		0		0		0		9,805		0		8,314		0		0		0		0		41,027		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		59		5,793		0		14,685		0		517		16,370		31,544		5,598		458		6,326		160,288		24,409		8,038		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				247		5,063						20,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,795		0		62,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,233		0		0		0		6,418		0		4,917		0		0		0		0		26,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29		3,556		0		6,852		0		256		8,240		0		0		227		0		1,853		2,144		802		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				122		2,504





Waste Growth

		Year						Total Waste		Diversion Rate				Composition of Diverted Waste																																																																																																																																		Composition of Disposed Waste																																																																																																																																Summary - Disposed Waste														Summary - Diverted Waste																MSW - Disposed Tonnages														C&D - Disposed Tonnages																		Diverted Residential Waste Composition																																																																																																																																		Composition of Disposed Residential Waste																																																																																																																																Summary - Disposed Residential Waste														Summary - Diverted Residential Waste														Summary - Disposed Commercial Waste														Summary - Diverted Commercial Waste																Residential MSW - Disposed Tonnages														Residential MSW - Diverted Tonnages

				Residential Waste		Commercial Waste								Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)						Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)				Traditional Recyclables		Organics		C&D		Non-Traditional Recyclables		Unclassified		Total				Traditional Recyclables		Organics		C&D		Non-Traditional Recyclables		Unclassified		Total						MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040				MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040								Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)						Corrugated Containers		Magazines/Third-class Mail		Newspaper		Office Paper		Phonebooks		Textbooks		Mixed Paper (general)		Mixed Paper (primarily residential)		Mixed Paper (primarily from offices)		Food Waste		Food Waste (non-meat)		Food Waste (meat only)		Beef		Poultry		Grains		Bread		Fruits and Vegetables		Dairy Products		Yard Trimmings		Grass		Leaves		Branches		HDPE		LDPE		PET		LLDPE		PP		PS		PVC		Mixed Plastics		PLA		Desktop CPUs		Portable Electronic Devices		Flat-Panel Displays		CRT Displays		Electronic Peripherals		Hard-Copy Devices		Mixed Electronics		Aluminum Cans		Aluminum Ingot		Steel Cans		Copper Wire		Mixed Metals		Glass		Asphalt Concrete		Asphalt Shingles		Carpet, Textiles		Clay Bricks		Concrete		Dimensional Lumber		Drywall		Fiberglass Insulation		Fly Ash		Medium-density Fiberboard		Vinyl Flooring		Wood Flooring		Tires		Mixed Recyclables		Mixed Organics		Mixed MSW				Soil		Bulky Waste (Furniture, White Goods)				Traditional Recyclables		Organics		C&D		Non-Traditional Recyclables		Unclassified		Total				Traditional Recyclables		Organics		C&D		Non-Traditional Recyclables		Unclassified		Total				Traditional Recyclables		Organics		C&D		Non-Traditional Recyclables		Unclassified		Total				Traditional Recyclables		Organics		C&D		Non-Traditional Recyclables		Unclassified		Total						MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040				MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040

				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(%)				(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(tons)		(tons)						(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(tons)		(tons)																																																																		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(tons)		(tons)						(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)		(tons)				(tons)		(tons)

		2008						1,301,269																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						0%		463,723		479,663		496,151		513,206		530,846				0%		249,775		258,361		267,242		276,428		285,930																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				0%		271,701		281,040		290,701		300,693		311,029				0%		31,562		32,647		33,769		34,930		36,131

		2009						1,287,942																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						20%		463,182		462,089		453,634		465,948		483,083				20%		249,364		250,986		241,189		224,980		225,950																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				20%		271,341		270,298		264,218		266,556		275,404				20%		31,922		43,390		60,252		69,067		71,756

		2010						852,818																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						40%		462,641		444,610		410,713		413,864		428,554				40%		248,953		243,517		215,540		178,360		172,736																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				40%		270,981		259,555		237,735		232,419		239,779				40%		32,282		54,132		86,735		103,204		107,381

		2011						2,736,251																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						60%		462,099		427,226		367,388		356,953		367,259				60%		248,543		235,952		190,295		136,566		126,288																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				60%		270,621		248,812		211,252		198,282		204,154				60%		32,642		64,875		113,217		137,341		143,006

		2012						1,510,018																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						80%		461,558		409,937		323,658		295,215		299,198				80%		248,133		228,292		165,455		99,599		86,605																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				80%		270,261		238,070		184,770		164,146		168,528				80%		33,002		75,618		139,700		171,478		178,631

		2013						1,132,624																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						100%		461,016		392,743		279,523		228,650		224,371				100%		247,722		220,537		141,020		67,459		53,689																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				100%		269,902		227,327		158,287		130,009		132,903				100%		33,361		86,360		166,183		205,614		214,256

		2014						1,041,800

		2015						1,481,522

		2016						1,190,006																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						MSW - Diverted Tonnages														C&D - Diverted Tonnages

		2017		548,805		1,092,978		1,641,783		49.8%				32,748		362		452		3,446		0		0		1,121		3,998		7,915		11,862		0		1,451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,512		11,198		767		0		497		0		0		0		0		2,907		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		431		587		0		3,190		0		67,256		3,506		50,069		8,262		650		7,322		228,256		30,714		8,262		0		4		0		0		0		5,375		8,273		45,802		1,238				266,767		24						56,942		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,700		17,618		109,494		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		51,407		0		0		0		10,979		0		9,293		0		0		0		0		84,962		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		65		6,502		0		16,671		0		574		18,578		40,222		7,138		509		6,326		201,356		24,409		8,938		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,287		126,274				274		5,063				240,819		163,188		288,662		5,637		126,274		824,582				61,496		72,826		666,909		14,753		1,242		817,226						MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040				MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040								16,559		0		0		0		0		0		1,121		3,988		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,328		0		658		0		496		0		0		0		0		1,316		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		290		306		0		450		0		5,946		1,748		3,511		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33		0		0		1,235				189,385		0						24,582		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,700		0		65,449		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		36,265		0		0		0		7,204		0		5,518		0		0		0		0		55,179		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32		3,985		0		7,664		0		284		9,350		0		0		252		0		2,059		2,382		891		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		77,025				136		2,504				132,465		101,713		5,467		2,788		77,025		319,458				26,643		2,328		198,842		323		1,235		229,371				108,354		61,475		283,196		2,849		49,249		505,123				34,853		70,497		468,067		14,430		7		587,855						Commercial Waste - Disposed Tonnages														Commercial Waste - Diverted Tonnages

		2018		468,511		933,067		1,401,578		ERROR:#N/A																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040				MDP		2020		2025		2030		2035		2040

		2019		471,688		939,395		1,411,084		ERROR:#N/A																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																				0%														0%

		2020		474,887		945,766		1,420,654		50.1%				28,751		313		391		2,982		0		0		970		3,518		6,873		11,183		0		1,256		0		0		0		0		0		0		384		0		2,174		9,690		748		0		502		0		0		0		0		2,869		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		374		558		0		2,887		0		58,202		3,174		43,597		7,197		566		6,391		198,893		26,804		7,218		0		3		0		0		0		4,651		7,159		39,633		1,071				230,839		95						48,858		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,122		15,222		93,828		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,099		0		0		0		9,416		0		7,970		0		0		0		0		73,166		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		56		5,576		0		14,299		0		492		15,935		34,533		6,128		436		5,419		172,855		20,894		7,665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,979		109,267				235		4,307				207,057		139,907		247,730		4,800		109,267		708,759				54,536		64,319		579,141		12,845		1,075		711,916						20%														20%																		14,505		0		0		0		0		0		970		3,510		0		539		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		252		0		2,015		0		625		0		472		0		0		0		0		1,371		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		251		296		0		448		0		5,147		1,584		3,038		0		2		0		16		18		7		0		0		0		0		0		28		0		0		1,069				163,878		37						21,094		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,122		0		56,095		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,129		0		0		0		6,178		0		4,732		0		0		0		0		47,515		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		28		3,418		0		6,573		0		244		8,020		0		0		216		0		1,766		2,042		764		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		66,651				116		2,130				113,896		87,223		4,688		2,374		66,651		274,832				23,780		2,805		172,105		318		1,069		200,077				93,160		52,683		243,042		2,426		42,616		433,927				30,756		61,514		407,036		12,526		6		511,839						0%														0%

		2021		478,108		952,181		1,430,289		50.4%				29,563		315		394		3,002		0		0		977		3,628		6,954		11,790		0		1,264		0		0		0		0		0		0		626		0		2,188		9,755		878		0		611		0		0		0		0		3,412		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		379		636		0		3,094		0		58,619		3,405		44,050		7,274		590		6,515		201,184		27,454		7,369		0		3		0		0		0		4,682		7,207		39,902		1,078				232,415		344						48,573		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,145		15,290		93,933		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,159		0		0		0		9,355		0		7,918		0		0		0		0		73,138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		54		5,540		0		14,208		0		473		15,834		34,610		6,142		420		5,375		173,085		20,567		7,615		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,992		110,008				226		4,088				206,475		140,085		247,621		4,561		110,008		708,750				56,869		65,526		584,880		13,202		1,082		721,560						40%														40%																		14,867		0		0		0		0		0		977		3,620		0		854		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		408		0		2,029		0		711		0		538		0		0		0		0		1,724		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		254		343		0		539		0		5,193		1,700		3,059		0		12		0		96		111		42		0		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		1,076				164,995		160						20,974		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,145		0		56,163		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,186		0		0		0		6,138		0		4,702		0		0		0		0		47,494		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27		3,396		0		6,530		0		234		7,969		0		0		208		0		1,698		1,964		734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		67,103				112		2,022				113,581		87,349		4,507		2,256		67,103		274,796				25,018		3,290		173,495		454		1,076		203,334				92,894		52,736		243,114		2,305		42,905		433,954				31,852		62,236		411,385		12,748		6		518,227						20%														20%

		2022		481,351		958,639		1,439,989		51.3%				31,254		318		396		3,023		0		0		983		3,861		7,084		12,705		0		1,273		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,064		0		2,203		9,822		1,185		0		870		0		0		0		0		4,692		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		393		817		0		3,564		0		59,119		3,929		44,596		7,367		684		6,753		204,515		29,172		7,790		0		4		0		0		0		4,714		7,256		40,173		1,086				234,040		1,372						47,412		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,046		15,311		93,736		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		44,024		0		0		0		9,118		0		7,717		0		0		0		0		72,377		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43		5,400		0		13,855		0		374		15,440		34,598		6,139		332		5,218		172,292		19,175		7,296		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,006		110,754				179		3,091				203,051		139,766		244,898		3,465		110,754		701,934				61,977		67,240		593,351		14,419		1,089		738,076						60%														60%																		15,605		0		0		0		0		0		983		3,853		0		1,350		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		681		0		2,042		0		912		0		692		0		0		0		0		2,560		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		262		454		0		752		0		5,279		1,963		3,079		0		57		0		463		536		200		0		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		1,083				166,138		668						20,479		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,046		0		56,054		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,126		0		0		0		5,983		0		4,583		0		0		0		0		46,991		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		21		3,310		0		6,364		0		185		7,770		0		0		164		0		1,343		1,553		581		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		67,558				88		1,529				111,712		87,181		3,565		1,714		67,558		271,729				27,776		4,073		175,695		1,015		1,083		209,643				91,339		52,585		241,333		1,751		43,196		430,205				34,201		63,166		417,656		13,404		6		528,434						40%														40%

		2023		484,615		965,140		1,449,755		52.9%				34,790		320		399		3,043		0		0		990		4,352		7,319		14,092		0		1,281		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,780		0		2,218		9,888		1,864		0		1,445		0		0		0		0		7,533		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		418		1,220		0		4,594		0		59,716		5,077		45,283		7,486		863		7,231		209,235		32,523		8,537		0		4		0		0		0		4,746		7,305		40,445		1,093				235,721		3,388						44,409		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,690		15,228		93,071		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,615		0		0		0		8,509		0		7,200		0		0		0		0		70,060		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		21		5,040		0		12,944		0		181		14,424		34,448		6,113		160		4,820		170,128		16,152		6,652		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,020		111,505				86		1,104				193,685		138,705		238,398		1,285		111,505		683,578				72,945		69,705		605,732		16,721		1,097		766,199						80%														80%																		17,132		0		0		0		0		0		990		4,344		0		2,122		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,124		0		2,056		0		1,358		0		1,033		0		0		0		0		4,421		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		274		701		0		1,226		0		5,412		2,541		3,100		0		143		0		1,170		1,353		506		0		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		1,091				167,311		1,665						19,197		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,690		0		55,671		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,900		0		0		0		5,585		0		4,278		0		0		0		0		45,466		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		3,089		0		5,938		0		89		7,259		0		0		79		0		648		749		280		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		68,016				43		546				106,590		86,571		1,720		635		68,016		263,532				33,747		5,302		178,853		2,112		1,091		221,104				87,095		52,134		236,678		650		43,489		420,045				39,198		64,402		426,879		14,609		6		545,095						60%														60%

		2024		487,902		971,686		1,459,588		55.2%				41,355		322		402		3,064		0		0		997		5,276		7,726		16,187		0		1,290		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,710		0		2,233		9,955		3,166		0		2,548		0		0		0		0		12,978		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		432		1,990		0		6,556		0		60,224		7,264		46,182		7,641		961		8,112		214,342		36,509		9,040		0		4		0		0		0		4,778		7,355		40,719		1,101				237,369		4,523						38,381		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,903		14,974		91,702		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42,993		0		0		0		7,277		0		6,156		0		0		0		0		65,140		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9		4,313		0		11,101		0		78		12,370		34,089		6,049		69		4,021		167,594		12,496		6,252		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,033		112,261				37		0				174,692		136,727		230,539		79		112,261		654,298				93,643		73,095		619,420		18,049		1,104		805,311						100%														100%																		19,950		0		0		0		0		0		997		5,267		0		3,311		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,720		0		2,070		0		2,211		0		1,687		0		0		0		0		7,993		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		282		1,173		0		2,136		0		5,500		3,642		3,121		0		189		0		1,549		1,792		670		0		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		1,098				168,470		2,226						16,625		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,903		0		54,875		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,521		0		0		0		4,779		0		3,660		0		0		0		0		42,233		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		2,642		0		5,077		0		39		6,225		0		0		34		0		281		325		122		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		68,477				18		0				96,183		85,395		746		39		68,477		250,840				45,055		7,101		181,103		2,727		1,098		237,083				78,509		51,332		229,793		40		43,784		403,458				48,588		65,995		438,317		15,322		6		568,228						80%														80%

		2025		491,211		978,276		1,469,487		58.3%				50,874		324		405		3,085		0		0		1,003		6,619		8,302		19,312		0		1,299		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,997		0		2,248		10,023		5,074		0		4,166		0		0		0		0		20,963		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		438		3,118		0		9,427		0		60,656		10,464		47,388		7,851		987		9,385		220,389		41,188		9,354		0		4		0		0		0		4,811		7,405		40,996		1,108				238,990		4,554						29,403		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,696		14,551		89,309		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42,016		0		0		0		5,439		0		4,597		0		0		0		0		57,685		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		3,227		0		8,349		0		56		9,303		33,428		5,932		50		2,831		164,137		8,149		6,041		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,047		113,023				27		0				146,307		133,371		220,545		56		113,023		613,302				123,824		77,875		635,202		18,194		1,112		856,207																																						24,028		0		0		0		0		0		1,003		6,611		0		5,102		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,562		0		2,084		0		3,461		0		2,644		0		0		0		0		13,230		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		285		1,866		0		3,469		0		5,548		5,252		3,143		0		201		0		1,642		1,900		710		0		0		0		0		0		29		0		0		1,105				169,618		2,241						12,796		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,696		0		53,478		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		29,897		0		0		0		3,576		0		2,739		0		0		0		0		37,336		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		1,976		0		3,793		0		28		4,681		0		0		25		0		201		232		87		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		68,942				13		0				80,619		83,375		533		28		68,942		233,496				61,565		9,748		182,561		2,757		1,105		257,736				65,688		49,996		220,012		28		44,081		379,805				62,259		68,126		452,641		15,438		6		598,471						100%														100%

		2026		494,542		984,911		1,479,453		61.6%				60,516		326		407		3,106		0		0		1,010		7,981		8,886		23,855		0		1,308		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,855		0		2,264		10,091		7,009		0		5,805		0		0		0		0		29,056		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		441		4,262		0		12,336		0		61,071		13,707		49,015		8,136		998		10,674		228,391		45,769		9,696		0		4		0		0		0		4,843		7,455		41,274		1,115				240,613		4,584						20,306		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,472		14,123		85,502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		40,470		0		0		0		3,576		0		3,017		0		0		0		0		50,126		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		2,126		0		5,560		0		52		6,194		32,350		5,741		47		1,624		158,743		3,903		5,804		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,061		113,789				25		0				117,553		128,033		208,190		53		113,789		567,617				154,407		84,646		653,365		18,322		1,119		911,858																																						28,157		0		0		0		0		0		1,010		7,972		0		7,726		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,782		0		2,098		0		4,728		0		3,615		0		0		0		0		18,539		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		287		2,567		0		4,820		0		5,588		6,885		3,164		0		204		0		1,667		1,929		721		0		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		1,113				170,769		2,256						8,916		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,472		0		51,251		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		28,898		0		0		0		2,356		0		1,804		0		0		0		0		32,370		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		1,300		0		2,491		0		26		3,116		0		0		23		0		188		217		81		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		69,409				12		0				64,852		80,149		499		26		69,409		214,935				78,295		13,606		183,838		2,777		1,113		279,629				52,701		47,884		207,691		27		44,380		352,682				76,112		71,040		469,526		15,545		6		632,229

		2027		497,896		991,590		1,489,487		64.6%				67,364		328		410		3,127		0		0		1,017		8,947		9,312		30,203		0		1,317		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,457		0		2,279		10,159		8,372		0		6,960		0		0		0		0		34,758		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		444		5,068		0		14,390		0		61,486		15,996		51,177		8,516		1,005		11,596		239,028		49,040		10,136		0		4		0		0		0		4,876		7,506		41,554		1,123				242,245		4,616						14,006		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,645		13,853		79,896		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		38,182		0		0		0		2,285		0		1,922		0		0		0		0		44,961		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		1,363		0		3,628		0		52		4,039		30,739		5,455		46		787		150,732		969		5,469		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,075		114,561				25		0				97,754		120,153		194,174		52		114,561		526,694				176,049		93,968		673,224		18,447		1,127		962,815																																						31,095		0		0		0		0		0		1,017		8,938		0		11,409		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,491		0		2,112		0		5,621		0		4,299		0		0		0		0		22,279		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		289		3,062		0		5,773		0		5,626		8,037		3,185		0		205		0		1,681		1,944		727		0		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		1,120				171,928		2,272						6,230		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,645		0		47,969		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27,410		0		0		0		1,511		0		1,157		0		0		0		0		28,976		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		831		0		1,588		0		26		2,031		0		0		23		0		187		216		81		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		69,880				12		0				53,996		75,379		497		26		69,880		199,777				90,121		19,012		185,091		2,796		1,120		298,141				43,758		44,774		193,678		26		44,681		326,917				85,928		74,956		488,133		15,650		6		664,673

		2028		501,273		998,316		1,499,589		67.3%				71,218		331		413		3,148		0		0		1,024		9,489		9,567		38,582		0		1,326		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,900		0		2,294		10,228		9,123		0		7,596		0		0		0		0		37,899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		447		5,513		0		15,528		0		61,903		17,264		53,943		9,003		1,012		12,122		252,653		50,348		10,697		0		4		0		0		0		4,909		7,556		41,835		1,131				243,888		4,647						10,704		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,243		13,755		72,264		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		35,055		0		0		0		1,606		0		1,346		0		0		0		0		42,360		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		962		0		2,612		0		52		2,907		28,528		5,062		47		344		139,750		-0		5,014		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,089		115,338				25		0				87,548		109,408		178,723		53		115,338		491,070				188,112		106,166		694,558		18,572		1,134		1,008,541																																						32,755		0		0		0		0		0		1,024		9,480		0		16,283		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,753		0		2,127		0		6,114		0		4,677		0		0		0		0		24,337		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		291		3,335		0		6,297		0		5,664		8,675		3,207		0		207		0		1,693		1,958		732		0		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		1,128				173,094		2,287						4,823		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,243		0		43,497		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		25,371		0		0		0		1,067		0		817		0		0		0		0		27,265		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		585		0		1,114		0		26		1,462		0		0		23		0		188		217		81		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		70,354				12		0				48,401		68,868		499		26		70,354		188,149				96,693		26,163		186,348		2,815		1,128		313,147				39,147		40,539		178,224		27		44,984		302,921				91,419		80,003		508,210		15,756		6		695,395

		2029		504,673		1,005,086		1,509,759		69.8%				73,241		333		416		3,169		0		0		1,031		9,771		9,720		48,846		0		1,334		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,123		0		2,310		10,298		9,500		0		7,915		0		0		0		0		39,474		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		450		5,736		0		16,105		0		62,323		17,907		57,269		9,590		1,019		12,408		269,054		50,690		11,371		0		4		0		0		0		4,943		7,608		42,119		1,138				245,542		4,678						9,236		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,101		13,760		62,752		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,150		0		0		0		1,302		0		1,088		0		0		0		0		41,330		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		783		0		2,159		0		53		2,401		25,762		4,572		47		143		126,011		-0		4,446		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,103		116,120				25		0				83,213		96,005		160,958		53		116,120		456,349				194,317		121,030		718,246		18,698		1,142		1,053,433																																						33,635		0		0		0		0		0		1,031		9,763		0		22,263		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,527		0		2,141		0		6,362		0		4,866		0		0		0		0		25,367		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		293		3,471		0		6,560		0		5,703		8,998		3,229		0		208		0		1,704		1,971		737		0		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		1,136				174,268		2,303						4,198		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,101		0		37,923		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		22,821		0		0		0		868		0		664		0		0		0		0		26,585		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		475		0		901		0		26		1,207		0		0		23		0		189		219		82		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		70,831				12		0				46,026		60,744		502		26		70,831		178,130				100,052		34,932		187,612		2,834		1,136		326,565				37,187		35,261		160,456		27		45,289		278,219				94,264		86,099		530,634		15,863		6		726,867

		2030		508,096		1,011,903		1,519,998		72.3%				74,389		335		418		3,191		0		0		1,038		9,930		9,822		60,331		0		1,344		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,853		0		2,326		10,367		9,697		0		8,081		0		0		0		0		40,298		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		454		5,854		0		16,413		0		62,745		18,250		60,958		10,240		1,026		12,578		287,258		51,034		12,120		0		4		0		0		0		4,976		7,659		42,405		1,146				247,207		4,710						8,648		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,084		13,817		52,023		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,741		0		0		0		1,178		0		983		0		0		0		0		41,054		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		710		0		1,974		0		53		2,195		22,637		4,017		47		58		110,486		-0		3,804		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,117		116,908				25		0				81,696		80,882		141,027		53		116,908		420,565				197,716		137,625		744,140		18,825		1,150		1,099,456																																						34,140		0		0		0		0		0		1,038		9,921		0		28,960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,634		0		2,156		0		6,492		0		4,966		0		0		0		0		25,904		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		295		3,543		0		6,697		0		5,741		9,171		3,251		0		210		0		1,716		1,985		742		0		0		0		0		0		30		0		0		1,143				175,450		2,318						3,949		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,084		0		31,634		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		19,941		0		0		0		787		0		602		0		0		0		0		26,400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		430		0		814		0		26		1,103		0		0		23		0		190		220		82		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		71,311				13		0				45,197		51,575		506		26		71,311		168,615				101,873		44,750		188,884		2,854		1,143		339,503				36,499		29,307		140,521		27		45,596		251,951				95,844		92,876		555,256		15,971		6		759,952

		2031		511,542		1,018,766		1,530,307		74.8%				75,160		337		421		3,212		0		0		1,045		10,035		9,904		71,970		0		1,353		0		0		0		0		0		0		25,645		0		2,341		10,438		9,817		0		8,182		0		0		0		0		40,799		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		457		5,925		0		16,606		0		63,171		18,465		64,694		10,899		1,032		12,698		305,696		51,380		12,878		0		4		0		0		0		5,010		7,711		42,692		1,154				248,884		4,742						8,440		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,122		13,895		41,146		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		22,271		0		0		0		1,131		0		943		0		0		0		0		41,104		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		682		0		1,906		0		54		2,119		19,467		3,455		47		24		94,745		-0		3,154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,132		117,700				26		0				81,397		65,549		120,870		54		117,700		385,570				199,910		154,440		770,300		18,952		1,158		1,144,760																																						34,486		0		0		0		0		0		1,045		10,026		0		35,746		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,783		0		2,170		0		6,572		0		5,027		0		0		0		0		26,229		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		297		3,587		0		6,781		0		5,780		9,279		3,273		0		211		0		1,727		1,998		747		0		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		1,151				176,640		2,334						3,862		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,122		0		25,259		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,020		0		0		0		757		0		579		0		0		0		0		26,430		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		413		0		782		0		26		1,065		0		0		23		0		192		222		83		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		71,795				13		0				45,035		42,278		509		27		71,795		159,644				103,031		54,699		190,165		2,873		1,151		351,920				36,361		23,271		120,361		27		45,905		225,926				96,879		99,741		580,135		16,079		6		792,840

		2032		515,011		1,025,675		1,540,686		77.0%				75,778		340		424		3,234		0		0		1,052		10,118		9,978		82,666		0		1,362		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,047		0		2,357		10,508		9,906		0		8,256		0		0		0		0		41,168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		460		5,979		0		16,752		0		63,599		18,627		68,153		11,509		1,039		12,798		322,758		51,728		13,580		0		4		0		0		0		5,044		7,764		42,982		1,162				250,572		4,774						8,389		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,182		13,984		31,218		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,195		0		0		0		1,117		0		931		0		0		0		0		41,291		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		674		0		1,886		0		54		2,097		16,579		2,942		48		9		80,400		-0		2,561		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,146		118,499				26		0				81,604		51,559		102,517		54		118,499		354,232				201,611		169,922		794,697		19,081		1,165		1,186,476																																						34,765		0		0		0		0		0		1,052		10,109		0		41,978		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		19,675		0		2,185		0		6,631		0		5,072		0		0		0		0		26,468		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		299		3,619		0		6,842		0		5,820		9,361		3,295		0		213		0		1,739		2,012		752		0		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		1,159				177,838		2,350						3,842		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,182		0		19,440		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,357		0		0		0		747		0		572		0		0		0		0		26,548		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		408		0		772		0		27		1,054		0		0		24		0		193		223		84		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		72,282				13		0				45,152		33,797		513		27		72,282		151,770				103,919		63,838		191,455		2,893		1,159		363,263				36,452		17,762		102,004		27		46,217		202,462				97,692		106,084		603,243		16,188		6		823,213

		2033		518,504		1,032,631		1,551,135		78.8%				76,335		342		427		3,256		0		0		1,059		10,193		10,048		91,682		0		1,371		0		0		0		0		0		0		33,753		0		2,373		10,580		9,982		0		8,320		0		0		0		0		41,484		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		463		6,024		0		16,879		0		64,031		18,768		71,117		12,031		1,047		12,891		337,362		52,079		14,181		0		4		0		0		0		5,078		7,816		43,273		1,170				252,271		4,807						8,403		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,251		14,076		22,975		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,816		0		0		0		1,116		0		930		0		0		0		0		41,534		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		673		0		1,885		0		54		2,096		14,190		2,518		48		4		68,529		-0		2,070		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,161		119,302				26		0				82,018		39,951		87,336		54		119,302		328,662				203,117		183,032		815,963		19,210		1,173		1,222,496																																						35,020		0		0		0		0		0		1,059		10,184		0		47,225		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		22,109		0		2,200		0		6,681		0		5,111		0		0		0		0		26,672		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		301		3,647		0		6,895		0		5,859		9,432		3,317		0		214		0		1,751		2,025		757		0		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		1,167				179,044		2,366						3,850		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,251		0		14,610		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,154		0		0		0		747		0		571		0		0		0		0		26,704		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		408		0		771		0		27		1,053		0		0		24		0		194		225		84		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		72,772				13		0				45,382		26,764		516		27		72,772		145,461				104,700		71,534		192,753		2,912		1,167		373,066				36,637		13,188		86,820		27		46,530		183,202				98,417		111,498		623,210		16,298		6		849,430

		2034		522,020		1,039,635		1,561,655		80.2%				76,870		344		430		3,278		0		0		1,066		10,264		10,117		98,789		0		1,380		0		0		0		0		0		0		36,668		0		2,389		10,651		10,053		0		8,379		0		0		0		0		41,781		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		466		6,067		0		16,998		0		64,465		18,902		73,518		12,453		1,054		12,981		349,174		52,432		14,667		0		4		0		0		0		5,112		7,869		43,567		1,177				253,982		4,839						8,442		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,325		14,170		16,645		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,231		0		0		0		1,120		0		933		0		0		0		0		41,800		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		676		0		1,893		0		55		2,105		12,367		2,195		48		2		59,470		-0		1,693		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,175		120,112				26		0				82,519		31,051		75,752		55		120,112		309,488				204,551		193,445		833,673		19,340		1,181		1,252,190																																						35,265		0		0		0		0		0		1,066		10,256		0		51,351		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		24,024		0		2,215		0		6,729		0		5,147		0		0		0		0		26,862		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		303		3,673		0		6,944		0		5,899		9,499		3,340		0		215		0		1,763		2,039		763		0		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		1,175				180,258		2,382						3,869		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,325		0		10,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,471		0		0		0		749		0		573		0		0		0		0		26,875		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		409		0		773		0		27		1,058		0		0		24		0		196		226		85		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		73,266				13		0				45,659		21,374		519		27		73,266		140,846				105,441		77,590		194,061		2,932		1,175		381,198				36,860		9,676		75,233		28		46,846		168,643				99,110		115,855		639,613		16,409		7		870,992

		2035		525,561		1,046,686		1,572,246		81.2%				77,398		347		433		3,300		0		0		1,074		10,335		10,186		104,148		0		1,390		0		0		0		0		0		0		38,858		0		2,406		10,724		10,123		0		8,437		0		0		0		0		42,070		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		469		6,109		0		17,116		0		64,902		19,032		75,404		12,784		1,061		13,070		358,427		52,788		15,049		0		4		0		0		0		5,147		7,923		43,862		1,185				255,705		4,872						8,493		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,401		14,266		12,069		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,371		0		0		0		1,126		0		938		0		0		0		0		42,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		679		0		1,903		0		55		2,116		11,063		1,963		49		1		52,989		-0		1,423		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,190		120,926				26		0				83,056		24,630		67,464		55		120,926		296,132				205,960		201,387		848,129		19,472		1,189		1,276,138																																						35,507		0		0		0		0		0		1,074		10,326		0		54,451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		25,463		0		2,230		0		6,776		0		5,183		0		0		0		0		27,049		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		305		3,699		0		6,992		0		5,939		9,564		3,362		0		217		0		1,775		2,053		768		0		0		0		0		0		31		0		0		1,183				181,481		2,398						3,892		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,401		0		8,226		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,266		0		0		0		754		0		576		0		0		0		0		27,054		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		411		0		778		0		27		1,064		0		0		24		0		197		228		85		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		73,763				13		0				45,956		17,492		523		27		73,763		137,761				106,168		82,144		195,377		2,952		1,183		387,823				37,100		7,139		66,941		28		47,163		158,371				99,792		119,244		652,752		16,520		7		888,315

		2036		529,125		1,053,784		1,582,910		81.8%				77,926		349		436		3,323		0		0		1,081		10,405		10,255		108,102		0		1,399		0		0		0		0		0		0		40,467		0		2,422		10,796		10,192		0		8,495		0		0		0		0		42,358		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		472		6,151		0		17,233		0		65,342		19,162		76,877		13,041		1,068		13,159		365,627		53,146		15,347		0		4		0		0		0		5,182		7,976		44,160		1,193				257,439		4,905						8,547		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,478		14,363		8,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,097		0		0		0		1,133		0		944		0		0		0		0		42,361		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		684		0		1,915		0		55		2,130		10,177		1,806		49		0		48,579		-0		1,237		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,205		121,746				26		0				83,610		20,205		61,825		56		121,746		287,442				207,366		207,346		859,978		19,604		1,197		1,295,491																																						35,749		0		0		0		0		0		1,081		10,396		0		56,726		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,519		0		2,245		0		6,822		0		5,218		0		0		0		0		27,234		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		308		3,724		0		7,040		0		5,979		9,630		3,385		0		218		0		1,787		2,067		773		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		1,191				182,711		2,414						3,917		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,478		0		6,376		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,445		0		0		0		758		0		580		0		0		0		0		27,236		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		414		0		783		0		27		1,070		0		0		24		0		198		229		86		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		74,263				13		0				46,263		14,821		527		27		74,263		135,901				106,893		85,490		196,702		2,972		1,191		393,248				37,347		5,384		61,299		28		47,483		151,541				100,473		121,856		663,276		16,632		7		902,243

		2037		532,714		1,060,931		1,593,645		82.3%				78,456		351		439		3,345		0		0		1,088		10,476		10,325		111,019		0		1,409		0		0		0		0		0		0		41,646		0		2,438		10,870		10,262		0		8,553		0		0		0		0		42,646		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		476		6,193		0		17,350		0		65,786		19,293		78,044		13,244		1,075		13,248		371,314		53,506		15,582		0		4		0		0		0		5,217		8,030		44,459		1,202				259,185		4,938						8,604		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,556		14,460		6,779		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,254		0		0		0		1,140		0		950		0		0		0		0		42,647		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		688		0		1,928		0		56		2,144		9,600		1,704		49		0		45,701		-0		1,114		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,220		122,572				27		0				84,174		17,253		58,145		56		122,572		282,200				208,776		211,841		869,909		19,737		1,205		1,311,469																																						35,992		0		0		0		0		0		1,088		10,467		0		58,392		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27,294		0		2,260		0		6,868		0		5,254		0		0		0		0		27,419		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		310		3,749		0		7,088		0		6,020		9,695		3,408		0		220		0		1,799		2,081		778		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		1,199				183,951		2,431						3,943		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,556		0		5,137		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,908		0		0		0		763		0		584		0		0		0		0		27,420		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		417		0		788		0		28		1,077		0		0		24		0		200		231		86		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		74,767				13		0				46,575		13,045		530		28		74,767		134,944				107,620		87,946		198,036		2,992		1,199		397,793				37,599		4,208		57,615		28		47,805		147,256				101,156		123,895		671,874		16,745		7		913,676

		2038		536,327		1,068,127		1,604,453		82.6%				78,988		354		442		3,368		0		0		1,096		10,547		10,395		113,211		0		1,418		0		0		0		0		0		0		42,525		0		2,455		10,943		10,331		0		8,611		0		0		0		0		42,936		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		479		6,235		0		17,468		0		66,232		19,424		79,000		13,410		1,083		13,338		375,946		53,869		15,775		0		4		0		0		0		5,253		8,085		44,761		1,210				260,943		4,972						8,662		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,634		14,558		5,386		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,714		0		0		0		1,148		0		957		0		0		0		0		42,936		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		693		0		1,941		0		56		2,158		9,239		1,640		50		0		43,898		-0		1,035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,235		123,403				27		0				84,743		15,334		55,837		56		123,403		279,375				210,194		215,313		878,511		19,871		1,214		1,325,103																																						36,236		0		0		0		0		0		1,096		10,538		0		59,633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27,870		0		2,276		0		6,915		0		5,290		0		0		0		0		27,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		312		3,775		0		7,136		0		6,060		9,761		3,431		0		221		0		1,811		2,095		783		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		1,207				185,198		2,447						3,970		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,634		0		4,327		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,570		0		0		0		768		0		588		0		0		0		0		27,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		419		0		793		0		28		1,085		0		0		25		0		201		233		87		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		75,274				13		0				46,890		11,897		534		28		75,274		134,622				108,351		89,779		199,379		3,012		1,207		401,728				37,853		3,437		55,304		28		48,130		144,752				101,843		125,534		679,132		16,858		7		923,374

		2039		539,964		1,075,371		1,615,335		82.8%				79,524		356		445		3,391		0		0		1,103		10,619		10,465		114,916		0		1,428		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,201		0		2,471		11,018		10,401		0		8,669		0		0		0		0		43,227		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		482		6,277		0		17,586		0		66,681		19,555		79,812		13,550		1,090		13,428		379,871		54,235		15,938		0		4		0		0		0		5,288		8,140		45,064		1,218				262,713		5,005						8,721		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,713		14,657		4,486		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,378		0		0		0		1,156		0		963		0		0		0		0		43,227		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6		698		0		1,954		0		56		2,173		9,025		1,601		50		0		42,820		-0		985		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,250		124,240				27		0				85,317		14,114		54,458		57		124,240		278,186				211,620		218,098		886,228		20,005		1,222		1,337,173																																						36,482		0		0		0		0		0		1,103		10,610		0		60,587		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		28,314		0		2,291		0		6,962		0		5,325		0		0		0		0		27,792		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		314		3,800		0		7,184		0		6,101		9,827		3,454		0		223		0		1,823		2,109		789		0		0		0		0		0		32		0		0		1,215				186,454		2,464						3,996		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,713		0		3,807		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,366		0		0		0		774		0		592		0		0		0		0		27,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		422		0		798		0		28		1,092		0		0		25		0		202		234		88		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		75,784				13		0				47,208		11,173		537		28		75,784		134,730				109,086		91,193		200,731		3,033		1,215		405,258				38,110		2,941		53,921		29		48,456		143,456				102,534		126,906		685,496		16,973		7		931,915
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		2048		573,831		1,142,820		1,716,651		83.1%				84,512		379		473		3,603		0		0		1,172		11,285		11,122		123,842		0		1,517		0		0		0		0		0		0		46,623		0		2,627		11,709		11,054		0		9,213		0		0		0		0		45,938		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		512		6,671		0		18,689		0		70,863		20,782		85,327		14,490		1,158		14,271		406,221		57,636		17,041		0		4		0		0		0		5,620		8,650		47,891		1,294				279,190		5,319						9,267		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,447		15,576		3,048		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,129		0		0		0		1,228		0		1,024		0		0		0		0		45,938		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		741		0		2,077		0		60		2,309		9,082		1,612		53		0		42,982		-0		944		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,391		132,033				29		0				90,668		12,569		54,648		60		132,033		289,977				224,893		234,208		945,039		21,260		1,299		1,426,699																																						38,770		0		0		0		0		0		1,172		11,275		0		65,396		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,558		0		2,435		0		7,399		0		5,659		0		0		0		0		29,536		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		334		4,039		0		7,635		0		6,484		10,444		3,671		0		237		0		1,938		2,241		838		0		0		0		0		0		34		0		0		1,291				198,149		2,618						4,247		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,447		0		3,037		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,361		0		0		0		822		0		629		0		0		0		0		29,536		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		449		0		848		0		30		1,160		0		0		26		0		215		249		93		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		80,537				14		0				50,168		10,398		571		30		80,537		141,704				115,928		98,389		213,321		3,223		1,291		432,153				40,500		2,171		54,076		30		51,495		148,273				108,965		135,820		731,718		18,037		7		994,547

		2049		577,723		1,150,570		1,728,293		83.1%				85,085		381		476		3,628		0		0		1,180		11,361		11,197		124,693		0		1,528		0		0		0		0		0		0		46,943		0		2,644		11,788		11,129		0		9,275		0		0		0		0		46,250		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		516		6,716		0		18,816		0		71,344		20,923		85,909		14,589		1,166		14,367		408,991		58,027		17,157		0		4		0		0		0		5,658		8,709		48,216		1,303				281,084		5,356						9,330		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,532		15,682		3,059		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,173		0		0		0		1,237		0		1,031		0		0		0		0		46,250		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		746		0		2,091		0		60		2,325		9,141		1,622		54		0		43,258		-0		949		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,408		132,928				29		0				91,283		12,639		54,998		61		132,928		291,909				226,419		235,812		951,468		21,404		1,307		1,436,410																																						39,033		0		0		0		0		0		1,180		11,352		0		65,846		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,768		0		2,451		0		7,449		0		5,698		0		0		0		0		29,736		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		336		4,066		0		7,687		0		6,528		10,514		3,696		0		238		0		1,951		2,257		844		0		0		0		0		0		35		0		0		1,300				199,493		2,636						4,276		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,532		0		3,052		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,408		0		0		0		828		0		633		0		0		0		0		29,736		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		452		0		854		0		30		1,168		0		0		26		0		217		250		94		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		81,084				14		0				50,508		10,459		575		30		81,084		142,656				116,715		99,065		214,768		3,245		1,300		435,092				40,775		2,180		54,424		31		51,844		149,253				109,704		136,747		736,700		18,160		7		1,001,317

		2050		581,641		1,158,374		1,740,015		83.1%				85,662		384		479		3,652		0		0		1,188		11,438		11,273		125,545		0		1,538		0		0		0		0		0		0		47,264		0		2,662		11,868		11,204		0		9,338		0		0		0		0		46,564		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		519		6,762		0		18,944		0		71,828		21,065		86,493		14,688		1,174		14,465		411,775		58,421		17,274		0		4		0		0		0		5,696		8,768		48,543		1,312				282,990		5,392						9,394		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,617		15,788		3,073		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,219		0		0		0		1,245		0		1,038		0		0		0		0		46,564		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		751		0		2,105		0		61		2,341		9,201		1,633		54		0		43,542		-0		955		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,424		133,830				29		0				91,902		12,715		55,359		61		133,830		293,867				227,954		237,420		957,934		21,549		1,316		1,446,174																																						39,298		0		0		0		0		0		1,188		11,429		0		66,296		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,979		0		2,468		0		7,499		0		5,736		0		0		0		0		29,938		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		338		4,094		0		7,739		0		6,572		10,586		3,721		0		240		0		1,964		2,272		850		0		0		0		0		0		35		0		0		1,309				200,846		2,654						4,305		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,617		0		3,068		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,456		0		0		0		833		0		637		0		0		0		0		29,938		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		455		0		860		0		30		1,176		0		0		27		0		218		252		94		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		81,634				14		0				50,851		10,524		579		30		81,634		143,618				117,506		99,743		216,225		3,267		1,309		438,049				41,051		2,191		54,780		31		52,196		150,249				110,448		137,678		741,709		18,283		7		1,008,125

		2051		585,586		1,166,230		1,751,816		83.1%				86,243		386		482		3,677		0		0		1,196		11,516		11,349		126,401		0		1,548		0		0		0		0		0		0		47,587		0		2,680		11,948		11,280		0		9,402		0		0		0		0		46,879		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		523		6,808		0		19,072		0		72,315		21,208		87,081		14,788		1,182		14,563		414,574		58,817		17,391		0		4		0		0		0		5,735		8,827		48,872		1,321				284,909		5,428						9,457		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,702		15,895		3,089		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,266		0		0		0		1,253		0		1,045		0		0		0		0		46,879		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		756		0		2,119		0		61		2,356		9,262		1,644		54		0		43,831		-0		962		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,440		134,737				29		0				92,526		12,795		55,726		61		134,737		295,846				229,500		239,036		964,438		21,696		1,325		1,455,996																																						39,564		0		0		0		0		0		1,196		11,506		0		66,748		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,190		0		2,485		0		7,550		0		5,775		0		0		0		0		30,141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		340		4,121		0		7,791		0		6,617		10,657		3,746		0		242		0		1,977		2,287		855		0		0		0		0		0		35		0		0		1,318				202,208		2,672						4,334		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,702		0		3,087		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,506		0		0		0		839		0		642		0		0		0		0		30,141		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		458		0		866		0		30		1,184		0		0		27		0		219		254		95		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		82,187				14		0				51,196		10,592		583		30		82,187		144,589				118,303		100,423		217,691		3,289		1,318		441,024				41,330		2,203		55,144		31		52,550		151,258				111,197		138,614		746,747		18,407		7		1,014,972

		2052		589,558		1,174,139		1,763,697		83.1%				86,828		389		486		3,702		0		0		1,204		11,594		11,426		127,261		0		1,559		0		0		0		0		0		0		47,910		0		2,698		12,030		11,357		0		9,465		0		0		0		0		47,197		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		526		6,854		0		19,202		0		72,805		21,351		87,673		14,888		1,190		14,662		417,389		59,216		17,510		0		4		0		0		0		5,774		8,887		49,203		1,330				286,842		5,465						9,521		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,789		16,003		3,108		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,314		0		0		0		1,262		0		1,052		0		0		0		0		47,197		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		762		0		2,134		0		62		2,372		9,324		1,655		55		0		44,124		-0		968		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,457		135,651				29		0				93,153		12,878		56,099		62		135,651		297,844				231,057		240,661		970,984		21,843		1,334		1,465,879																																						39,833		0		0		0		0		0		1,204		11,584		0		67,202		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,402		0		2,501		0		7,601		0		5,815		0		0		0		0		30,345		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		343		4,149		0		7,844		0		6,662		10,730		3,772		0		243		0		1,991		2,303		861		0		0		0		0		0		35		0		0		1,327				203,579		2,690						4,363		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,789		0		3,106		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,556		0		0		0		845		0		646		0		0		0		0		30,345		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		461		0		872		0		30		1,192		0		0		27		0		221		256		96		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		82,745				15		0				51,543		10,662		587		31		82,745		145,567				119,106		101,106		219,167		3,311		1,327		444,017				41,610		2,217		55,513		31		52,906		152,277				111,951		139,555		751,817		18,532		7		1,021,862

		2053		593,556		1,182,103		1,775,659		83.1%				87,417		392		489		3,727		0		0		1,213		11,673		11,504		128,125		0		1,570		0		0		0		0		0		0		48,236		0		2,717		12,111		11,434		0		9,530		0		0		0		0		47,517		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		530		6,900		0		19,332		0		73,299		21,496		88,268		14,990		1,198		14,761		420,223		59,617		17,628		0		4		0		0		0		5,813		8,948		49,537		1,339				288,787		5,502						9,586		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,875		16,112		3,127		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,363		0		0		0		1,270		0		1,059		0		0		0		0		47,517		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		767		0		2,148		0		62		2,388		9,387		1,666		55		0		44,421		-0		975		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,473		136,571				30		0				93,785		12,963		56,477		62		136,571		299,858				232,624		242,296		977,573		21,991		1,343		1,475,827																																						40,103		0		0		0		0		0		1,213		11,663		0		67,659		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,616		0		2,518		0		7,653		0		5,854		0		0		0		0		30,551		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		345		4,177		0		7,897		0		6,707		10,803		3,797		0		245		0		2,004		2,318		867		0		0		0		0		0		35		0		0		1,336				204,960		2,708						4,393		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,875		0		3,126		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,606		0		0		0		850		0		650		0		0		0		0		30,551		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		464		0		877		0		31		1,200		0		0		27		0		222		257		96		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		83,306				15		0				51,893		10,733		591		31		83,306		146,553				119,913		101,793		220,654		3,334		1,336		447,030				41,892		2,231		55,886		31		53,265		153,306				112,710		140,503		756,919		18,657		7		1,028,797

		2054		597,582		1,190,120		1,787,701		83.1%				88,010		394		492		3,753		0		0		1,221		11,752		11,582		128,995		0		1,580		0		0		0		0		0		0		48,564		0		2,735		12,193		11,511		0		9,594		0		0		0		0		47,840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		533		6,947		0		19,463		0		73,796		21,642		88,867		15,091		1,206		14,861		423,074		60,022		17,748		0		4		0		0		0		5,853		9,008		49,873		1,348				290,746		5,540						9,651		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,963		16,221		3,147		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,412		0		0		0		1,279		0		1,066		0		0		0		0		47,840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		772		0		2,163		0		63		2,405		9,450		1,677		55		0		44,720		-0		981		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,490		137,497				30		0				94,421		13,050		56,858		63		137,497		301,888				234,201		243,941		984,205		22,140		1,352		1,485,840																																						40,375		0		0		0		0		0		1,221		11,742		0		68,119		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,830		0		2,535		0		7,705		0		5,894		0		0		0		0		30,758		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		347		4,206		0		7,951		0		6,753		10,876		3,823		0		247		0		2,018		2,334		873		0		0		0		0		0		36		0		0		1,345				206,350		2,727						4,423		0		0		0		0		0		0		12,963		0		3,147		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,658		0		0		0		856		0		655		0		0		0		0		30,758		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		467		0		883		0		31		1,208		0		0		27		0		224		259		97		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		83,871				15		0				52,245		10,804		595		31		83,871		147,546				120,727		102,485		222,150		3,356		1,345		450,063				42,176		2,245		56,263		32		53,627		154,343				113,475		141,456		762,055		18,784		7		1,035,777

		2055		601,634		1,198,191		1,799,826		83.1%				88,607		397		496		3,778		0		0		1,229		11,832		11,660		129,871		0		1,591		0		0		0		0		0		0		48,893		0		2,754		12,276		11,589		0		9,659		0		0		0		0		48,164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		537		6,994		0		19,595		0		74,297		21,789		89,470		15,194		1,214		14,962		425,945		60,429		17,868		0		4		0		0		0		5,892		9,069		50,211		1,357				292,718		5,577						9,716		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,051		16,331		3,168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,462		0		0		0		1,288		0		1,073		0		0		0		0		48,164		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		777		0		2,177		0		63		2,421		9,514		1,688		56		0		45,023		-1		988		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,507		138,430				30		0				95,061		13,137		57,242		63		138,430		303,933				235,790		245,596		990,881		22,290		1,361		1,495,919																																						40,649		0		0		0		0		0		1,229		11,821		0		68,581		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32,046		0		2,553		0		7,757		0		5,934		0		0		0		0		30,967		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		350		4,234		0		8,005		0		6,798		10,950		3,849		0		248		0		2,032		2,350		879		0		0		0		0		0		36		0		0		1,354				207,749		2,745						4,453		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,051		0		3,168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,710		0		0		0		862		0		659		0		0		0		0		30,967		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		470		0		889		0		31		1,217		0		0		28		0		225		261		98		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		84,440				15		0				52,599		10,877		599		31		84,440		148,546				121,545		103,180		223,657		3,379		1,354		453,116				42,462		2,260		56,643		32		53,990		155,388				114,244		142,416		767,224		18,911		8		1,042,803

		2056		605,715		1,206,317		1,812,032		83.1%				89,208		400		499		3,804		0		0		1,237		11,912		11,740		130,752		0		1,602		0		0		0		0		0		0		49,225		0		2,772		12,359		11,668		0		9,725		0		0		0		0		48,491		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		541		7,042		0		19,728		0		74,801		21,937		90,077		15,297		1,223		15,063		428,834		60,839		17,990		0		4		0		0		0		5,932		9,131		50,552		1,366				294,703		5,615						9,782		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,139		16,442		3,189		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,513		0		0		0		1,296		0		1,081		0		0		0		0		48,491		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		782		0		2,192		0		63		2,437		9,578		1,700		56		0		45,327		-1		994		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,524		139,369				30		0				95,706		13,226		57,629		64		139,369		305,993				237,389		247,263		997,602		22,441		1,371		1,506,066																																						40,924		0		0		0		0		0		1,237		11,902		0		69,047		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32,264		0		2,570		0		7,810		0		5,974		0		0		0		0		31,177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		352		4,263		0		8,059		0		6,844		11,024		3,875		0		250		0		2,045		2,366		885		0		0		0		0		0		36		0		0		1,363				209,158		2,764						4,483		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,139		0		3,189		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,762		0		0		0		868		0		664		0		0		0		0		31,177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		474		0		895		0		31		1,225		0		0		28		0		227		263		98		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		85,012				15		0				52,956		10,951		603		31		85,012		149,553				122,370		103,880		225,174		3,402		1,363		456,189				42,750		2,275		57,027		32		54,356		156,441				115,019		143,382		772,429		19,039		8		1,049,877

		2057		609,823		1,214,499		1,824,322		83.1%				89,813		402		502		3,829		0		0		1,246		11,993		11,819		131,639		0		1,613		0		0		0		0		0		0		49,559		0		2,791		12,443		11,747		0		9,791		0		0		0		0		48,820		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		544		7,090		0		19,862		0		75,308		22,085		90,688		15,400		1,231		15,166		431,743		61,251		18,112		0		4		0		0		0		5,972		9,193		50,895		1,376				296,701		5,653						9,849		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,228		16,553		3,210		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,564		0		0		0		1,305		0		1,088		0		0		0		0		48,820		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		788		0		2,207		0		64		2,454		9,643		1,711		57		0		45,634		-1		1,001		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,541		140,314				30		0				96,355		13,315		58,020		64		140,314		308,068				238,999		248,940		1,004,369		22,594		1,380		1,516,281																																						41,202		0		0		0		0		0		1,246		11,982		0		69,515		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32,483		0		2,587		0		7,863		0		6,014		0		0		0		0		31,388		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		354		4,292		0		8,114		0		6,891		11,099		3,901		0		252		0		2,059		2,382		891		0		0		0		0		0		36		0		0		1,372				210,577		2,782						4,513		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,228		0		3,210		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,814		0		0		0		874		0		668		0		0		0		0		31,388		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		477		0		902		0		32		1,233		0		0		28		0		229		264		99		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		85,589				15		0				53,315		11,025		607		32		85,589		150,567				123,200		104,585		226,701		3,425		1,372		459,283				43,040		2,291		57,413		32		54,725		157,501				115,799		144,355		777,668		19,169		8		1,056,998

		2058		613,959		1,222,736		1,836,694		83.1%				90,422		405		506		3,855		0		0		1,254		12,074		11,899		132,532		0		1,623		0		0		0		0		0		0		49,895		0		2,810		12,527		11,827		0		9,857		0		0		0		0		49,151		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		548		7,138		0		19,996		0		75,819		22,235		91,303		15,505		1,239		15,268		434,671		61,667		18,234		0		4		0		0		0		6,013		9,255		51,240		1,385				298,714		5,691						9,916		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,318		16,665		3,232		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,615		0		0		0		1,314		0		1,095		0		0		0		0		49,151		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		793		0		2,222		0		64		2,471		9,708		1,723		57		0		45,944		-1		1,008		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,559		141,266				31		0				97,009		13,405		58,413		64		141,266		310,156				240,620		250,629		1,011,181		22,747		1,389		1,526,565																																						41,481		0		0		0		0		0		1,254		12,064		0		69,987		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32,703		0		2,605		0		7,916		0		6,055		0		0		0		0		31,601		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		357		4,321		0		8,169		0		6,938		11,174		3,928		0		253		0		2,073		2,398		897		0		0		0		0		0		37		0		0		1,382				212,005		2,801						4,544		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,318		0		3,232		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,867		0		0		0		880		0		673		0		0		0		0		31,601		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		480		0		908		0		32		1,242		0		0		28		0		230		266		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		86,169				15		0				53,676		11,099		611		32		86,169		151,588				124,035		105,295		228,239		3,448		1,382		462,398				43,332		2,306		57,802		33		55,096		158,569				116,585		145,334		782,942		19,299		8		1,064,167

		2059		618,123		1,231,028		1,849,151		83.1%				91,035		408		509		3,882		0		0		1,263		12,156		11,980		133,431		0		1,634		0		0		0		0		0		0		50,234		0		2,829		12,612		11,907		0		9,924		0		0		0		0		49,484		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		552		7,186		0		20,132		0		76,333		22,386		91,922		15,610		1,248		15,372		437,619		62,085		18,358		0		5		0		0		0		6,054		9,318		51,587		1,394				300,740		5,730						9,983		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,408		16,778		3,253		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,667		0		0		0		1,323		0		1,103		0		0		0		0		49,484		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		798		0		2,237		0		65		2,487		9,774		1,734		57		0		46,255		-1		1,015		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,576		142,224				31		0				97,667		13,496		58,809		65		142,224		312,260				242,252		252,328		1,018,039		22,901		1,399		1,536,919																																						41,763		0		0		0		0		0		1,263		12,145		0		70,461		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		32,925		0		2,623		0		7,970		0		6,096		0		0		0		0		31,815		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		359		4,350		0		8,224		0		6,985		11,250		3,954		0		255		0		2,087		2,414		903		0		0		0		0		0		37		0		0		1,391				213,443		2,820						4,575		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,408		0		3,254		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,921		0		0		0		886		0		677		0		0		0		0		31,815		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		483		0		914		0		32		1,250		0		0		28		0		232		268		100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		86,754				15		0				54,040		11,174		615		32		86,754		152,616				124,876		106,009		229,787		3,472		1,391		465,534				43,626		2,322		58,194		33		55,470		159,644				117,375		146,320		788,253		19,429		8		1,071,385

		2060		622,315		1,239,377		1,861,692		83.1%				91,653		410		513		3,908		0		0		1,271		12,238		12,061		134,336		0		1,646		0		0		0		0		0		0		50,574		0		2,848		12,698		11,988		0		9,991		0		0		0		0		49,820		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		556		7,235		0		20,269		0		76,850		22,538		92,545		15,716		1,256		15,476		440,588		62,506		18,483		0		5		0		0		0		6,095		9,381		51,937		1,404				302,779		5,769						10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,499		16,892		3,275		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,718		0		0		0		1,332		0		1,110		0		0		0		0		49,820		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		804		0		2,252		0		65		2,504		9,840		1,746		58		0		46,569		-1		1,022		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,593		143,188				31		0				98,329		13,587		59,207		65		143,188		314,377				243,895		254,040		1,024,944		23,056		1,408		1,547,343																																						42,046		0		0		0		0		0		1,271		12,228		0		70,939		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33,148		0		2,640		0		8,024		0		6,138		0		0		0		0		32,031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		362		4,380		0		8,280		0		7,032		11,326		3,981		0		257		0		2,101		2,431		909		0		0		0		0		0		37		0		0		1,400				214,891		2,839						4,606		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,499		0		3,276		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,974		0		0		0		892		0		682		0		0		0		0		32,031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		487		0		920		0		32		1,258		0		0		29		0		233		270		101		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		87,342				15		0				54,407		11,250		619		32		87,342		153,651				125,723		106,728		231,345		3,495		1,400		468,692				43,922		2,337		58,588		33		55,846		160,726				118,171		147,312		793,599		19,561		8		1,078,651

		2061		626,535		1,247,783		1,874,318		83.1%				92,274		413		516		3,934		0		0		1,280		12,321		12,143		135,247		0		1,657		0		0		0		0		0		0		50,917		0		2,868		12,784		12,069		0		10,059		0		0		0		0		50,158		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		559		7,284		0		20,406		0		77,372		22,691		93,173		15,823		1,265		15,581		443,576		62,930		18,608		0		5		0		0		0		6,136		9,445		52,290		1,413				304,833		5,808						10,119		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,591		17,007		3,298		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,771		0		0		0		1,341		0		1,118		0		0		0		0		50,158		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		809		0		2,267		0		66		2,521		9,907		1,758		58		0		46,884		-1		1,028		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,611		144,159				31		0				98,996		13,679		59,609		66		144,159		316,509				245,549		255,763		1,031,895		23,213		1,418		1,557,837																																						42,331		0		0		0		0		0		1,280		12,311		0		71,420		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33,373		0		2,658		0		8,078		0		6,179		0		0		0		0		32,248		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		364		4,410		0		8,336		0		7,080		11,403		4,008		0		259		0		2,116		2,447		915		0		0		0		0		0		37		0		0		1,410				216,348		2,859						4,637		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,591		0		3,298		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,028		0		0		0		898		0		687		0		0		0		0		32,248		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		490		0		926		0		32		1,267		0		0		29		0		235		272		102		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		87,935				15		0				54,776		11,326		623		33		87,935		154,693				126,576		107,452		232,914		3,519		1,410		471,870				44,220		2,353		58,985		33		56,225		161,816				118,973		148,311		798,981		19,694		8		1,085,967

		2062		630,785		1,256,246		1,887,030		83.1%				92,900		416		520		3,961		0		0		1,289		12,405		12,225		136,165		0		1,668		0		0		0		0		0		0		51,263		0		2,887		12,871		12,151		0		10,127		0		0		0		0		50,498		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		563		7,333		0		20,544		0		77,896		22,845		93,805		15,930		1,273		15,687		446,584		63,357		18,734		0		5		0		0		0		6,178		9,509		52,644		1,423				306,900		5,847						10,187		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,683		17,122		3,320		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,823		0		0		0		1,350		0		1,125		0		0		0		0		50,498		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7		815		0		2,283		0		66		2,538		9,974		1,770		58		0		47,202		-1		1,035		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,629		145,137				31		0				99,667		13,772		60,013		66		145,137		318,656				247,214		257,498		1,038,894		23,370		1,427		1,568,403																																						42,618		0		0		0		0		0		1,289		12,394		0		71,905		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33,599		0		2,676		0		8,133		0		6,221		0		0		0		0		32,467		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		367		4,439		0		8,393		0		7,128		11,480		4,035		0		260		0		2,130		2,464		921		0		0		0		0		0		38		0		0		1,419				217,815		2,878						4,669		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,683		0		3,320		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,083		0		0		0		904		0		691		0		0		0		0		32,467		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		493		0		933		0		33		1,276		0		0		29		0		236		273		102		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		88,531				16		0				55,147		11,403		628		33		88,531		155,742				127,434		108,180		234,494		3,543		1,419		475,071				44,520		2,369		59,385		33		56,606		162,914				119,780		149,317		804,400		19,827		8		1,093,332

		2063		635,063		1,264,766		1,899,828		83.1%				93,530		419		523		3,988		0		0		1,297		12,489		12,308		137,088		0		1,679		0		0		0		0		0		0		51,610		0		2,907		12,958		12,233		0		10,196		0		0		0		0		50,840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		567		7,383		0		20,684		0		78,425		22,999		94,441		16,038		1,282		15,793		449,613		63,786		18,861		0		5		0		0		0		6,220		9,573		53,001		1,432				308,982		5,887						10,256		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,776		17,238		3,342		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,877		0		0		0		1,359		0		1,133		0		0		0		0		50,840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		820		0		2,298		0		66		2,555		10,042		1,782		59		0		47,522		-1		1,042		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,646		146,121				32		0				100,343		13,865		60,420		67		146,121		320,817				248,891		259,244		1,045,939		23,529		1,437		1,579,040																																						42,907		0		0		0		0		0		1,297		12,478		0		72,392		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		33,827		0		2,694		0		8,188		0		6,263		0		0		0		0		32,687		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		369		4,470		0		8,450		0		7,176		11,558		4,063		0		262		0		2,144		2,480		928		0		0		0		0		0		38		0		0		1,429				219,293		2,898						4,700		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,776		0		3,343		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,138		0		0		0		910		0		696		0		0		0		0		32,687		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		497		0		939		0		33		1,284		0		0		29		0		238		275		103		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		89,131				16		0				55,521		11,480		632		33		89,131		156,798				128,299		108,914		236,084		3,567		1,429		478,293				44,822		2,385		59,788		34		56,990		164,019				120,592		150,330		809,855		19,962		8		1,100,747

		2064		639,370		1,273,343		1,912,713		83.1%				94,165		422		527		4,015		0		0		1,306		12,574		12,392		138,018		0		1,691		0		0		0		0		0		0		51,960		0		2,926		13,046		12,316		0		10,265		0		0		0		0		51,185		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		571		7,433		0		20,824		0		78,957		23,155		95,082		16,147		1,290		15,900		452,662		64,219		18,989		0		5		0		0		0		6,262		9,638		53,361		1,442				311,077		5,927						10,326		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,869		17,355		3,365		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,930		0		0		0		1,368		0		1,141		0		0		0		0		51,185		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		826		0		2,314		0		67		2,573		10,110		1,794		59		0		47,845		-1		1,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,664		147,112				32		0				101,024		13,959		60,830		67		147,112		322,993				250,579		261,002		1,053,033		23,688		1,447		1,589,749																																						43,198		0		0		0		0		0		1,306		12,563		0		72,883		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		34,057		0		2,713		0		8,243		0		6,306		0		0		0		0		32,909		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		372		4,500		0		8,507		0		7,225		11,636		4,090		0		264		0		2,159		2,497		934		0		0		0		0		0		38		0		0		1,439				220,780		2,917						4,732		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,869		0		3,366		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,193		0		0		0		916		0		701		0		0		0		0		32,909		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		500		0		945		0		33		1,293		0		0		29		0		240		277		104		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		89,736				16		0				55,898		11,558		636		33		89,736		157,862				129,169		109,653		237,685		3,591		1,439		481,537				45,126		2,401		60,194		34		57,377		165,131				121,410		151,349		815,348		20,097		8		1,108,213

		2065		643,706		1,281,979		1,925,685		83.1%				94,803		425		530		4,042		0		0		1,315		12,659		12,476		138,954		0		1,702		0		0		0		0		0		0		52,313		0		2,946		13,134		12,400		0		10,335		0		0		0		0		51,532		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		575		7,484		0		20,965		0		79,492		23,313		95,727		16,256		1,299		16,008		455,732		64,655		19,118		0		5		0		0		0		6,304		9,704		53,723		1,452				313,187		5,967						10,396		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,963		17,473		3,388		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,984		0		0		0		1,378		0		1,148		0		0		0		0		51,532		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		832		0		2,329		0		67		2,590		10,179		1,806		60		0		48,169		-1		1,057		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,682		148,110				32		0				101,709		14,054		61,242		68		148,110		325,183				252,278		262,772		1,060,175		23,849		1,457		1,600,531																																						43,491		0		0		0		0		0		1,315		12,648		0		73,378		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		34,288		0		2,731		0		8,299		0		6,349		0		0		0		0		33,132		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		374		4,530		0		8,565		0		7,274		11,715		4,118		0		266		0		2,174		2,514		940		0		0		0		0		0		38		0		0		1,449				222,277		2,937						4,764		0		0		0		0		0		0		13,963		0		3,388		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,248		0		0		0		922		0		705		0		0		0		0		33,132		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		503		0		952		0		33		1,302		0		0		29		0		241		279		104		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		90,344				16		0				56,277		11,637		641		33		90,344		158,932				130,045		110,397		239,297		3,615		1,449		484,802				45,432		2,417		60,602		34		57,766		166,251				122,233		152,376		820,878		20,234		8		1,115,729

		2066		648,072		1,290,674		1,938,746		83.1%				95,446		427		534		4,070		0		0		1,324		12,745		12,560		139,896		0		1,714		0		0		0		0		0		0		52,668		0		2,966		13,223		12,484		0		10,405		0		0		0		0		51,882		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		579		7,534		0		21,107		0		80,031		23,471		96,376		16,366		1,308		16,117		458,823		65,093		19,248		0		5		0		0		0		6,347		9,769		54,087		1,462				315,311		6,008						10,466		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,058		17,591		3,411		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,038		0		0		0		1,387		0		1,156		0		0		0		0		51,882		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		837		0		2,345		0		68		2,608		10,248		1,818		60		0		48,496		-1		1,064		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,701		149,115				32		0				102,399		14,149		61,658		68		149,115		327,389				253,989		264,554		1,067,365		24,011		1,467		1,611,386																																						43,786		0		0		0		0		0		1,324		12,734		0		73,875		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		34,520		0		2,750		0		8,356		0		6,392		0		0		0		0		33,357		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		377		4,561		0		8,623		0		7,323		11,795		4,146		0		268		0		2,188		2,531		947		0		0		0		0		0		39		0		0		1,458				223,785		2,957						4,797		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,058		0		3,411		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,304		0		0		0		928		0		710		0		0		0		0		33,357		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		507		0		958		0		34		1,311		0		0		30		0		243		281		105		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		90,957				16		0				56,659		11,716		645		34		90,957		160,010				130,927		111,145		240,920		3,640		1,458		488,090				45,740		2,434		61,013		34		58,157		167,378				123,062		153,409		826,445		20,371		8		1,123,296

		2067		652,467		1,299,427		1,951,894		83.1%				96,094		430		537		4,097		0		0		1,333		12,831		12,646		140,845		0		1,725		0		0		0		0		0		0		53,025		0		2,986		13,313		12,569		0		10,476		0		0		0		0		52,234		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		582		7,585		0		21,251		0		80,574		23,630		97,029		16,477		1,317		16,226		461,935		65,535		19,378		0		5		0		0		0		6,390		9,836		54,454		1,472				317,449		6,048						10,537		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,153		17,711		3,434		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,092		0		0		0		1,397		0		1,164		0		0		0		0		52,234		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		843		0		2,361		0		68		2,626		10,317		1,831		61		0		48,825		-1		1,071		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,719		150,126				33		0				103,093		14,245		62,076		68		150,126		329,609				255,712		266,349		1,074,604		24,173		1,476		1,622,315																																						44,083		0		0		0		0		0		1,333		12,820		0		74,376		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		34,754		0		2,768		0		8,412		0		6,435		0		0		0		0		33,583		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		379		4,592		0		8,681		0		7,373		11,875		4,174		0		269		0		2,203		2,548		953		0		0		0		0		0		39		0		0		1,468				225,302		2,977						4,829		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,153		0		3,434		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,361		0		0		0		935		0		715		0		0		0		0		33,583		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		510		0		965		0		34		1,319		0		0		30		0		245		283		106		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		91,574				16		0				57,043		11,795		649		34		91,574		161,095				131,815		111,899		242,554		3,665		1,468		491,401				46,050		2,450		61,427		35		58,552		168,514				123,897		154,450		832,050		20,509		8		1,130,914

		2068		656,892		1,308,240		1,965,132		83.1%				96,745		433		541		4,125		0		0		1,342		12,918		12,731		141,800		0		1,737		0		0		0		0		0		0		53,385		0		3,007		13,403		12,654		0		10,547		0		0		0		0		52,588		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		586		7,637		0		21,395		0		81,120		23,790		97,687		16,589		1,326		16,336		465,068		65,979		19,510		0		5		0		0		0		6,433		9,902		54,823		1,482				319,602		6,089						10,609		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,249		17,831		3,457		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,147		0		0		0		1,406		0		1,172		0		0		0		0		52,588		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		849		0		2,377		0		69		2,643		10,387		1,843		61		0		49,156		-1		1,078		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,737		151,144				33		0				103,792		14,342		62,497		69		151,144		331,844				257,446		268,155		1,081,892		24,337		1,486		1,633,317																																						44,382		0		0		0		0		0		1,342		12,907		0		74,881		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		34,990		0		2,787		0		8,469		0		6,479		0		0		0		0		33,811		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		382		4,623		0		8,740		0		7,423		11,955		4,202		0		271		0		2,218		2,566		960		0		0		0		0		0		39		0		0		1,478				226,830		2,997						4,862		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,249		0		3,458		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,417		0		0		0		941		0		720		0		0		0		0		33,811		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		514		0		971		0		34		1,328		0		0		30		0		246		285		107		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		92,195				16		0				57,430		11,875		654		34		92,195		162,188				132,709		112,658		244,199		3,689		1,478		494,733				46,362		2,467		61,843		35		58,949		169,656				124,737		155,497		837,693		20,648		8		1,138,584
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		2071		670,348		1,335,039		2,005,388		83.1%				98,727		442		552		4,210		0		0		1,369		13,183		12,992		144,705		0		1,773		0		0		0		0		0		0		54,478		0		3,068		13,678		12,913		0		10,763		0		0		0		0		53,665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		598		7,793		0		21,833		0		82,782		24,277		99,689		16,929		1,353		16,671		474,595		67,331		19,909		0		5		0		0		0		6,565		10,105		55,946		1,512				326,149		6,214						10,826		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,541		18,196		3,528		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,314		0		0		0		1,435		0		1,196		0		0		0		0		53,665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		866		0		2,426		0		70		2,697		10,600		1,881		62		0		50,163		-1		1,100		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,794		154,240				33		0				105,918		14,636		63,777		70		154,240		338,642				262,720		273,648		1,104,054		24,836		1,517		1,666,775																																						45,291		0		0		0		0		0		1,369		13,172		0		76,415		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		35,707		0		2,844		0		8,643		0		6,611		0		0		0		0		34,504		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		390		4,718		0		8,919		0		7,575		12,200		4,289		0		277		0		2,264		2,618		979		0		0		0		0		0		40		0		0		1,509				231,477		3,059						4,961		0		0		0		0		0		0		14,541		0		3,529		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,590		0		0		0		960		0		735		0		0		0		0		34,504		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		524		0		991		0		35		1,356		0		0		31		0		251		291		109		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		94,084				17		0				58,606		12,118		667		35		94,084		165,510				135,427		114,966		249,201		3,765		1,509		504,868				47,312		2,518		63,110		36		60,157		173,132				127,292		158,682		854,853		21,071		8		1,161,907
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		2076		693,391		1,380,929		2,074,320		83.1%				102,121		457		571		4,354		0		0		1,417		13,636		13,439		149,679		0		1,834		0		0		0		0		0		0		56,351		0		3,174		14,148		13,357		0		11,133		0		0		0		0		55,510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		619		8,061		0		22,583		0		85,628		25,112		103,115		17,511		1,400		17,244		490,908		69,645		20,594		0		5		0		0		0		6,791		10,453		57,869		1,564				337,360		6,428						11,198		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,041		18,822		3,649		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,600		0		0		0		1,484		0		1,237		0		0		0		0		55,510		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		896		0		2,509		0		73		2,790		10,964		1,946		64		0		51,887		-1		1,138		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,890		159,542				35		0				109,559		15,139		65,969		73		159,542		350,282				271,750		283,055		1,142,005		25,690		1,569		1,724,069																																						46,848		0		0		0		0		0		1,417		13,624		0		79,041		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		36,934		0		2,942		0		8,940		0		6,839		0		0		0		0		35,690		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		403		4,880		0		9,226		0		7,835		12,620		4,436		0		286		0		2,341		2,708		1,013		0		0		0		0		0		41		0		0		1,560				239,434		3,164						5,132		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,041		0		3,650		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,885		0		0		0		993		0		760		0		0		0		0		35,690		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		542		0		1,025		0		36		1,402		0		0		32		0		260		301		112		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		97,318				17		0				60,621		12,535		690		36		97,318		171,199				140,082		118,918		257,767		3,894		1,560		522,222				48,938		2,604		65,279		37		62,224		179,083				131,668		164,137		884,238		21,795		9		1,201,846

		2077		698,093		1,390,295		2,088,388		83.1%				102,813		460		575		4,384		0		0		1,426		13,729		13,530		150,694		0		1,846		0		0		0		0		0		0		56,733		0		3,195		14,244		13,447		0		11,208		0		0		0		0		55,886		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		623		8,116		0		22,737		0		86,208		25,282		103,815		17,630		1,409		17,361		494,238		70,117		20,733		0		5		0		0		0		6,837		10,523		58,262		1,575				339,648		6,471						11,274		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,143		18,949		3,674		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,658		0		0		0		1,494		0		1,245		0		0		0		0		55,886		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		902		0		2,526		0		73		2,809		11,039		1,959		65		0		52,239		-1		1,146		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,909		160,624				35		0				110,302		15,242		66,417		73		160,624		352,658				273,593		284,974		1,149,750		25,864		1,580		1,735,761																																						47,166		0		0		0		0		0		1,426		13,717		0		79,577		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		37,185		0		2,962		0		9,001		0		6,885		0		0		0		0		35,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		406		4,913		0		9,288		0		7,888		12,705		4,466		0		288		0		2,357		2,727		1,020		0		0		0		0		0		42		0		0		1,571				241,058		3,185						5,167		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,143		0		3,675		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,945		0		0		0		1,000		0		765		0		0		0		0		35,932		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		546		0		1,032		0		36		1,412		0		0		32		0		262		303		113		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		97,978				17		0				61,032		12,620		695		36		97,978		172,361				141,032		119,724		259,516		3,921		1,571		525,764				49,270		2,622		65,722		37		62,646		180,297				132,561		165,250		890,235		21,943		9		1,209,997

		2078		702,828		1,399,724		2,102,552		83.1%				103,511		464		579		4,413		0		0		1,436		13,822		13,622		151,716		0		1,858		0		0		0		0		0		0		57,118		0		3,217		14,341		13,539		0		11,284		0		0		0		0		56,265		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		627		8,171		0		22,891		0		86,793		25,454		104,519		17,749		1,419		17,479		497,590		70,593		20,874		0		5		0		0		0		6,883		10,595		58,657		1,585				341,952		6,515						11,351		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,246		19,078		3,699		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,717		0		0		0		1,504		0		1,254		0		0		0		0		56,265		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		908		0		2,543		0		74		2,828		11,114		1,972		65		0		52,593		-1		1,154		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,929		161,713				35		0				111,050		15,345		66,867		74		161,713		355,050				275,449		286,907		1,157,548		26,039		1,590		1,747,533																																						47,486		0		0		0		0		0		1,436		13,810		0		80,117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		37,437		0		2,982		0		9,062		0		6,932		0		0		0		0		36,175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		408		4,946		0		9,351		0		7,942		12,791		4,496		0		290		0		2,373		2,745		1,027		0		0		0		0		0		42		0		0		1,582				242,692		3,207						5,202		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,246		0		3,700		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,006		0		0		0		1,007		0		770		0		0		0		0		36,175		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		550		0		1,039		0		36		1,421		0		0		32		0		263		305		114		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		98,642				17		0				61,446		12,705		699		37		98,642		173,530				141,989		120,536		261,276		3,947		1,582		529,330				49,604		2,640		66,168		37		63,071		181,520				133,460		166,371		896,272		22,092		9		1,218,204

		2079		707,595		1,409,217		2,116,812		83.1%				104,213		467		583		4,443		0		0		1,446		13,915		13,714		152,745		0		1,871		0		0		0		0		0		0		57,505		0		3,239		14,438		13,630		0		11,361		0		0		0		0		56,647		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		632		8,226		0		23,046		0		87,382		25,626		105,227		17,870		1,428		17,597		500,964		71,072		21,015		0		5		0		0		0		6,930		10,667		59,055		1,596				344,271		6,559						11,428		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,349		19,207		3,724		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,776		0		0		0		1,514		0		1,262		0		0		0		0		56,647		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		914		0		2,561		0		74		2,847		11,189		1,986		66		0		52,950		-1		1,162		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,949		162,810				35		0				111,804		15,449		67,321		74		162,810		357,458				277,317		288,853		1,165,398		26,216		1,601		1,759,385																																						47,808		0		0		0		0		0		1,446		13,903		0		80,661		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		37,691		0		3,002		0		9,123		0		6,979		0		0		0		0		36,421		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		411		4,980		0		9,415		0		7,996		12,878		4,527		0		292		0		2,389		2,764		1,034		0		0		0		0		0		42		0		0		1,592				244,338		3,229						5,237		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,349		0		3,725		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,067		0		0		0		1,014		0		775		0		0		0		0		36,421		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		553		0		1,046		0		37		1,431		0		0		32		0		265		307		115		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		99,311				17		0				61,863		12,792		704		37		99,311		174,706				142,952		121,354		263,048		3,974		1,592		532,920				49,941		2,657		66,617		37		63,499		182,751				134,365		167,499		902,351		22,242		9		1,226,466

		2080		712,394		1,418,775		2,131,168		83.1%				104,919		470		587		4,474		0		0		1,455		14,010		13,807		153,781		0		1,884		0		0		0		0		0		0		57,895		0		3,261		14,536		13,723		0		11,438		0		0		0		0		57,031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		636		8,282		0		23,202		0		87,974		25,800		105,941		17,991		1,438		17,716		504,362		71,554		21,158		0		5		0		0		0		6,977		10,739		59,455		1,607				346,606		6,604						11,505		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,453		19,337		3,749		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,836		0		0		0		1,525		0		1,271		0		0		0		0		57,031		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		920		0		2,578		0		75		2,867		11,265		1,999		66		0		53,309		-1		1,169		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,969		163,914				36		0				112,562		15,554		67,777		75		163,914		359,882				279,198		290,812		1,173,302		26,394		1,612		1,771,318																																						48,132		0		0		0		0		0		1,455		13,998		0		81,208		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		37,946		0		3,023		0		9,185		0		7,026		0		0		0		0		36,668		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		414		5,014		0		9,479		0		8,050		12,965		4,558		0		294		0		2,406		2,783		1,041		0		0		0		0		0		43		0		0		1,603				245,996		3,250						5,273		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,453		0		3,750		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,128		0		0		0		1,021		0		781		0		0		0		0		36,668		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		557		0		1,053		0		37		1,441		0		0		33		0		267		309		116		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		99,985				18		0				62,282		12,878		709		37		99,985		175,891				143,921		122,177		264,832		4,001		1,603		536,534				50,280		2,675		67,068		38		63,930		183,991				135,276		168,635		908,471		22,393		9		1,234,784

		2081		717,225		1,428,397		2,145,622		83.1%				105,631		473		591		4,504		0		0		1,465		14,105		13,901		154,824		0		1,897		0		0		0		0		0		0		58,288		0		3,283		14,635		13,816		0		11,515		0		0		0		0		57,418		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		640		8,338		0		23,360		0		88,571		25,975		106,660		18,113		1,448		17,837		507,783		72,039		21,301		0		5		0		0		0		7,024		10,812		59,858		1,618				348,957		6,649						11,583		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,558		19,468		3,775		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,896		0		0		0		1,535		0		1,279		0		0		0		0		57,418		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9		926		0		2,596		0		75		2,886		11,341		2,013		67		0		53,671		-1		1,177		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,989		165,026				36		0				113,325		15,659		68,237		75		165,026		362,323				281,091		292,784		1,181,260		26,573		1,623		1,783,331																																						48,458		0		0		0		0		0		1,465		14,093		0		81,758		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		38,204		0		3,043		0		9,247		0		7,074		0		0		0		0		36,916		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		417		5,048		0		9,543		0		8,104		13,053		4,588		0		296		0		2,422		2,801		1,048		0		0		0		0		0		43		0		0		1,614				247,664		3,272						5,308		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,558		0		3,775		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,190		0		0		0		1,027		0		786		0		0		0		0		36,916		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		561		0		1,060		0		37		1,450		0		0		33		0		269		311		116		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		100,663				18		0				62,705		12,966		714		37		100,663		177,084				144,898		123,005		266,628		4,028		1,614		540,173				50,621		2,694		67,523		38		64,363		185,239				136,194		169,779		914,632		22,544		9		1,243,158

		2082		722,089		1,438,085		2,160,174		83.1%				106,347		476		595		4,534		0		0		1,475		14,201		13,995		155,874		0		1,909		0		0		0		0		0		0		58,683		0		3,305		14,734		13,910		0		11,593		0		0		0		0		57,807		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		645		8,395		0		23,518		0		89,172		26,151		107,383		18,236		1,457		17,958		511,226		72,527		21,446		0		5		0		0		0		7,072		10,885		60,264		1,629				351,323		6,694						11,662		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,663		19,601		3,800		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8,956		0		0		0		1,546		0		1,288		0		0		0		0		57,807		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9		933		0		2,613		0		76		2,906		11,418		2,026		67		0		54,035		-1		1,185		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,009		166,145				36		0				114,094		15,765		68,700		76		166,145		364,780				282,998		294,770		1,189,271		26,753		1,634		1,795,426																																						48,787		0		0		0		0		0		1,475		14,188		0		82,313		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		38,463		0		3,064		0		9,310		0		7,122		0		0		0		0		37,167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		420		5,082		0		9,608		0		8,159		13,142		4,620		0		298		0		2,438		2,820		1,055		0		0		0		0		0		43		0		0		1,625				249,344		3,295						5,344		0		0		0		0		0		0		15,663		0		3,801		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,253		0		0		0		1,034		0		791		0		0		0		0		37,167		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4		565		0		1,068		0		37		1,460		0		0		33		0		271		313		117		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		101,346				18		0				63,130		13,054		719		38		101,346		178,285				145,880		123,839		268,436		4,056		1,625		543,836				50,964		2,712		67,981		38		64,800		186,495				137,118		170,930		920,835		22,697		9		1,251,590
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		2097		799,141		1,591,537		2,390,678		83.1%				117,695		527		658		5,018		0		0		1,633		15,716		15,488		172,507		0		2,113		0		0		0		0		0		0		64,945		0		3,658		16,306		15,394		0		12,830		0		0		0		0		63,976		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		713		9,291		0		26,028		0		98,687		28,942		118,841		20,182		1,613		19,874		565,777		80,267		23,734		0		6		0		0		0		7,827		12,047		66,695		1,803				388,812		7,408						12,906		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,335		21,692		4,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,912		0		0		0		1,710		0		1,426		0		0		0		0		63,976		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		1,032		0		2,892		0		84		3,216		12,637		2,242		74		0		59,801		-1		1,312		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,330		183,874				40		0				126,268		17,448		76,031		84		183,874		403,705				313,196		326,224		1,316,174		29,608		1,808		1,987,009																																						53,993		0		0		0		0		0		1,633		15,702		0		91,096		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42,567		0		3,391		0		10,303		0		7,882		0		0		0		0		41,133		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		464		5,624		0		10,633		0		9,030		14,544		5,113		0		330		0		2,698		3,121		1,167		0		0		0		0		0		48		0		0		1,798				275,950		3,646						5,915		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,335		0		4,207		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,240		0		0		0		1,145		0		876		0		0		0		0		41,133		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5		625		0		1,181		0		41		1,616		0		0		37		0		300		346		130		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		112,160				20		0				69,866		14,447		795		42		112,160		197,309				161,447		137,054		297,080		4,488		1,798		601,867				56,402		3,001		75,235		42		71,714		206,395				151,749		189,170		1,019,094		25,119		10		1,385,142

		2098		804,561		1,602,331		2,406,892		83.1%				118,493		531		663		5,052		0		0		1,644		15,822		15,593		173,677		0		2,127		0		0		0		0		0		0		65,385		0		3,683		16,417		15,498		0		12,917		0		0		0		0		64,409		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		718		9,354		0		26,204		0		99,356		29,138		119,647		20,318		1,624		20,009		569,615		80,811		23,895		0		6		0		0		0		7,880		12,128		67,147		1,815				391,449		7,458						12,994		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,452		21,839		4,235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,979		0		0		0		1,722		0		1,435		0		0		0		0		64,409		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		1,039		0		2,912		0		84		3,238		12,722		2,258		75		0		60,206		-1		1,321		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,353		185,121				40		0				127,125		17,566		76,546		84		185,121		406,443				315,320		328,436		1,325,100		29,808		1,821		2,000,485																																						54,359		0		0		0		0		0		1,644		15,809		0		91,714		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		42,856		0		3,414		0		10,373		0		7,935		0		0		0		0		41,412		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		468		5,662		0		10,705		0		9,091		14,643		5,147		0		332		0		2,717		3,143		1,175		0		0		0		0		0		48		0		0		1,811				277,822		3,671						5,955		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,452		0		4,235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,309		0		0		0		1,153		0		882		0		0		0		0		41,412		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5		629		0		1,189		0		42		1,627		0		0		37		0		302		349		130		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		112,920				20		0				70,340		14,545		801		42		112,920		198,648				162,542		137,983		299,095		4,519		1,811		605,949				56,785		3,022		75,745		43		72,201		207,795				152,778		190,453		1,026,006		25,290		10		1,394,536

		2099		810,017		1,613,198		2,423,216		83.1%				119,297		534		667		5,087		0		0		1,655		15,930		15,699		174,855		0		2,142		0		0		0		0		0		0		65,829		0		3,708		16,528		15,603		0		13,005		0		0		0		0		64,846		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		723		9,417		0		26,382		0		100,030		29,336		120,459		20,456		1,635		20,144		573,478		81,359		24,057		0		6		0		0		0		7,933		12,211		67,603		1,827				394,104		7,509						13,082		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,571		21,987		4,263		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,046		0		0		0		1,734		0		1,445		0		0		0		0		64,846		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		1,046		0		2,931		0		85		3,260		12,809		2,273		75		0		60,614		-1		1,330		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,376		186,377				40		0				127,987		17,685		77,065		85		186,377		409,199				317,458		330,664		1,334,087		30,011		1,833		2,014,053																																						54,728		0		0		0		0		0		1,655		15,916		0		92,336		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,146		0		3,437		0		10,444		0		7,989		0		0		0		0		41,692		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		471		5,701		0		10,777		0		9,153		14,742		5,182		0		334		0		2,735		3,164		1,183		0		0		0		0		0		48		0		0		1,823				279,706		3,696						5,995		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,571		0		4,264		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,379		0		0		0		1,160		0		888		0		0		0		0		41,692		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5		633		0		1,197		0		42		1,638		0		0		37		0		304		351		131		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		113,686				20		0				70,817		14,643		806		42		113,686		199,995				163,644		138,919		301,123		4,549		1,823		610,059				57,170		3,042		76,259		43		72,690		209,204				153,814		191,744		1,032,964		25,461		10		1,403,994

		2100		815,511		1,624,139		2,439,650		83.1%				120,106		538		672		5,121		0		0		1,666		16,038		15,806		176,041		0		2,156		0		0		0		0		0		0		66,275		0		3,733		16,640		15,709		0		13,093		0		0		0		0		65,286		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		728		9,481		0		26,561		0		100,709		29,535		121,276		20,595		1,646		20,281		577,367		81,911		24,221		0		6		0		0		0		7,987		12,293		68,061		1,839				396,776		7,560						13,171		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,690		22,136		4,292		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,115		0		0		0		1,745		0		1,455		0		0		0		0		65,286		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10		1,053		0		2,951		0		85		3,282		12,895		2,288		76		0		61,026		-1		1,339		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,398		187,641				41		0				128,855		17,805		77,588		86		187,641		411,974				319,611		332,906		1,343,135		30,214		1,845		2,027,712																																						55,099		0		0		0		0		0		1,666		16,024		0		92,962		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,439		0		3,460		0		10,515		0		8,043		0		0		0		0		41,975		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		474		5,740		0		10,851		0		9,215		14,842		5,217		0		337		0		2,754		3,185		1,191		0		0		0		0		0		49		0		0		1,835				281,603		3,721						6,036		0		0		0		0		0		0		17,690		0		4,293		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,450		0		0		0		1,168		0		894		0		0		0		0		41,975		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5		638		0		1,206		0		42		1,649		0		0		37		0		306		354		132		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		114,457				20		0				71,297		14,742		812		42		114,457		201,351				164,754		139,861		303,165		4,580		1,835		614,196				57,557		3,063		76,776		43		73,183		210,623				154,857		193,045		1,039,970		25,634		10		1,413,516



		GROWTH						0.68%

		Best Fit Coefficients

		Total		1.6703		6.76E-03

		MRA		1.39E+06		666304.400000002



Historic Waste Data	PURPOSE	The purpose of this spreadsheet is to:	
          1. Forecast the composition of the disposed waste stream in Baltimore City with time assuming variable attainment of the Maximum Disposal Potential (MDP).  The MDP is described in the Task 5	
               	TAB DESCRIPTIONS	Tab Name	Total In-City Waste	Residential In-City Waste	Comm	ercial In-City Waste	BRESCO Waste	4.1 - Post-Processing	0	0	0	0	0	0	Projected Waste Data	4.2 - In-City Disposal	4.3 - Transfer Facilities	4.4 - Summary	5 - Scenario Analysis	5 - Scenario Mass Balance	QRL Waste	Disposed Waste Streams	2017 Waste Streams	Waste Composition	2017 Waste Stream Composition	Maximum Diversion Option	Waste Growth	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Year





Total Waste Generation (tons)









2017	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	0.49776730302245736	0.50111833460906796	0.5044856111789483	0.51255697050038884	0.52850235241200183	0.5517390055440381	0.58265707880332729	0.61634799011672436	0.6464070007025795	0.67254535976704233	0.69774879886749808	0.72332676537323914	0.74805896727399424	0.77009623003004246	0.78812991724314219	0.80183531392046037	0.8116653386758812	0.81842408071291839	0.82293658276676773	0.82589042494434839	0.82779901528212319	0.82902188366763929	Year





Diversion Rate







Unclassified	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	109266.67063664924	110007.72977161442	110753.81485491584	111504.95997311396	112261.19944394752	113022.56781790248	113789.09987978946	114560.83065033529	115337.79538777971	116120.0295894884	116907.56899357517	117700.44958053244	118498.70757487745	119302.37944680563	120111.50191385791	120926.11194259801	121746.24675030049	122571.9438066523	123403.2408354636	124240.17581639209	125082.78698667834	Non-Traditional Recyclables	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	4799.5212512676044	4561.3244848434506	3465.1645938156612	1284.8504316003255	78.535665627658375	56.139753045590055	52.628525228663136	52.357056532766649	52.611513806929622	52.952236294627369	53.308790874773933	53.669925725394535	54.033855540834907	54.400308846843188	54.769256319786791	55.140707450170794	55.51467803083375	55.891184959143288	56.27024540654736	56.651876686451715	57.036096233764397	C	&	D	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	247729.73620660315	247621.00190587516	244897.96463602834	238398.49088305095	230539.14251366723	220544.77489352363	208189.81420738116	194174.3471913806	178723.24652033349	160957.99141891755	141027.13408120981	120869.78141238478	102516.67440755182	87335.532029543421	75752.221755458231	67464.045816275204	61825.079741071604	58145.069217101292	55837.328855898719	54458.061934034253	53	693.327265122418	Traditional Recyclables	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	207056.73065529444	206475.17673546533	203051.3125261614	193684.71843586181	174691.6515687003	146307.235092446	117552.88828456709	97754.060592124384	87548.428592790922	83213.267481894029	81695.803220207847	81396.948772769567	81603.891375280145	82018.410097535758	82518.852510165976	83056.098329765373	83610.402438693811	84173.849753524715	84743.278809351352	85317.436629983189	85895.836253315661	Organics	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	139906.54707022183	140084.68178936213	139765.81224607793	138704.74553751823	136727.40690635116	133371.0433212317	128032.69387747289	120152.6743711399	109407.50179314494	96004.713068327575	80881.681246799577	65549.103086219373	51559.124465186338	39951.470602297741	31050.770256324482	24630.482369357393	20204.559023291404	17253.185807405542	15334.431768300856	14113.962121871256	13355.254282720038	Year





Waste for Disposal (tons)
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BRESCO INSPECTION AND 
EVALUATION OF PLANT LIFE 
EXPECTANCY
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BACKGROUND Page 2


 On April 26, 2019, Deltaway performed a one-day site inspection of the Wheelabrator BRESCO 
facility.


 Deltaway interviewed the facility manager (Austin Pritchard) and maintenance manager (Travis 
Satiritz). A complete site tour was conducted by Deltaway with plant manager Austin Pritchard.


 The original start-up date of the facility was 1985. The main goal of the inspection was to 
determine the feasibility of extending the life of facility thorough 2040. 


 In general, Deltaway found that the facility was properly managed and maintained. Wheelabrator 
had good outage planning, execution, and reasonable long-term maintenance and capital 
spending planning. One of the facilities boilers was in outage at the time of the inspection.


 Deltaway found Wheelabrator to be extremely cooperative, answering all of our questions and 
providing key documents to support the life extension of the facility.


 Periodically Deltaway continued interaction with plant manager Austin Pritchard for updates and 
further facility details. Mr. Pritchard was always cooperative throughout the inspection and offered 
his services whenever needed.


 This summary report represents the results of Deltaway’s findings and recommendations. 
 Deltaway has estimated long-term operational and maintenance costs (OPEX) and capital 


spending (CAPEX) based on the site inspection, including interviews, and documents supplied by 
Wheelabrator.


 Key findings related to the Baltimore Clean Air Act (BCAA), which was signed into law on March 
7, 2019.  Significant upgrades will be required at the facility to meet these standards.







EMISSIONS
 Wheelabrator conducts continuous monitoring of plant operations, including emissions of nitrogen 


oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxides (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), and opacity. 
 Deltaway’s site inspection showed the facility was in compliance relative to existing permit limits. 
 Maryland regulations introduced new emission limits for NOx in 2019 and 2020 (see page 4).
 BCAA introduced new emission limits for NOx, SO2, dioxins/furans, and mercury in 2020 or 2022 


(see page 4).
 BCAA also introduced requirements for continuous emissions monitoring systems (CEMS) for 


NOx, SO2, particulate matter, dioxins/furans, CO, carbon dioxide, hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric 
acid, volatile organic compounds, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, arsenic, cadmium, chromium 
(VI), lead, manganese, mercury, nickel, selenium, and zinc.
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EMISSION LIMITS - UPDATE
Pollutant Limit


(April 2019)*
New Limit
(Maryland Regulations)


New Limit
(BCAA)


Particulate Matter 25 mg/dscm


SO2 29 ppmv 18 ppmv by 9-7-20


NOx 205 ppmv 150 ppmv by 5-1-19
145 ppmv by 5-1-20


45 ppmv by 1-1-22


CO 100 ppmv


HCl 29 ppmv


Dioxins/Furans 35 ng/dscm 2.6 ng/dscm WHO TEQ
by 9-7-20


Cadmium 35 μg/dscm


Lead 400 μg/dscm


Mercury 50 μg/dscm 15 μg/dscm by 9-7-20
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* date of Deltaway’s site inspection
ppmv = parts per million by volume; dscm = dry standard cubic meter
WHO TEQ = World Health Organization Toxic Equivalency







UREA INJECTION FOR
NOX CONTROL (1)
 Effective 5-1-2019, Maryland regulations were lowered from 205 ppmv to 150 ppmv on NOx 


emissions at BRESCO. Using their existing Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) system, 
Wheelabrator is currently operating the facility in compliance with this limit.


 Wheelabrator is also confident they can meet the May 2020 reduction to 145 ppmv with the 
existing system but at times may have to reduce boiler load as a result. Deltaway agrees with this 
assumption based on plant inspection and objectives being initiated by Wheelabrator.
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UREA INJECTION FOR
NOX CONTROL (2)
 Wheelabrator has brought in external company Fuel Tech Inc. to optimize their urea injection 


system with the goal of meeting the 145 ppmv limit effective in May 2020.
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REQUIRED
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES
 Technology upgrades are required due to change-in-law provisions as seen on the “Emission 


Limits – Update” table on page 4:
 Yellow is related to baghouse technology and supplemental SO2 control; and
 Red is related to SCR Technology (see page 9).


 It is not possible for Wheelabrator to meet the BCAA changes in yellow by the current first phase 
of compliance in September 2020. 
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REPLACE ESP WITH BAGHOUSE


 Wheelabrator currently utilizes Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) technology.
 Due to change-in-law requirements, Wheelabrator must retrofit the plant to install a baghouse in 


place of the ESP.
 In addition to a baghouse, Wheelabrator will need to supplement SO2 control.
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NEW NOX CONTROL TECHNOLOGY


 Effective January 1, 2022 the BCAA changes the NOx limit to 45 ppmv.
 Wheelabrator will be unable to achieve the reduction in NOx to 45 ppmv with SNCR controls. A 


new technology and potential boiler modifications will need to occur to meet this limit which would 
include Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) equipment and potential boiler combustion air 
modifications.
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 Compliance with Maryland regulations:
 Wheelabrator is meeting the current NOx limit of 150 ppmv effective May 1, 2019. 
 Wheelabrator will also be able achieve the reduction to 145 ppmv NOx emissions effective 


May 1, 2020 without significant new CAPEX spending.
 Additional OPEX to achieve 145 ppmv NOx will be approximately $300,000 in reagents and 


another $100,000 to address boiler tube corrosion and CEMS maintenance. 
 Compliance with the BCAA:


 BRESCO is not capable of meeting these limits effective in 2020 or 2022 without significant 
CAPEX spending to maintain compliance.


 For emissions controls related to SO2, dioxins, furans, and mercury, a baghouse installation 
and other control upgrades are required.
 CAPEX for installing a new baghouse is estimated at $30 million.  This does not 


include the additional SO2 controls.
 Annual additional OPEX is estimated at $350,000.


 For emissions controls related to NOx, new SCR technology installation is required.
 CAPEX is estimated to be $45 to $65 million.
 Annual additional OPEX is unknown at this time.


 Realistically, the enhanced SO2 controls, baghouse, and SCR would all be installed as a 
single project not as individual projects.  


ESTIMATED COSTS Page 10







SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS
 Wheelabrator needs to make major repairs over 5 years at $100,000 per year to the bottom ash 


bunker. This CAPEX spending is already allocated.
 If Wheelabrator continues to maintain its facility boilers and plant auxiliary equipment as they 


have with historical and future spending, Deltaway sees no reason why BRESCO cannot be 
operated through 2040 from a mechanical perspective.


 There are significant issues related to change-in-law provisions that will require Wheelabrator to 
increase CAPEX spending significantly and quickly to meet the BCAA permit limits, with total 
costs potentially in excess of $95 million (see page 10). 


 These upgrades are long lead time capital projects that include engineering, permitting, 
procurement, and installation. While technically achievable, the upgrades to meet the 9/7/2020 
SO2 limit and/or 1/1/2022 NOx limit are not achievable within the current timeframe for BCAA 
compliance given the long project timeline for such major modifications.


 Wheelabrator BRESCO may not be able to achieve these new permit levels without a long-term 
contract renewal commitment by the City. Given the level of investment needed, Wheelabrator will 
be unlikely to install new emission control technologies without a contract extension.
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